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Foreword

Robotics is undergoing a major transformation in scope and dimension. From a
largely dominant industrial focus, robotics is rapidly expanding into human envi-
ronments and vigorously engaged in its new challenges. Interacting, assisting,
serving, and exploring with humans, the emerging robots will increasingly touch
people and their lives.

Beyond its impact on physical robots, the body of knowledge robotics has
produced is revealing a much wider range of applications reaching across diverse
research areas and scientific disciplines, such as biomechanics, haptics, neuro-
sciences, virtual simulation, animation, surgery, and sensor networks among others.
In return, the challenges of the new emerging areas are proving an abundant source
of stimulation and insights for the field of robotics. It is indeed at the intersection of
disciplines that the most striking advances happen.

The Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics (STAR) is devoted to bringing to the
research community the latest advances in the robotics field on the basis of their
significance and quality. Through a wide and timely dissemination of critical
research developments in robotics, our objective with this series is to promote more
exchanges and collaborations among the researchers in the community and con-
tribute to further advancements in this rapidly growing field.

The edited volume by Jean-Paul Laumond and Naoko Abe is focused on human
motion analysis within a unique artistic–scientific multidisciplinary context
embracing robotics, computer science, neuroscience, dance notation systems, and
choreography. The twenty chapter collection originates from the workshop “Dance
Notations and Robot Motion” held at LAAS–CNRS in Toulouse in November
2014, ranging from motion computation to segmentation, from robot programming
to gestural languages, from behavioral objects to robot interaction, and from
abstract symbol manipulation to physical signal processing. The results described in
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the volume provide a number of useful tools toward better understanding the
computational foundations of anthropomorphic action.

Rich of heterogeneous contributions by robotics researchers and dance experts in
the field, this volume constitutes a very fine addition to STAR!

Naples, Italy Bruno Siciliano
August 2015 STAR Editor
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Preface

A motion is perceived by others from its completion into the physical space. At the
same time, the same motion originates within the personal body space. Identifying
what is happening in the body when a person is moving is not an easy task. Human
motion analysis focuses on the relationship between physical space and body space.
How to bridge both physical and body spaces? As biomechanists or neuroscientists,
roboticists face the same but differently worded question: For roboticists, the
physical space is the task space or the operational space in which robot actions are
expressed; the body space is the control space or the configuration space according
to the considered robotic system. The question is related to robot programming, i.e.,
to the competition between abstract symbol manipulation and physical signal
processing.

In the dance field, tools for analyzing and transcribing human movements, i.e.,
the so-called dance notation systems, have been developed to enhance dancer
performance. The main purpose of dance notations is to store choreographic works
and knowledge of dance techniques by translating movements into specific ways as
abstract symbols, letters, abbreviations, musical notations, stick figures, etc. In
Western culture, there are almost 90 dance notation systems, from the first
appearance in fifteeenth century to the present. Among the currently used ones, we
find the Kinetography Laban, the Benesh Movement Notation, and the
Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation.

In this context, it is natural to gather roboticists, computer scientists, neurosci-
entists, dance notation system researchers, and choreographers, in order to promote
a multidisciplinary research on human motion analysis. This was the objective
of the workshop “Dance Notations and Robot Motion” held at LAAS–CNRS in
Toulouse in November 2014.1 How an anthropomorphic action is decomposed into
a sequence of motions? How an emotional state is reflected in a motion? How to

1The workshop took place in the framework of the Anthropomorphic Motion Factory launched by
the European Project ERC-ADG 340050 Actanthrope devoted to exploring the computational
foundations of anthropomorphic action.
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describe a dance in terms of a sequence of elementary motions? Such questions and
many others were the ingredients for stimulating discussions. The first challenge
of the meeting was to reach a mutual understanding allowing a choreographer to
access robotics concepts, or a computer scientist to understand the subtleties of
dance notation.

This book intends to keep traces of this unique meeting. It results from the
willingness of authors to share their own experiences with others.

The reader is then introduced to the basics of dance notations. At the same time,
it can delve into chapters reporting dancing robot performances. Computational
issues in motion notation are introduced via the dual perspective of both automated
motion scoring and dance scoring-based motion generation. Motion segmentation
appears as a way to better program robots. Cognitive dimensions are reflected in
chapters dealing with gestural languages, behavioral objects, or robot interaction.
The reader will recognize the multidisciplinary character of the research through the
heterogeneous style of the textbook.

We thank all the authors for their effort in making their own research field
accessible to others. We thank also the reviewers and the editorial committee
(Marion Bastien, Antonio Camurri, Henner Drewes, Kozaburo Hachimura, Dana
Kulic, Shelly Saint-Smith, and Gentiane Venture) for their help in editing the book.

Toulouse Jean-Paul Laumond
July 2015 Naoko Abe
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Towards Behavioral Objects: A Twofold
Approach for a System of Notation
to Design and Implement Behaviors
in Non-anthropomorphic Robotic Artifacts

Samuel Bianchini, Florent Levillain, Armando Menicacci,
Emanuele Quinz and Elisabetta Zibetti

Abstract Among robots, non-anthropomorphic robotic artifacts are in an inter-
esting position: the fact that they do not resemble living beings, yet impart a sense
of agency through the way they move, motivates to consider motion as a source of
expressivity in itself, independently of any morphological cues. This problematic is
considered in parallel to the question of movement notation and the different levels
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of abstraction that one may consider when reflecting on movement and its relation
to a spatial, temporal and social context. This is through a twofold perspective,
drawing on both dance notation and cognitive psychology, that we consider the
question of movement notation, and its relation to expressive gestures and psy-
chological attributes. To progress in the direction of a system of notation that could
integrate the qualitative, relational, and behavioral aspects of movement, we pro-
pose different typologies and a model of constraints to analyze, conceive and
implement behaviors in robotic artifacts.

1 Introduction: Analyzing, Designing, and Implementing
Behaviors for Non-anthropomorphic Objects?

In light of new forms of domestic and social robotics, many objects in our daily
lives could be endowed with the capacity to move autonomously, to act and react,
even to adapt flexibly to their environment. These robotic artifacts would be able to
carry out actions that, though partially scripted, could give the impression of being
motivated by and executed in pursuit of goals, and might even be considered
intelligent [5, 6]. Because these objects would not resemble humans or other animal
forms, their expressive potential would emerge mostly from dynamic and contex-
tual cues: the way they move, the way they engage with the environment, the way
they react to social agents.1 From this behavioral specificity arise two interesting
questions. The first is related to the “disembodied” aspect of their movement: if we
consider motion to be a source of expressivity in itself, we need to find a way to
extract expressive movements that apply as much as possible independently of the
physical structure of the object. The second question has to do with the way human
observers spontaneously interpret motion: to convey emotions and other psycho-
logical attributes, we ought to determine which motion cues need to be considered,
and how those cues interact with the context of a particular behavior.

How can we annotate the movement of robotic artifacts, and how can we imple-
ment expressive behaviors in these non-anthropomorphic (and non-zoomorphic)
structures? How canwe dispense with the human body as a system of reference, while
still maintaining a movement quality, suggestive enough to recall a living being, even
to evoke a personality? These questions are approachedwithin a project both practical
and theoretical, bringing together several disciplines. It is through a twofold per-
spective, drawing on both dance notation and cognitive psychology, that we consider
possible responses to the question of movement notation at different levels of
abstraction and related to psychological properties. Our project has only just gotten

1We call “behavioral objects” the moving artifacts that a human observer perceives as acting in a
meaningful way. Those artifacts need not necessarily be robotic, although their “behavioral”
potential is of course reinforced by their ability to react to certain events. Cf. [4].
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off the ground, but we have already conducted studies investigating autonomous
robotic artworks [31] and organized workshops2 based on the development of a
modular robotic toolkit to quickly prototype robotic artifacts.3

Analyzing movements that are not located within a familiar system of reference,
be it a human body or other corporeal property, is not without problems when
considering existing dance notation systems. Furthermore, movement notation is
not formalized enough to be integrated into a software environment, even though
some works are pursuing that goal.4 Yet offering the possibility of easily config-
uring the behavior of robotic objects is a stimulating perspective, both for artistic
creation, design, design of interactions, and to introduce new practices aimed at
informed users (see [25], for a similar perspective).

Working on the expressive quality of movements and their interpretation in
terms of meaningful behavior requires the elaboration of original tools for evalu-
ation and annotation. In pursuit of that goal, we propose a work comprised of three
main sections:

1. from the viewpoint of the understanding of action in cognitive psychology, we
delineate an articulation between movement and behavior through crucial psy-
chological attributions;

2. from the viewpoint of dance and musical notation, we elaborate on the notion of
gesture and interpretation to advance the description and formalization of basic
movements, independent of the human body;

3. a comparison of these two approaches is attempted in order to build the first
blocks of a system of notation devoted to the description, conception, and
implementation of behavioral patterns in robotic artifacts.

2For example: “The Misbehavior of Animated Objects” Workshop, 8th International Conference
on Tangible, Embedded and Embodied Interaction (TEI 2014). February 2014, Munich. URL, July
9, 2014: http://www.tei-conf.org/14/studios.php#s9.
3The MisB Toolkit developed by the EnsadLab/Reflective Interaction team, under the direction of
Samuel Bianchini, by Didier Bouchon, Colin Bouvry, Cécile Bucher, Martin Gautron, Benoît
Verjat, and Alexandre Saunier, in the context of the project The Behavior of Things, with the
support of Labex Arts-H2H and the Bettencourt Schueller Foundation. For more
information, URL, July 9, 2014: http://diip.ensadlab.fr/fr/projets/article/the-misb-kit.
4See for instance project LOL (Laban On Lisp) by Fred Voisin, from Myriam Gourfink’s research
in choreography. Cf.: http://www.fredvoisin.com/spip.php?article164 et Frédéric Voisin, LOL: Un
environnement expérimental de composition chorégraphique, in Ec/cart, vol. 2, Eric Sadin ed.,
Dif’Pop, Paris, 2000.
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1.1 The Understanding of Action: A Psychological
Framework to Understand Relationships
to a Non-anthropomorphic/Non-zoomorphic
Robotic Artifact

Naive psychology is an ensemble of psychological faculties that collaborate to
produce a rich and coherent picture of the social world around us. As human beings,
we are endowed with refined capacities to perceive a vast range of attitudes in
others creatures—humans mostly, but not only; to impart goals, desires and beliefs;
to evaluate actions performed by other agents; to assess their motivation to coop-
erate; to determine their emotional state; or to engage in relevant interactions and
communication behaviors. The core properties of naive psychology are the ability
to extract relevant information from a flow of movement, which implies the pos-
sibility of segmenting this flow into meaningful units [36], and the ability to cat-
egorize actions in terms of whether the action is fortuitous or not, meaning whether
it reflects an intention from an agent or not [1, 35, 44].

When observing a robotic artifact, we usually exploit these psychological
resources to interpret the sequences of actions produced by that artifact, much as we
would interpret the behavior of an animal or a human being. Anthropomorphism is
a reflection of the “overuse” of our interpretative skills when confronted with an
entity that does not necessarily possess the psychological attributes we impart to it
[13]. We cannot help but attribute intentionality to robots’ actions, and endow them
with mental states [23, 50], and this process of anthropomorphization determines a
type of interaction that is social in nature.

In the process of designing effective motions to express affects and aesthetic
feelings, taking some basic principles of naive psychology into account may be of
considerable help in informing the relationship between humans and a robotic
artifact. Since the robot does not need to possess the psychological properties we
want it to express, all that is needed are certain convincing cues—in the way the
object moves and interacts with its surroundings—to trigger specific psychological
attributions.

1.2 The Process of Psychological Attribution

In social psychology, the term attribution refers to the process of explaining
behavior, as well as inferring traits from behavior [32]. The two meanings are
related in the sense that ascribing a psychological trait is often a way to explain the
reasons a person is doing something (e.g. he goes to the door because he wants to
go out; he wants to go out because he is bored). The process of attribution has been
seen as an attempt by the cognitive system to recover the causal and social structure
of the world [44], or to extract invariants from an agent’s stream of ongoing
behavior [22]. Psychological attributes may be considered the output of a process
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that seeks to determine stable properties in the social world: intentions, motives,
traits, and sentiments participate in the explanation of a current perceived action,
while also forming a basis upon which to predict future behavior. Recent devel-
opment in HRI have included this process of psychological attribution to elaborate
credible and meaningful interactions with robots (e.g. [3, 15, 25]).

In the model we propose to qualify the psychological attributions given to a
robotic artifact, the process of attribution evolves with the complexity of the robot’s
observable behavior: a human observer collects cues from the robot’s movements
and various transformations, and infers psychological properties about its percep-
tive skills (how much of the environment the robot is aware of), its ability to plan an
action, to reason, to make decisions adapted to specific circumstances, etc. As the
possibilities of movement and flexible behavior increase, so do the inferences and
the resulting attributions.

What is interesting to consider in the process of conceiving such an artifact is
how we want to limit the psychological attributions in a human observer. Do we
want to give the impression of a conscious agent, willingly acting to accomplish
specific goals? Or do we want to represent a more erratic, perhaps inscrutable
behavior? These psychological traits and attitudes that a human observer sponta-
neously ascribes to a moving object depend on specific behavioral parameters. In
the model we propose, these behavioral parameters are categorized according to
three levels of interpretation: the animacy level, the agency level, and the social
agency level (Fig. 1). In essence, the three levels correspond to the three following
questions: Does the object look alive? Does the object appear to act intentionally?
Does the object appear to interact socially with other agents?

Fig. 1 Three levels of interpretation to describe behavioral patterns

Towards Behavioral Objects … 5



At the animacy level, a moving object is perceived as basically autonomous: it
seems to move on its own and may give the impression of reacting to its immediate
environment. While the object may initiate an interaction with its surroundings,
through movements of attraction or repulsion, its behavior is still too erratic to be
qualified as fully intentional. At the agency level, the behavior of a moving object
is construed as goal-oriented: the object seems to act for the realization of specific
actions and to organize its behavior flexibly and rationally to reach those ends. At
the social agency level, a moving object already identified as intentional is also
granted some social skills: its behavior is not only related to the properties of the
immediate environment, but also to the behavior of others agents with whom it may
try to interact and communicate.

More specifically, objects situated at the animacy level have a propensity to
initiate and change the direction and speed of their movements spontaneously.
These simple motion cues have a strong impact on the naive perception of animacy
[2, 41]. Seeing a simple dot on a screen changing direction suddenly is often
enough to give the illusion of a living being, although the strength of the impression
depends largely on the importance of the direction change and possibly of the speed
change [47]. The transition from an autonomous yet erratic entity to a goal-oriented
entity will depend on the consistency of the behavior over time: if the object
maintains consistent trajectories rather than changing direction at every turn, we are
likely to infer in it the ability to maintain consistent objectives [16]. This impression
will be reinforced by the possibility of connecting the robot’s movement to a
specific location towards which it appears to be moving [17, 48]. Compared to the
animacy level, entities at the agency level have a flexibility in their behavior; they
act purposefully and may organize their actions in a rational manner so as to reach a
goal in the most efficient way. Seeing a moving object adjusting its behavior with
respect to external constraints is a potent indication that it does indeed possess the
ability to select appropriate means to achieve a goal [12]. At the social agency level,
agents possess the capacity to act not only relative to their own goals but also
relative to other agents’ goals. Based on the apparent coordination of two moving
objects, an observer can determine whether their respective goals converge (and
thus attribute a positive social attitude) or diverge (and attribute a negative social
attitude) [21].

Depending on the cues offered by the object’s behavior, and the level at which it
is construed, certain personality traits may be spontaneously attributed to the object.
A robotic artifact may look curious, mischievous, indifferent… based on the way it
organizes its movements, reacts to external events, or interacts with other agents.
An object seen merely as autonomous (animacy level) may not be granted any
proper personality traits, its behavior simply not being organized enough to be
qualified with a psychological attribute. However, as soon as the object’s behavior
can be related to intentions (agency level), a vast range of psychological dimensions
are available to qualify it, for instance how effective the agent is in the accom-
plishment of an action, how rational, how persistent, how thorough it is in the
exploration of its environment, etc. At the social agency level, even more psy-
chological components can be used to qualify the agent’s behavior, based for
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instance on the proficiency with which it interacts socially, its propensity to engage
in communication behaviors, or its tendency to pursue positively or negatively
valued behaviors.

1.3 Emotion and Empathy

The previous model is essentially concerned with the attribution of perceptive skills
and abilities to adjust to environmental and social constraints. It does not tackle the
affective component of an organism’s behavior. However, the affective dimension
is very important in human–robot interaction (e.g., [40]), because among many
other functions it is strongly related to empathy. Research on empathic agents are
divided in two main branches: agents that simulate empathic behavior towards the
users and agents that foster empathic feelings from the users [38, 39]. While
anthropomorphic robots are capable of facilitating social interactions with humans
since they are utilising social interaction dynamics analogous to those observed in
human-to-human interactions (e.g., [37]), some recent studies show that it is also
possible to achieve these effects by using minimalistic behaviors to convey a sense
of sociability from a non-anthropomorphic robot (e.g. interest, rudeness, empathy,
etc. [43]).

Hence, to complete the description of the types of attributions a person may
entertain when observing a robotic artifact, we shall evoke the relationship of
empathy, defined as the ability to understand and respond to others’ affective states
[24, 42], that may take place during the interaction between a human and a robotic
artifact (e.g., [14, 23]). When observing an animal or a human, we are sensitive to
its affective state: we sympathize with the actions it tries to accomplish, we feel for
its frustrated efforts, we experience an echo of its pain or pleasure. This affective
relationship is also dependent on cues that may be expressed through a robotic
artifact’s motion (see [26]) for an extensive survey on body movements for affective
expressions).

Very schematically, an observer may identify three different states an organism
can find itself in: a state of comfort, a state of discomfort, or a state of distress. As
depicted in Fig. 2, the state of comfort is the basic state. Despite a certain level of
natural variations occurring in different physical variables (temperature, blood
pressure, glucose level, oxygenation of blood, etc.), regulatory mechanisms conspire
to maintain these variables at a safe level so that the organism is not lacking in any
crucial life components (this is the principle of homeostasis, initially described by
Claude Bernard and Walter Cannon). But, as the environmental conditions change
constantly, the organism is under pressure from external events that may cause a
homeostatic imbalance, corresponding to the discomfort state. Through negative
feedback, corrective mechanisms launch and bring the system back toward normal
variations (vasodilation, decreased metabolic rate, sweating, etc.). Negative feed-
back can be internal and unobservable, but it can also consist of an observable motor
behavior, for instance an organism may look for shade in a heated environment.
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Sometimes, external variations are so strong that the organism cannot adapt rapidly
enough, causing temporary or permanent damage to some life functions and leading
to a state of distress. If this does not lead to death, a repair process will take place,
leading back to the discomfort zone where damage to the body is transformed into a
mere uncomfortableness.

Behavior, emotion, and empathy are closely intertwined. For an organism,
engaging in a behavior is one way to maintain stable life conditions and stay in a
state of comfort, either reactively, by acting directly on the environment, or
proactively, by foraging or removing potential threats. Emotions may accompany
these activities when stable conditions are no longer guaranteed: stress may be the
primary form of emotion, being a signal that indicates to the organism that it needs
to react quickly to some external variations before any internal adaptation takes
place. In certain species, emotions also constitute a social signal to congeners,
telling them to prepare themselves for a threat. This is where empathy comes in. It
can be understood as a response to the signals an organism displays when outside
its comfort zone and seeking to return to normal conditions. Thus, the natural
connection provided by empathy can be channeled when trying to modulate the
expressivity of a robotic artifact, providing cues about the different states, from
comfort to distress, in which it can find itself.

Fig. 2 Relationship between psychological attribution and affective states
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1.4 Relationship Between Attribution and Expressivity

From indifference to compassion or fear, the relationship to a robotic artifact may
take many forms. Based on the models we described, we can imagine a rather
systematic relationship between the psychological properties attributed to a robotic
artifact and its expressivity, which we define as the ability to convey some affects
and create a relationship of sympathy or empathy (Fig. 2). Two sets of behavioral
cues determine the robot’s expressivity (although those two sets can overlap): the
ensemble of cues that provide some information regarding the perceptive and
cognitive skills of the robots, and the ensemble of cues that indicate in which state
of comfort/discomfort the robot finds itself. Manipulating these cues may make it
possible to vary the relationship between a human observer and the robot, and to
create different types of interactions, from simple coexistence to active commu-
nicative interaction.

For instance, a robot construed as merely autonomous, without any cues about
intentional behavior, may evoke nothing other than relative indifference. But adding
some evidence that it is in pain would conjure a degree of empathy. That empathy
could be strengthened by cues indicating the robot’s ability to pursue intentional
actions, provoking sympathy (a tendency to put oneself in others’ shoes) for the
action in which the robot is engaged. Adding a social component to the robot’s
behavior allows for some additional values to be considered, especially by deter-
mining how positively or negatively it relates to one’s own intentions and goals.

The model we propose to describe some general properties of psychological
attribution and the motion cues on which it is based makes it possible to elaborate
some general objectives regarding the expressivity of a robotic artifact. Before any
concrete implementation, one could determine what kind of behavioral properties to
impart to the robot in order to elicit a psychological attribution at a particular level
of interpretation. This “psychological prototyping” is merely a starting point in the
process of determining the movement qualities a robot should possess to attain an
appropriate level of expressivity. It should therefore be supplemented with tools
designed to precisely qualify the nature of the movement we want to implement in a
robotic artifact, both in its intrinsic quality and its temporal execution.

2 Towards an Analysis of Qualia of Gesture: Gesture
and Meaning

2.1 Take Note of Movement

If, to paraphrase Goodman [19], a score is the object that guarantees the identity of
a work allowing for different incarnations, interpretations, and performances, we
should consider the need to invent a system of notation in robotics. Should we
speak rather of description or transcription or an analytical grid for analysis? To
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record human movement, one of the most effective and widespread systems is
Kinetography Laban or Labanotation (Fig. 3). In that system of notation, for
example, there are only 8 directions in each spatial plane, and three levels of
direction for body segments (high, middle, and low): a system of notation must
necessarily reduce the contingency and complexity of a movement to a repro-
ducible, representative system that is sufficiently precise to account for a phe-
nomenon, but ambiguous enough to be able to describe a similar, but different,
behavior.

To create a behavior notation or transcription system, it is essential to start from
geometry. Movements and rotations on the three planes must be noted for all
segments and in relationship to a “root” of all the segments. Since the human body
is radially symmetric in kinetography, the basic orientation of the figure is the
pelvis. But if we want to transcribe or note a behavior, it is necessary to do more
than describe the relative motion of the parts of the body performing it, especially
when discussing the behavior of non-anthropomorphic robotic figures. To under-
stand why and how to note the other aspects of a behavior, we must start by
differentiating movement from gesture. A movement is the shifting of an object or
one of its segments in space and in time relative to a system of reference. An apple
that falls from a tree, a train hurtling at top speed, or a pendulum perform move-
ments, but not gestures.

Fig. 3 Eight directions in
each spatial plane and three
levels of direction for body
segments
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2.2 From Movement to Gesture: Performative Agogics

The definition of the gesture develops around the question of meaning, the signifié
attributed to a movement (by the author and/or the observer): a gesture is a
movement that has a specific meaning within a specific culture. That meaning is not
necessarily a matter of a coded semantics—modern and contemporary dance
emerged, after all, in opposition to a codification of both bodies and movements. If
movement is denoted by its form, gesture appears as an element of a discourse. But
how is that discourse defined? And how can the expressiveness of a gesture be
defined?

Taking the example of a simple gesture (extending a forearm previously folded
back over the humerus held out forward), Hubert Godard explains that the gesture
can of course be accomplished in a number of ways, but that it will almost always
be understood through the application of two pure trends: on the one hand, it can be
seen as an order or a command, on the other as a request or an appeal. The two
movements, however, should, be noted exactly in the same way in Kinetography
(extension of the forearm with the arm oriented on the sagittal plane facing forward,
middle level). To summarize, for Hubert Godard, the reading of the meaning of a
gesture is not limited to the analysis of the motions of the moving parts, but is more
a relationship to postural tensions that act like a background for the frontal figure,
which corresponds to what medicine defines as Anticipatory Postural Adjustments
(APA).5

Hubert Godard proposes calling the ensemble of that activity “pre-movement”
[18]. Pre-movement is based on a specific relationship to weight and gravity, and
precedes and anticipates movement. The same gestural form—such as an arabesque
—can be charged with different meanings depending on the quality of the
pre-movement, which undergoes very large variations as the form endures. It is
what determines the tautness of the body and defines the quality, the specific color
of each gesture. Pre-movement acts upon gravitational organization, meaning the
way the subject organizes its posture in order to remain erect and respond to the law
of gravity in that position. A whole system of anti-gravity muscles, whose action
largely escapes vigilant consciousness and will, is responsible for our posture; they
are the ones that maintain our balance and allow us to remain standing without
having to think about it. It so happens that these muscles are also the ones that
register our changes of affective and emotional states. Thus, any change in our
posture will have an effect on our emotional state, and conversely, any affective
change will lead to a modification, even an imperceptible one, of our posture.

The analysis of “pre-movement” is that of the non-conscious language of pos-
ture. Erect posture, beyond the mechanical problem of locomotion, already contains

5The literature on APA is vast, but among the first to have had the intuition and then to have
conducted experimental research were: N.A. Bernstein, The coordination and regulation of
movements, Oxford, Pergamon, 1967; S.M. Bouisset, M. Zattara, “A sequence of postural
movements precedes voluntary movement”, Neuroscience Letter, 1981, n. 22 pp. 263–270.
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psychological and expressive elements, even prior to any intentionality of move-
ment or expression. It is pre-movement, invisible and imperceptible for the subject
itself, that activates at the same time the mechanical and affective levels of its
organization. Depending on our mood and the imagination of the moment, the
tensing of the calf, which prepares without our knowledge the movement of the
arm, will be stronger or weaker, and will therefore change the perceived signifi-
cance. The culture and history of a person, and their way of experiencing and
interpreting a situation, will induce a “postural musicality” that will accompany or
catch out the intentional gestures executed [18].

So, to understand and read a gesture, alongside what happens in the geometry of
the kinesphere (the sphere of motions in the directions of space), it is necessary to
analyze the organization of the whole gravitational relationship and the tensions
that anticipate and underlie the entire equilibrium. Those are what produce vol-
untary movement within the kinesphere. To summarize, a gesture is, according to
Hubert Godard, a movement plus a pre-movement.6

United in gesture, movement and pre-movement produce a unique dynamic that
Laban called the “dynamosphere” or the “connection between the outer movement
path and the mover’s inner attitude” [27], meaning all of the APAs, plus the energy
used (the measurable product of the work) and the play of co-contractions (or non
co-contractions) of agonistic and antagonistic muscular groups. To note those
dynamics, Laban invented a notational system less well-known than his kinetog-
raphy, called the Effort Shape [28]. The system only integrates four parameters, and
does not allow for the notation of the shape of a movement, but does make it
possible to note all of the fundamental dynamics (Fig. 4).

In general, perception of dynamics is visual, but can also be auditory. Hubert
Godard often presents this example: someone lives in a house they know well. The
house has a wooden staircase that makes noise when someone goes up or down the
stairs. If the person knows the other inhabitants of the house well, just by listening
to the sounds made by the stairs when someone uses them, he or she can know who
is going upstairs and that person’s tonic and psychological state. Godard’s example
is interesting because it evokes a listening context, and therefore refers to the sound
effect of body movements. The listening context described is that of acousmatics—
which designates the fact of hearing sounds without seeing their source. Launched

6The experiment carried out in the framework of the TechLab workshop of the Dance Monaco
Forum (by a team that included, among others, H. Godard, A. Menicacci, E. Quinz, the research
team in IRCAM directed by F. Bevilacqua, and the research scientist in behavioral neuroscience I.
Viaud-Delmon, CNRS) led to an interesting discovery. By using optical fiber flexion sensors to
measure the lateralized movements of two dancers, in particular making repeated arm movements
to the right and left, it was possible to determine that the movements involved a whole series of
adjustments that were not bilaterally symmetrical as we might have imagined. That indicates that
the geometric kinesphere is only a theoretical premise and that when it is experienced through the
contingency of a gesture it is dented and asymmetrical. The perceived space is not homogeneous
and it contains variable directions and intensities. Cf. A. Menicacci, E. Quinz, “Etendre la per-
ception? Biofeedback et transfert intermodaux en danse”, in “Scientifiquement danse”, Nouvelles
de danse 53, Brussels, 2005, pp. 76–96.
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by Pythagoras to make his disciples concentrate on his voice, the technique was
taken up by composers of musique concrète in the 1950s and 1960s. In that context,
several attempts were made to analyze and note down the qualities of what Pierre
Schaeffer called “acoustic objects” [11, 45, 46], objects that escaped—through their
irregular morphology—traditional systems of notation. Sachaeffer, in the proposi-
tions in his Solphège de l’objet sonore (Music Theory of Acoustic Objects),
explored several approaches to notation for the timbre parameter—offering notions
such as the harmonic timbre (which defines the constellation of harmonics that
surround a sound), the grain (texture of the sound matter), or the allure (oscillation
of the ensemble of the sound’s characteristics). The sound parameter that could
prove most promising for our research is agogics.

In music, agogics designates the slight modifications of rhythm that affect the
interpretation of a piece of music in a transitory way, as opposed to a strict and
mechanical performance. If timbre concerns the instrument, agogics concerns the
player. It manifests itself in the form of slowing, acceleration, caesurae, or pauses
that “color” and personalize the performance of a movement, like identifying traits
or hesitations. Agogics can be useful in our research because it makes it possible to
re-incorporate qualia—which are characteristic of gesture—into movement.

There have been several attempts to notate agogics: episemes (from the Greek
ἐπίσημον, “distinguishing feature”), which specify a nuance of rhythm—especially
in Gregorian chant, up through diagrams supplied by the analysis of physical
energy of the performer’s gesture [29, 30]. Even if agogics only functions on one
level, that of the distribution of accents (basically, energy in movement) and is
reflected in the choice of emphasis in one plane of space, it can make it possible to
work on the idea of an “individualizing” effect that manifests itself in the form of a
script that adds bumps to the linear and fluid (therefore mechanical) performance of
a movement that can give it “gestural” connotations: slowing down, accelerating,
backing up, etc. Agogics is interesting because, like gesture, it lies at the crossroads

Fig. 4 The Laban Effort graph, and the eight fundamental dynamics
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between the physical (anatomy) and the psychological.7 Similarly, Hubert Godard’s
analysis of the kinesphere is interesting in that it connects the physical to the
psychological, considering that a subject’s history can also be read through physical
elements.

2.3 From Gesture to Behavior

Once the dynamic aspect has been integrated into the geometry and temporality of
movements, only one parameter remains to read movement in humans: the rela-
tionship to the context. A gesture is always performed in a historically and geo-
graphically determined context, one that is also read, interpreted, and categorized
by the moving subject. It is the analysis of what happens in the kinesphere, plus
what happens in the dynamosphere, plus elements contextualizing the gesture that
make possible the overall reading of the meaning of the gesture, or what Hubert
Godard calls the “gestosphere”,8 or all of the emotional and symbolic data that
connect the person making the gesture to their environment.

Behavior can be a series of predetermined (such as a fixed choreography) or
generative actions, a set of rules that determine a sequence of decisions and actions
in time which can be not completely frozen in their structure (such as an impro-
visational system in dance or music). Thus defined, even the motions of a sensorless
robot can be described as a behavior, because even the most rigid and purely
functional movements have their own precise spatial qualities established by a
choreographed program and by a relationship to gravity. The simplest robot
therefore has a certain type of behavioral relationship to its environment that is its
own. That behavior, however, is of an autistic type: the robot does not really listen
to its environment and does not necessarily adapt to it, or very little. It does not
change its qualities according to a relationship of proxemics, and therefore has no
semantic relationship to space. One could say that it has a connection without
relationship, since, in clinical psychophysiology, for there to be a relationship

7See the research projects led by Antonio Camurri (Università di Genova, Italy). Starting from the
mapping of «emotional indexes» embodied in the body movement, Camurri has developped since
1999 the software EyesWeb and EyesWeb XMI Gesture and Social Processing Software Library.
See Camurri [7, 8], et A. Camurri, B. Mazzarino, G. Volpe (2004) Analysis of Expressive Gesture:
The EyesWeb Expressive Gesture Processing Library, in A. Camurri, G. Volpe (eds.),
Gesture-based Communication in Human-Computer Interaction, LNAI 2915, pp. 460–467,
Springer Verlag.
8The “gestosphere” or “sphere of the gesture” is proposed by Hubert Godard as the ensemble of
connections (physical, perceptive, affective, and symbolic) that relate people to their environment.
In contrast to Laban, Godard insists on the way the “dynamosphere” is psychologically and
symbolically experienced by a person. We could therefore advance that the Godardian gestosphere
is based on the dynamosphere, but goes beyond it from the viewpoint of meaning, since it
immediately takes into account the psychological experience of the person. Cf. L. Louppe,
Poétique de la danse contemporaine, Brussels, Contredanse, 1997, pp. 68–70.
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(and not only a connection), consideration and hearing of the other in a shared space
is necessary. A robot without “sensory organs” (i.e., sensors) is trapped in a geo-
metric and functional fundamentalism in which listening to the other is subservient
to its functions, its program. And it is not capable of adapting temporality or
geometry to its task. One could speak of a perverse relationship to the other, the
perversion being the non-recognition of the other as an other.

For a humanization of behavior, to move from the dynamosphere to the
gestosphere, the robot must be endowed with two things in addition to the ability to
move: “sensory organs” and an axiology, meaning a system of perceptual cate-
gorization that allows to assign meaning, to establish priorities, to know how to
focus on certain important aspects of the environment and to know how to ignore
others, according to circumstances and setting. The organs must sense the world,
but it is the attribution of meaning to the perceived elements that allows for the
definition of thresholds for the triggering and the accomplishment of actions. That
attribution of meaning is certainly what determines emotion vis-à-vis the world.
Emotion seeps through body, through pre-movement and the dynamics that color
and provide “timbre” to the movement, building the layers of its harmonics,
transforming it into a gesture, which finally gives it its meaning. The meaning given
to the environment gives shape to our senses which in turn give direction to our
movement (sens) by transforming it into behavior.

In summary, a three-tiered structure is once again taking shape:

1. the kinesphere, based on the geometry and motion that define the movement
2. the dynamosphere, based on the energy accents that define the gesture
3. the gestosphere, which is to say the relationship of a gesture to the context that

defines the behavior

Consequently, can we use that general model to describe gesture in order to
move closer to an implementable system? And can that model be compatible with
the one elaborated in psychology of action?

3 Towards a System of Notation and Implementation
of Behavior

We are attempting to identify the main features of what could constitute a system of
notation and implementation of behaviors for non-anthropomorphic,
non-zoomorphic robotized objects. Our goal is to go beyond a simple description of
movement in the form of linear scores evoking motions in space by integrating the
qualitative, relational, and behavioral aspects previously mentioned. We have
retained two approaches to evoking the relationships among motion in space,
semantics of movement and contextualization of behavior. The first is a product of
the psychology of the perception of action, and allows us to better understand the
way the psychological properties spontaneously attributed to an object endowed
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with movement are organized. The second seeks to define what, beyond the
geometry of movement, constitutes a gesture in its relationship to the postural,
dynamic, and contextual organization of the body. As for the notion of an agogics
of movement, it puts forward the texture of movement in its idiosyncratic
dimension.

3.1 Notating Movement to Attempt to Implement Behaviors

Notation, be it choreographic or even musical, makes it possible to formalize and
transcribe in a conventional form (established by a code) the components of a work
and, more specifically here, a series of notes or actions to be accomplished in order
to produce or to instantiate the work in question. Consequently, that notation is
shareable with a community that has knowledge of the conventions and can thus
perform the work in accordance with that notation. The notation makes it possible
to store, distribute, and perform the work just as it makes possible the creation of
works without carrying them out, remaining in an “ideal” phase. Those works are
then allographic in nature [19, 20], principally characterized by a two-stage oper-
ation: the time of notation, then that of instantiation, which then leads to the
realization of the work. That dual temporality calls to mind another, so common
today: that of programming and its running by a computer. What are the funda-
mental differences between these systems of executable notation? How and why
could we bring these two worlds that share the same dual-time system closer
together? And to what extent is it possible?

If computer programming is an increasingly common practice, it is a product of
an abstraction that does not always make it possible to comfortably reconstruct or
work out, even mentally, what running it will produce. Many programming envi-
ronments therefore function in layers, from lowest, very abstract and detailed, to
much more concrete, even figurative, levels that make it possible to have a global
vision. The latter include auteur-oriented software such as graphic programming
environments that work through patches (such as Max MSP, Pure Data, Isadora,
etc.) or with command boxes such as Scratch (from the MIT Media Lab) followed
by Snap (from Berkeley) or the Lego Mindstorm software, or even Blocky. All this
software are also based on a system of graphics objects that can be snapped together
like bricks or pieces of a puzzle.

More specifically within the scope of our research—though dedicated to
Aldebaran robots (NAO, Pepper, and Roméo, all three of which are eminently
anthropomorphic)—the software environment presented by Aldebaran (around the
NAOqi OS) is very interesting, particularly Chorégraphe, a graphics programming
authoring software itself using a system of “blocks” that can be connected amongst
themselves to create a “flow diagram” and behaviors (or that can use a library of
already available behaviors), with the possibility of publishing (via Curve) move-
ments via a TimeLine in accordance with logic stemming from animation, or by
publishing those movements through programming.
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Bringing together choreographic notation and graphic programming environ-
ments would make it possible to manipulate a system of signs relating to the
concrete physical reality of bodies while making the system executable by a
computerized machine requiring an abstract logical system, a program. Such a
notation/programming environment for movements, even behaviors, would make it
possible to compose scores for objects at the meeting point of the two worlds in
question (choreography and computers), for robots, especially in human form
(humanoid or android).

We clearly see the value of such executable scores, which could be produced by
authors equally to store or transmit or to have a humanoid robot produce a series of
actions by using a symbolic graphic system, though also by analogy to the human
body, like the main choreographic notations (Laban and Benesh).

However, that perspective presents two problems, one general and the other
specific to our approach. The first relates to the fact that the computer and robotic
paradigm is primarily interactive before it is linear. To have a robot perform a linear
score of movements is of very limited interest when one considers it from the
perspective of robotics or more broadly from interaction design. How can openings,
variables, or a conditional principle be integrated into the notation system? That
issue is absolutely central, including specifically for our approach, because that is
also a question when it comes to passing from movement to behavior, something
that is primarily relational and contextual.

The second problem is more directly related to our approach: what about when
one is interested in non-anthropomorphic—even non-zoomorphic—objects? Even
objects with no limbs—abstract or utilitarian objects, for instance? How then to take
from these notation systems the dimensions that make possible the notation of
movement not according to bodily positions, but according to qualities transposable
to other forms and interpretable as concerning psychological, behavioral
characteristics?

Another fundamental difference between the performance of a score by a human
being and the running of a program by a computer obviously resides in the quality:
variable and dependant on the humanity of the performer and (usually) invariable
for a machine. As we have seen, in performance there is a dimension that goes
beyond respect for the score, the notation, and which is perceptible precisely in the
manner, the style, the energy, the agogics, etc. with which the performers take
possession of the score, producing an instantiation as respectful of the work as it is
singular. That performance, if we follow its trail, makes it possible to describe the
author, to feel certain traits of their personality, their character, their way of func-
tioning, their behavior. Where the performer, a human, makes gestures, the robot
makes movements. How can we appeal to the intrinsic quality of those movements
and to their relational and contextual qualities, such that those mechanical move-
ments can have similarities with gestures, or even fall within the province of
behavior, including for non-anthropomorphic, limbless robots?

To do that, we pose the hypothesis of this twofold approach: one part (psy-
chology of action) starting from human perception of movements and the resulting
attribution of behaviors (from animacy to social agency), and the other (gestural
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analysis) starting from movement and going back toward its context (from the
kinesphere to the gestosphere). The question then is how to bring those two
approaches together in a model allowing, in the end, for an implementable for-
malization, while factoring in two imperatives: that our system be conditional (open
to contextual conditions) and applicable to non-anthropomorphic and
non-zoomorphic objects.

3.2 Shape the Movement with a Set of Constraints

As we have seen in this article, the shift from movement to behavior—that is from a
purely geometrical description of movements to a description integrating psycho-
logical attributes as well as a spatial and temporal context—necessitates several
steps: an account of body posture and its relation to terrestrial gravity
(pre-movement); a description of the dynamic movement organization, calling forth
the notions of effort and energy, specifically in the context of the dynamosphere and
agogics; and the representation by an observer of certain properties of the scene—
physical constraints and psychological properties. To summarize this approach, we
could define three dimensions that may organize the notation system we are looking
for:

– Movement: This is the description of movements within a kinematic model, that
is without referring to causes of motion, in terms of relative positions within a
system of reference and differential properties (speed, acceleration). In the
domain of dance notation, this dimension corresponds to the kinesphere, as
described by Laban;

– Gesture: With respect to a notation based on geometric properties, a qualitative
notation introduces certain attributes that do not depend on the linear progress of
a score, but leaves room for certain fluctuations, the specific texture of a per-
formance (agogics). This corresponds to the dynamosphere, based on energetic
emphases;

– Behavior: The behavioral dimension in notation integrates different possible
junctions of a movement sequence, its different evolutions depending on con-
textual variations. This dimension corresponds to the gestophere, the sum of
projective and symbolic relationships to the environment, before and during the
movement.

Those dimensions do not strictly correspond to the psychological organization
we elaborated in Chap. 2: animacy, agency, and social agency. In fact, the three
dimensions, movement, gesture, and behavior, are present at each of those levels.
However, they do not bear the same weight. For instance, the movement dimension
is more critical at the animacy level, inasmuch as the objects described at that level
do not yet possess intentional properties that would allow the connection of their
displacements to non-physical attributes. The behavior dimension, in its symbolic
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aspects, is more critical at the social agency level, insofar as the social interaction
abilities may enable communication behaviors to take place.

To progress in the direction of a system of notation able to integrate these
different aspects, the movement dimensions should be considered in relation to the
psychological mechanisms engaged by an observer when perceiving the movement
of an object. Some quantifiable motion features (direction, speed, or a change of
volume of an object) should be linked to the scene features that an observer
mentally represents and that may constrain the interpretation of the motion (for
instance whether the observer is aware of certain forces that organize the motion, or
of certain computational characteristics of the robot that determine the way it
behaves). To move forward in that direction, we could conceive of a system of
constraints that would determine the actualization of a movement in a robotic
artifact and the interpretation given by an observer.

As we have seen, authoring environments rely on relatively abstract graphic
interfaces and allow to program with patches, building blocs or following a time-
line. Those different visual paradigms have already proved themselves useful, but
we are looking for an even more intuitive solution that could go a step further in the
representation of a behavior. We are just contemplating hypotheses that need to be
developed and confirmed, but right away we want to consider some possible ori-
entations. We assume that behavior, as expressed through evocative movements, is
the result of different forces and constraints that we could formalize as a sort of
landscape expressing the arrangement of these parameters. If this approach follows
the line of Laban’s «spheres» and graphic programming environments, the goal
here is to integrate behavioral properties that could elicit specific psychological
attributions, through a graphic interface with a high-level of abstraction. To con-
figure a behavior as a landscape of forces and constraints, the idea is to create a
dynamic and contextual cartography that takes into account the internal states of the
objects as well as the context in which it evolves. Take for instance an object that
moves on its own but tends to be scared by people around him. Assuming that this
object is going to slow down in the vicinity of people, this inhibition could be
transcribed in a landscape of force and constraints as a slope to climb, with a slope
angle varying as a function of the degree of fear we want to impart to the object’s
behavior. The degree of inhibition is therefore configured as a constraint on
movement, that is a resistance opposed to the initial object’s velocity. Depending on
the context and the type of object we want to animate, depending also on the degree
to which this robotic object can be influenced by its environment, these constraints
could also be external. This system of configuration by constraints amounts to a
constellation of forces, both internal and external, from which a movement can
result. This system could obviously be dynamic and adaptable, with different
parameters to configure.

To progress on that idea of internalized landscape as a way to promote an
abstract graphic representation of behavioral properties, we propose a hierarchy of
constraints. Constraints at a superior level in a hierarchy would organize the way
those at inferior levels act on the movement parameters (for instance, the intention
to walk in a particular direction, a behavioral constraint, determines the postural
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adjustment and the dynamic realization of the movement, as a function of the
ground). In that way, we can represent the process of conceiving and implementing
expressive movements in a robotic artifact as the determination of variables at three
levels of constraints (Fig. 5):

– first-order constraints: These constraints correspond to which movements are
possible given the physical structure of the robot, the part it is composed of, and
their degree of freedom.

– second-order constraints: These constraints correspond to the physical forces
and resistances that may intervene during the realization of a robot’s behavior
and shape its execution. This type of constraint is at an intermediate level
between the physical implementation of a robot and the behavioral properties we
want it to display. They should make it possible to describe the movement’s
pace as a function of temporary energetic asymmetries that are resolved as the
behavior unfolds. These constraints can be conceived as virtual forces and
resistances inside an internalized landscape, meaning they need not be part of
the actual physical world the robot is embedded into. Rather, they are meant to
suggest to a human observer a particular dynamic organization, by interacting
with her own intuitive physics and capacities of motion interpretation, in rela-
tion to contextual cues in the scene. For instance, an additional resistance
applied to the robot’s motion would produce an impression of sluggishness and
overall difficulty to evolve smoothly. Other example: a constraint specifying an

Fig. 5 Three orders of constraint to elaborate a robotic artifact’s movement
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external force resulting in a sudden acceleration and deviation from an initial
trajectory, with a constant direction, may suggest, depending on the possibility
to relate the deviation to an external landmark in the scene, that the robot is
running away from something or that it is eagerly attempting to reach
something.

– third-order constraints: These constraints correspond to the behavioral
capacities that we want to be attributed to a robot by an external observer. These
capacities need not be part of the actual computational endowment of the robot,
but are to be suggested through consistent motion patterns and the interaction of
the robot with its environment. The third-order constraints may correspond to at
least three categories of cognitive abilities: perceptive abilites (to what extent the
robot is aware of its surrounding), reactivity (to what extent the robot is prompt
to change its behavior in reaction to external events), and decision-making (to
what extent the robot’s behavior is goal-oriented and flexible). Those abilities,
expressed by constraints on the robots’ movements, would be likely to receive a
translation in terms of naïve psychology, that is according to intentions, desires
and beliefs, as well as other psychological traits. For instance, constraints that
specify the degree to which the robot’s behavior is impacted by external events
would determine an impression of awareness, curiosity, or indifference.
Constraints related to the consistency of its behavior over time would influence
the possibility for an observer to identify goals and determine how persistent the
robot appears.

4 Conclusion: A Dual Interpretation to Analyze
and Implement Behaviors

To analyze, conceive, and implement behaviors in objects that do not look like
living beings, we have elaborated on two perspectives on the interpretation of
movement. The first perspective corresponds to the psychological inferences
spontaneously drawn when observing a movement in space. The second perspective
is based on dance notation and the notion of emphasis in a musical phrase. We
looked for a way to go beyond existing notation systems based on the human body
[26], a system that could extract expressive movements that apply independently of
the physical structure of the object, and contribute to a system of notation for
non-anthropomorphic robotized objects. We delineated a solution that takes into
account the human ability to interpret motion characteristics in terms of psycho-
logical traits, and we proposed a progression from movement to gesture as a way to
move towards the description of genuine behavioral qualities and expressive atti-
tudes and emotions. From these two perspectives, we proposed two typologies,
both organized around three levels: animacy, agency, and social agency on the one
hand; kinesphere, dynamosphere, and the gestosphere in the other. If these two
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typologies do not correspond directly, they can be joined based on a series of
constraints at different levels of abstraction. These constraints, conceived as an
arrangement of forces and constraints in a sort of internalized landscape, could
contribute to the representation of behavior inside a graphic programming envi-
ronment that takes movement notation beyond a mere linear score.

Because we propose a model that is based on constraints rather than on direct
specifications, on conditions rather than on descriptions, it may be important to
integrate a system of notation that would guide the implementation of movement in
a robotic artifact. This system of notation could be composed of a library of
movements, called forth as a function of a set of constraints defined upstream. This
library should be composed of two elements: a system of movement notation with
descriptions of the relative motions both in space and time, and a “qualitative” score
that would, on the model of what is done in music notation, give specific perfor-
mance instructions. This qualitative score could borrow from Labanotation, espe-
cially the Effort Shape notation, and/or from the agogic principles of notation in
music.
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Laban Movement Analysis and Affective
Movement Generation for Robots
and Other Near-Living Creatures

Sarah Jane Burton, Ali-Akbar Samadani, Rob Gorbet
and Dana Kulić

Abstract This manuscript describes an approach, based on Laban Movement
Analysis, to generate compact and informative representations of movement to
facilitate affective movement recognition and generation for robots and other arti-
ficial embodiments. We hypothesize that Laban Movement Analysis, which is a
comprehensive and systematic approach for describing movement, is an excellent
candidate for deriving a low-dimensional representation of movement which
facilitates affective motion modeling. First, we review the dimensions of Laban
Movement Analysis most relevant for capturing movement expressivity and pro-
pose an approach to compute an estimate of the Shape and Effort components of
Laban Movement Analysis using data obtained from motion capture. Within a
motion capture environment, a professional actor reproduced prescribed motions,
imbuing them with different emotions. The proposed approach was compared with
a Laban coding by a certified movement analyst (CMA). The results show a strong
correlation between results from the automatic Laban quantification and the
CMA-generated Laban quantification of the movements. Based on these results, we
describe an approach for the automatic generation of affective movements, by
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adapting pre-defined motion paths to overlay affective content. The proposed
framework is validated through cross-validation and perceptual user studies. The
proposed approach has great potential for application in fields including robotics,
interactive art, animation and dance/acting training.

1 Motivation

Every day we interpret others’ expressions by observing their body language.
Suppose only the arm and hand are visible; there is no head, face, or torso available
for any revealing clues. Now imagine that the arm and hand have been transformed
into a sculptured frond. It consists of many joints with bits of flexible plastic
feathery “muscles” attached. It moves in hand-like waves. Does it affect you? Is it
possible to translate emotional expression through the body, via algorithms, into a
moving sculpture “with feelings”? This sculpture and associated questions illustrate
our motivation. It is one of the immersive, responsive sculptures in a series entitled:
Hylozoic Ground, by Philip Beesley and Rob Gorbet. In 2010, Hylozoic Ground
was Canada’s selection at the Venice Biennale of Architecture (Fig. 1).

Hylozoism is an ancient belief that all matter is sentient. The sculpture’s
movements are affected by the proximity of the viewer, who becomes both audi-
ence and participant. The sculptural installations consist of a large number (from
dozens to hundreds) of sensors and actuators; from the robotics perspective, the
sculpture can be considered as a robot with a large number of degrees of freedom.
However, unlike many robots, it is not anthropomorphic, but rather, emulates
non-human natural forms, akin to a forest canopy. The sensors detect the presence
and proximity of visitors and generate movements and other activation in response.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the Hylozoic series sculpture, frond mechanisms in the foreground.
Photograph by Philip Beesley, reprinted with permission
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Currently, the motion generation strategy is very simple, consisting of open loop
control with a random component. However, visitors do not perceive these
movements to be random, rather they perceive that the movement has an emotional
(affective) content, e.g. “the sculpture was happy to see me”, “it was sad” [1]. This
was initially an unexpected element of the interaction. We wondered if this com-
munication path could be used more extensively by the installation designer to
choreograph a movement with an intended affective content. Since people move in
response to the sculpture, would it be possible to observe their movements and
interact affectively through movement? This capability may be valuable beyond
artistic installations, in applications such as human-computer interaction and
human-robot interaction. Our goal then was to develop a way to translate between
the movement language of humans and the potential movement language of the
sculpture.

As a path to reach our goal, our research focused on affective human gestures of
the arm and hand, the parts of the body that would be most similar to the sculptural
fronds. Variations in expressions of emotion are dependent on each individual’s
body-mind, a word coined by Bonnie Bainbridge Cohen [2] used to reinforce the
fact that the body and mind are linked together within a person. Each individual has
a unique personal history that influences their movements, as does their physical
construction and ability. The challenge of this study, this partnership between the
science of robotics and the art of expressive movement, was to attempt to discover
and distil the essence of affective movement. The engineers looked to the
dance/theatre performance world, where choreographed movements are specific and
repeatable with believable affective qualities, for a language to analyze and describe
movement. The photographs in Fig. 2 illustrate expressive arm/hand movements
choreographed to create affective responses in a theatre audience.

Fig. 2 Left photo Illustrates an expansive, all-encompassing joy in dancer’s lightly held arms with
controlled fingers miming repetitive quick, “talking” gestures; in contrast to the singer’s delicate
precisely-focused appeal. Right photo Illustrates a light, sustained, fluid enclosing gesture of shy
love in response to a gentle touch. (author’s personal collection)
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Our approach aims to formalize and quantify the relationship between perceived
movement qualities and measurable features of movements, to enable this rela-
tionship to be exploited for automated recognition and generation of affective
movement. Another challenge of our research was to develop a common language
and shared understanding of movement analysis between interdisciplinary research
team members from the dance/choreography and engineering communities. In this
monograph, we will describe our approach to motion understanding, based on
insights from dance notation and computational approaches. In Sect. 2, we provide
a brief overview of Laban Movement Analysis, focusing in particular on the Effort
and Shape components, which are instrumental to the conveyance of affect. In
Sects. 3 and 4 the design of the movement database and the data collection are
described. Section 5 describes the analyst annotation procedure, which is used to
generate ground truth for validating our proposed approach. Section 6 describes the
proposed quantification approach and verification results. In Sect. 7, the use of the
proposed approach for generating affective movements is illustrated. The Chapter
ends with conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Laban Movement Analysis

I can’t do much for you until you know how to see. -José de Creeft, sculptor

The study of Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) trains an observer to see, to
become aware of, to attempt to ascertain the different aspects of movement. LMA
promotes an understanding of movement from the inside out, as the mover, as well
as from the outside in, as the observer. Rudolf von Laban (1879–1958) developed
theories and systems of movement and notation. He wrote about the need to find a
way to combine movement-thinking and word-thinking in order to understand the
mental side of effort and action and re-integrate the two in a new form. When
considering the expressive communication of the actor-dancer, Laban stressed that
imitation does not “penetrate to the hidden recesses” of human inner effort. Laban
searched for an authentic symbol of the inner vision in order for the performer to
make effective affective contact with the audience, and felt that this could be
achieved only if we have learned to think in terms of movement [3]. While
attempting to capture movement in writing, he developed a system of basic prin-
ciples and movement language that are encompassed in today’s Laban Movement
Analysis. Bloom argues “that LMA, by providing a vocabulary for articulating the
detail of experiential phenomena, provides a valuable framework and a system of
categories for bringing the interrelationships between body and psyche into greater
focus.” [4]. To enable automated movement analysis, a computational under-
standing of how affect is conveyed through movement was needed. Laban
Movement Analysis was used to provide a language useful in the “translation of
emotions to algorithms”.
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Laban Movement Analysis is divided into four overarching themes, both
quantitative and qualitative. They comprise a blend of science and artistry.
Stability/Mobility describes the natural interplay of components of the body that
function to allow the full scope of human movement and balance to occur.
Exertion/Recuperation speaks to the rhythms and phrasing of movements, that,
similar to the rhythms of breath, may be said to create a “dance” between muscular
tension and release. Inner/Outer addresses our connection from our needs and
feelings within ourselves to our movement out in the world and the return flow of a
response to our environment. Function/Expression differentiates between the
aspects of movement that serve a need and the movement qualities that are
expressive of affect. The latter two themes were of most interest to this project.
There is some discussion amongst Certified Movement Analysts (CMAs) con-
cerning the dichotomy between quantitative and qualitative analysis, assuming that
concepts need to belong in one category or the other. The implication is that if
something cannot be measured then it is qualitative and unprovable. The concepts
in LMA are governed by principles, whether or not they are measurable, that make
them “concrete, observable, experientially verifiable, repeatable and predictable.”
[5]. For this reason, we believe LMA is amenable to computational analysis and can
be related to measurable features of movement.

Laban Movement Analysis employs a multilayered description of movement,
focusing on the components: Body, Space, Effort and Shape. Body indicates the
active body parts, and the sequence of their involvement in the movement; Space
defines where in space the movement is happening, the directions, spatial patterns
and range; Effort describes the inner attitude toward the use of energy; and Shape
characterizes the bodily form, and its changes in space. If each of these aspects is
understood in terms of its own integrity, one can begin to comprehend how each
interacts and illuminates the others [5]. Irmgard Bartenieff (1890–1981), a col-
league of Laban, advocates the use of Effort and Shape as a means to study
movements from behavioural and expressive perspectives. Application of the
concepts of quality, or “inner attitudes towards” movement, are used in the analysis
of Effort [6]. Thus among Laban components, Effort and Shape are the most rel-
evant for our study of affective movements.

The members of our research team, in order to communicate, needed to become
familiar with each other’s language, e.g., the terms “High Level-Low level” for the
engineers referred to qualities of information but to the choreographer and actor,
referred to placement in space. Symbols are international in a way that words are
not. Laban Movement Analysis is the basis for both Labanotation and Laban Motif
Notation. The choice for usage is generally based on the level of detail needed for
the task at hand. Labanotation can include much detail for reproducing a movement
sequence. For example, torso, shoulder, upper arm, lower arm, and separate finger
gestures may be notated for precise reproduction purposes. Motif Notation is often
used to capture the significant impressions, the similarities, the differences, and can
lead readily to pattern recognition. In repetitive arm gestures, for example, it can be
used to notate differences in various qualities or expressed efforts. Laban’s termi-
nology and symbols become meaningful with the consciously experienced
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embodiment of the specific movement quality. The symbols are derived from the
basic Effort graph, illustrated in Fig. 3.

Table 1, adapted from Bartenieff [7] and Chi [8], illustrates different Effort
qualities using simplified explanations of each of the Effort factors: Space ( ),
Weight ( ), Time ( ), and Flow ( ), and their polarities or Effort elements:
Space: Direct( )/Indirect( ); Weight: Strong( )/Light( ); Time:
Sudden( )/Sustained ( ); and Flow: Bound ( )/Free ( ) [9]. A simple example
of arm and hand gestures provides an illustration of each of the elements. Further
examples can be found in Wile [10, p. 75] and Hackney [11, pp. 219–221].

Table 2 [11, 12] illustrates examples for Laban’s Shape categories, known as
Modes of Shape Change. Included are Shape Flow ( ) with two basic polarities:
Growing ( )Shrinking ( ); Directional ( ) includes Arc-like Directional ( )
and Spoke-like Directional ( ) and Shaping or Carving ( ) which includes

Fig. 3 The Laban Effort
graph. The short diagonal line
indicates Effort, and is part of
every Effort symbol

Table 1 Laban Effort factors, adapted from Bartenieff [6] and Chi [7]

Effort factors Elements Example

Space ( ): attention to surroundings Direct ( ) Pointing to a particular spot

Indirect ( ) Waving away bugs

Weight ( ): sense of the impact of one’s

movement

Strong ( ) Punching

Light ( ) Dabbing paint on canvas

Time ( ): sense of urgency Sudden ( ) Swatting a fly

Sustained
( )

Stroking a pet

Flow ( ): attitude toward bodily tension and
control

Bound ( ) Carefully carrying a cup of
hot liquid

Free ( ) Waving wildly
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three-dimensional sculptural movements. Our focus in Shape was confined to
Arc-like Directional and Spoke-like Directional [9]. Further discussion of Effort and
Shape notation can be found in Dell [9] and Wile [10].

3 Designing the Movement Pathways

In designing the movement pathways, inspiration was taken from the types of
movements similar to those of the fronds in the sculpture. The goal in designing the
choreographed pathways was to choose several simple arm movements that were
not already strongly weighted with affect, but were as neutral as possible. Michael
Chekhov (1891–1955) is known for his development of what he called the psy-
chological gesture for actors to use for character development. Lenard Petit in his
book, The Michael Chekhov Handbook: for the actor [13], notes that the psycho-
logical gesture is an inner gesture, found with the physical body and archetypal in
form, and that five archetypal gestures are used for training purposes: pushing,
pulling, lifting, throwing and tearing. These are used as a means of realizing the
“six statements of action” for an actor, which are “I want - I reject, I give - I take; I
hold my ground - I yield” [13]. Each of the archetypal gestures can be done in each
of the six directions: forward, backward, up, down, right and left. There is different
information from each of these directions and there are an infinite number of
qualities (adverbs) to work with [13]. This information closely allies with Laban’s
work. Genevieve Stebbins, in discussing Delsarte’s system of expression in both
theory and practice, explains that there are three things to be noted in order to fully
understand the motions of the arm: (1) the articulations; (2) the attitudes and (3) the
inflections [14]. Interestingly, under inflections are listed: declaration, negation,
rejection, caress, affirmation, appellation, acceptation, attraction, and repulsion [14].
It is important to reinforce the fact that different factors such as culture, physique,

Table 2 Laban Shape factors

Shape Factors Elements Example

Shape Flow ( ) is self-referential and
defines readjustments of the body for
internal physical comfort

Growing ( ) Self-to-self
communication,
stretching to yawn

Shrinking ( ) Exhaling with a sigh

Directional ( ) is goal-oriented and defines
the pathway to connect or bridge to a
person, object, or location in space

Arc-like ( ) Swinging the arm
forward to shake
hands

Spoke-like ( ) Pressing a button

Shaping/Carving is process-oriented and is
the three dimensional “sculpting” of body
oriented to creating or experiencing volume
in interaction with the environment

Molding,
contouring, or
accommodating
( )

Cradling a baby
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Fig. 4 The starting position and motif notation for each pathway. Motif notation and legend
provided by Christine Heath. a pathway 1, b pathway 2, c pathway 3, d pathway 4, e pathway 5,
f pathway 6, g motif notation legend
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personal history, and specific environmental circumstances influence a quality of
movement. North states that “[i]t is impossible to say either that a particular
movement equals a special quality or that a particular quality equals one movement
pattern plus a certain shape or space characteristic. Only generalizations can be
made, because a movement assessment is made by the meticulous study of
observed movement patterns of each individual.” [15]. Physical experimentation
augmented the study of the literature. Kent De Spain notes that using improvisation
is a form of research. It is a means of delving into the complex natural system that is
the human being. In a sense, movement improvisation is another way of thinking,
one that produces ideas impossible to conceive in stillness [16].

Based on the study of gestures and accompanying experimentation, three simple
pathways were chosen; each was also reversed, making a total of six pathways
without strong affective associations. The more limited the prescribed pathway the
higher the possibility of measuring subtle significant differences between the
emotions. The actor’s arm movements were to follow a given choreographed
pathway in the first two of three sets. Direction along a pathway is usually sig-
nificant, but this was not left free for the actor in the first and second sets. Palm
facing and finger movements are also of emotional import, but variability was
minimized, especially in the first set. A natural tendency to transfer expressive
movements to other parts of the body, such as torso and shoulder, especially when
the arm and hand movements were limited, would not be taken into account in this
study due to the limitations of structure of the robotic frond.

Pathways: (1) The right arm starts down along the side, and moves up to forward
mid-level, reaching, open palm facing up; (2) Similar motion as in (1) but in the
reverse direction; (3) Starting with open palm on the chest, the right arm extends
forward, ending with palm facing left, toward midline; (4) Similar motion to (3), but
in the reverse direction; (5) Starting with the right arm bent with elbow down by the
side, open palm facing forward in front of the right shoulder, the right arm extends
forward at mid-level, open palm facing down, hand parallel to the floor and
(6) Similar motion to (5), but in the reverse direction. (The latter two pathways were
adapted by the actor to begin, or end, at a slight downward slant, between mid and
low level.) The photos in Fig. 4 illustrate the beginning position and the Motif
Notation for each pathway.

4 Motion Capture

For each of the six paths, the professional actor was asked to act each of Ekman’s
original Six Basic Emotions: anger, happiness, disgust, sadness, surprise and fear
[17]. Prinz acknowledges that they have become the most widely accepted candi-
dates for basic emotions, both psychologically and biologically [18]. With five tries
for each emotion, we captured 180 movement sequences (6 paths, 6 emotions,
5 trials) for each of three data sets. For data set 1: The arm-hand follows the
specified path, with an attempt at no extra wrist or finger movement other than just
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an extension of the movement of the whole arm. For data set 2: the arm-hand
follows the path, this time allowing movement of the wrist and fingers. For data set
3: the actor was allowed freedom of choice of arm and hand movements, including
spatial pathway. This pilot study considered only data from data set 1.

Actors are rarely asked to “act” an emotion. Instead, actions and situations
awaken emotions. The actor’s ability to create a specific emotion in this setting was

Fig. 5 Questionnaire for the actor
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crucial to the success of this investigation. The actor relied on her rigorous training
in the use of memory and imagination to freshly create and express the emotion
aroused internally. In LMA, the word intent is used to describe part of the prepa-
ration stage of movement and “it is at this crucial point that the brain is formulating
(even in a split second) the motor plan which will eventually be realized in action.”
[11]. As noted in Psychology of Dance, the more vivid, realistic and detailed the
image is, the more the senses, thoughts and emotions are involved [19]. Directly
following each group of five trials, the actor was asked for her personal response as
to whether she felt she had or had not embodied the intended emotion, and if
another emotion had emerged instead of the specified one, what was that other
emotion. As Laban notes in the introduction to his book The Mastery of Movement,
the variety of the human character derives from the multitude of possible attitudes
toward the motion factors [3]. The training of the professional actor, the number of
tries, and the questionnaire shown in Fig. 5, were attempts at providing high quality
motion capture examples of the six emotions.

5 Analysis of the Motion Capture Videos

A coding sheet was devised for the Laban Certified Movement Analyst (CMA) to
use while watching the video of each movement, shown in Fig. 6. Effort elements
vary in intensity ranging from slight to marked [10]. A 5-point Likert scale was
used: the “0” in the centre is checked when there appears to be no significant
attention by the mover to that particular Effort. The “1 and 2” on either side of the
“0”, denote a noticeable increased degree of that Effort element. We focused on
each of the Effort qualities: Time Effort: Sudden ( ) or Sustained ( ); Space
Effort: Direct ( ) or Indirect ( ); Weight Effort: Strong ( ) or Light ( ), and Flow
Effort: Bound ( ) or Free ( ). A 7-point Likert Scale was tried, but it was deemed
too difficult, using video of only the arm, to translate this qualitative assessment into
that much quantitative detail. There are three “levels” or opportunities for notating
changes within a single movement; e.g. in Time Effort one may execute a Sudden
impulse, to Timelessness or a steady time, to Sustainment or a slowing down. There
is also a Comment Box for any explanatory notes deemed significant in the anal-
ysis, as shown in Fig. 6. For computing purposes, this scale was translated into a
scale of 1 to 5. For the analysis of Shape, the focus was on Arc-Like ( ) or
Spoke-like ( ) Directional.

We have omitted any discussion of Laban’s States (a combination of two Efforts)
and Drives (a combination of three Efforts) due to the fact that the computations
were based on individual Effort elements and not their combinations.
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6 Computational Laban Analysis

In addition to the longstanding research on movement analysis in the dance com-
munity, affective movement analysis has more recently also received significant
attention in other domains. There is a large and active research effort on affective
movement perception, recognition and generation in cognitive science, psychology,
and affective computing [20]. Most closely related to our work, recently, two
groups have proposed approaches for automated Laban Effort and Shape quan-
tification. The first approach, proposed by Nakata and colleagues [21], developed a
quantification approach for an aggregate set of body parts. The quantified com-
ponents were used to generate dance movements, which were perceived by human
observers to convey distinct affective expressions. This approach was later adopted
by Hachimura et al. [22] for full-body movements, and applied to robot affective
movement generation. The second approach, proposed by Kapadia et al. [23],

Fig. 6 Laban annotation questionnaire used by the CMA
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develops an approach for Laban Body, Effort and Shape quantification for indi-
vidual body parts. Rather than using the approach for motion generation, Kapadia
et al. use the quantification to optimize full-body motion indexing and retrieval
from a motion database.

In both quantification approaches [21, 23], Laban descriptors are quantified as
Boolean features,1 therefore the quantification depends on the definition of suitable
threshold. In our work [12], we propose a continuous quantification of LMA fac-
tors, using Nakata [21] and Kapadia [23] as the starting point. In the following, we
label the approach using Nakata as the starting point as Q1, and the approach based
on Kapadia as Q2. In addition, we propose quantification methods for dimensions
which were not addressed by Q1 or Q2, namely a quantification for Shape:
Shaping/Carving. Finally, we evaluate both proposed quantification approaches
using the dataset described in Sect. 4, comparing the automated quantification with
the labels generated by the expert analyst to verify the level of agreement.

Figure 7 illustrates the markers used for the quantification. These 9 markers are
derived from the 30 markers used to collect data. The measured data consisted of 30
3D markers measured at 200 times per second, equaling nearly 20,000 data points
for each second of video. The raw data is very high dimensional, providing a strong
motivation to find a mapping between the raw data and a lower dimensional rep-
resentation such as LMA, where movements can be more easily analyzed.

The first LMA factor quantified was Weight Effort ( ), which describes the sense
of force of one’s movement, with the contrasting elements Strong ( ) and Light ( ).
Nakata et al. [21] proposed that Weight Effort be categorized based on a threshold
on the kinetic energy for each body part. We adapt this approach in Q1 for a
continuous valued quantification by estimating the maximum of the kinetic energy
of the upper body parts, as illustrated in Fig. 8a. Kapadia et al. [23] proposed that
Weight Effort be categorized based on a threshold of the deceleration of the dif-
ferent body part. We adapt this approach in Q2 so that the Weight Effort is

Fig. 7 Marker set used for the quantification

1A Boolean feature is one that can take on one of only two values, for example, True or False. In
the case of LMA quantification, a Boolean feature means that each component is quantified as
belonging to either one or the other of the extremum values, for example, for the component
Weight Effort, each movement is classified as being either Strong or Light.
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quantified as the maximum of the deceleration of the different body parts, as
illustrated in Fig. 8b.

The second LMA factor quantified was Time Effort ( ), which describes the
sense of urgency, with the contrasting elements Sudden ( ) and Sustained ( ).
Nakata et al. [21] propose that the quantification for this factor be based on the
acceleration of different body parts. We adapt this approach in Q1 to propose that
Time Effort be quantified as the peak of the sum of accelerations of the upper body
parts weighted by their relative mass, as illustrated in Fig. 9a. Q2 proposed that the
Time Effort be quantified as the net acceleration accumulated at the body parts, as
illustrated in Fig. 9b.

The third LMA factor quantified was Space Effort ( ), which describes the
attention to surroundings, with the contrasting elements Direct ( ) and Indirect ( ).
Nakata et al. [21] propose that the Space Effort be categorized by considering the
relative direction between the torso and the face. This is implemented computa-
tionally by thresholding the inner product between the torso and face direction
vectors. In Q1, this dimension is quantified by counting the number of peaks in the
inner product of the tangents of the torso and wrist trajectories, as illustrated in
Fig. 10a. This measure estimates how frequently the wrist trajectory changes
direction relative to the torso. In Q2, Space Effort is quantified by computing the
ratio of the total displacement and the net distance traveled by the body part, as
illustrated in Fig. 10b.

The fourth LMA factor quantified was Flow Effort ( ), which describes the
attitude towards bodily tension and control, with the contrasting elements Bound
( ) and Free ( ). Flow Effort was not quantified in Q1; Q2 proposed a measure of

t

kE

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Quantifications of weight effort. Ek is the kinetic energy

t

Acc

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Quantifications of time effort. Acc is the acceleration
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Flow Effort as the aggregated jerk over time at the considered body parts. Jerk is the
rate of change of the acceleration of each body part.

The final LMA factor considered was Shape Directional ( ), which defines the
pathway to connect to or from the demonstrator to their goal in space, with the two
categories of Arc-like ( ) and Spoke-like ( ). Neither Q1 nor Q2 proposed a
quantification approach for this dimension. Here, we propose to quantify Shape
Directional as the average curvature of the movement in a two dimensional plane
within which the largest displacement occurs. The plane of movement is estimated
using the top two components found via Principal Component Analysis.2 The
approach is illustrated in Fig. 11.

The proposed quantifications are evaluated by comparing the automated quan-
tification values with the annotations provided by the CMA, as described in Sect. 5.
A total of 44 hand and arm movements were annotated and the corresponding Effort
and Shape factors quantified. As noted in Sect. 5, it was possible for the movement
to contain multiple levels of each LMA component in a single movement, and the
analyst had the opportunity to indicate this in her annotation by specifying multiple
annotations. Movements with a variation in a single Effort factor, such as the
previously mentioned example of Sudden impulse into even timing, into Sustained
Time Effort, were not included. Only movements with a single annotation were
considered for evaluation, to avoid the need to segment movements.

Two examples of the proposed quantification approaches are illustrated in
Fig. 12. The first movement uses pathway 5, while the second movement uses
pathway 2 (see Fig. 4); both are examples of angry movements. Table 3 provides
the associated annotations for both the CMA and the automated approaches. As can
be seen from the table, for the pathway 5 movement, the CMA indicated a Strong
Weight Effort and a Sudden Time Effort. This was in good agreement with the first
automated quantification approach, while the second approach incorrectly labeled

t
=

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Quantifications of space effort. vW and vT are the velocity of the wrist and torso. dT is the
total distance traveled, while dnet is the straight line (net) displacement from the starting to the
ending pose

2Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure for finding the directions of
highest variations in a multi-dimensional dataset. In the proposed approach, PCA is used to find
the plate of movement by finding the two dimensional plane where most of the movement occurs,
and therefore the variance is highest.
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the Weight as Light. For the pathway 2 movement, the first quantification approach
is in agreement with the CMA for Weight Effort (Strong), while the second
approach incorrectly labels the movement as weakly Light. Both quantification
approaches label the Time Effort as Sustained, in agreement with the CMA
annotation.

Considering all the movements in the dataset, for the Weight Effort, high and
significant correlation was found between the CMA-annotated and the quantified
values, with superior performance being shown by the Q1 approach, as illustrated in

Fig. 11 Quantification for shape directional

Fig. 12 Motif notation for two example movements as annotated by the CMA. Motif notation
provided by Christine Heath

Table 3 CMA and automated annotations for two exemplar movements

Weight Effort Time Effort
CMA Automated

Q1
Automated
Q2

CMA Automated
Q1

Automated
Q2

Angry
pathway 5

Strong (2) Strong (2.00) Light (1.36) Sudden (2) Sudden (2.00) Sudden (1.57)

Angry
pathway 2

Strong (2) Strong (1.09) Light (0.09) Sudden (2) Sudden (1.03) Sudden (0.73)

In each cell of the table, the label indicates the Effort element (Strong vs. Light for Weight Effort, Sudden
vs. Sustained for Time Effort), while the number indicates the annotated magnitude of the element
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Fig. 13. The Pearson correlation coefficient3 between the Q1 quantification and the
analyst ratings for Weight Effort was found to be 81 %.

For Time Effort, the Q1 quantification approach again demonstrated superior
results, with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 77 %, illustrated in Fig. 14.

For Shape Directional, a new Boolean measure was proposed, based on a
threshold of the Shape Directional quantification, which successfully captures the
Shape Directional element when compared to the analyst ratings, as illustrated in
Fig. 15. The Phi correlation4 was found to be 93 %.

For the Space Effort factor, it was difficult to validate the proposed quantifications
in the hand-arm movement dataset, due to the imbalance in the sample size, as a large
majority of the movements were annotated as Direct by the CMA. Furthermore,
Space Effort describes the actor’s focus (single-focused vs multi-focused) and other
visual cues (eye, head movements) might be needed to better evaluate Space. For
instance, an expansive hand and arm movement can be used to greet several arriving
parties (multi-focused, Indirect) or a single arriving person (single-focused, Direct),
which would be difficult to annotate without additional contextual information.

Fig. 13 Correlation between the automated quantification Q1 and the CMA annotation for Weight
Effort. The left panel plots the quantified Weight and the CMA-annotated Weight for each
movement considered. The right panel shows the average and standard distribution

Fig. 14 Correlation between the automated quantification Q1 and the CMA annotation for time
effort. The left panel plots the quantified Time and the CMA-annotated time for each movement
considered. The right panel shows the average and standard distribution

3The Pearson Correlation coefficient is a statistical measure of the linear dependence between two
continuous variables.
4The Phi correlation is a statistical measure of the association between two binary variables.
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For the Flow Effort factor, the correlation between the annotated and the
quantified values was found to be 67 %. However, the spatial stopping constraint in
the motion paths prescribed to the actor contributes to having movements with
multiple Flow qualities, as it turns a movement to Bound Flow toward the end even
if it begins as a Free Flow movement.

Finally, the relationship between the quantified Laban factors and the emotional
categories of the movement pathways were investigated. Figure 16 illustrates how
the quantified Weight and Time factors vary for the movements in different emotion
categories. These results indicate that the quantified Laban factors can be used to
characterize the expressive content of the hand and arm movements.
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Fig. 15 Automated quantification and the CMA annotation for shape directional. For each
movement (arranged along the horizontal axis), the quantified shape directional value is plotted on
the vertical axis. The dashed line represents the threshold used to classify each movement as
Spoke-Like (below the threshold) or Arc-Like (above the threshold). The CMA annotations for
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Fig. 16 Average quantified Weight and Time as a function of the emotional category. The left
panel shows how the quantified Weight varies as a function of the emotion label, while the right
panel shows the relationship for quantified Time. As can be seen from this plot, emotions are
differentiated along these two Effort Factors
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7 Expressive Movement Generation

The quantification approach described in Sect. 6 is used within a data-based
automated expressive movement generation framework [24]. The quantification
outputs, i.e., the LMA factors, are used as a low-dimensional space where similar
movements can be more easily found. The goal of the expressive movement gen-
eration approach is to imbue a given trajectory with a desired expressive content, in
terms of a set of discrete emotional labels. Given a desired motion trajectory, which
may or may not contain any expressive content; a target emotion label; and a
database of movements with known expressive qualities, the proposed quantifica-
tion is used to find similar movements (i.e., movements sharing similar Laban Effort
characteristics) of the desired emotion class. The similar movements which are
identified are then used to train a Hidden Markov Model [25], a stochastic dynamic
model which is commonly used for modeling human movement [20]. In this type of
model, the movement is modeled as a set of key postures, the spatial variation of
each posture, and the dynamics of how one transitions from one posture to the next.
The desired movement, consisting of the target movement with the desired affective
content overlaid, is then generated using the Viterbi generation approach [25]. In
this movement generation approach, the hidden Markov model is used to identify
the set of key postures in the model that most closely correspond to the target
movement. Then, the posture transition dynamics from the model are used to
generate a smooth sequence of postures to produce a movement animation.

The proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 17. The inputs to the algorithm are:
(1) the training movement dataset, consisting of a set of movements for which the
associated LMA factor quantification has been computed using the approach
described in Sect. 6, and the associated emotion label for each movement; (2) the
target emotion; and (3) the desired motion path. Using the LMA factor quantification,

Fig. 17 Proposed expressive movement generation approach
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the nearest neighbors (NN) of the target movement with the desired affective label in
the database are identified. These movements, together with a number of copies of
the target movement, are used to train a Hidden Markov model of the movement. The
Viterbi algorithm is then used to generate the most likely key pose sequence in
the model for the target movement, and the key pose sequence then used to generate
the modified movement. The variable number of copies included in the model is a
parameter that can be used to trade off the two goals of the algorithm: increasing the
number of copies increases the similarity of the generated movement to the desired
motion path, while decreasing the number of copies favors the target emotion over
kinematic similarity.

The proposed approach was validated using the UCLIC dataset [26].
The UCLIC dataset is a motion capture dataset consisting of full body movements
demonstrated by 13 demonstrators, who each freely expressed movements in
4 emotional categories (sadness, anger, happiness and fear). To test the proposed
affective movement generation approach, each movement in the dataset (which had
an existing affective label) was used in turn as the desired motion path, and was
converted to the other three affective classes. For example, each sad movement was
converted to happy, angry and fearful. The generated movements were then eval-
uated using both an automated recognition approach [27] and by human observers
in a user study.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate two example transformations carried out using the
proposed approach. In the first example (Fig. 18), a happy movement from the
dataset is converted to a sad movement. In the original movement, the demon-
strator’s head remains upright while the right arm swings down and across with
some Strength and Quickness. In the regenerated movement, the modification
results in the head and chest curling forward and down while both arms swing down
and closer into the chest with some Strength and Sustainment. In the second
example (Fig. 19), a sad movement from the dataset is converted to an angry
movement. In the original movement, the demonstrator lowers head, torso and arms
down and slightly to the side with some Passive Weight and Sustainment. In the
regenerated movement, the modification results in less droop of the head and chest
as the hips and legs are engaged and the arms lower to down front with Strength
and some Quickness.

Table 4 illustrates the confusion matrix5 for the automated recognition results. As
can be seen from the table, the target emotion is generally correctly recognized, with
an overall recognition rate of 72 %, comparable to human perception [27].
Confusions occur most frequently between Fear, Anger and Happiness, categories
which share a high arousal level on the dimensional emotion model [28]. Russell [28]

5The confusion matrix presents the recognition results in tabular form. Each row indicates the
target emotion (the emotion generated by the algorithm), while each column indicates the per-
centage of time the target emotion was recognized as each category by the recognition algorithm.
Perfect recognition would be indicated by 100 % in each diagonal cell. When there are non-zero
off-diagonal elements, they indicate what type of error is being made. For example, in Table 4,
fearful movement are misrecognized as angry movements 13 % of the time.
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Time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 18 Example of a movement with an original emotion (happy) re-generated to convey a
different emotion (sad). Motif Notation provided by Christine Heath. a Original movement
(happy), b generated movement (sad)

Time

Time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19 Example of a movement with an original emotion (sad) re-generated to convey a different
emotion (angry). Motif Notation provided by Christine Heath. a Original movement (sad),
b generated movement (angry)

Table 4 Confusion matrix
for the automatic recognition
of the generated movements

Target
Emotions

Recognized emotion

Sadness Happiness Fear Anger

Sadness 83 1 15 1

Happiness 1 61 22 15

Fear 3 8 77 13

Anger 1 15 16 67
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postulated that the space of emotions can be represented in a two dimensional space,
with the two dimensions consisting of arousal and valence. Arousal indicates the
level of activation, alertness or physical activity, while valence indicates whether
the emotion is positive or negative. Discrete emotional categories can be mapped to
the dimensional model, for example, anger would have high arousal and negative
valence, while happiness would have high arousal and positive valence. Fear, Anger
and Happiness all share high arousal levels in this model.

Figure 20 illustrates the results of the user study. As can be seen in the figure,
observers can generally correctly perceive the target emotion, with the target
emotion receiving a significantly higher rating than the other emotions for all the
motion types.

Figure 21 illustrates the interaction between the original and the target emotion
during human perception of the generated movements. As can be seen in the figure,
generated happy movements are perceived as happy regardless of the source
movement, while for sad and angry movements, the source fear movement still
retains an element of perceived fear. Fear movements could also not be successfully
generated from all source movements.
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Fig. 20 Participants’ ratings when observing animations of the generated movements
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Fig. 21 A heatmap showing significance of pair-wise differences between participants’ ratings of
target emotions and other emotions (paired t-tests). The green boxes highlight the target emotion,
the grey boxes indicate significant differences to the ratings of the target emotion at p < 0.05, and a
red box indicates that there is no significant difference to ratings of the target emotion at p < 0.05
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

Laban Movement Analysis offers a comprehensive and concise structure for
representing and analyzing expressive movement, which can be of great use for
characterizing and generating expressive movement for artificial agents, such as
animations, kinetic sculptures and environments, and robots. In this chapter, we
proposed an approach for quantifying LMA components from measurable move-
ment features, and using the proposed quantification approach within an expressive
movement generation framework. The proposed framework allows movement paths
to be imbued with target affective qualities, a first step towards more expressive
human-machine interaction.

We are currently working with our collaborators at Philip Beesley Architect to
implement the proposed methods in a kinetic sculpture environment, to enable
testing with embodied systems and online interaction.

In the future we aim to further explore the other datasets collected, where the
hand, fingers and arm are not confined to specific pathways. The knowledge
gleaned from further research could be used to help actors and dancers access
emotional nuances through guidance and feedback in the process of discovering
their own preferences and in expanding their expressive physical vocabulary of
movement. Kinetic affective sculptures could be incorporated choreographically
into live theatre productions. Also, Sensory Anthropology, a new academic disci-
pline that focuses on how cultures stress different ways of knowing through
brain/body maps and the senses [29], might benefit from further investigation of the
generation and perception of affective movements.
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Approaches to the Representation
of Human Movement: Notation,
Animation and Motion Capture

Tom Calvert

Abstract There is shared interest across disciplines in the representation, analysis,
composition and visualization of the movement of articulated structures in general
and human bodies in particular. Approaches based on different notation systems,
keyframe animation and motion capture each have unique advantages but no one
offers a comprehensive approach. The unique advantages of the different approa-
ches are discussed together with attempts to combine different approaches. We
specifically describe the LabanDancer prototype designed to translate notation into
animation, thus providing visualization of the notation. The potential for a truly
comprehensive approach is also explored.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Problem

Almost all human activity involves movement—whole body movement for loco-
motion, manipulation of objects, gestures for communication, aesthetic movement
and more. But surprisingly, capturing, representing, recording and analysing
movement has proven to be very difficult—largely due to the inherent complexity
and multidimensional nature of whole body movement. This chapter explores the
elements involved in recording, representing, analysing and visualizing movement
of articulated figures in general and human bodies in particular.
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1.2 Recording

Recording or capturing movement presents the first problem. The oldest and
probably most obvious approach is to capture the essence of the movement in a
series of sketches—this has resulted in the development of notation systems that
provide a standardized approach. The great advantage of this approach, as will be
explored in detail below, is the fact that the sketches or the notation are produced by
a trained human who applies analysis at the same time as creating the record. With
the advent of technology, video recording has become available. Video provides a
relatively inexpensive way of producing a graphic record of movement but it is
inherently two dimensional. Creating two videos from different viewpoints can help
but does not result in 3D. Stereo 3D video is also available, but does not provide a
true 3D representation of the movement that can be viewed from any angle. Motion
capture systems provide a variety of ways to generate a numerical description of the
moving body that is truly three dimensional and the advantages and disadvantages
relative to notation are discussed below.

1.3 Representation and Description

Having recorded or captured movement the question that remains is how to rep-
resent it. This has resulted in wide ranging discussions involving applications from
detailed hand movements to multiple dancers in a performance. Perhaps the first
definitive view since digital technology became available was in the 1979 paper by
Badler and Smoliar [1] which concentrated on notation and computer based human
figure animation. Now, 35 years later, there is a new and broadly based discussion
by Salazar Sutil [2] in his book Motion and Representation.

Salazar Sutil considers the representation of human motion through both lan-
guages of movement and technological mediation. His argument is that technology
transforms the representation of movement and that representation in turn trans-
forms the way we move and what we understand to be movement. To record and
capture integrated movement, by means of formal language and technological
media, produces a material record and cultural expression of our evolving kinetic
minds and identities. This book considers three forms of movement inscription: a
written record (notation), a visual record (animation), and a computational record
(motion capture). He focuses on what he calls kinetic formalism—formalized
movement in such pursuits as dance, sports, live animation, and kinetic art, as well
as abstract definitions of movement in mathematics and computer science. He
explores the representation of kinetic space and spatio-temporality; the represen-
tation of mental plans of movement; movement notation, and such contemporary
forms of notation as Choreographic Language Agent [3]; and the impact of digital
technology on contemporary representations of movement—in particular motion
capture technology. Motion and Representation offers a unique cultural theory of
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movement and of the ever-changing ways of representing movement. The ideas put
forward in this book will cause readers to consider movement much more generally
than they have before but in some instances it is not clear how this is helpful at a
practical level—for example in considering the role of motion capture.

The forms of representation important for this chapter are video, notation,
motion capture and figure animation. Video is different from the other modalities in
not providing a general representation system. However, video can be useful to
overview multiple moving figures and for behavioural studies where researchers
wish to document interaction between multiple subjects. Annotation systems have
been developed to provide objective records of a 2D video—see ANVIL for
example [4].

Notation, as will be discussed below, is a natural way to represent movement.
Systems such as Laban notation, for example, can be expanded to any level of detail
required. The advantage is that by their nature, notation systems provide a level of
analysis but the disadvantages are that notation does not easily allow visualization
of the movement and the systems are complex and hard to learn (and thus there are
very few trained notators). Motion capture systems, once they are set up, can
provide a 3D digital description over time of the movement of key landmarks of the
body (typically the joints). This can be used to drive an animated visualization but
there is no inherent analysis. With further processing the data can be segmented in
time so that the major phases of the movement can be identified and analysed.
Segmented motion capture data becomes very similar to human figure animation
data. The segments run between keyframes which represent the poses a body takes
on when moving. In computer animation interpolation is used to generate in
between frames.

1.4 Analysis

Comparing the functionality of notation, animation and motion capture, notation
provides the greatest level of analysis and motion capture the least. In contrast,
motion capture, which depends on instrumentation, provides the greatest physical
accuracy and notation which depends on human judgement provides the least
accuracy. In both cases, keyframe based animation is in between. The keyframe
represents a pose and the animator will use knowledge of function in refining the
movement. This is shown graphically in Table 1.

1.5 Visualization

Whatever approach is used to represent movement, there are many reasons why we
wish to visualize the result. The biggest single disadvantage of notation systems is
that they do not lead to direct visualization. In contrast both keyframe animation
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and motion capture can be played through an animation system to easily create a 3D
animation of one or more animated figures. We discuss below attempts to use
notation to drive animation [5]. The main use of a video record is to provide a
visualization—but, as noted, the result is 2D and thus is incomplete.

In the remainder of this chapter we will examine the different modalities for
representation of movement in more detail, we will discuss attempts to translate
between modalities and we will examine differences between these modalities.

2 Notation

2.1 Many Notation Systems

There are many descriptions of the history and evolution of notation systems [6].
Although over 80 notation systems have been proposed or developed only three are
in common use: Laban Notation, Benesh Notation and Eshkol-Wachman Notation.
We will concentrate on Laban Notation and its extensions. Other chapters of this
book provide background and details of different notation systems, specifically
Jacqueline Challet-Haas, The problem of recording human movement
(Labanotation); Henner Drewes, MovEngine—Developing a Movement Language
for 3D Visualization and Composition of Dance (Eskol-Wachman Notation); and
Eliane Mirzabekiantz, Benesh Movement Notation for Humanoid Robots?

2.2 Role of the Notator/Choreologist

Whatever notation system is adopted, the notator (or choreologist) plays a crucial
role in creating a score. To notate a dance it is necessary to analyse and record the
movement in all of its spatial and temporal detail. This is easier with classical ballet,
for example, than modern dance; in classical ballet there are many standard poses or

Table 1 Comparing the characteristics of motion representation modalities

Level of
analysis

Accuracy of
representation

Ease of
visualization

Digital tools

Notation High Low Hard LabanWriter
Labandancer

Keyframe
animation

Medium Medium Easy DanceForms/Life
Forms

Motion
capture

Low High Easy Many capture
systems

Video Low N/A Easy but
limited

Any camcorder
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movement sequences which do not need to be analysed and notated from scratch
each time. At a detail level the notator recognizes the components of a multi-limb
movement sequence and notates it appropriately (e.g. By identifying a movement as
the flexion of a joint rather than as two adjacent limb segments rotating indepen-
dently). The notator also recognizes how the movements change over time and in
relation to the music.

2.3 Laban Notation and Laban Movement Analysis

Laban notation also known as Labanotation or Kinetography Laban is a notation
system developed initially by Rudolf Laban (1879–1958), an important figure in
European modern dance (in the remainder of this chapter we will refer to the system
as Labanotation). Several people continued the development of the notation
and Ann Hutchinson Guest has written one of the classic texts [6]. In the US, the
New York-based Dance Notation Bureau supports Labanotation and archives many
Labanotation scores (http://www.dancenotation.org).

As illustrated in Fig. 1, symbols are written on a vertical staff where vertical
extent indicates time. Vertical columns indicate the body part to which a symbol
refers.

Each Labanotation symbol gives four pieces of information. First, the symbol’s
shape indicates the direction of movement (see Fig. 2a).

Next, the symbol’s shading shows the level of a movement, its third dimension;
diagonal strokes for high, a dot for middle, and blackened for low (see Fig. 2b).

Third, the symbol’s placement on the column on the staff indicates the part of
the body that is moving. A Labanotation staff represents the human body; the
centreline divides the left side of the body from the right. Symbols to the left of the
center line refer to the left-hand side of the body, symbols to the right of the center
line to the right-hand side of the body. Some body parts must be identified by a
symbol, see examples in Fig. 2c.

Finally, the symbol’s length indicates duration of the movement. The staff is read
from the bottom up; moving ahead in time (see Fig. 2d). Movements written on the
same horizontal line occur simultaneously; movements written one above the other
occur sequentially. Measure numbers and dancers’ counts appear to the left of the
staff.

Labanotation can record movement at a general outline level or can become
increasingly specific so that every spatial nuance, dynamic variation, and temporal
relationship between individual movements can be clearly stated. Shorthand devi-
ces are used by practitioners, but final scores include all necessary detail. A simpler
form, named Motif Notation, was developed later by Ann Hutchinson Guest and
others as a dance education tool with which both children and adults might explore
basic movement actions and concepts. It is also used as a tool for movement
observation.
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Fig. 1 A simple
Labanotation score
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Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) is also based on Laban’s work but addresses
issues of dynamics and affect not directly addressed by Labanotation. The move-
ment is notated in terms of Effort and Shape using a diagram as illustrated in Fig. 3.

2.4 Gesture and Support

There are three types of Labanotation symbols. Gestures apply to all body parts and
map easily to keyframes in an animation system. Support symbols indicate how the
body is supported and how the support changes—this does not translate easily to
animation. Finally there are a number of symbols used to indicate other aspects

Fig. 2 a Direction symbols,
b Symbol shading: 1 forward
high, 2 place middle and 3
right side low. c Symbols
indicating body parts: 1 head,
2 face, 3 hands and 4 front of
left shoulder. d The staff
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such as repetition of a sequence, paths, use of floor plans, etc. The result is that in
total there are many, many symbols made up of variations and combinations of the
main ones.

2.5 Notation Editors

It is natural that as small computers became widely available those working with
notation would seek to use the technology to compose and edit scores. LabanWriter
was developed at the Ohio State University under the leadership of Lucy Venable
starting in 1987. LabanWriter took advantage of the graphics capabilities of the new
and relatively inexpensive Macintosh computer to provide a simple and intuitive
word processor like system for creating and editing Labanotation scores. The
software is available for free download at http://dance.osu.edu/research/dnb/laban-
writer.

Other systems for editing Labanotation have been developed. Calaban uses the
well-known computer aided design package AutoCAD to edit Labanotation scores
(http://www.bham.ac.uk/calaban/) (others have used AutoCAD by itself (http://
www.labanatory.com/eng/software.html)). Don Herbison-Evans and his colleagues
at University of Technology Sydney have developed the LED editor for selected
Labanotation commands [7]. The LED editor interfaces to the LINTER interpreter
but this only recognizes a subset of Labanotation. MacBenesh—a similar system
for composing and editing Benesh Notation was developed in 1988 by Rhonda
Ryman and her colleagues at University of Waterloo [8] and more recently the
Benesh Institute has developed an editor for Windows systems (http://www.rad.org.
uk/study/Benesh/benesh-notation-editor).

Fig. 3 The Laban effort
graph
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3 Keyframes and Animation

Keyframe based three dimensional computer animation builds on many decades of
experience in creating two and three dimensional animations for film and video.
The animator creates 2D or 3D keyframes that define the important poses in the
movement sequence. In between frames are inserted between keyframes—initially
this was done by the animator’s assistant and later by a computer interpolation
algorithm.

In animation, a keyframe is a drawing that defines the start and end points of any
smooth transition. The drawings are called frames because they were originally
frames on a strip of film. A sequence of keyframes defines which movement the
viewer will see, whereas the position of the keyframes on the film, video or ani-
mation defines the timing of the movement. Because there are typically only two or
three keyframes per second the result does not create the illusion of movement and
the remaining frames must be filled with inbetweens.

There are many commercially available computer animation systems that can be
used to create and edit keyframe based human figure animation—these include: 3D
Studio Max, MotionBuilder, Maya, Unity and more. To simplify the process for
choreographers and dancers we have developed a human figure animation system
initially called Life Forms and now Danceforms (http://www.charactermotion.com/
danceforms). This system is dance friendly and can be mastered much more quickly
than the more general purpose animation systems [9]. Perhaps the most famous
proponent of using DanceForms for choreography was the late New York chore-
ographer Merce Cunningham, but there are many others. Many schools and col-
leges have found that this software is also a useful adjunct to teaching dance in the
studio. DanceForms and the Ballet Moves II library can be downloaded at no cost
from www.charactermotion.com/df-download.html.

The interface used by DanceForms for creating and editing keyframes is shown
in Fig. 4. The animator starts with a suitable representation of the body (stick figure,
wire mesh, etc.) and adjusts the pose incrementally using forward and inverse
kinematics. Joints are selected in turn and spherical potentiometers facilitate setting
joint angles.

Each keyframe is placed on the score or timeline as shown in Fig. 5. The
software interpolates between each keyframe and inserts “inbetween” frames. The
simplest interpolation between keyframes is linear, that is, the inbetween frames
change in linear steps between one keyframe and the next. But the interpolation
does not have to be linear—a spline curve under the control of the animator can be
used to provide any desired profile—an example would be “slow in, fast out” where
the velocity of the object in the scene speeds up from the first to the second
keyframe. For each keyframe, the figures are placed relative to each other in space
using the Stage window (Fig. 6) and the end result, possibly with a metronome or
music added is played in the Performance window (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 4 The DanceForms Studio window is used to compose and edit keyframes. The orientation
of each limb segment can be adjusted using spherical potentiometers or by dragging a limb to the
desired orientation

Fig. 5 The score (or timeline) shows the timing of each keyframe. If a keyframe is selected it can
be moved in time or edited in the Studio window
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Fig. 6 The stage window allows the figures to be placed relative to each other

Fig. 7 The performance window where the animation is played through with fleshed out figures
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4 Motion Capture

Motion capture (abbreviated mocap) involves the use of technology to capture a
digital description of all or part of a moving body. Whatever the technology,
however, the goal is to end up with an accurate digital description—this usually
means a record of the 3D coordinates in space for each joint of the body for each
sampling time.

4.1 Different Technologies

The different technologies available for mocap include:

• Goniometers—these are mechanical devices strapped on the joints to directly
measure the joint angles; the instrumentation is cumbersome and inhibits free
movement. The devices are more usefully applied to a model of the human body
where the limb angles to achieve a particular pose are adjusted by hand.

• Passive optical markers—White markers are attached to the joints of the body
and their movement is tracked from different viewpoints by as many as 12 or 18
digital cameras. After initial calibration to identify the markers the cameras track
the movement of the markers—hopefully at least 3 or 4 cameras can view all
markers at any one time. (Self-occlusion of joint markers by the body cannot
always be avoided.) The camera images are analysed by a computer and the
location of each marker is recorded at each time step, typically 60 times per
second.

• Active optical markers—some of the complexity in mocap with passive markers
can be avoided if active markers are used. The active marker is typically a light
emitting diode (LED) where each marker is turned on and off in a particular
pattern which enables it to be uniquely identified. This simplifies the identifi-
cation of markers and minimizes the number of cameras that must be used but
the end result is the same.

• Markerless optical system—there is a lot of interest in systems where the
subjects do not need to wear markers—but this makes joint position measure-
ment more difficult and less accurate. However, a system which can use video
images not specifically prepared for motion capture has a lot of attraction.
Currently available systems have limitations—for example, the subject may
have to wear specially coloured clothing [10].

• Electro-magnetic sensors—another approach which works particularly well for a
limited number of limb segments (e.g. arm gestures) involves surrounding the
performance space with an electromagnetic field and placing electromagnetic
sensors on the joints. The sensor reads the field, decodes it and sends its position
in 3D to a computer. The obvious restriction is the need to create a large enough
electromagnetic field.
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Large motion capture studios, such as those used by major film and game
companies can cost several hundred thousand dollars—a typical example is illus-
trated in Fig. 8. A more modest installation for a university research lab might cost
$20,000 or more. But recently, consumer products like Microsoft Kinect have
become available for prices in the range $200–$500. These devices do not replace a
full motion capture studio but they do allow small groups or even individuals to
capture live movement. There is also potential that in the near future limited motion
capture can be achieved using smart phones and tablets which have integral
accelerometers.

4.2 Camera Keyframing and iDanceForms

Building on our experience with DanceForms to support the editing, composition
and teaching of dance, we have developed a tablet based mobile animation tool,
iDanceForms. This new tool takes advantage of the affordances provided by mobile
tablets, principally their flexible use in the dance studio. A prototype system
implemented on an iPad provides keyframe capture using the tablet camera to create
new keyframes. The person posing for the keyframe needs to be dressed in dark
(black preferred) clothing in front of a white background. The built-in computer
vision algorithm will then capture the pose and search through a database of
pre-stored standard poses in order to try to find a corresponding skeleton pose. Once
the skeleton pose has been found, it will be added to the list of keyframes. We have
designed a database of movement using planar poses that can be easily detected

Fig. 8 A typical motion capture studio (Courtesy of University of Southern California http://
www.cgarena.com/newsworld/vicon-usc-motion-capture.php)
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from the front without occlusion. The design was informed by an informal evalu-
ation by dancers and students who showed considerable enthusiasm while using
this tool.

4.3 Translation Between Motion Representation Modalities

An obvious problem with different modalities for movement representation is that
of translating from one to the other: notation to animation and vice versa, motion
capture to notation and motion capture to animation.

4.3.1 Notation to Animation—LabanDancer

Many people have suggested that a computer program be developed to translate
notation into animation and a number of prototypes have been developed [11, 12].
The most complete and probably most successful was LabanDancer developed by a
consortium of the Dance Notation Bureau, Simon Fraser University, the University
of Waterloo and Credo Interactive Inc. [5]. The goal was to use a LabanWriter file
as input and create animation similar to that produced by DanceForms.

The first stage of translating LabanWriter files to animation is to use the
graphical symbols in the score to create an intermediate representation that orga-
nizes symbols according to columns and measures. Here, the graphical symbols are
spatially sorted, and assigned to columns and measures based on the symbol
position relative to the staff origin. Time dependant symbols, such as direction or
turn symbols are first stored in the data structure. Different types of modifier
symbols are concurrently collected together and later assigned to the time depen-
dant symbols or columns they modify in a second pass.

Labanotation makes use of modifier signs that are placed below, beside or inside
a symbol or column to modify its meaning. Examples include signs for folding and
contracting, and signs for specifying body parts. Other symbols are placed next to a
sign to indicate that a movement is accented, one part of the body it touching
another or a limb is rotated. Other modifiers indicate a value or amount, such as the
amount of turn associated with a turn symbol. Path signs are used to modify the
path to be followed (e.g. a circular path turning to the right). There are also floor
plans to show the positions and paths traveled on stage. Thus the parser that
interprets the LabanWriter file first must associate all modifying signs with the
symbol they are modifying and deduce from the column whether it is a support or
gestural movement. The result of this parsing is a composite score where each
element of the score represents a movement. This is not a visible score but rather a
time and column ordered list within the software.

A large subset of Labanotation is a direct analog of traditional keyframe ani-
mation, that is, explicit time based destination or orientation information is provided
by the score which is divided into separate animation channels, in this case
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represented by the columns. The body model used in the LabanDancer animation
system is a deformable mesh model, driven by an invisible skeleton. Each joint in
the skeleton is controllable through its own keyframe animation channel. In addi-
tion, the arms and legs are controlled by four separate inverse kinematic chains, the
goal positions of which are also controlled by keyframe channels. In this way, there
is a simple translation for much of the information in the composite score to
keyframes in the animation channels. The difficulty occurs in filling in all of the
information that is implicit, such as the path a limb must take between keyframes in
order to appear natural, or to avoid self-intersection of the model. Context depen-
dent timing changes must also be handled.

The composite score is parsed into three streams. The first interprets gestures—
these are non-weight bearing movements of any body part. The second interprets
support changes (including locomotion) and the third involves other issues such as
repetition of a sequence, paths, use of floor plans, etc. While much of Labanotation
is explicit—i.e. it objectively specifies the orientation of limb segments at a par-
ticular time, there are numerous instances where the Labanotation is implicit—i.e. it
relies on the knowledge of the notator and the reader to deduce the movement in the
context of the piece in question. Thus the translator program must include a
knowledge base and an inference mechanism to deduce these movements from their
context.

Gestures: The Labanotation symbols generally indicate quite unambiguously the
start time, end time and final orientation of limb parts involved in a gesture. They
do not, however, explicitly specify the path to be followed in carrying out the
gesture. The path can be deduced once the starting and end orientations are known.
We have implemented an inverse kinematics algorithm and apply constraints to
ensure that articulated limbs carry out the movement in an appropriate plane. For
some movements it is necessary to add intermediate keyframes as additional con-
straints to ensure that articulated limbs do not move inappropriately, such as passing
through other body parts.

The parser that interprets gestural commands is very simple at a high level—as
noted, final limb orientations are usually explicitly specified. However, at a detailed
level the parser is extremely complex since it must ensure that every movement is
appropriate to the context.

Support: In Labanotation the concept of support and support change is the basis
for all locomotion. The notation shows which limb supports the body over a period
of time and the direction (if any) of the movement. Thus the notation does not
explicitly specify the flexion and extension of the limbs concerned, leaving it to the
intelligent performer to recognize which movements are necessary to achieve
support change in a specific direction.

The approach that has been adopted is based on van de Panne’s footprints
algorithm for animation of human locomotion [13]. This algorithm calculates an
optimum path for the centre of gravity of a biped based on the placement and timing
of the footsteps, and the geometrical configuration. Once the path of the centre of
mass is known, keyframes for the feet are generated, based on the footstep position
and timing and any restrictions imposed on the flight phases of the foot. The foot
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keyframes are used to drive the goal positions for the Inverse Kinematics
(IK) chains driving the legs. Important in the choice of this algorithm was the fact
that it could take changes in level into account, something that is important in
Labanotation. Also, the algorithm seamlessly handles the transition from walking,
to running, to jumping or hopping, and can handle locomotion along a curved path.
With some experimentation we were able to address most of these issues although
there will be some movement patterns (often at the limits of what is likely or
possible) where the movement may not be as elegant as desired.

One difficulty with the separation of Gestures and Support Changes in
Labanotation is that the two sets of commands can provide conflicting animation to
limb segments. For example, during a forward walk animated on the basis of
support changes, gestures may also be specified for the legs and particularly for the
leg that is not providing support. This requires that the gestures be judiciously
superimposed on the support changes, but not to the detriment of support.

LabanDancer Prototype: The LabanDancer prototype was implemented for
Windows and the Mac OS. The user interface is shown in Fig. 9. There are fairly
standard controls that allow the user to adjust the viewpoint by rotating the stage on
all three axes and by providing for zoom-in and zoom-out. There is a choice of
animated figures—currently male and female ballet and male and female modern.
An important feature of the interface is the display of a simultaneous graphic of the

Fig. 9 The LabanDancer interface. The Labanotation score being interpreted is on the left
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original Labanotation score on the left of the screen. A cursor moves up the score as
the animation progresses. While this prototype was quite successful, it is recognized
that it is not general enough to handle the very large number of possibilities found
in Labanotation. Probably its greatest value has been to clearly identify the struc-
tural problems (principally gestures vs. support) found in implementing such a
translator. At this time no further development is underway.

4.3.2 Notation to Animation—MovEngine

A rather different approach is being followed in the MovEngine Project under the
leadership of Henner Drewes. A notation system based on Eshkol-Wachman
Notation and some aspects of Labanotation is used to represent movement and then
animated. This is described fully in another chapter of this book.

4.4 Motion Capture to Animation—Thinning

At first sight the translation of motion capture data into keyframe animation should
be straightforward. The mocap data is already in the correct format and the only
problem is to “thin” the data from (say) 30 frames/s to somewhere between 2 and
10 frames/s. But successful thinning requires that the system identifies frames that
are truly “key”—these keyframes should have relatively smooth movement
between them. A number of methods have been proposed that look for disconti-
nuities in the movement data for one or more landmarks on the body. To be truly
successful, however, human intervention is usually necessary and this can be
laborious.

An automatic motion capture segmentation method based on movement qualities
derived from Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) has been proposed [14]. LMA
provides a good compromise between high-level semantic features, which are
difficult to extract for general motions, and low-level kinematic features, which
often yield unsophisticated segmentations.

4.5 Motion Capture to Notation

In its full generality, this is a very difficult problem, combining the relatively
straightforward thinning problem with the translation of keyframed data into
notation. One attempt to do this has been reported by Guo et al. [15]. It is not clear
how general the results are. It is relatively easy to achieve acceptable results if the
range of movements and symbols is limited.
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5 Explicit and Implicit Determination of Movement

Some elements of movement representation, such as keyframes, are explicit and
thus under the direct control of the notator or animator. Other elements like
interpolation are implicit and only under indirect control. The implications of this
are discussed.

5.1 Poses and Keyframes

All of the modalities commonly used to represent movement use models of the
human body that can be represented by keyframes or their equivalent (we do not
consider video since it does not support 3D representation). For mocap and key-
frame animation this is quite straightforward: animation is based directly on key-
frames and motion capture provides a dense series of frames with embedded
keyframes. But for Labanotation it is more complicated. The notation shows which
limb supports the body over a period of time and the direction (if any) of the
movement. Thus the notation does not explicitly specify the flexion and extension
of the limbs concerned, leaving it to the intelligent performer to recognize which
movements are necessary to achieve support change in a specific direction. To
interpret these support changes with computer algorithms we need to make further
assumptions on body dimensions, etc. and to essentially simulate the movements of
the lower limbs. The discussion of LabanDancer above outlined one approach to
achieving this [5]. As a result of this simulation the movement of the legs can be
represented in keyframes. Thus, with this complication, Labanotation, Animation
and Motion Capture can all be represented by keyframes that explicitly specify key
poses in the movement.

5.2 Interpolation

A simple approach to interpolation between keyframes uses a linear equation to
calculate the poses to represent the inbetween frames—the typical target frame rate
might be 30, 60 or 120/s. There are two potential problems with this. First, if we
have a movement path with (say) three keyframes the trajectory at the middle
keyframe may not be continuous in the first derivative (velocity) and the second
derivative (acceleration)—this can result in a visual “jerk” in the observed move-
ment. Ideally, the inbetween trajectory should be corrected so that the first and
second derivatives are continuous [16]. A second possible problem is a situation
where we want to change the velocity of the animated object as it goes from one
keyframe to the next. For example, this could be a “slow in, fast out” where we
want the inbetween frames to have an appropriate profile for an object that
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accelerates and then adopts a higher speed. This can be achieved by using a spline
controlled by the animator to set the value of the inbetween frames. These
adjustments to the interpolation may seem complicated and time consuming—in
practice they are often ignored and a simple linear interpolation is adopted.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

Many artists and others working with movement share the frustration of trying to
find a satisfactory way to represent human movement. On one hand they have
notation systems—and that includes Benesh and Eshkol-Wachman notations, not
just Labanotation. The great advantage of the notation systems is that in creating a
score the notator also analyses the movement and breaks it down into meaningful
components. The two major disadvantages are that notation, by its nature, is
complex and difficult to learn and that it is hard to visualize the movement. On the
other hand, although keyframe animation also involves a level of analysis, it is not
as natural as in notation. But keyframe animation has the great advantage that both
the individual keyframes and the resulting animation are easy to visualize.

With the premise that there must be a better way, in 2004, 29 interested prac-
titioners and experts gathered at a conference sponsored by the Dance Notation
Bureau at the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio. The Report from this
conference can be found at www.dancenotation.org/news/Ohio_report/Ohioreport.
pdf. Following two days of demonstrations and discussions there was consensus
that future developments should concentrate on the following points:

1. Build on the capabilities of existing systems rather than develop a completely
new system from scratch. This would involve many incremental developments
but would probably result in the fastest progress with limited resources.

2. Add a translation capability to different systems so that representations can be
easily exchanged (LabanDancer is an example [5]).

3. The new development might be called Interlingua and its capabilities might be
best developed in XML since it is easily extensible.

Unfortunately, to our knowledge, lack of resources has inhibited any
coordinated follow up on these ambitious suggestions. However, there are steps in
this direction—one example is the XML based LabanEditor project led by
Hachimura and Nakamura [12] and there is other related research [17]. We hope
that this book will help to stimulate and motivate further developments.

Acknowledgement The author acknowledges with gratitude the advice of Marion Bastien
(Centre national de la danse) in finalizing this manuscript.
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The Problem of Recording Human Motion

Jacqueline Challet-Haas

Abstract For centuries, various essays have been written that attempted to devise a
proper notation for recording dance practices and aimed at preserving them as an
artistic heritage. With the increasing interest in human behaviour over the XX
century, new trials were proposed to solve the recording of human movements,
generally speaking, versus specific dance events. Among these various systems, the
so-called «Kinetography Laban/Labanotation», invented by Rudolf Laban
(a prominent figure of modern dance in Europe) offers a solution, which will be
briefly exposed: built primarily on human behavior in its «ordinary» motion, a
natural way, the notion of encompassing space, body and time elements simulta-
neously is at the heart of its conception. This notation tries to enhance the very basic
notion of changing processes as opposed to position writing. Until now it has been
widely used mostly in theatrical dance fields as a means of building a dance
literature as well as preserving ethnic dances, but also as a tool for research and
creation in dance. Its simple but broad basis definitely offers a possible development
in many other research domains.

1 Introduction

The question of recording human motion is not new. Artists have tried to capture
the essence of movement since the early ages, in drawings, sketches and sculptures.
When dance components were eventually codified, the need to keep traces of these
set movements emerged.

With the rise of «Modern Dance» in the XX century, which is not based on fixed
elements, the need for recording movement became even bigger.

With scholarly requirements applied to research on dance, concerning namely
dance folklore, traditional, ethnic and theatrical dances, the necessity of notating the
material became paramount.
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To find an adequate system enabling the drafting on a sheet of paper the volume
of the movement proved not to be so easy.

For centuries, in Europe, and strangely enough in Europe only as far as I know,
many attempts were made, which were more or less successful.

A brief survey of some dance notations invented over the last centuries will be
briefly laid out from the point of view of the utilized methods.

Among these systems, three of them, namely the Laban system, theBenesh system,
and the Eshkol-Wachman system, proposed in the course of the XX century, are still
very much alive, used mainly in dance related domains but in other fields of activity
too.

2 Various Systems of Dance Notation

For an easier approach, 5 different methods for devising a dance notation system
over the last centuries have been selected.

First method: use of letters (verbal language)

Since the XIV–XV century attempts to record the dances were found among the
treatises, namely in Spain, France, later in the italien codexes, which consisted
mainly in utilizing letters to represent various «steps»: «s» for «simple», «d» for

Fig. 1 Manuscript of the Library of Burgundy circa 1450. The succession of abbreviations (letters)
is written below the musical notes, offering a tentative process to match the steps with the melody
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«double», «b» for «branle» etc. providing the fact that these “steps” were already
known by the practicians, the conventions being, at these times, strictly established.
These treatises served as memory aids (Fig. 1).

At the end of the XVI century, an outstanding treatrise: the “Orchesography” by
Thoineau Arbeau, was published in 1588 in Langres (France); it follows the same
process but with a definite attempt to match clearly names of steps and music notes
and to encode them side by side (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Branle de Bourgogne. The branle de Bourgogne is a circle dance composed of a succession
of two «doubles», i.e. 3 steps to the side and a fourth one for closing, circling clockwise and
two «doubles» circling anti-clockwise
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This use of verbal language can still be found in contemporary dance books,
where steps and movements are marked by an abbreviation; many choreographers,
dance teachers, and dancers also use this method as memory aids.

Second method: stick figures

“Stick figures” and symbolic drawings were also used as a method for recording
dances in a succession of static poses. Among others, the French ballet master
Arthur St. Léon in his “Sténochorégraphie” published in Paris (1850), used this
method (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 An extract of the 2nd variation for two dancers from the «Pas de six» of «La Vivandière»,
chor. A. St Léon. Three music staves are represented: one for each dancer and one for the melody.
Inside the five lines of the stave, stylised leg gestures are drawn; above, on a subsidiary line, small
figurines represent upper body movements and arm gestures; on top, little «floor plans» appear
from time to time
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Contemporary choreographers, dancers and dance teachers often draw stick
figures as memory aids for their personal use along with verbal notes.

In the same vein, in the middle of the XX century, the system devised by Rudolf
Benesh appeared in London in 1956 using this same approach; it follows the
display method of accumulating static poses, just as motion-pictures do but devised
in a far more abstract way (Fig. 4).

Third method: use of music notes

Another means for recording dances was based on borrowing signs from music
notation. At the end of the XIX century, Wladimir Stepanoff from the St. Petersbourg
ballet developed a system of dance notation using music notes with some adjust-
ments; it was published in 1898 in Paris under the title: «Alphabet des Mouvements
du Corps Humain». Many famous choreographies of the St. Petersbourg ballet were
recorded at that time; the great celebrated dancer Vaslav Nijinsky developed this
system later and left a notation of his ballet «The Afternoon of a Faun» (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 An extract of a gymnastics beam routine. Points of contact of important moments are written
on a stave of five lines dividing the human body in sections; these moments are tied by horizontal
bows to show the succession of positions; below the staff is devoted to space indications, above the
staff time indications are written (cf. article by Eliane Mirzabekiantz: «Benesh Movement Notation
for humanoïd robots»
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Fig. 5 An extract of «Swan Lake», 2° act, chor. L. Ivanoff. Usingmusic notes on an extended music
staff, the time element is incorporated in the so-called “movement signs”; special signs for directions,
flexions/extensions, turns are added on the shaft of the music notes, beside or below them
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This method was later followed by Pierre Conté in his system published in
France (1932) and is still in use (Fig. 6).

Fourth method: use of numbers

Another means for recording dance and movement occurrences was proposed by
Noa Eshkol and Abraham Wachmann in the middle of the XX century (1958)
utilizing then the most abstract symbols, namely numbers.

Fig. 6 An extract of «Prélude, Salut et Danse», chor. P. Conté. The music staff is extended: steps
and leg gestures are written on and in-between the regular 5 lines, trunk and head movements on
above lines, arm gestures are on the top lines. Space indications are written with numbers beside
the music notes giving the time element; small hooks to indicate flexions/extensions and other
specific signs are added at the bottom of the music note
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(cf. article by Henner Drewes: MovEngine—Developping a Movement language
for 3D visualization and composition of Dance) (Fig. 7).

Fifth method: specific movement signs

In the middle of the XVII century under the impulse of the french king Louis XIV,
the ballet master Pierre Beauchamps devised a system published in 1700 by
Raoul-Auger Feuillet which encoded simultaneously the floor patterns, abstract
symbols for set dance units (pas) with basic actions such as plié, sauté, tourné, etc.
and the time element. A first, real dance notation was proposed where appropriate
components of movement were taken into account. It was used all over France and
Europe during a whole century to disseminate the Court dances composed at the
French Court. This produced a lot of records, which are a fantastic source of
documentation allowing the re-discovery of the “Baroque Dances” during the
second half of the XX century not only in Europe, but also in the United States. But
this system, still bound to the stylistic features of that period, disappeared with the
French Revolution (1789). An entirely new dance culture emerged at that time and
this notation system, devoted to one convention only, became outdated (Fig. 8).

Inspired by this Feuillet-Beauchamps system, Rudolf Laban devised at the
beginning of the XX century a notation for the «movement», which he called
purposefully «Kinetography»; it was published in 1928 in Vienna and quickly
disseminated all over Europe and the Americas (namely through the German
emigration during the thirties) and lately in Asia.

Fig. 7 An extract of «Dove» from the composition «Birds» by Tirza Sapir. The score is read from
left to right; horizontal spaces represent the different limbs and their parts which are nominated at
the beginning of each space. Positions and movements are analysed along a spherical system of
reference, the moving limb being the axis. Numbers and small arrows are used to indicate the
coordinates of each position or movement within the circular form drawn by the moving part of the
body. Other signs are used for indicating contacts, relationships, flexions/extensions etc. Vertical
lines delineate time units and thick lines represent bar lines
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Fig. 8 «Menuet à deux» from «les Fragmens», mus. Lully. The whole page represents the dance
area; the top of the page, the main audience, the so-called «présence»; two lines of dance, one for
each dancer, represent pictorially the design of the dance, the floor pattern; along these lines tick
marks match the bars of the music, whose melody is written on the top of the page; special signs
for «steps» are written to the right and to the left along this line indicating the symmetry of the
progression; their various forms indicate the direction of the step, additional small signs attached
on the direction signs denote actions such as «plié», «élevé», «sauté»
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2.1 Why So Many Attempts?

The question of «why so many attempts» cannot be avoided… The following
reasons are suggested:

– the continuing tradition of oral transmission all over the world: the oral, direct
transmission functions in various domains, especially where movement skills are
involved in dance, play, working activities…. As far as dance activities are con-
cerned, this “functional memory” works quickly and adequately in transmitting
established forms of dance in a direct way, often by mimicry. At first glance it
seems to be, and is, a quite efficient means of transmission, it does not require any
additional effort of externalizing instruction, or any analytical conduct.

– the claim of impossibility to notate dance and movement occurrences in their
full display: physically, emotionally; this is primarily based on the difficulty of
adequately resolving well established scripts of verbal languages which function
in only 2 dimensions?

3 The Movement Notation of Rudolf Laban

Since the beginning of the XX century an interest in the human body and its
functions has emerged and developed both in Europe and in the United States.

Rudolf Laban (1879 Bratislava—1958 London), dancer, choreographer,
researcher, theoretician claimed for dance an equal status among the “major arts”
(music and fine arts). The only way to achieve this goal was to create an adequate
notation allowing not only the development of a literature of dance compositions
and its dissemination but also offering the possibility to analyse the processes of
human movement as he quoted himself in an article published in the
magazine «Schrifttanz» (written dance) in July 1928: «the first clear difference
which can be perceived in the movement process reveals itself through observing
the movement flow (time rhythm) on one hand and the movement shape (space
rhythm) on the other».

Laban’s search for adequate ways of analysing and notating the components of
human movement led him to study the previous attempts of “dance notations” and
to propose, with the help of his collaborators, a movement notation published in
1928, called «Kinetography».

It took him around 20 years to conceive it, then another span of 30 years was
necessary to achieve a proper development of the system and to be spread and used
all over Europe, the Americas and Asia.

His main concern during his lifetime was to observe and analyse how and why
human beings are behaving in such different ways in various contexts and their
implication in the surrounding world which were developed into 3 domains of
investigation:
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1. Kinetography called also Labanotation, for analysing and recording human
movement processes

2. Choreutik called also Space Harmony for analysing how human beings incor-
porate the surrounding space

3. Euchinetik called also Effort-Shape for analysing the proper dynamic of each
individual.

(cf. article by Angela Loureiro de Souza: «Laban Movement Analysis: scaf-
folding human movement»)

Kinetography Laban is definitely a movement notation, not a dance notation, like
most of the previous attempts; it is not confined to a particular dance convention but
based on universal properties of human movement, which are conditioned by:

– the pull of gravity,
– the verticality of the human stance,
– the symmetry of the human body,
– the spatial dimensions.

It is also based on functional issues of human movement:

– the progression of the body in space and time,
– the fundamental distinction between transferring the body weight (changing

place) and moving only parts of the body,
– the awareness of his front surface,
– the relativity of the experience depending on context: what precedes affects what

is to follow; each mover is unique but similar to any other mover.

To denote these issues:

– abstract symbols are written into a vertical staff, referring to the vertical human
stance, which reads from the bottom up of the page as if «walking» on it.

– the staff is divided into columns; the middle line refers to the vertical symmetry
of the human body as well as to the line of gravity; movements of the right parts
of the body are written at the right side of the middle line; movements of the left
parts of the body are written on the left side of the middle line (Fig. 9).

– Each column has a particular destination: the central ones are devoted to the
indications of weight transferences (on feet, knee, hands etc.), the next ones to
the legs; trunk movements and its parts are written in the third columns; arm
gestures are written in the fourth columns; parts of the arms and head move-
ments in extra columns if necessary (Fig. 10). (note: for clarity, only the central
columns of the staff are traced).

– the main movement signs are the direction signs, the turn and circular path
signs, refering to spatial awareness (Fig. 11).

The direction signs are represented by a rectangle (Fig. 12) which is transformed
into 8 main directions: forward, backward, to the right and to the left and
the «in-between» ones to the 4 diagonals (Fig. 13).
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To denote the volume of the movements, these direction signs are colored: with
a dot for medium level, stripped for high level, darkened for low level. Thus 26
main directions are available, which indicate movements going from the body
outward; the 27th direction represented by the plain rectangle with a dot inside is
the central point, «the place», the only convergent direction (Fig. 14).

Fig. 9 The staff is divided
into columns; the middle line
refers to the vertical symmetry
of the human body as well as
to the line of gravity

Fig. 10 Each column has a
particular destination: the
central ones are devoted to
the indications of weight
transferences

Fig. 11 The main movement
signs are the direction signs,
the turn and circular path
signs, refering to spatial
awareness
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The turn signs are derived from the direction signs: the rectangle is cut diago-
nally at each extremity to denote a clockwise or anticlockwise turn.

The circular path signs are derived from the turn signs: the line is delimited by
slanted extremities similar to the turn signs.

These signs have the property of being elongated to denote the duration of the
movement, allowing the possibility to encompass in one symbol space and time
elements (Fig. 15).

Therefore, one symbol written in the staff represents simultaneously:

– the direction of the movement (by the shape and the coloration of the sign),
– the duration of the movement (by the length of the sign),
– the part of the body moving (by its placement in a column),
– the moment where the movement starts, the moment where it stops (by its

location on the staff).

If the simultaneity of space and time indications is certainly one of the main
assets of this system, the different treatment of weight transferences as opposed
to «gestures» (movements of parts of the body «in the air») is another one. Weight

Fig. 12 The direction signs
are represented by a rectangle

Fig. 13 Forward, backward,
to the right and to the left and
the «in-between» ones to the
4 diagonals
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transferences are treated as proper «motions»: each «step» is relative to the per-
former; each individual is unique as well as the way he performs his steps; the
length of the direction sign encompasses the preparation, execution and completion
of the transference but if the size of the step is longer or shorter than the «nor-
mal» walking, additional signs will specify it.

Fig. 14 To denote the volume of the movements, these direction signs are colored: with a dot for
medium level, stripped for high level, darkened for low level

Fig. 15 The right arm (the direction sign is located in the 4th column to the right of the central
line) performs a movement forward middle (at the level of the shoulder) in one count; then the left
arm (located in the 4th column at the left of the central line of the staff) performs a similar
movement forward middle but in three counts: the sign is longer, the movement being slower.
A void in the columns indicates a pause, the cessation or absence of any movement
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Gestures are treated as «destinations»: each moving part of the body reaches a
precise point in the surrounding space from its point of attachment (Fig. 16).

Let us compare two sets of movements. The duration of the six examples is
similar:

– 1st example: 6 forward steps, taking one count each, starting on the right foot;
– the 2nd example is composed of only 3 steps, taking 2 counts each: they are

twice as slow (but not shorter) than the steps in ex. 1;
– the 3rd example shows 6 running steps: a short gap between the direction signs

indicates the cessation of transference of weight, i.e. a small jump;
– in the 4th example, 12 quick steps are written, taking half a count each, twice as

fast (not necessarily shorter…) than in the 1st example;
– example 5: a circular path (clockwise) is added outside the staff, the 6 steps of

ex. 1 are performed on a curved line; it is a simple way to record a complicated
action;

– example 6: the 3rd and 6th steps are turning steps: a turn sign is added above the
direction sign.

As a result, the traces of examples 1, 2, 3, 4 are simple straight lines, but in
example 5, the line is curved due to the addition of a circular path sign and in
example 6, the line is angular due to the addition of turn signs (Fig. 17).

The feet are together in the starting position, the arms are hanging down.
Note: If the absence of symbols in the support columns indicates a jump,

because of the cessation of transference of weight, in any gesture column, a void
between the signs indicates the cessation of movement, a pause.

Fig. 16 Simple walking examples
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The two «o» in the support columns on the first count indicate a pause of the
body to prevent any jump.

– example 1: both arms are lifted together forward and across the front of the body
(diagonally) in one count; a pause during one count; both arms go upward
during the 3rd count and stay there for one count; on the 5th count, they open to
the sides; a pause for one count; on the 7th count, the arms are lowered and
return to the starting position; a pause on the 8th count.

– example 2: the right arm goes upward on its own via the left diagonal in 2
counts, then waits until the left arm has reached the upward direction in 2 counts
too. Together, they opened slowly to the sides in 3 counts and go quickly down
in 1 count.

– example 3: the same sequence as example 1 is performed regularly and
smoothly without any stop, each portion taking 2 counts.

– example 4: there is a precipitation in crossing the two arms in 1 count, then a
calm elevation in 3 counts, again a precipitation to open the arms to the sides in
1 count and a sustained lowering in 3 counts.

The chosen examples are purposefully simple allowing a clearer overview, but
details of level, size of steps, various ways to perform them can be added;
flexions/extensions of parts of the body, relationships, dynamic variations beyond
the space/time indications etc. may be recorded in details depending on the purpose
of the notated text.

Fig. 17 Simple arm sequences. 4 diagrams of the same arm sequence in 8 regular counts with
various movement rhythms
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The recording of the movement progression encompassing the dynamic element
of movement in one symbol, is certainly another main asset of this system.

As it has already been pointed out, an incredibly compact information on the
progression of changes in space and time is given at one glance through the
incorporation of space and time elements in one symbol and its location on the staff:
the symbols written in the central columns indicate the displacement of one’s
weight in relation to space and to others, as opposed to the same symbols written in
the other columns of the staff denoting the destination to be reached by any body
part within one’s own spatial reach.

Furthermore, not only is the possibility to elicit «motives» offered, allow-
ing comparisons at various levels of investigation, but also the same «se-
quence» can be written at various levels of complexity depending on the needs. Not
to mention the visual aspect of what is happening:

– a «vertical reading» denotes the succession, the progression of changes,
– a «horizontal reading» denotes the simultaneity of the actions of the various

body parts, allowing the possibility to get an overview of successive, simulta-
neous, overlapping actions at one glance (Fig. 18).

A clear exposition of the composition of a whole score is easily perceptible.

Fig. 18 An extract of a full score: «Est-ce que ce qui est loin s’éloigne de l’être humain» chor.
D. Dobbels, 1999, for 3 dancers, notated by Raphaël Cottin, gives an example of a more detailed
record
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4 Various Domains Using Kinetography
Laban/Labanotation

The basic rules of the system are simple but built on a sufficiently broad surface to
allow the possibility of developing in various directions, providing the fact that
keep the basic principles free from heterogeneous adjustments.

The following domains where Kinetography Laban is already used are:

• Literature, which was one of the first aim of Laban’s in inventing a notation
system:

– theatrical dance: a great amount of ballets of various styles has been recorded
as well as,

– traditional, ethnic and sacred dances of various countries,
– somatic gymnastics, martial arts,
– mime plays,
– stage requisites and sets.

• Education:
Because this notation system allows a description of movement at various levels
of complexity: from a very simple, structural form to a most detailed occurrence,
it is more and more frequently applied in many educational processes at any age
or level of proficiency, in various ways.
It offers:

– a better individual understanding of what “one does”,
– a precision of space and interpersonal relationships,
– a stylistic interpretation in introducing its various components,
– an access to past and present dance compositions,
– a means to support improvisation in direct relation to “movement issues” and

not on metaphorical instructions only; this led to the development of the
so-called «motif notation»; based on structural features of the movement
sequence, motif-notation proposes simple diagrams of selected notation
symbols in order to enhance the creativity of each performer.

– in France, namely, an interesting and promising educational project for
helping blind people in perceiving themselves in their environment, in
developing their kinesthetic appreciation and enhancing their spatial orien-
tation uses kinetographic symbols built in relief (AcaJOUET).

• Research:
As already mentioned, the Laban script is, since its publication in 1928, in
steady development due namely to its spreading over the world but also to the
encountering of new movement techniques. To safeguard a proper expansion,
the «International Council of Kinetography Laban» (ICKL) was founded in
1961. Since then, biennal conferences are organised offering the possibility to
discuss new emergent notational issues, as for instance: the recording of refined
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trunk movements, hand movements, floor work etc.… The «motif-notation» is
also developing, being incorporated in present dance scores where improvisa-
tion becomes an integral part of the choreography.

– Since the Fifties, there is a constant development in methodological
approaches in anthropology and ethnology. Kinetography is largely used as
an analytical basis for recording and comparing not only dance motives but
also specific behavioural habits.

– More recently, research and analyses on choreographic processes are steadily
undertaken here and there, thanks to the many available scores.

• Technology:
With the emergence of film, video and computer programs, the question arose:
Why still bother with a movement notation? The advantages and disadvantages
of film and video will not be envisaged here but the use of computers has had a
decisive advantage not only in speeding up the process of transcribing move-
ments but in offering neat scores.
Different programs are available, some semi-official such as Labanwriter on
MacIntosh computers devised at the Dance Department of Ohio State University
(USA) since 1990, regularly updated and available on the web, partly devised by
individuals mainly on PC computers.
These programs allow easy copying, publication, dissemination of the material
and the introduction of quick corrections, which is in itself a considerable help
for notators.
Another program called Laban Reader derived from the Labanwriter is pro-
posed for educational purpose.
Some other programs dealing specifically with movement analysis are in use
and still being developed, such as: Action Profile or Life Forms.
The flexibility of this system is such that one can easily envisage possibilities to
find solutions and adapt its use to other fields dealing with movement occur-
rences, namely in the domain of humanoïd robotics.

5 Table of Illustrations

Figure 1: Extract from the «Manuscrit des Basses Danses de la Bibliothèque de
Bourgogne» circa 1450 (pers. Coll.)
Figure 2: Le Branle de Bourgogne from «Orchesographie» by Thoinot-Arbeau
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MovEngine—Developing a Movement
Language for 3D Visualization
and Composition of Dance

Henner Drewes

Abstract MOVement-oriented animation Engine (MovEngine) is a software
library, which was originally developed within a research project conducted at
Salzburg University from 2008 until early 2013. One of the objectives in this
project was to create a computer application which aids research in re-constructing
dance through animated movement sequences, utilizing a movement language
based on existing systems of movement notation. Since 2012 the software—in its
current developmental stage—is being tested and integrated into movement nota-
tion studies at Folkwang University of the Arts in Essen and its development is
continued within an MA course in Movement Notation/Movement Analysis at the
university. The software allows to create a three-dimensional, animated represen-
tation of movement based on a variety of sources and facilitates the exploration of
possible variations in the movement material. This new unique and methodologi-
cally highly potential technological tool provides the possibility to access referential
material on dance and to transfer/translate the referentiality into visuality, thus
revealing the motoric and kinetic aspects of the material. While the goal of the
original project was focused on historic dance research, the employed technical
approach may be also applied in a variety of other contexts, e.g. in creating learning
tools, in automated animated visualization of movement notation scores or in
generating robotic movement. MovEngine gains a high degree of flexibility by
extending traditional key frame animation techniques with a system of movement
orientated instructions, which are based on principles of movement analysis as
known from systems of movement notation (Eshkol Wachman Movement Notation
and Kinetography Laban). This paper outlines the key features of MovEngine by
describing the role of movement notation principles in the generation of animated
movement.
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1 Background

The development of MovEngine started in the research project Visualizing (the
Derra de Moroda) Dance Archives at Salzburg University, headed by Claudia
Jeschke, who initiated this project together with Henner Drewes in 2008 [1]. The
implementation of MovEngine is still in progress. During the Visualizing Dance
Archives project the core functionality of moving and synchronizing free extrem-
ities in space according to Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation (EWMN)1

principles has been completed. Currently weight transfers, e.g. from one leg to the
other, are being implemented allowing the animation of steps and moving in space.
The generation of these movements mainly relies on analytical approaches of
Kinetography Laban (KIN).2 Despite its current developmental status with some
unfinished features, the advantages of the approach can be already observed in the
results of the Visualizing Dance Archives project and in the experimental appli-
cation of MovEngine as a research and learning tool in movement notation studies
at Folkwang University of the Arts in Essen.

1.1 History

Attempts to digitally process movement notation go back as early as to the late
1960s. Noa Eshkol and her team were invited to the Biological Computer
Laboratory at the University of Illinois3 to create computerized visualizations of the
movement paths described by EWMN [4]. The resulting space-chords—as Eshkol
called the complex paths created by simultaneously moving limbs (see Fig. 1)—
were an early indication of the potential hidden in the analytical approaches.4

However, this basic research did not yield practical software due to the limited
technological capabilities of that time.

1Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation was invented by the dancer and choreographer Noa
Eshkol (1924–2007) and the architect Avraham Wachman (1931–2010). It was first published in
1958 [2]. A comprehensive introduction to Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation will be given in
Sect. 2.2 in this article.
2Kinetography Laban was introduced by Rudolf von Laban in 1928 [3]. The system is explained in
detail in the article The problem of recording human movement by Jacqueline Challet‐Haas in this
publication.
3The Biological Computer Laboratory (BCL) was a research institute of the Department of
Electrical Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. It was founded by Heinz
von Foerster, a scientist of Austrian origin, who made important contributions to cybernetics and
constructivism. The BCL continued to exist from 1958 until 1874.
4New light was shed on Eshkol’s artistic work and her early research in the recent exhibition
“Sharon Lockhart|Noa Eshkol” by the Los Angeles based artist Sharon Lockhart. See the articles
in the catalog of the Vienna exhibition (November 23, 2012–February 24, 2013) [5, 6].
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In the late 1970s Smoliar et al. developed a detailed concept to digitally process
Labanotation with the ultimate goal to generate animation from digital notation
scores [7]. Also later, Labanotation related attempts, which include LED &
LINTEL [8] and the LabanDancer [9],5 project, are based on the objective to ease
on the inherent complexity of movement notation and the involved translation
processes from the graphical representation to the actual movement, and vice versa.
The reading and deciphering of the notation should be automatized to increase the
acceptance of notation systems. The user should be freed of the burden to deal with
the analysis of movement. Eshkol’s work, however, was aimed at the opposite
direction: The computerized visualizations should reveal and demonstrate the
analytic potential of the notation, and encourage its active usage and application.

The latter approach provides an understanding of the underlying principles of
movement notation and creates a foundation for the current animation project. The
analytic and abstract methods of movement notation are transferred to visuality to
enhance their accessibility, and thus are brought into the focus of users and
researchers. Movement knowledge, which denotes an integral and significant,
though neglected part of our cultural heritage, may be expressed through a spe-
cialized language for movement directly and efficiently. In addition to displaying
metaphors for general concepts and ideas on dance, the corporal manifestation of
movement can be demonstrated and at the same time its constituting components
can be examined. If these components are only partially known, re-composition and
re-construction may lead to the original material or to variations of it, allowing to
re-experience the kinetic and kinesthetic essence related to the dance. Access is

Fig. 1 Space-chords of
simultaneously moving
abstract limbs [4]

5See also the article Approaches to the representation of human movement: Notation, Animation
and Motion capture by Tom Calvert in this publication.
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gained to the heterogeneous knowledge of dance and its movement content, which
can not be codified in ordinary language.

1.2 Aims

The aim of MovEngine is to provide a general, multi-purpose software library to
generate 3D character animation, which may aid dancers and researchers in com-
position, analysis or re-constructing dance through animated movement sequences.
It allows to create movement content to be visualized as a visual, three-dimensional
representation. The researcher is given a great amount of flexibility, offering a wide
range of possibilities and choices to connect visualized body postures to movement
phrases and thus helping to construct a realistic representation of a dance.

The software library provides an innovative and specialized 3D animation
engine, which has the potential to act as the core in a variety of future visualization
tools. It allows to control the resulting animated sequences through centralized
parameters. The researcher is able to perform changes dynamically, experimenting
with different appearances of the results. This is accomplished by a design which
transparently processes dance phrases in a movement-orientated manner. As
opposed to traditional, key framed and thus position based animation techniques,
this application relies on movement primitives, which build body movement,
phrases and ultimately whole dances.

In future developments libraries of dance phrases for different styles will be
built, which will function as reference databases for (re-)composing material of
certain styles. Previous knowledge on related material will function as a reference,
to efficiently reuse standardized patterns in different contexts and variations, to
make reasonable choices on how to fill the gaps in the documentation. Visualizing
and animating dance material will add an entirely new dimension to composition
and research. The increasing transparency of movement material may be considered
essential to these developing artistic and academic disciplines, enabling the
focusing on underlying movement structures and patterns. Ambiguities of inter-
pretation will become transparent, be resolved and become an independent subject
of debate.

1.3 Existing Approaches to Animation

While the graphic animation industry has developed software with amazing capa-
bilities during the last decades influenced by its application in movies and software
games, the animation of human movement is accomplished by means that do not
easily facilitate restructuring patterns and phrases as necessary when analyzing and
composing dance movement. One of the existing approaches is key frame anima-
tion, which allows for a software-based generation of movement sequences.
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Postures of animated figures are distributed over a time line, which are then
interpolated by the software to create transitions between the so-called key frames
and to produce an animated sequence. In the context of dance, the choreographic
software package DanceForms [10], which was influenced in its development by
the American choreographer Merce Cunningham [11], uses this approach and
provides a ready-to-use user interface suitable for choreographers and dancers.
Professional animation software exceeds the capabilities of DanceForms by far and
allows to control transitions between key frames in greater detail, but also requires
expert knowledge to create and edit animations.

All key frame animation approaches, however, are limited in their capabilities to
define movement in a comprehensive and refined manner, as movement is basically
represented as a series of postures. Transitions may be influenced by different
interpolation algorithms, which are not easy to understand for dance animators. Key
frame animation does not actively conceptualize movement, as movement is solely
defined by transitions between key framed postures. However, conceptualization
and categorization of movement is needed to analyze, compose, create or
re-assemble dance phrases. All these actions require a proper representation of
movement as known e.g. from systems of movement notation.

2 MovEngine and Its Conceptual Framework

2.1 Movement Notation

In contrast to key frame animation, movement notation systems may be regarded as
a more suitable and complete conceptual framework to describe movement. They
form a basis for accurate description of movement, and serve at the same time as an
instrument of thought. MovEngine borrows analytical concepts from two notation
systems: Kinetography Laban and Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation. While
substantially different in their graphical appearance and in the application of ana-
lytical principles, both notation systems share some basic approaches. Movement is
defined as changes in body postures and/or of the location in space. These changes
are determined by four analytical components: the part of the body they apply to,
the point in time they occur, their duration and the spatial information necessary to
reproduce the movement path. Usually, several of such movement instructions must
be given simultaneously to describe complex human movement, each for every
moving part of the body. Together, they do not only represent the movement of the
body as a whole, they reveal the synchronization and coordination of movement.

Generally, both notation systems provide a wide range of alternative descriptive
methods for a given movement or movement sequence. Usually these alternatives
differ in the way a complex movement is broken down into single instructions and
in the granularity of the four analytical components. For example, a bending arm
movement may be described in one instruction as one movement of the whole arm,
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in which the hand is approaching the shoulder. Or, alternatively, the upper arm and
forearm movements may be described separately in two instructions. While KIN
and EWMN share a considerable amount of these descriptive alternatives, some
options are unique to each of the systems. Furthermore, each system defines some
default assumptions and a default viewpoint on movement, which influence ana-
lytical approaches and notation style. Out of this wide range of analytical options
MovEngine first of all selects and uses strategies that allow a most efficient gen-
eration of animation. While in the early developmental stages the choices were also
determined by programming complexity—the easier ones to implement were
chosen first—more alternative and complex options will be added in the future.

2.2 Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation (EWMN)

EWMN was created and invented by the choreographer Noa Eshkol and the
architect Avraham Wachman in Israel and was first published in 1958 [2]. The
system is based on an analytical approach, which solely relates to abstract spatial
and temporal parameters of movement. The description is based on a limited
number of analyzing categories, mainly stating the relations and changes of relation
between the various limbs and parts of the body. This information is quantified by
numerical values; a fact which facilitates transferring this analytical approach into a
digitalized domain as animation. EWMN has been used as a tool for movement and
dance creation by Noa Eshkol and her successors mainly in Israel. Also it has
become an important component in movement and dance education in this country.
Internationally, it gained recognition in a scientific context by researches on neu-
rological syndromes [12] and animal behavior [13]. As it is outside of Israel gen-
erally less known than other notation systems as KIN or Benesh Movement
Notation [14],6 a detailed introduction to the system’s basics of the system will
follow.7

2.2.1 Segmentation of Body and Time

The body is seen in EWMN according to its skeletal structure with its limbs moving
independently. The movement is captured for each of the moving skeletal sections

6See also the article Benesh Movement Notation for humanoid robots? by Eliane Mirzabekiantz in
this publication.
7Many of the primary publications on EWMN by Noa Eshkol include an introduction to the
notation system. One of the most complete summaries can be found in Fifty Lessons by Dr. Moshe
Feldenkrais (1980) [15]. Some more recent additions to the systems are outlined in Angles and
Angels (1990) [16]. After Eshkol’s death in 2007 Sapir and Harries started to summarize certain
aspects of the system by comparing Eshkol’s primary publications. Their first book About Time
(2009) [17] mainly deals with aspects of time in EWMN.
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separately. A part of the body or a limb always lies between two joints or is a free
extremity connected to one joint. When analyzing movement, these skeletal sec-
tions are imagined as straight lines. The body is seen as a system of articulated axes
(Fig. 2).

In a notation score the body is represented through a table-like staff, where the
participating moving parts of the body are listed in the left-most column. The
succession of the columns represents the flow of time from left to right (see Fig. 3).

The intersections of parts of the body and moments in time form the cells of the
score, into which movement symbols are written. Thus, the placement of the
symbols denotes the moving part of the body and the point in time a movement
begins. The end of a movement is marked by extra vertical lines (bar lines) or by a
following movement symbol, which will inevitably cancel the previous one (see
Fig. 4).

2.2.2 System of Reference

When circling a part of the body (a movable axis of constant length) in isolation
around one fixed end, the other, free end will move along the hull of a sphere. Thus,
movement of a single part of the body can be defined as curved paths on the surface
of a sphere (see Fig. 5). To describe movement more precisely, a system of

Fig. 2 The body as a system
of articulated axes
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coordinates is applied to the sphere. Usually, positions are defined on horizontal or
vertical circles (planes) at an interval of 45°, but higher resolutions are possible if
necessary in a specific field of application.

Fig. 3 Scheme of a staff layout

Fig. 4 Example of an EWMN score (excerpt of Onward and Back, composed by Tirza Sapir) [18]
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The equatorial plane of the sphere is called horizontal plane. When divided
according to the scale 1 = 45°, eight positions are obtained on the plane, which are
numbered in clock-wise sense from 0 to 7 (see Fig. 6).

The vertical planes are perpendicular to the horizontal plane and intersect all
with each other at the bottom and the top pole of the sphere. The vertical planes
may be identified by the location of their intersection with the horizontal plane. In
the scale 1 = 45° four different vertical planes intersect with the horizontal plane at
the identified divisions. Each vertical plane is again divided into intervals of 45°
and numbered from 0 to 7. The zero position on the vertical planes is set at the
bottom pole of the sphere (see Fig. 7).

According to this method 26 positions may be identified on the sphere (system
of reference, see Fig. 8). Each position is named using two numbers: The horizontal
component denoting the intersection of a vertical plane with the horizontal plane
and the vertical component denoting a position on this identified vertical plane.

To describe the state of a part of the body, the center of the sphere needs to be
placed at the fixed joint. The free joint or extremity will intersect with the sphere at
(or near to) one of the 26 identified positions. Analyzing complex movement of the

Fig. 5 Spherical movement
of a limb
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Fig. 6 The horizontal plane
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whole human body requires multiple spheres with their systems-of-reference to be
located at the joints of all limbs participating in the movement sequence. By default,
EWMN uses an absolute system of reference with a fixed spatial orientation (global
coordinate system). Optionally, a bodywise system of reference may be used (see
also in Sect. 2.2.6: bodywise position), which depends in its orientation on the
position of adjacent limbs (local coordinate system).

2.2.3 Axis of Movement and Type of Movement

The movements of a limb are also identified and measured in relation to the system
of reference. The curved paths of moving limbs on the surface of their surrounding
sphere may be seen as circles or circular arcs. When the limb moves along such a
circular path, it circles around an axis called the axis of movement. Since the axis of
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Fig. 7 Example of a vertical
plane

Fig. 8 System of reference
with 26 positions
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movement originates at the joint of the moving limb, its position can be defined
according to the system of reference.

The type of movement is determined by the angular relation between the axis of
movement and the position of the axis of the limb at the beginning of the move-
ment. The angle between the two axes establishes the shape of the path of move-
ment and its size. It is possible to differentiate between three different types of
movement (see Fig. 9):

• Plane movement: If the angle between the axis of movement and the limb axis is
equal to 90°, the path of movement of the limb’s axis creates a plane surface.
The extremity of the limb traces the largest circle which can be drawn on the
surface of a sphere. Also, connecting any two different limb positions by a
movement in the most direct way will always create a plane movement.

• Conical movement: If the angle between the axis of movement and the limb axis
is smaller than 90° but larger than zero, a conical shape is created by the moving
limb’s axis. Moving from one limb position to another in an indirect way will
create a conical movement. The circles drawn on the surface of the sphere are
smaller than the ones traced by a plane movement. Increasing the angle between
the limb axis and the axis of movement towards 90° will enlarge the size of the
circle drawn on the sphere’s surface. Decreasing this angle towards zero degrees
will shrink the drawn circle.

• Rotational movement: When decreasing the angle between the axis of move-
ment and the limb axis to zero, both axes will be identical. Revolving around the
axis of movement will result in a rotation of the limb around its own axis, in
which its position in space will remain constant.

Once a type of movement and a specific movement path is established, this
information may be further qualified by two additional parameters:

Fig. 9 Three EWMN types of movement: planar, conical and rotational
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• Direction: A limb can travel on the specified circular path in two directions,
which are labeled as positive and negative. For rotational movements this cor-
responds to a rotation in clockwise and counter-clockwise senses.

• Amount: The amount of movement is the angular degree of the taken circular
movement path. The information is given in the same scale used in the system of
reference, usually 1 = 45°. Example: In a plane or conical movement of eight
amounts a full circle is drawn. Applied to a rotation of the whole body a full turn
is performed.

Plane movement and conical movement cause a change of the limb in its angular
relation to its neighboring limb, while this relation will not change in a rotational
movement. Therefore, it is possible to perform a plane or a conical movement and
simultaneously combine this with a rotational movement in the same limb.

2.2.4 Law of Light and Heavy Limbs

The description of complex movement involving multiple joints relies on the
synchronization of the various simultaneous or successive movements in the parts
of the body. To accomplish this, unambiguous guidelines for interdependence and
interaction of the individual limbs are needed. The so called Law of Light and
Heavy Limbs establishes a dynamic hierarchy between the limbs, which is depen-
dent on the supporting body parts (e.g. mostly the feet) and thus it may constantly
change throughout a movement sequence.

Any supporting limb in contact with the ground functions as a base. From this
base a hierarchy is built through all adjacent limbs towards the free moving
extremities. A limb closer to the base is called heavy in relation to its light neighbor
being further away from the base. The terms ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ are purely figu-
rative and are not related to the physical weight of the limbs. The hierarchy from
heavy to light will change every time when the base of support is shifted to a
different part of the body (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Examples of changing limb hierarchies according to the law of light and heavy limbs
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This changing hierarchy among the limbs implies analytical strategies of how to
encode or decode movement to and from the notation. When a heavy limb is
actively moving, it will carry its light neighbors to different positions in space. If the
light neighbor is simultaneously moving by itself, its movement path will be
modified by the movement of the carrying heavy limb. The term ‘simultaneous
movement’ is used to describe these interdependencies in the articulated linkage of
the body. It implies not only the temporal concurrence, but also the creation of the
complex paths drawn by the light limbs in space as the product of the circular
movements of all participating limbs in the linkage.

2.2.5 Additional Analytical Concepts

The approaches outlined in the sections to represent the foundation of movement
analysis in EWMN. However, a full comprehensive movement description fre-
quently requires some additional information. Some complementary concepts relate
to the placement and movement of entire limb chains or of the body as a whole.
This includes e.g. shifts of weight in the form of steps and jumps or the general
front the body is facing to. The state and the changes of the front are expressed by
the same means described previously: the system of reference acts as a means of
orientation and rotations express the movement around the longitudinal axes of the
body. Shifts of weight and steps are usually abbreviated by simply stating the
general direction of a step in space in combination with the contacts to, and the
releases from the ground. Movement details relating to the single parts of the legs
are usually omitted and only stated when necessary. Likewise, it is possible to
express general concepts like bending and stretching of arms and legs in a more
compact way. Usually, it is more efficient to describe such a movement as one event
e.g. of the whole arm or leg rather than as the product of the actions in their single
parts (upper arm and forearm/thigh and lower leg).

However, even when employing these general, more compact writing methods,
they always reflect the underlying analysis according to the basic EWMN principles
for every single limb segment. Even if not efficient in everyday notation practice,
each complex movement sequence can be broken down to the circular movement
paths in each single limb. This provides consistent analytical means in every
possible movement context and enables comparative studies and discovery of
movement patterns across a variety of movement styles.

2.2.6 Symbol Usage and Notation Examples

The following table will show some of the most important symbols used in EWMN
and introduce their basic meaning. Numerals are replaced by the placeholders x and y.
Many of the symbols shown below can also be found in the example score (Fig. 4).
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Positions

Absolute position Specifies a position in the system of reference.
The bottom number ‘x’ refers to a direction on
the horizontal plane. The top number ‘y’ refers
to the degree on the vertical plane identified by
‘x’. The round parentheses denote the absolute
system of reference—the coordinates given are
in relation to the surrounding space (global
coordinates). Positions are used to specify a start
position of a limb (first column of a score) or to
state a direct movement of a limb to that position
(which usually results in a plane movement)

Bodywise position Same as above, but the square brackets denote
the bodywise system of reference. Coordinates
are given in relation to the neighboring heavy
limb (local coordinates)

Zero position The predefined default state for the body and all
of its parts is called zero position. For most
limbs the zero position is considered to be
(downwards, e.g. arms) or (upwards, e.g.
parts of the upper body, legs when standing). In
zero position the feet are closed to each other
and point forward

Mute position Positions with half parentheses or brackets
provide positional information according to the
principles explained above, but they do not
function as instructions for movement. They
may be given at a transitional point or at the
destination of a movement mainly as a pure
reminder. This is especially useful if the
movement defining symbol does not explicitly
state a destination position

Movements

Plane movements General symbol for plane movements. An
upwards arrow indicates a positive direction, the
downwards arrow indicates a negative direction
of the movement. Usually the exact location of
the plane in space is given by additional
parameters (see below)

Vertical plane Movement along the vertical plane identified by
, either in positive (upwards arrow) or

negative (downwards arrow) direction

Horizontal plane Movement along the horizontal plane (positive
or negative)

Conical movement Conical movement (positive or negative).
Additional information may be needed to fully
define the location of the movement path

Rotational movement Rotational movement (positive or negative)
(continued)
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(continued)

Amount of movement A single number without parentheses written
above, below or to the right of one of the
movement type symbols (plane, cone or rotation)
specifies the amount of movement, which is the
angular degree of the taken circular movement
path

Maximum amount The capital letter can be given instead of a
numerical amount value. The limb should move
along its circular path in the largest possible
angle. The maximal limit is enforced by the
anatomical structure of a joint by other physical
constraints

Contacts

Ground contact A limb gets in contact with the ground and
serves as a supporting base

Ground contact without
weight

Same as above, but the limb does not carry
weight

Release contact A previous contact is canceled

Toes contact or release A dot above a contact or release symbol applied
to feet specifies that only the toes get in contact
with the ground or are released from the ground,
respectively

Heel contact or release A dot below a contact or release symbol applied
to the feet specifies that only the heel gets in
contact with the ground or is released from the
ground, respectively

Contact with rolling from
the heel to the whole foot

Used, e.g. in stepping forward, when the heel
will touch the ground first

Complex movement instructions involving several limb segments

Step gesture with
direction

A stepping gesture, which will involve a
bending and stretching of the leg into the given
direction . To write a full step including the
transfer of weight from one foot to the other,
additionally the appropriate contact and release
symbols need to be written in the foot rows of
both legs

Stretch or bend Stretching (upwards arrow) or bending
(downwards arrow) a chain of limbs as e.g. the
legs. Typically used for the supporting leg

2.3 Kinetography Laban (KIN)

Kinetography Laban was introduced by Rudolf von Laban in 1928 and has con-
tinued to develop since then. Most notably this development was lead by Albrecht
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Knust [19], and Ann Hutchinson Guest who promoted the system under the name
Labanotation [20]. A detailed introduction to the system may be found in the article
The problem of recording human motion by Jacqueline Challet-Haas in this pub-
lication. Therefore, only some major differences to EWMN, which are relevant in
the context of creating MovEngine, will be described here.

While the EWMN-based movement analysis defaults to a body image with all
singlemoving parts of the body listed,KINpresents amuchmore compact view on the
body. There are four predefined limb spaces (columns) in the staff for each of the
symmetrical sides of the body: support (contact with the ground and transfers of
weight), legs, upper body and arms.More limb spacesmaybe added on demand, either
for additional parts of the body (e.g. head, hands and fingers) or for a more precise
separation into single skeletal segments. These extra limb spaces are only addedwhen
needed. Therefore the appearance of different staff layouts may differ substantially.

This compact view of the body leads to a different analytical approach to
movement. When analyzing an arm movement, in KIN the first choice would be to
see the whole moving arm, changing its orientation and extension. Only if needed
as a second choice, the arm movements would be displayed as separate actions of
upper arm, forearm and hand. EWMN defaults to the exact opposite (see
Sects. 2.2.1 and 2.2.3–2.2.5). Each of the approaches show certain advantages in
different analytical contexts. The benefit for MovEngine lies in the variety of
available options and in the ability to choose from the most suitable approaches to
represent movement (for details see Sects. 3.2–3.6).

2.4 Additional Concepts

While the notational framework addresses many issues previously neglected in 3D
animation, it does not always provide a complete solution for producing realistic
movement. While notation systems provide many details of performance, they still
rely on interpretation by the reader/dancer, which can greatly reduce the amount of
information contained in a score. Currently, MovEngine cannot perform this
human-like interpretation. Therefore, in many instances a MovEngine score will
contain more movement details than a corresponding notation score. For example,
forearm movements frequently invoke implicit rotational movements of the upper
arm [21]. In MovEngine, these rotational movements need to be given explicitly.
Furthermore, some extra information is needed to determine the adequate accel-
eration and deceleration within defined movement paths to create realistic move-
ment dynamics (see Sect. 3.2).

In the future some interpretational capabilities might be added to MovEngine,
which should simplify the creation of a MovEngine score and make these more
similar to traditional notation scores. To accomplish this, reliable algorithms to
perform these interpretations need to found, considering anatomical constraints and
physical properties of the moving body. The current limitations, however, provide a
chance to manually explore and discover many movement details which usually
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remain on an unconscious level. The ability to manually set and change detailed
parameters of movement should be considered an important feature, which should
be maintained even if advanced automated procedures were available.

3 MovEngine Design and Language

3.1 User Interface

Currently MovEngine consists of the core animation library and a minimal user
interface to create and edit animation scores. Furthermore, necessary tools are
provided to visualize and animate the movement phrases. The main application
screen consists of two essential view ports: the animation view (Fig. 11), and a
score view (Fig. 12) that shows the movement commands on a time line.

After an animation has been loaded from a file, the movement instructions may
be seen and edited in a table-like score, which is constructed in a similar fashion to
an EWMN staff. The limbs of the animated figure are listed in the left most column
of the table. The top row shows time indications which are given in milliseconds.
Colored rectangular sections, which are placed in the limb rows, symbolize the
times and durations a limb is moving at. Each of these rectangles represents a

Fig. 11 MovEngine animation
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movement instruction. Different colors are used for marking various types of
movement, such as direction changes of a limb (planar or conical movement) or
rotations about the axis of a limb. The orchestration of instructions applied to
several limbs provides the complex information needed to analyze and describe the
movement of the animated figure.

3.2 Movement Instructions

The movement instruction approach is directly adopted from the movement nota-
tion systems: An instruction is given, when a part of the body changes, and these
changes may be described in a variety of ways. One possibility is to state a des-
tination, but a change may be also defined by stating the movement path and
magnitude in relation to the starting position. This is in contrast to the key frame
approach usually taken in animation software, which focuses on key framed
positions. In key frame animation movement is only implicitly encoded as the
difference between two frames. The specific ways movement is encoded in the
instructions were inspired by the various language elements of EWMN and KIN.

Each movement instruction relies on three parameters: part of the body which is
moving, start time and duration. In addition to these parameters, which were

Fig. 12 Time line view of an animation
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adopted from the notation systems, MovEngine requires an additional piece of
information to create animations with realistic movement dynamics. Accelerations
and decelerations performed at the transitions between the single movements are
usually not represented in movement notation. Smooth transitions and the appro-
priate flow in movement will be created by a human reader, who is able to integrate
physical experience into the interpretation of the score.

MovEngine does not have this interpretational ability. Therefore, an additional
parameter sets the interpolation algorithm for each movement instruction and thus
influences the timing of the movement and the transitions to the preceding and
following instructions. For example, a movement may accelerate from or decelerate
to zero velocity, or one can create smooth transitions between instructions using
spline algorithms.

3.3 EWMN Movement Paths

EWMN provides a highly systematic and concise way to describe the spatial paths
taken be the moving limbs as described in Sect. 2.2.3. Because of the accuracy and
flexibility of this approach—virtually every possible movement of free limbs and
extremities are representable this way—this model was the first to be implemented
in MovEngine. The ability to reduce any movement definition down to a rotation
around an axis of movement facilitated the implementation of the required algo-
rithms. For each of the EWMN types of movement—plane, cone and rotation—a
corresponding instruction class was created in MovEngine.

If a movement is generated by simple interpolation between a start and an end
position, like in traditional key frame animation, the resulting direct connection
between those two positions will be always a plane and/or a rotational movement.
Conical movements are indirect, circular connections between two points, needing
additional intermediate points for the interpolation. Also plane movements and
rotational movements, which encompass an angle equal or larger than 180°, require
additional intermediate key frames to clarify the passage of the limb. As opposed to
that, the EWMN approach is far more elegant. Here it is possible to define a path of
a full or even longer circle in one single instruction, emphasizing the movement
path as opposed to the positional destination.

The approach to focus on single limb movements relies on Forward Kinematics.
Generally, in 3D character animation Inverse Kinematics are considered more
suitable for goal-orientated movements and provide immediate solutions in many
situations. However, the MovEngine approach—based on forward kinematics and
driven by EWMN—provides a high degree of flexibility and accuracy for the
exploration of movement style and quality through a descriptive language. Distinct
movement properties are exposed on a very detailed level—individually for each
moving limb. The focus on single limbs is an important feature, as it is able to keep
the core of the movement language concise and simple. This is accomplished by
adhering to the model of circular movement: The movement possibilities of a single
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skeletal limb segment are limited and due to the fixed bone length, the points in
reach of the limb always form a sphere.

As opposed to that the resulting spatial paths of several limbs moving in concert
are highly complex and it is impossible to describe this complexity directly with a
limited set of instructions. In the practical usage of EWMN in movement compo-
sition and teaching, the control of movements in individual limbs and their com-
bination and coordination has been applied and explored extensively. MovEngine
allows to follow this analytical approach called simultaneous movement (see
Sect. 2.2.4) and provides the ability to adjust timing of individual movement
instructions in adjacent limbs resulting in a high degree of fine control for coor-
dination and for the created movement paths.

3.4 Law of Light and Heavy Limbs

MovEngine respects the EWMN Law of Light and Heavy Limbs (see Sect. 2.2.4) and
inverts the hierarchy of limbs depending on the supporting body parts. Special
contact instructions will establish a firm connection to the ground if a certain part of
the body functions as a supporting base. The origin of the hierarchy of limbs will be
set at the contact point, and following this hierarchy one can proceed to the freely
moving extremities. In stepping and turning the contact point may also act as a virtual
joint between the ground and the body, emulating the gravitational influence and the
mechanics between the ground and the supporting base. The dynamic inversion of
the limb hierarchy also simplifies the modeling of certain movements to a great
extent. For example, a pelvic tilt performed on one supporting leg will not affect the
supporting leg. Its foot will remain unchanged on the ground. The other, free leg,
however, will be carried by the pelvic movement and will be lifted (see Fig. 11).

3.5 Progression and Steps

Although MovEngine substantially relies on EWMN analytical principles, some
important procedures borrow ideas from KIN movement analysis. This is especially
true in the implementation of progression in space and steps. As mentioned before,
this feature is still in the process of being implemented, but the necessary analytical
approaches have been fully developed.

The KIN approach to represent progression and steps analyzes the movement of
the center of gravity in relation to the supporting base, which usually changes from
on foot to the other. It mainly consists out of two parameters: The direction of the
horizontal shift of weight and the distance of the center of gravity to the floor. In KIN
terminology the latter is called level. Movements of low level are performed on bent
legs, movements of middle level on straight legs. High level movements require the
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performer to rise on the toes. If the support relies on other parts of the body than the
feet, certain conventions define the distance of the center of gravity to the ground.

EWMN’s approach may be regarded as similar to this, but it is different in some
important details. In stepping the center of gravity does not play the most important
role. Instead, the movements of the supporting and gesturing leg are emphasized.
Most notably, the equivalent to the KIN level is not displayed as a movement of the
center of gravity, but as bending and stretching movements of the supporting leg.

From a computational view, the KIN approach is easier to implement with its
focus on the center of gravity. The relation from the contact to the ground towards
the moving center of gravity and their connection through the linkage of the sup-
porting leg may be best modeled by inverse kinematics. Likewise, the movement of
gesturing leg needs to be resolved by inverse kinematics while the foot is moving in
the direction of progression.

With this basic preference to follow the KIN way to model steps, there is still
another important property about the analysis in EWMN, which needs to be con-
sidered. In KIN in many cases all the necessary instructions to perform a step are
embedded in one symbol (Fig. 13), while in EWMN this information is usually
distributed over several symbols (Fig. 14). In EWMN release and contact symbols
explicitly define the exact timing when a contact is established, and when the foot
leaves the floor. In KIN this information is usually given implicitly in the single
direction symbol, although there are also possibilities to define this information in
more explicit ways. Furthermore, in KIN the direction of the step and the level
information is also given in one symbol. For realistic animation results, changes of
level might occur at slightly different timings than the horizontal shift of weight.
Therefore MovEngine should split this information into different instructions,
which can be timed independently. Generally, the EWMN way of explicitly stating

Fig. 13 Example of a simple
step sequence in KIN
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contact and movement details separately as independent instructions is more suit-
able for the computations in MovEngine, as no interpretational measures are
required. It also provides greater flexibility to create different ways and styles of
stepping only by changing the timing of the individual components.

3.6 Low-Level Versus High-Level Description

The notation-based framework acts as a concise low-level description language for
the animated dance movement, providing comprehensive motion commands. To
avoid constant and repetitive design of movement phrases out of low-level primi-
tives, it is planned to introduce a mechanism to design larger building blocks in
future versions. These reusable high-level description entities will play an essential
role in user interaction. Once suitably designed, they will free the user of the need to
interact with symbolic language alien to the dance style of interest. However, to
fine-tune the representation and to adjust nuances of a dance style, the software will
always allow for editing of low-level movement commands.

Libraries of high-level language entities will be designed and assembled, to
assist in the construction and re-composition of dance material. These language
elements may correspond to e.g. choreographic design patterns or identified steps in
a certain dance style. They can also relate to more complex concepts introduced by
dance notations, like many of the conventionalized expressions used in the KIN
system. All library entries will be directly or indirectly linked to low-level com-
mands. Indirect linking will be accomplished by setting up a chain of linked entries,
which will ultimately lead to the constituting low-level commands. As far as
possible, library entries shall be designed with open parameters, to allow for
flexible, ad hoc modifications of a certain movement.

The true strength of this design is revealed, when the constituting lower-level
building blocks of library entries are edited, after they have been linked to an
animation. All instances of the edited entry will change their appearance accord-
ingly, allowing the researcher to control characteristics of movement transitions and
style through a centralized mechanism. Thus an animated choreographic sequence
may undergo many experimental variations at only a few mouse-clicks.

Fig. 14 The same step sequence in EWMN
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A researcher is given as much control as possible to creatively pursue the move-
ment potential hidden in incomplete sketches, movement concepts or historic
sources.

4 Current Usage and Outlook

In the current implementation status of MovEngine the core functionality of moving
and synchronizing free extremities in space have been implemented and are
working as expected. Transitions between the single movement instructions can be
influenced by choosing from different interpolation algorithms creating accelera-
tions, decelerations or smooth connections. Floor contacts are being processed,
setting and influencing the hierarchy between limb segments. The shifting of weight
from one foot to the other and progression in space is currently being implemented,
and will be available in the near future.

During the 2012/13 academic year MovEngine has been introduced as a learning
tool in movement notation studies at Folkwang University of Arts in Essen.
Students are given the opportunity to explore movement phrases by assembling
animations out of their notation-based, atomic components. Valuable information is
gained in these processes through the visual feedback provided by the animation.
Knowledge on movement notation acquired in traditional notation classes may be
applied and verified. In addition, two further aspects emerge when working with
this visual tool:

First, notation systems as EWMN and KIN are not based on anatomical limitations.
They describe an abstract body moving according to spatial and temporal infor-
mation. The human reader automatically interprets these instructions, considering
his anatomical possibilities. Therefore in many instances, notation scores may be
simplified and do not need to respect some performance details. MovEngine does
not supply this kind of interpretation. Therefore animation scores need to respect
many anatomical properties. They need to differ substantially from their notation
counterpart to produce a realistic movement appearance. While this requires
additional attention by the user, it also provides an excellent chance to teach
important anatomical and mechanical facts on human movement, which in regular
dance training usually remain on an unconscious level.
The second aspect focuses on the spatial paths drawn by limbs when moving in
space. The animated movement output generated by MovEngine is based on the
analytic principles of EWMN: Each single skeletal segment can only perform
circular movement paths lying on a sphere, as the free end of the limb revolves
around its fixed joint. This provides a manageable base for calculating the move-
ment in space. When adjacent limbs move on these circular paths simultaneously,
the outer limbs move on their circular path relatively to their fixed joint, but more
complex shapes are created in relation to space. MovEngine can draw these
movement paths in space as colored traces and thus reveal and emphasize essential
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details in dance performance, which are hard to grasp without additional aids. It is
interesting to note, that minute changes in quantity of the single circular movements
or temporal changes in their orchestration, produce enormous changes in the spatial
result. Dancers and choreographers get an opportunity to visualize these otherwise
hidden properties, and furthermore a chance to study which actions and changes are
needed to produce a certain result (see Fig. 15). Interesting enough, these spatial
traces were the subject of Eshkol’s computer-based research in the late 1960s at the
BCL, University of Illinois, which was mentioned in Sect. 1.1. At that time, the
computation and visualization of spatial traces were a major endeavor and the sole
subject of several years of research. Today, MovEngine uses the same foundation
and computations to animate a human-like figure, while the visualization of the
space-chords is a more than welcome by-product of larger goals.

While MovEngine is currently being presented as one software package with a
distinct set of features, its core actually consists of a multi-purpose library which is
responsible for the generation of animated movement out of notation-based
instructions. The current application layer only provides tools to test and verify the
functionality of the core library in an experimental context. As a long term goal,
various specialized applications could be built on top of the MovEngine library

Fig. 15 Examples of a spatial trace of the left hand in a MovEngine-generated animation. The
movement instructions of both examples are almost identical. The upper body movement consists
of consecutive bending and rotational actions. The order of these two different type of actions
differ slightly in the first and second example. Nevertheless, the resulting spatial paths clearly
exhibit different movement qualities. While the first path is almost performed in one vertical plane,
the second one extends into various directions creating a more three-dimensional shape. Animation
created by Foteini Papadopoulou [22]
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benefiting from its notation-based approach but providing different sets of features
and substantially different interfaces to the user.

The original research project Visualizing (the Derra de Moroda) Dance Archives
[1] proposed a reconstruction tool to visualize and animate static material (sketches,
verbal descriptions, pictures) on historic dances. Also MovEngine could serve as
tool for visual movement composition providing means to create, combine and vary
complex movement phrases. Specialized applications could intentionally expose the
details of the underlying notation-based movement analysis to the user, or they
might choose to hide those details and provide more accessible, visual means to
present the movement data. While MovEngine internally processes movement
through its native language based on the notation systems EWMN and KIN, the
movement content could be translated and communicated to the user using only one
of the systems or in any other feasible way.

MovEngine could supply an important contribution to robotic research through
its descriptive movement language. In contrast to the original systems of movement
notation the MovEngine language is fully suited for machine-driven processing.
The data does not need to be interpreted by a human reader, like notation scores do.
It describes movement in explicit ways and exposes distinct properties to control
the movement on a detailed level. Still, the MovEngine language employs the
important notational principles of reducing the complexity of movement data
through segmentation and abstraction. However, an application in a robotic context
needs to respect the physical properties of mass and anatomical constraints of the
robot which are not considered essential in the current context of animation.
Therefore, an extra layer will be needed to process these constraints. The inclusion
of MovEngine’s descriptive language can be especially beneficial, if the focus lies
not only on generating goal-orientated movements, but also on creating and care-
fully adjusting movement paths in space.

As a device that offers immediate visual feedback, MovEngine may contribute to
the discussions among researchers, notation experts and practitioners. It can help to
articulate the implicit knowledge of movement and in that way contribute to
research on dance and to the discussion about movement in general. Nevertheless,
the thorough and faithful exploration of well-proven, but not widely known
methods of movement description provides the strength of MovEngine’s unique
approach. The transference and translation of traditional knowledge to the visual
realm creates new opportunities to revive notation-based approaches, which
otherwise tend to loose their importance in the era of video and digital processing. It
is expected that more traditional analytical aspects will emerge in the continuing
course of development and application that will serve new purposes and will gain
new meaning through the process of visualization.
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Bayesian Approaches for Learning
of Primitive-Based Compact
Representations of Complex Human
Activities

Dominik Endres, Enrico Chiovetto and Martin A. Giese

Abstract Human full-body activities, such as choreographed dances, are com-
prised of sequences of individual actions. Research in motor control shows that
such individual actions can be approximated by superpositions of simplified ele-
ments, called movement primitives. Such primitives can be employed to model
complex coordinated movements, as occurring in martial arts or dance. In this
chapter, we will briefly outline several biologically-inspired definitions of move-
ment primitives and will discuss a new algorithm that unifies many existing models
and which identifies such primitives with higher accuracy than alternative unsu-
pervised learning techniques. We combine this algorithm with methods from
Bayesian inference to optimize the complexity of the learned models and to identify
automatically the best generative model underlying the identification of such
primitives. We also discuss efficient probabilistic methods for the automatic seg-
mentation of action sequences. The developed unsupervised segmentation method
is based on Bayesian binning, an algorithm that models a longer data stream by the
concatenation of an optimal number of segments, at the same time estimating the
optimal temporal boundaries between those segments. Applying this algorithm to
motion capture data from a TaeKwonDo form, and comparing the automatically
generated segmentation results with human psychophysical data, we found a good
agreement between automatically generated segmentations and human perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the segments agree with the minimum jerk hypothesis about
human movement [32]. These results suggest that a similar approach might be
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useful for the decomposition of dances into primitive-like movement components,
providing a new approach for the derivation of compressed descriptions of dances
that is based on principles from biological motor control.

1 Introduction

Like choreographed dances, complex human full-body activities are comprised of
sequences of individual actions. For purposes of teaching and memorization, dif-
ferent often heuristically motivated methods for the abstract notation of such
movement sequences have been proposed, e.g. in terms of dance step diagrams or
schemes for the execution of forms in martial arts, e.g. katas in Karate, or Hyeongs
and Taegueks in TaeKwonDo. Viewed from a computational perspective, these
diagrams are compressed versions of the movements, which have to be decom-
pressed by the actors or dancers during execution. This decompression is possible
because the dancers are able to ‘fill in the blanks’ between subsequent foot positions
in a dance step diagram using their own motor repertoire.

A variety of techniques for the modeling of complex human behavior sequences
has been proposed in computer science, and a review would exceed the scope of
this chapter. Instead we present here several examples from our work where we try
to exploit biological concepts to derive mathematical models for such complex
human behaviors.

According to a prevalent hypothesis in human motor control, complex coordi-
nation patterns within individual movements are organized in terms of movement
primitives, i.e. simplified control elements, which can be combined in space and
time to whole classes of complex movements. In the biological literature a variety
of algorithms have been proposed to estimate such primitives from kinematic or
EMG data [8, 31].

In Sect. 2.1, we will review several popular definitions of movement primitives
(MP). As an example of a state-of-the art algorithm for the unsupervised extraction
of MPs from motion capture data, we describe the Fourier-based anechoic demixing
(FADA) algorithm [16] in Sect. 2.2 and show that this algorithm outperforms other
learning techniques. In addition, we present in Sect. 2.3 a Bayesian approach for the
estimation of the model type and optimal number of primitives [24]. This number is
also called the model order. We demonstrate that our Bayesian approach results in
better model type and order estimates than previously applied schemes.

Most MP extraction methods require a previous segmentation of action streams
in individual movements that can be characterized by individually controlled
actions (periodic or non-periodic). Therefore, an important question is how to
determine such segments from longer action sequences. In Sect. 3, we discuss an
efficient probabilistic methods for automatic segmentation. The developed unsu-
pervised segmentation method is based on Bayesian binning (BB), an algorithm
that models a longer data stream by the concatenation of an optimal number of
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segments, at the same time estimating the optimal temporal boundaries between
those segments. Applying this algorithm to motion capture data from a
TaeKwonDo Taeguek, and comparing the automatically generated segmentation
results with human psychophysical data, we found a good agreement between
automatically generated segmentations and human performance [25, 26]. This was
in particular the case when the joint angle trajectories within the segments were
modeled by polynomials of order four. This order is consistent with optimal
control-based theories of human movements [32] that have been validated in many
previous experiments. In particular, these polynomials minimize integrated jerk for
given endpoint constraints. Intuitively, this results in movements being as smooth
as possible within each segment.

To illustrate that our segmentation approach might be useful for the compressed
representation of movements, we create a movement diagram for the Taeguek Pal-
Chang and compare it to a traditional diagram used in TaeKwonDo teaching (see
Fig. 4). Our results suggest that a similar approach could also be useful for the
decomposition of dances into primitive-like movement components, serving as a
new form of data-driven method for the derivation of compressed dance
descriptions.

2 Kinematic Movement Primitives: An Overview

2.1 Definitions of Movement Primitives

A long-standing hypothesis in the neuroscience community is that the central
nervous system (CNS) generates complex motor behaviors by combining a small
number of stereotyped components, also referred to as muscle synergies or
movement primitives [8, 31]. Such components consist of movement variables,
such as joint trajectories [44, 67] or muscle activations [14, 18, 19, 42] that are
activated synergistically over time.

Different conceptual definitions of movement primitives have been given in the
literature, depending on the mathematical models used to factorize kinematic or
electromyographic (EMG) data into different types of temporal, spatial, or
spatio-temporal components. One classical definition of movement primitive is
based on the idea that groups of degrees of freedom (dofs) might show instanta-
neous covariations, reflecting a coordinated recruitment of multiple muscles or
joints. This implies the assumption that the ratios of the signals characterizing the
different dofs remain constant over time. This type of movement primitive has been
applied in particular in muscle space, where muscle synergies have been defined as
weighted groups of muscle activations [12, 72, 73]. Such synergies have also been
referred to as “synchronous” synergies, since the different muscles are assumed to
be activated synchronously without time delays between different muscles. An
alternative way to characterize movement primitives is based on the idea that they
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express invariance across time, so that they can be expressed as basic temporal
patterns, defined by functions of time that are combined or superposed in order to
reconstruct the movement signals (EMG signals or joint angles). Temporal com-
ponents based on this definition have been identified in kinematic [6, 17, 44],
dynamic [71] and EMG signal space [13, 42, 43]. “Time-varying synergies” [18–
20] have been described instead as spatiotemporal patterns of muscle activation,
with the EMG output specified by the amplitude and time lag of the recruitment of
each synergy. More recently, also models based on the combinations of other
definitions have been proposed. For example, Delis and colleagues [21] defined
space-by-time EMG organization patterns, where EMG activation patterns are
obtained by mixtures of both temporal and synchronous synergies.

2.2 Unsupervised Learning Techniques
for the Identification of Movement Primitives

In the literature, a variety of unsupervised learning methods have been used for the
identification of movement primitives from experimental data sets. This includes
well-known classical unsupervised learning techniques based on instantaneous
mixture models, such as principal component analysis (PCA) and independent
component analysis (ICA) [14, 22], and also more advanced techniques that
include, for instance, the estimation of temporal delays of the relevant mixture
components. An example is the work by d’Avella and colleagues [18, 19], who
extended the classic non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm introduced
by Lee and Seug [50] to identify spatiotemporal EMG synergies. Omlor and Giese
[58–60] developed a new algorithm based on the Wigner-Ville Transform for the
extraction of time-shifted temporal components that is based on an anechoic mix-
ture model (1), as used in acoustics for the modeling of acoustic mixtures in
reverberation-free rooms [9, 23, 79]. This model assumes that a set of Ns recorded
acoustic signals xi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .Ns, is caused by the superposition of N acoustic
source functions (signals) sjðtÞ, where time-shifted versions of these source func-
tions are linearly superposed with the mixing weights aij. The time shifts are given
by the time delays sij, and in the acoustical model are determined by the traveling
times of the signals. The model has the following mathematical form:

xiðtÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

aijsjðt � sijÞ ð1Þ

For the special case that sij ¼ 0 for all pairs ði; jÞ, this model (1) coincides with
the classical linear combination models underlying PCA and ICA. To analyze
kinematic data associated with a pointing task accomplished during locomotion,
and inspired by the previous work by Omlor and Giese [58, 59], we [16] developed
recently a new algorithm (Fourier-based Anechoic Demixing Algorithm, FADA),
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that is based on the same generative model (1), but includes additional smoothness
priors for the identified functions. The introduction of such priors is justified
because EMG or kinematic data from motor tasks usually have limited band-width,
and it substantially improves the robustness of the estimation method. Band limited
source functions in (1) can be approximated by a truncated Fourier series of the
form:

xiðtÞ ffi
XM

k¼�M

cike
2pikt
T ð2Þ

and

sjðt � sijÞ ffi
XM

k¼�M

mjke
�iksij e

2pikt
T ð3Þ

M being a positive integer which is determined by Shannon’s theorem according
to the limit frequency of the signals. The symbol ι signifies the imaginary unit, cik
and mjk complex numbers (cik ¼ cikj jei/cik and mjk ¼ mjk

�� ��ei/mjk ) and T the total
number of time samples. Substituting (2) and (3) in (1), and assuming uncorre-
latedness of the sources sjðtÞ as it was in other previous works [58, 59], the fol-
lowing iterative algorithm can be derived for the identification of the unknown
parameters in model (1).

After a random initialization of the estimated parameters, the following steps are
carried out until convergence:

1. Compute the absolute values of the coefficients cik and solve the following
positive demixing problem using positive ICA or non-negative matrix
factorization:

cikj j2¼
XN

j¼1

aij
�� ��2 mjk

�� ��2 ð4Þ

with i ¼ 0; 1; . . .Ns and k ¼ 0; 1; . . .M. N is the number of sources. Since the
signals are real the Fourier coefficients Equations (2) and (3) for positive and
negative indices k are complex conjugates of each other. For this reason it is
sufficient to solve the demixing problem by considering only the coefficients
with indices k� 0. For the shown implementation we used non-negative
independent component analysis [39] for solving the underlying demixing
problem with non-negative components.

2. Initialize /mjk ¼ 0 for all pairs ðj; kÞ and iterate the following steps:

a. Update the phases of the Fourier coefficients of the sources, which are
defined by the identity /mjk ¼ angleðmjkÞ ¼ arctanðImðmjkÞ=ðReðmjkÞÞ by
solving the following non-linear least square problem
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min
U

C� Vk k2F ð5Þ
where ðCÞik ¼ cik, ðVÞik ¼

PN
j¼1 aije

�iksij mjk
�� ��ei/mjk and Ujk ¼ /mjk . k:kF

indicates the Frobenius norm.
b. Assuming that the source functions sjðtÞ, defined by the parameters mjk are

known, the mixing weights aij and the delays sij can be optimized for each
signal xi by minimization of the following cost function:

â; t̂
� � ¼ argmin

a;t
xiðtÞ � sðt; tÞ0a�� ��2

F ð6Þ
Optimization with respect to a and t is feasible, assuming uncorrelatedness
of the sources and independence of the time delays [70]. The column vector
a concatenates all weights associated with dof i, i.e. a ¼ ½ai1; . . .; aiN �0. The
vector function sðt; tÞ ¼ ½s1ðt � si1Þ; . . .; sNðt � siNÞ�0 concatenates source
functions associated with dof i, shifted by the associated time delays.

By the approximation of the signals by a truncated Fourier series, compared to
more general algorithms, the FADA algorithm has a substantially smaller number
of free parameters that have to be estimated. This makes the algorithm for cases
where the underlying assumption about the frequency spectrum of the relevant
signals are fulfilled more efficient and robust than more general algorithms (such as
general anechoic demixing algorithms [58, 59] or classic PCA and ICA applied to
temporal data [22, 42]). Since the underlying optimization problems have fewer
local minima, convergence of the algorithm is faster and it is less prone to be
trapped in irrelevant local minima. We have confirmed these properties in extensive
simulations [15] using synthetic ground-truth data that was derived from known
generative models.

For example, the FADA algorithm performed better than other methods when
identifying anechoic primitives (Fig. 1). In order to evaluate the performance of
different algorithms, artificial kinematic data sets were simulated, using the gen-
erative model defined by Eq. (1). The source functions were generated by filtering
white noise with a Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency that mimicked the
spectrum of real kinematic data. The values of the mixing weights and the time
delays were also drawn from uniform distributions over fixed intervals. For the
simulations the number of sources was set to four, and the number of simulated
signals was 250 for each data set. The data sets were also corrupted with
signal-dependent noise drawn from a Gaussian distribution of variance r ¼ axiðtÞj j
[37]. The scaling parameter α was adjusted on order to adjust the correlation
between the unperturbed data and the perturbed data, realizing the values 1� R2

equal to 0.05, 0.15, 0.25 and 0.35. The similarity (S) between original and identified
primitives (source functions) was quantified by computing the maximum of the
scalar products between original and recovered primitive (over all possible time
delays).
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2.3 Model Selection Criteria

Different established approaches for the extraction of movement primitives from
trajectory and EMG data differ, on the one hand, by the type of generative model
that is used (e.g. instantaneous mixtures vs. models containing time delays). On the
other hand they also can differ in terms of the number of model parameters, e.g. the
number of primitives or source functions in the mixture model. The number of
primitives is also called the model order. To our knowledge only very few motor
control studies have so far addressed the problem of model selection in a principled
way, see e.g. Delis and colleagues [21] and Hart and Giszter [38] for notable
exceptions. The existing generative models for the extraction of movement prim-
itives have indeed been demonstrated to provide a low-dimensional decomposition
of the experimental data, but no clear criterion has been developed to objectively
determine which model is best suited for describing the statistical properties of the
data under investigation.

In the field of machine learning various methods for the optimization of model
complexity have been developed, either using heuristic approaches or methods
derived from Bayesian inference. The well-known Akaike Information criterion
(AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) have the advantage of being easy
to use when a likelihood function for a given model is available. Hence, they are

Fig. 1 The figure shows the average level of the similarity between actual and identified anechoic
primitives for different levels of signal dependent noise. The primitives were estimated from
artificial ground-truth data sets with the anechoic demixing algorithm by Omlor and Giese [58, 59]
and the new algorithm FADA [16]. The similarity values are normalized according to the formula
Snorm ¼ ðS� SbÞ=ð1� SbÞ, where Sb indicates the baseline value that was obtained by assessing
the average similarity between the randomly generated source functions. The value Snorm ¼ 0
corresponds to chance level similarity, and the maximum value of the normalized similarity is one
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often the first choice for model order estimation, but not necessarily the best one. In
the work by Tu and Xu [74] several criteria for probabilistic PCA (or factor
analysis) models were evaluated, including AIC, BIC, MIBS [54] (Minka’s
Bayesian model selection) and Bayesian Ying-Yang [78]. The authors found that
MIBS and Bayesian Ying-Yang work best. AIC and BIC criterion have also been
used to estimate the number of independent components in fMRI data. This was
done for instance by Li and colleagues [52] that, however, found AIC and BIC
estimation performance to be adversely dependent on temporal correlations
between signals. Other heuristic methods have been used on the literature for model
order selection. Such approaches typically utilize some features of the reconstruc-
tion error (or conversely, of the variance-accounted-for (VAF)) as a function of the
model order. For instance, the usual procedure is to search for a “knee” in that
function, a procedure which is inspired by the scree test for factor analysis [11]. For
example, multiple authors [12, 18, 42] used them to determine the number of EMG
synergies underlying different human behaviors.

To improve the accuracy provided by standard Bayesian estimator, we devel-
oped a new objective criterion (which we called LAP) in the framework of Bayesian
generative model comparison [7] for model-order selection that extends the other
classical ones based on information-theoretic and statistical approaches. The cri-
terion is based on a Laplace approximation of the posterior distribution of the
parameters of a given blind source separation method, re-formulated in the
framework of Bayesian generative model comparison [7]. Exploiting the Laplace
approximation allowed us to approximate some intractable integrals appearing in
the computation of the marginal likelihood of the models that, after the approxi-
mation, assumed the following form:

pðDjU;MÞ � logðpðDjHI;U;MÞÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
log�likelihood

þ logðpðHIjU;MÞÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
log�prior

þ dimðHÞ
2

logð2pÞ � 1
2
logðjHjÞ

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
log�posterior�volume

ð7Þ

where D indicates the observable data, HM is a tuple of model parameters for a
model indexed by M (the ‘model index’) and Φ indicates a tuple of hyperparam-
eters. In addition, HI is a tuple of model parameters that maximize the
log-likelihood subject to the regularization provided by the parameter prior and H is
the Hessian matrix (second derivatives of the log-posterior = log-likelihood +
log-prior at HI) [24]. Equation (7) comprises three parts, which can be interpreted.
The first term the log-likelihood measures the goodness of fit, similar to explained
variance or VAF. The second term is the logarithm of the prior, which corresponds
to a regularization term for dealing with under-constrained solutions for Θ when the
data set is small. Finally, the third part measures the volume of the parameter
posterior, since H is the posterior precision matrix (inverse covariance) of the
parameters in the vicinity of HI, i.e. it indicates how well the data constrain the
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parameters. Given different models, to discriminate the most suitable one to
describe the available data the criterion requires to compute the values of the model
evidence (7) associated with each model and to choose the one which maximizes
this evidence as the most appropriate model. With a similar procedure, it is also
possible to identify, given a specific model, the right model order. This can be done
by computing the model evidences associated with different model orders and by
taking the order associated with the highest value as the best one to represent the
data.

We showed in our previous work [24] how the LAP is more reliable than other
already existing classical criteria in selecting the generative model underlying a
given data set, as well as in determining the best model order. The criterion per-
formance was evaluated on synthesized data and compared to the performance
provided by AIC and BIC. Some results adapted from the work of Endres and
colleagues [24] are reported in Fig. 2. Panel a shows that the generating model, here
an anechoic mixture, is correctly identified by LAP with near certainty for all three
testes noise levels. In panel b, we plotted the difference ΔI between estimated and
true model order. LAP provides the best estimates across noise levels, if the correct
model type (AMM) is used for the estimation procedure.

3 Generating Compressed Movement Descriptions
with Bayesian Binning

3.1 Objective and Related Approaches

We now turn to the problem of extracting individual actions from longer streams of
activities. This problem is particularly important in dance, where a dance is typi-
cally choreographed by concatenating a sequence of individual dance movements.
In addition, the approaches described in the last section typically assume previous
segmentation into elementary actions, which then can be modeled by superposition
of a set of control primitives. This raises the problem of an automatic segmentation
of natural action streams, which has been a central problem in movement analysis
and modeling for several decades.

One of the earliest approaches achieved automatic segmentation into piecewise
linear functions [5], employing dynamic programming for the solution of the
resulting least-squares trajectory fitting problem. There, it is also mentioned that the
approach might be extended to arbitrary polynomial orders, but exactly how is not
shown. An online version of this algorithm for the piecewise linear model was later
developed [45], it was subsequently extended to work with polynomials of higher
order [51]. The intended application domain is data mining, where online-capable
algorithms are required, since the databases are typically too large to fit into
working memory. Recently, real-time versions of these algorithms were derived
which achieve the necessary speed-up by using orthogonal polynomials as basis
functions for segment contents [33, 34].
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Most of these approaches use heuristics for the determination of the polynomial
order (or leave it up to the user to choose one). We developed an exact Bayesian
approach addressing the model complexity issue [25]. One might wonder why
polynomials are popular segment models, as opposed to the other movement
primitive models described above. The reason for this is twofold: first, polynomials

Fig. 2 Panel a shows the model classification performance provided by different model selection
criteria (AIC, BIC and LAP) when applied to artificial data sets (based on model (1) and generated
as explained in the previous subsection). The data is corrupted by three different levels of noise.
Four different models were tested for each data set, with PCA indicating the probabilistic Principal
Component Analysis linear model, Smooth Instantaneous Model (SIM), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) model and Anechoic Mixture Model (AMM). The model selection criteria BIC and
LAP both performed well. The AIC criterion frequently confuses PCA and AMM. In panel b the
estimated number of sources provided by the criteria are displayed. ΔI indicates the difference
between the estimated and actual number of primitives. Symbol shapes stand for analysis
algorithm, colors indicate the selection criteria. If AMM was used for analysis, BIC and LAP
provided similar estimations for the number of primitives. AIC tended to overestimate the number
of primitives. For incorrect analysis model, all criteria provided a higher number of sources.
Figure adapted from [24] subject to the creative commons attribution license, version 4.0 (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
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are mathematically convenient and well understood. Second, trajectories that
minimize integrated jerk are polynomials of (at most) order five [32], and human
movement production seems to implement this optimality principle in many
instances. Thus, B-splines have found applications in humanoid robotics, for
example for human-robot transfer [75] and goal-directed movement synthesis [76].

Important non-polynomial action segmentation methods are based on hidden
Markov models (HMM) [36, 48] (see also Liu et al.’s contribution [53] in this
book), change-of-contact events [77], Gaussian mixtures [3], and probabilistic
principal component analysis (pPCA) approaches [3]. Because pPCA encodes a full
covariance model, it has the potential advantage of handling correlated sensor noise
better than models with a polynomial time dependence of the mean and an isotropic
noise assumption. We showed [25] how these two approaches can be combined.

However, movement primitive extraction is only one application where action
segmentation is interesting: many methods for movement synthesis in computer
graphics generate individual segments by (parametric) interpolation between
example trajectories, e.g. by PCA [41, 66] or the classical verb-adverbs approach
[64], which uses B-splines. For these methods to work, accurately pre-segmented
data are required. Similarly, motion graphs [46, 65] or motion database sequencing
methods [2] give most convincing results when segment boundaries are consistent
with human perception.

Finally, in Psychology and Neuroscience, models for human segmentation
performance are expected to provide information about the structure of action
representation in the brain, since human brain activity appears to be time-locked to
perceived event boundaries [80]. Thus, the segmentation of sequences of piecewise
linear movements in the two-dimensional plane was studied [1, 69]. Polyakov et al.
[61] fitted monkey scribbling trajectories with parabolic segments, which minimize
jerk [32] and comply with the two-thirds power law [49]. They determined that
neural signal changes correlate with the segment boundaries thus computed. We
compared 3D action segmentation by human observers to polynomial segments
computed with Bayesian Binning (BB) [25], finding a good correspondence
between 4th-order polynomials (which minimize jerk) and human observers.

In the next section, we describe the basic idea behind BB and apply it to the
segmentation of a TaeKwonDo Taeguek. A Taeguek is a stylized martial arts action
sequence, in which the performer fights against a number of imaginary opponents.
For teaching and memorization purposes, these Taeguek can be described by dia-
grams of key poses1 similar to the dance steps diagrams used e.g. in ballroom
dancing [10]. This kind of description can be ‘decompressed’ by a martial artist if
he has learned the individual techniques that correspond to the key poses. Our goal
is to automatically extract a set of key poses that succinctly describe the Taeguek
with BB.

1The diagrams for all Taegueks can be viewed on www.taekwondo.de.
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3.2 Bayesian Binning

Bayesian Binning (BB) is a method for modeling data by piecewise defined
functions. It can be applied if the data have a totally ordered structure, such as a
time series. Since it is an (exact) Bayesian approach, it allows for an automatic
control of model complexity. In this context, this means that the number of seg-
ments (bins), their length and the model for segment contents (the movement
primitives) are determined with minimal user intervention. Originally, BB was
developed for probability density estimation of neural recordings and their infor-
mation theoretic evaluation [27]. Later, it was extended for regression of piecewise
constant functions [40] and further applications in neuroscience [28, 29]. A similar
Bayesian formalism for dealing with multiple change point problems was con-
currently developed [30].

In the following subsection, we describe BB in terms of a probabilistic graphical
model. For a mathematical treatment of the polynomial movement primitive model,
we refer the reader to a previous publication [25]. We also forgo developing the
algorithm in detail, since we did that elsewhere [27]. BB operates in discrete time,
hence the time axis (see Fig. 3b) is discretized into intervals of duration Δ. Δ has to
be small enough so that all relevant features of the data do not change noticeably
within such an interval. A natural lower bound on Δ is given by the time resolution
of the data recording equipment. The VICON motion capture system which was
used for the TaeKwonDo recordings had a frame-rate of 120 Hz, hence
D� 1

120Hz � 8:3ms. The intervals are labeled by a discrete time index t, which
runs from 0 to T. BB concatenates these intervals into contiguous, non-overlapping
segments. In the example shown in Fig. 3c, there are two segments: the first one
extends from t ¼ 0 to t ¼ i (inclusive), the second one comprises time steps t ¼
iþ 1 to t ¼ T � 1. In Fig. 3b, the segment boundaries are indicated by the orange
lines (there is an implicit boundary at the end, t ¼ T).

Suppose we measured a time series of data points Dt consisting of
three-dimensional joint angles for Q joints, i.e. Dt ¼ ðx0t ; . . .; x3Qt Þ. BB makes two
central modeling assumptions about such data: (1) within a segment, the parameters
Hi of the data generating model do not change, and (2) these models are inde-
pendent across segments. Hence, the joint probability (density) of the data
ðDi; . . .;DjÞ ¼ Di:j, that is PðD0:T�1jH0:T�1Þ factorizes across segments, in our
example:

PðD0:T�1jH0:T�1Þ ¼ PðD0:ijH0ÞPðDiþ 1:T�1jHiþ 1Þ: ð8Þ

This factorization property, combined with the total order of time points,
facilitates efficient evaluation of expectations of segmentation point locations and
segment parameters. To understand why, consider the graphical model of BB in
Fig. 3a, where we use standard graphical modeling notation [7]: circles are random
variables, lines with arrows denote conditional dependencies, and dashed rectangles
are gates [55], each of which being controlled by a binary gating variable bt with a
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Bernoulli prior.2 Depending on the value of this variable, either one or the other
alternative part of the model is instantiated. Here, if bt ¼ 0, then the parameters Ht

for time step t are simply copied from the previous time-step. In our example, this is
the case for all t ¼ 1; . . .; i. On the other hand, if bt ¼ 1, the corresponding Ht is
drawn from a suitably chosen prior distribution (e.g. at t ¼ iþ 1). This algorithm
for determining the parameters effectively concatenates time steps into contiguous,
non-overlapping segments. Note that the graphical model is singly connected: there

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 a The graphical model of Bayesian Binning. We follow standard graphical modeling
terminology [7]: circles represent random variables, arrows denote conditional dependencies, and
dashed boxes are gates [55]. The observable joint angle data Di are modeled by a (latent)
movement primitive model with parameters Hi. Subscripts denote discrete time steps. Presence or
absence of a segment boundary at a time step i is indicated by a binary gating variable bi: if bi ¼ 1,
then the corresponding gate below it is active, which means that a new set of parameters Hi is
instantiated at this time step. Otherwise, if bi ¼ 0, Hi is a copy of the parameters of the previous
time step. The graph is singly connected, hence marginal expectations can be computed efficiently
with sum-product message passing [47]. For details, see text. b The time axis is discretized into
non-overlapping, contiguous intervals of duration Δ small enough so that all relevant features of
the data are preserved. These intervals are labeled with an integer time index t. There are T such
intervals, hence t 2 f0; . . .;T � 1g. Segment boundaries are effectively controlled by the gating
variables bt: in this example, the interval from 0 to TΔ is subdivided into two segments, as
indicated by the orange segment boundaries at t = and t ¼ iþ 1. c BB models the time series by
contiguous, non-overlapping segments, which are assumed to be independent. With the gating
variable setting shown in panel a (i.e. only biþ 1 ¼ 1, all others are 0), the joint probability of the
data given the parameters PðD0:T�1jH0:T�1Þ factorizes into two contributions: PðD0:ijH0Þ for time
steps 0; . . .; i and PðDiþ 1:T�1jHiþ 1Þ for time steps iþ t; . . .; T � 1

2The a priori independent gating variables and their Bernoulli priors induce a Binomial prior on the
number of segments, which is a special case of the general priors on segment number boundaries
which we developed previously [27]. The latter need a dependency model between the gating
variables, which we do not consider here for the sake of simplicity.
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is at most one path between any two circles, if one travels along the lines. Hence,
the sum-product algorithm [47] can be applied for the efficient and exact evaluation
of expectations of interest, if conjugate priors are chosen for the (continuous)
parameters.3 Readers with a machine learning background may observe the simi-
larity of Fig. 3a to a HMM [4, 62], which is probably the most well-known example
of a singly-connected graphical model and allows for efficient computation of
marginal expectations for the same reason.

The observation model for each time step, given by Eqs. (9)–(11), is a Q-
dimensional multivariate Gaussian. It is defined by the parameters
Hi ¼ ðzi; h0;0i . . .; h3Q;SÞ, that encode a S-th order polynomial time dependence of the
mean and a ð3Q� 3QÞ covariance matrix Ri. The variable zi specifies the initial
time step of the current segment:

lqi ¼
XS

s¼0

hq;si ði� ziÞs ð9Þ

li ¼ ðl0i ; . . .; l3Qi Þ ð10Þ

PðDijHiÞ ¼ N li;Rið Þ ð11Þ

We showed [25] how to construct a conjugate Gauss-Wishart prior to this
observation model (Eqs. (9)–(11)), enabling sum-product message passing.

3.3 TaeKwonDo Taeguek Segmentation

3.3.1 Data Recording

The action streams we studied are TaeKwonDo Taegueks carried out by interna-
tionally successful martial artists. Each artist performed the same fixed sequence of
27 kicks and punches of the Taeguek Pal-Chang. The complete form has a full
length of about 40 s. We obtained kinematic data by motion capture using a VICON
612 system with 11 cameras. This setup yields 3D positions of 41 passively
reflecting markers attached to the performers’ joints and limbs with a 3D recon-
struction error below 1 mm and at a sampling frequency of 120 Hz.

We used the kinematic data for two purposes. First, we computed joint angles
trajectories from a hierarchical kinematic body model (skeleton) which we fitted to
the original 3D marker positions. This yielded Euler angles describing the rotations
between adjacent skeleton segments in terms of flexion, abduction and rotations

3Strictly speaking, any priors that allow for an evaluation of posterior expectations in closed form
are suitable, but conjugate priors are particularly convenient.
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about the connecting joint (e.g. [57, 63]). Second, from the derived joint angle
trajectories we created movie clips showing computer animations of the
TaeKwonDo movements. Those videos served as stimuli in a psychophysical
experiment to obtain segmentation boundaries according to human perception. For
this experiment, we split the motion capture data of each Taeguek manually into
sub-sequences of comparable length each containing between three and eight
separable TaeKwonDo moves. We presented the videos of these sub-sequences to
naïve human observers and asked them to segment the videos by pressing a key.
We computed a segmentation density from the key-press timings pooled across all
observers, and identified peaks in this density. We refer to the peak locations as
‘population-averaged human segment boundaries’. For details of the experiment
and evaluation procedures, see [25, 26].

3.3.2 Segmentation Analysis

We analyzed the joint angle trajectories with BB, as described above. To determine
the polynomial order which best matches human perception, we conducted a hit rate
analysis [25]: to determine ‘hits’, we counted how often a BB segment boundary
was placed in close temporal proximity (±250 ms) to a population-averaged human
segment boundary. All BB segment boundaries that could not be matched to a
human one were counted as ‘false positives’. The best compromise between hits
and false positives is reached at order 4, which agrees with the minimum jerk
hypothesis for human movement generation [32]. Put differently, our results indi-
cate that minimum jerk is not only a movement production principle, but also
perceptually relevant. Furthermore, the hit rate analysis also revealed that naïve
observers’ behavior is best explained by the segment boundaries computed from
shoulder and elbow joints taken together. If we were to repeat this analysis with
skilled TaeKwonDo martial artists as observers, we would expect to find that the
leg joints need to be included in the analysis as well, since kicks are techniques of
significant importance in this martial art. This fact, however, was not picked up by
the naïve observers in our experiment.

To generate a compressed representation of the Taeguek, we compute the per-
former’s pose at each segment boundary. The results, for the first part of the
Taeguek, are shown in Fig. 4. For visual comparison with TaeKwonDo teaching
diagram (Fig. 4, left), we arranged the poses in the same fashion on the right of this
figure. Poses match, except for the kicks (pose 2 on the left), pose 2, 3 on the left
and the transition (pose 3,1) on the right. This indicates that the compressed
description generated by BB may be useful for semi-automatic movement
description. We attribute the missing kicks to the fact that we segmented using only
arm joints. The naïve observers we tested did not segment at the kicks, too.
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4 Discussion

In this chapter we have summarized some of our recent work that applies
biologically-inspired learning-based models for the modeling of complex human
activities. At the level of individual actions, we proposed a new efficient algorithm
for anechoic demixing that outperforms other approaches for the learning of
movement primitives from trajectory and EMG data. In addition we presented how
Bayesian inference can be exploited for the selection of the correct generative
model and specifically the order of the model. We have shown elsewhere that
movement primitives based on anechoic demixing are also suitable for the online
synthesis of movements and the embedding in control architectures. For this pur-
pose the learned source function are mapped onto dynamic primitives that are
formulated as dynamical systems [35, 56]. At the level of sequences of actions
within complex activities, we proposed a new probabilistic method for

4 4

Fig. 4 Left Stylized representation of the first part of the movements that comprise the Taeguek
Pal-Chang, a solo TaeKwonDo form. Only key poses are shown, a trained martial artist can fill in
the movements in between these poses using their own motor repertoire. The bounding box
represents the space within which the martial artist is supposed to move during the Taeguek. Pose
numbering corresponds to the numbering found in the diagrams on www.taekwondo.de. Right Key
poses determined with Bayesian binning employing a 4th order polynomial observation model.
This observation model minimizes jerk, and provides the best match to segmentation points
determined by naïve human observers, if elbow and shoulder joints are used for the segmentation.
Numbering of poses is the same as in the left panel. Pose 2,3 is missing here, as are the kicks
(number 2 on the left), which could not be decoded from arm movements. Pose 3,1, which is a
transition between poses 3 and 4, does not appear in the Taeguek image. All other poses match
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segmentation that is based on Bayesian Binning, and which applied exact Bayesian
inference for determining an optimal segmentation of the action stream into sub-
sequent component actions.

We described an anechoic demixing algorithm in Sect. 2.1. It subsumes as
special cases multiple other existing methods for the estimation of movement
primitives and can be combined with further constraints on weights and sources,
e.g. positivity. In this way, the new model provides a unifying framework for the
study of the relationship between different mathematical models for the extraction
of movement primitives from data [15]. The investigation of movement primitives,
extracted as components of kinematic (joint angle) data seems interesting for dance,
on the one hand to characterize the full-body coordination patterns, e.g. between
locomotion and upper body movements in dance. On the other hand, such primi-
tives might also be helpful to understand ‘co-articulations’, that is overlaps between
subsequent coordination patterns that are important form the smooth flow of motion
in dance.

With respect to the method for the segmentation of action streams exploiting
Bayesian binning in Sect. 3, our work shows that the obtained segmentation is close
to the one provided by humans. However, for other types of movements likely
additional features beyond the ones characterizing the arm movements would have
to be included. Determining optimal sets of such features from data could also be
realized by Bayesian model comparison.

It would also be interesting to investigate if the actor’s poses at the segmentation
boundaries are a sufficiently rich description of the movement so that human
observers can ‘fill in blanks’ between two subsequent boundaries using their own
motor repertoire. In that case, Bayesian binning could be used to derive compressed
movement representations similar to dance step diagrams.

As a next step, we could then investigate in how far the obtained compressed
representation is suitable for movement production with modular movement
primitives. For this purpose, the general polynomial models within the individual
segments would have to be replaced by models that are based on primitives of the
type discussed in the first part of this chapter.

The modeling assumptions made by BB presuppose that human actions can be
viewed as a sequence of clearly separable primitives in time, see Eq. (8). While the
match between 4th order polynomial BB and naïve human perception indicate that
this presupposition is at least approximately fulfilled for a TaeKwonDo Taeguek, it
seems likely that this assumption is violated for other types of human action, such
as dancing. There, the transitions from one movement to the next are typically more
continuous than in TaeKwonDo. Between-segment dependencies would also be
relevant in sign language production, where co-articulation between neighboring
signs has been observed [68]. The BB approach can be extended to include
dependencies between segments, as long as the graphical model (see Fig. 3a)
remains singly connected. Exact inference will then still be possible, albeit with a
higher computational effort. Another way of extending our approach would be to
include task or context information into the segmentation process [77], to supple-
ment the purely kinematic information which we currently use. Humans use such
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context information for segmentation when available [81], and rely increasingly on
kinematics when context is reduced. Here, again the advantage of the proposed
probabilistic approach is that it can be connected easily to probabilistic represen-
tations of context and even to semantic representations, as long as they can be
expressed in the language of graphical models.

Interesting for online synthesis is also the question in how far individual
movements within individual segments can be derived from optimal control
problems with boundary conditions derived from the task, refining the rather
unspecific polynomial model used for the signal time-courses in the presented
model. Ongoing work focuses on this question, aiming at finding optimized seg-
mentations for specific pre-defined control architectures.
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Beyond Watching: Action Understanding
by Humans and Implications for Motion
Planning by Interacting Robots

Gowrishankar Ganesh and Tsuyoshi Ikegami

Abstract When you see an individual holding a baby in front of an elevator, you
instinctively move to open the door for him. This seemingly obvious helping action
is possible because you are able to immediately characterize, recognize and then
understand his actions—that is, recognize the intention behind the observed indi-
vidual’s actions, estimate the outcome of his current actions, predict his future
actions and infer his constraints due to the baby in his hands. Fast action recognition
and action understanding abilities make humans adept at social interactions, and are
fundamental requirements for future robots in order for them to interact with
humans. While other chapters in this book focus on action characterization and
recognition through the use of dance notations, in this chapter we will focus on the
problem of understanding recognized actions. In particular, we aim to elucidate
how ideas from action understanding research in primates can help robots formulate
behavior plans when they interact with humans and other robots. We first briefly
review the historical concepts, and psychological and neuro-scientific findings on
action understanding by primates. Next, we detail the possible computational
mechanisms underlying action understanding by humans. We then highlight the
controversies regarding these beliefs and explain the results of our recent study that
answers some of these controversies. Finally, utilizing results from our study, we
propose and explain a conceptual bio-mimetic framework for action understanding
by robots, in order to enable them to plan helping and impeding behaviors during
interactions, similar to humans.
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1 Introduction

Humans and robots can navigate their physical world using their senses, vision
being predominant for the majority. However, when it comes to ‘navigation’ of
one’s social environment, sensory observations are usually not enough because as
famously written by Plato, “things are not always what they seem”. Taking an
example from sports, consider that you are a soccer defender who sees an oppo-
sition player approaching with the ball. This visual information of the opponent and
his surroundings alone is not enough for you to decide your next action. To decide
what you should do next, you need to analyze the visual information and predict if
the opponent intends to go left or right and whether he intends to pass the ball or try
to dribble his way around you. In either case you need to predict the outcome (of
the pass or dribble) in terms of the rough ball trajectory so that you can intercept it.
The opponent’s behavior will depend on his physiological characteristics like his
size, speed and whether he is left or right footed, and on his mental characteristics,
whether he is anxious, scared or has the confidence to pass you. The situation is
complicated by the fact that the opponent is making similar predictions about your
behavior, which means that you need to consider his predictions about you when
you make your predictions about him!

The choice of behaviors in social interactions requires action characterization
and recognition, for example by utilizing dance notations, followed by action
understanding; deciphering the emotion and intention leading to an observed
action, detecting constraints associated with the action and the performing agent,
predicting the outcomes of the observed actions, and predicting future actions. In
this chapter we aim to introduce the robotics community to action understanding
research in primates, elucidate the computational beliefs, and show how these can
be useful for the development of automatic interaction behaviors in robots. We are
interested particularly in scenarios like our elevator and soccer examples where the
interacting agents need to plan their behaviors individually and without any explicit
information exchanges. We believe that such individualistic interaction planning
scenarios define the bench mark for future intelligent robot-human interaction
research.

But how to enable robots to understand humans, and other robots? An obvious
strategy is to examine human interactions and then try to implement the same in
robots, a procedure that has yielded promising automatic robot behaviors previously
[1–3] and what we will utilize here. On the other hand, the mechanisms underlying
action understanding abilities in humans are still not completely clear and a subject
of ongoing research. Therefore with this chapter, while we present a conceptual
framework that allows formulation of interaction plans by robots, we also want to
motivate the requirement for continued integrated research in robotics and behav-
ioral neuroscience in the future.

The chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 first provide a brief
historical account of action understanding research starting from the philosophical
motivations to the recent neuroscientific findings that clarify the computational
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mechanisms behind it. We conclude Sect. 4 by summarizing the controversy in
regard to the previous findings. Section 5 discusses results from our recent study
that answered some of these controversies. Finally, before going to the robotics
discussions, in Sect. 6 we list the computational mechanisms in the neuroscience
literature for action understanding. Section 7 summarizes previous action under-
standing research in robotics. Section 8 briefly defines some key concepts in motion
planning and defines the planning problems during interaction. Section 9 then gives
a description of our conceptual framework for planning robot behaviors during
interactions with an example, before we conclude with Sect. 10.

2 Beyond Watching: The Philosophy Behind Action
Understanding

Humans are adept at action understanding. Our social skills, from gestures for
communication, sports, to driving a car safely, are critically dependent on our
ability to understand observed actions performed by others and take appropriate
actions ourselves [4]. Philosophers have questioned the mechanisms behind this
human ability for a long time. The notion that actions are intrinsically linked to
perception was first proposed by William James in his ideomotor principle. James
claimed that “every mental representation of a movement awakens to some degree
the actual movement which is its object” [5]. He also made similar observations
between emotions and actions. He questioned the orthodox thinking that bodily
expressions are the consequences of intrinsic emotions and proposed the converse,
that in fact emotions were the consequences of bodily expressions. His proposal
could, in principle, explain how a human can feel the emotions of a fellow indi-
vidual, solely by observing his bodily expressions.

In order to explain aesthetic experience of an artwork by an observer,
Theodor Lipps [6] borrowed the term Einfühlung (originally introduced by Robert
Vischer and later translated in English as empathy) referring to the process by
which the observer can imaginatively project himself into contemplated objects.
Lipps later utilized Einfühlung to explain emotional perceptions of observed
movements [6] suggesting that the feelings and intentions of a person can be
perceived by projecting oneself inside him or ‘walking in his shoes’. This concept
was developed by Edmund Husserl who proposed that our ability to understand
other agents stems from the belief that their bodily experiences are similar to our
own experiences while acting on our bodies. The concept of empathy thus suggests
how the perception of self and of others are coupled. Edith Stein extends this
concept further in On the Problem of Empathy [7] (1912/1964, English translation),
where she proposes the converse, that acts of empathy can help one to learn what
type of person one is.

Similar closeness between perception of other’s actions, and that of one’s own
were also expressed by the famous French philosopher Merleau-Ponty [8] when he
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said, “The sense of the gestures is not given, but understood, that is, recaptured by
an act on the spectator’s part. The whole difficulty is to conceive this act clearly
without confusing it with a cognitive operation. The communication or compre-
hension of gestures come about through the reciprocity of my intentions and the
gestures of others, of my gestures and intentions discernible in the conduct of other
people. It is as if the other person’s intention inhabited my body and mine his”, and
by Herbert Mead (1912) [9] who wrote, “Any gesture by which the individual can
himself be affected as others are affected, and which therefore tends to call out in
him a response as it would call out in another, will serve as a mechanism for the
construction of a self”.

3 From Philosophy to Psychology

The recurring theme in all the philosophical works is the relationship between the
other and the self. The sense of ownership (the perception that an observed limb is
part of your body), agency (the perception that a limb movement is produced by
you) and presence (the perception that you are at a particular location), are probably
the fundamental features defining the self and consequently, the other by dissoci-
ating from the self. Though the perception of self is critically determined by
multi-sensory congruencies and perceived causality between the intended actions
(or motor commands) and sensory perceptions, it can be very plastic and change
quickly, as demonstrated by studies on tool-use [10, 11] and the now famous rubber
hand illusion [12]. In this illusion, synchronous touches, applied to a rubber hand in
full view of the participant, and the real hand hidden behind a screen, produce the
sensation that the touches felt originate from the rubber hand, leading to a feeling of
ownership of the artificial rubber hand [13]. For more details on the sense of
ownership and agency readers can refer to [14–17].

The core idea behind the philosophy of action understanding is that the other is
NOT very different from the self and, extending on Stein’s beliefs, the two can in
fact be interchangeable in the brain. This idea of closeness between self and other
was extended into the domain of action-perception in the common coding theory
introduced by Prinz [18]. This theory hypothesized a shared representation for both
perception and action; seeing an event activates the action associated with that
event, and performing an action activates the associated perceptual event. This
hypothesis was later verified by the discovery of the Mirror Neurons (see next
section).
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4 Action Understanding by the Brain

4.1 Discovery of the Mirror Neurons

While the philosophical and psychological concepts suggested the role of one’s
own action production system (or motor system) in the perception of actions
observed in others, a concrete proof for the existence of such a mechanism did not
come until 1992 when Giacomo Rizzolatti and his colleagues discovered, what they
called Mirror Neurons, in the brain of a Macaca nemestrina monkey [19] (Fig. 1).
These neurons, isolated in a region associated generally with motor activations (i.e.
in the motor system), exhibited the unique feature that they activate during both, the
execution of an action and the observation of the same action performed by others.
Mirror neurons were first discovered in the ventral premotor area (F5) [19] and then
in the inferior parietal lobule (PF/PFG) [20, 21]. The cortical network consisting of
these areas were named as the mirror system or mirror neuron system [22].

While the mirror system was initially discovered in monkeys, human brain
imaging studies using Magnetoencephalography (MEG) [23–25], functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) [26–28], brain stimulation studies using

Fig. 1 In their seminal work [19], Giacomo Rizzolatti and colleagues discovered neurons in the
ventral pre-motor cortex of a Macaca nemestrina monkey that activated both when, a the monkey
observes a reach-grasp movement, and b when the monkey makes the same movement.
Figure reprinted from [19] with permission
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Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) [29, 30], and a single unit recording
study [31] have since provided sufficient evidence to show the presence of the
mirror neuron system in the human brain. Interestingly, mirror neuron activity in
the human brain has been observed to be modulated by the observer’s own motor
repertoire [32–35]. For example, the mirror system activities were observed to differ
when viewing videos of classical ballet or capoeira depending on whether an
observer was an expert in the observed task [33].

The discovery of the mirror neuron has exhibited a clear action specific coupling
between the visual and the motor system that has motivated a series of debates, and
controversies [36–39] regarding the functional significance of these neurons in
regard to various social abilities in humans, including verbal communication, Theory
of Mind and action understanding. We will concentrate on the investigations
regarding the role of mirror neurons in action understanding. Readers can refer to [22,
40, 41, 42] for a discussion on the role of mirror neurons in other social functions.

4.2 Mirror Neurons, Motor System and Action
Understanding

Does the brain utilize the motor system, namely the mirror neurons, to understand
observed actions? Multiple reports from monkey and human studies suggest this to
be true.

In their electrophysiological study, Umilta et al. [43] first isolated mirror neurons
that activated both during the execution of a reach-grasp motion and the observation
of the reach-grasp made by an experimenter. Next they exhibited that part of these
mirror neurons activated only when the object, which was the goal of the task, was
present and not when the same reach-grasp movement was mimed. Critically the
neurons activated even when the grasped object was not visible (blocked with a
screen) to the monkey but the monkey knew the object was present behind the
screen. The authors claimed that this observation exhibits that the mirror neurons
code not just the kinematics of the observed action, but the goal of the observed
action. Other monkey electrophysiological studies have similarly exhibited motor
activations related to action intention [20] and sounds [44] associated with actions.

In humans, fMRI [45, 46] and TMS studies [47–49] have shown that the mirror
or motor system responding to the same observed action in terms of kinematics, are
modulated by the contexts or prior information indicating what (goal) and
why (intention) the agent is doing the action. For example, Iacoboni et al. had
subjects observe pictures of an agent grasping a cup in different contexts reflecting
different intention of the action. The “before tea” context suggested grasping the
cup for drinking, while the “after tea” context suggested it is for washing the
cup. They observed that frontal motor areas, that were previously associated with
mirror neurons, exhibited significantly higher responses to the actions performed
with context compared to actions without context, or to the presentation of static
scenes suggesting the contexts [45].
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Furthermore, behavioral studies have shown that the human ability to understand
actions performed by others correlates with their ability to execute the same actions.
In their study with developing infants, Kanakogi and Itakura observed a correlation
between an infant’s ability to make grasping movements and their ability to make
predictive eye movements while observing reaching movements performed by others
[50]. Other studies have reported the ability to predict action goals by infants [51] and
action outcomes by professional sportman [35] to depend on their motor abilities.

4.3 Action Understanding by Association

Before moving on to the criticisms on the role of the motor system in action
understanding, we note here that although in this chapter we motivate and con-
centrate on the role of the motor system in action understanding, this is not the only
mechanism by which action understanding is enabled. There exists another, widely
accepted mechanism of action understanding, Associative learning (also referred to
as “understanding from outside” [42] or “understanding-by-association” [52]).

Associative learning refers to the process where an individual can understand
actions, for example predict the outcome of an action, simply by learning (and
remembering) the outcomes from when he previously observed the same actions
[53]. Associative learning can explain how patients with lesions or damages in the
motor areas and who are unable to make a repertoire of actions still can understand
the same actions performed by others [36, 37] and why we can understand and predict
the actions by non-human agents like pet animals or machines [54], even though
obviously our motor system is very different from theirs. On the other hand, there is
evidence to support that motor abilities in a task can additionally improve under-
standing developed through associative learning. In their experiment with profes-
sional basketball players, Agliotti and colleagues observed that athletes predicted the
success of free shots at a basket earlier and more accurately than coaches or sports
journalists, who can be considered to have comparable visual experience and hence
comparative associative learning [35]. Therefore, arguably our ability to understand
actions stems from the interactions of both the associative and motor mechanisms.

4.4 Criticism Against Motor Role in Action Understanding

However, in spite of a multitude of evidence supporting the role of the motor
system in action understanding, this issue is still not popularly accepted and
remains highly controversial [36, 37, 38, 39, 53, 55]. The controversy arises
because the conclusions from the monkey electrophysiology [20, 43], human brain
imaging [45] and child development studies [50, 51] in this regard (that we have
presented in the last sections) are considered correlative and not causative in nature
[37–39]. The issue is further complicated by the fact that it is very difficult to
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quantify action understanding in monkeys. On the other hand, the results from
lesion [56] and brain stimulation [29, 48, 49] studies have been criticized to be
inconclusive because it is difficult to concretely access the functional extent of a
lesion or electrical stimulation, which may include both motor and action under-
standing neurons [22]. Indeed no previous study has exhibited a causal relation
between action understanding and action production, where a purposely induced
change in the action understanding system affects action production, or vice versa.

In our recent study [57] we were able to present the first direct causal rela-
tionship between action production (by the motor system) and outcome prediction,
a component of action understanding. We utilized a novel behavioral outcome
prediction learning paradigm for this purpose, where the understanding of an
individual is changed not through neural intervention but through learning. This
paradigm enabled us to induce a focused change in the understanding system of
individuals while avoiding the spatio-functional ambiguities (and the previous
controversy) associated with neural and lesion studies, quantify the understanding
change and then observe its effects on the individual’s motor performance. We
detail the results of this study in the next section.

5 Causation Between Action Production and Outcome
Prediction of Observed Actions by Humans

5.1 Experiment Paradigm

Our study included 21 darts ‘experts’, three first time dart throwers (novice), and
three novice ten-pin bowlers across three experiments. The experiments utilized the
outcome prediction learning paradigm and examined the behavioral interaction
between action production and outcome prediction [35, 50, 58], which is considered
as a component of action understanding [59, 60]. Specifically, we asked expert dart
throwers to predict the outcome of throws made by an unfamiliar darts novice by
watching the novice darts player’s throwing action. We regulated the relevant
prediction error feedbacks available to the experts, controlled the improvement in
their prediction ability [60, 61] and exhibit that this affects the accuracy of the
expert’s own dart throws.

Behavioral paradigms examining interference and transfer of learning between
tasks have been previously utilized to investigate the neural processes behind
human motor learning [62–68]. Here we use a similar procedure for outcome
prediction learning. Behavioral paradigms cannot measure or identify where neural
activity related to a behavioral function takes place in the brain. However their
advantage lies in the fact that with proper control, they can ensure changes in neural
processes specific to a behavioral function wherever they lie in the brain. For our
purpose, the outcome prediction learning paradigm enabled us to induce targeted
changes in the outcome prediction system of individuals while avoiding the
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spatio-functional ambiguities characteristic of changes induced by lesions [56] and
neural interventions [29, 48, 49]. We chose to use darts experts as subjects due to
several reasons: (i) Experts in a sport are known to possess an excellent ability to
predict the outcome of observed actions [35], (ii) Arguably, the observing expert
will not explicitly imitate the novice and, (iii) an expert’s motor performance is
expected to be stable with time and resistant to fatigue. We could thus exclude any
major contribution of explicit strategy changes [69] and fatigue in our results.

5.2 Experiment-1: Watching Darts Versus Watching
Bowling

Experiment-1 extended over two days. 16 darts experts threw 70 darts (aimed for
the center of the darts board) each day over two visual feedback (VF) blocks, where
they could see where their darts landed on the board, and five blocks without visual
feedback (nVF) where the room light was switched off when they threw their dart
so they could not see where their darts landed (Fig. 2a). The nVF blocks were

Fig. 2 Our experiment consisted of a two motor action tasks, one in which the subjects threw
darts in the presence of visual feedback (VF) of where their darts land on the darts board and
second, in the absence of visual feedback (nVF), and b observation-prediction (OP) tasks in which
the subjects observed the video of either a novice darts thrower or a ten-pin bowler (snap shots
shown), made a prediction of the outcome of each throw, and were given the feedback of the
correct outcome orally by the experimenter. The chance level for both OP tasks was 9.09 %
(=1/11 × 100). Each experiment session followed the sequence of blocks as shown in c.
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interleaved with observation-prediction (OP) blocks, where the experts watched the
video of a novice darts thrower (on one day) or a novice ten-pin bowler (another
day) as control. Part of the videos in both cases were masked such that the dart
flight trajectory and darts board, and the bowling ball trajectory and bowling pins
were not visible to the viewers (Fig. 2b). Novice subjects were asked not to show
any expressions after their throws and the recorded video was further checked and
edited to remove any throws that still contained some expressions after. The experts
were informed of the ‘goal’ of the novice actions (hitting the board center or ‘bull’
in case of dart throwers and felling all ten pins or a ‘strike’ for bowlers) and asked
to predict the outcome of the throws (in terms of either the location on a lower
resolution darts board or the number of bowling pins felled) by watching the action
kinematics in the videos. They were informed of the correct outcome orally after
each prediction. The experiment time line is presented in Fig. 2c. The nVF blocks
were used to prevent visual correction by the experts and helped in magnifying the
effects of the OP task on their darts performance.

The outcome prediction in the experts improved significantly through the OP
task of Experiment-1 both, when they watched the video of a novice ten-pin bowler
(abscissa of red plot in Fig. 3b; 8.57 ± 4.15 SD % correct predictions above chance,
t(15) = 8.25, p < 0.001) and a dart thrower (abscissa of blue plot in Fig. 3b;
11.69 ± 7.15 SD, t(15) = 6.54, p < 0.001). Correspondingly, a two-way ANOVA
revealed significant interaction (F1,15 = 9.23, p < 0.01) between the darts perfor-
mance across VF block (VF1, VF2) and the observed video in the OP task (darts
prediction, bowling prediction). Though the initial performance of experts was
similar in the VF1 block (F1,30 = 3.07, p > 0.05), a significant increase in the
performance error was observed in experts when they watched a darts novice
(F1,30 = 15.55, p < 0.001) but not when they viewed a bowling novice. The darts
performance deterioration, defined as the increase of performance error between
VF1 and VF2, was therefore significantly positive in Experiment-1 (Ordinate of red
plot in Fig. 3b; t(15) = 5.10, p < 0.001).

Experiment-1 thus exhibited two results. First, predicting a novice’s action leads
to a progressive increase in the performance error in the expert dart throwers.
Second, the performance change is task specific: darts performance error increases
on predicting outcomes of darts throws but not on predicting outcomes of ten-pin
bowling, critically even when the improvement in outcome prediction was similar
between darts and bowling OP task conditions (t(15) = 1.22, p = 0.24). The absence
of performance changes in the bowling sessions (blue plots, Fig. 3b) shows that the
increase in performance error is not due to fatigue, loss of attention or motivation or
lack of visual feedback.

However, while Experiment-1 exhibits that watching novice dart throwers
deteriorates the performance of experts, it does not conclusively exhibit that the
deterioration is due to changes in the outcome prediction system. The outcome
prediction did significantly improve in Experiment-1 but, the performance deteri-
oration may have been unrelated to this prediction change and may have resulted
simply due to unconscious mimicry (related to the so called Chameleon effect [70]
of the observed novice’s darts action which was different, both in style and
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variability, in comparison to the expert’s. To exhibit that the improvement in the
outcome prediction is indeed the cause of the performance deterioration, we con-
ducted an additional experiment (Experiment-2) and examined how the perfor-
mance deterioration is affected when the improvement in outcome prediction of the
observed darts action is modulated by us.

5.3 Prediction Errors for Outcome Prediction Learning

The experts could utilize two prediction errors to improve their outcome prediction
[60, 61, 71, 72] in the OP blocks of Experiment-1. The first is the outcome pre-
diction error—the difference between the outcome predicted by the expert from the
observed novice action, and the correct outcome provided to him orally by the
experimenter (Fig. 3a). Second is the kinematics prediction error—the difference
between the kinematics expected by the expert corresponding to the goal he

Fig. 3 a The experts could utilize two types of prediction errors to improve their outcome
prediction in our task. First, the outcome prediction error between the expert predicted outcome
and the correct outcome feedback from the experimenter. Second, the kinematic prediction error
between the action kinematics predicted by the expert corresponding to his goal belief (of where
the novice aims his throws for), and the kinematics the expert actually observes in the video. We
modulated the outcome feedbacks and goal belief provided to the expert subjects across our
experiments. b In the presence of both the prediction errors in Experiment-1 (red plot), the
outcome prediction change (abscissa of red plot) was significant, leading to darts performance
deterioration (ordinate of red plot). On the other hand when the experts watched the bowling
videos, the outcome prediction change did not affect the darts performance (blue plot). When the
outcome feedbacks and goal belief were both removed in Experiment-2, the outcome prediction
change (abscissa of black plot) as well as the performance deterioration (ordinate of black plot)
were prevented
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believed the novice aimed for (the center of the board), and the novice kinematics
he actually observed (Fig. 3a).

5.4 Experiment-2: Watching Darts Without Prediction
Errors

In Experiment-2, 16 experts (11 from Experiment-1 and 5 new recruits) were again
asked to watch and predict dart videos (a different novice’s video was used for
experts who participated in Experiment-1) in the OP task. We removed the two
types of prediction errors, expecting this to completely suppress the improvement of
outcome prediction in the darts experts. The outcome prediction error was removed
by removing the feedback of the correct outcome provided to the experts. On the
other hand, the kinematics prediction error was suppressed by removing the
expert’s goal belief. We mis-informed the expert at the start of the experiment that
“the novice does not always aim for the center but aims for unknown targets
provided by us and that we display only those trials in which he was successful”.
We expected the mis-information to remove any prior goal belief that the expert
may have. As expected, in the absence of prediction errors, the outcome prediction
in Experiment-2 (black plot in Fig. 3b) was significantly lower than in
Experiment-1 (t(29) = 3.82, p < 0.001) and not different from chance. The outcome
prediction system was thus little affected in Experiment-2. Importantly, in contrast
to Experiment-1, there was no evidence of performance deterioration in
Experiment-2 (Fig. 3b, black plot; t(15) = 0.11, p = 0.92). Note that except for the
removal of the prediction errors in the OP task, all other conditions, including the
observed darts novice videos and the initial level of darts performance (evaluated as
the darts error in VF1; t(29) = 1.91, p = 0.19), were same between Experiment-1
and Experiment-2. Therefore, clearly the improvement in outcome prediction was
the cause of the performance deterioration in Experiment-1.

To summarize, across our experiments we observed that a focused change in the
outcome prediction ability led to a modification in the motor performance in expert
darts player. While, these behavioral results prevents us from making conclusions
about the role of the mirror neuron system, they clearly demonstrate a causal
relation between the action production and outcome prediction of observed actions
by humans, and provide strong support that at least part of the motor system is
involved in action understanding by humans.

6 Computational Mechanisms of Action Understanding

Up till now in this chapter, we have discussed how the concepts in action under-
standing, and specifically the role of the motor system in action understanding, were
developed in philosophy, extended into the domain of action-perception in
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psychology and are being supported by neuroscientific evidence from brain
imaging, brain stimulation and behavioral studies. Before we can go on to discuss
the implications of these concepts and results for robotics, we need to answer one
key issue that will enable us to bridge the gap between neuroscience and robotics—
How can the motor system, or what computations by the motor system, enable
understanding of observed actions?

The prominent ideas in this regard can be categorized into three categories:
Direct Matching mechanism (DMM), Hierarchical Predictive Coding (HPC) and
Movement simulation (MS).

6.1 Direct Matching Mechanism (DMM)

The direct matching mechanism is reminiscent of the common coding theory and
was proposed by Rizzolatti and his colleagues [22, 40]. In this framework,
observing actions performed by others automatically triggers “resonated” activation
of the observers’ motor system which is required for the execution of the same
action thus enabling imitation naturally. Furthermore, DMM proposes that due to
the similarity between the action and perception activations, an observer can decode
the intention, goals and outcomes associated with an action “from inside” (that is,
based on one’s own motor process). The closest robotics parallel of DMM is
probably the application of affordance theory [73] in robotics [74].

6.2 Hierarchical Predictive Coding (HPC)

Other researchers have argued that DMM is not versatile enough to explain the
understanding of many daily actions which are kinematically similar but lead to
different outcomes. For example, a swinging arm can represent a person hailing a
taxi or, swatting a wasp [60, 75]. In order to deal with such cases Friston and
colleagues proposed a hierarchical action understanding schema which they refer-
red to as the Hierarchical predictive coding framework (HPC) [76, 77]. In this
schema, action understanding is achieved through hierarchically organized pro-
cesses, each understanding the action at a different level- at the level of intention,
goal, kinematics, and outcomes for example. The motor transformations between
action commands and their consequences form the lowest level of this framework.
Information processed at each upper level is transmitted as a prior for the predic-
tions at a lower level while the prediction errors at each lower level are used for
bottom-up update of information in the immediately upper level. An input to any
level of the system thus leads to a cascade of self-organization until the prediction
errors converge to zero, and consequently the observed action is understood. In this
framework, taking the example of the swinging arm, higher level processing of the
behavioral context (e.g. an agent is doing the action in his garden) can enables the
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observer to infer the most probable intention behind the observed action (that is,
swatting a wasp).

6.3 Movement Simulation

The movement simulation architecture is motivated from studies in human motor
control where it is generally agreed that human movements are enabled by pairs of
internal forward and inverse models [78–80] of the environment and self. These
models are learnt through experience and store different features of the dynamics
defining an environment or one’s own physical system. The forward models predict
the sensory consequence of motor outputs and are utilized for perception of
self-action [81–84], for online motor control [85–87], motor learning [88, 89] and
in the identification of behavioral context [90, 91]. On the other hand the inverse
model is believed to develop motor commands given certain sensory state feed-
backs [78, 79, 92].

In an inter-personal context, this theory believes that the observed actions can be
understood by simulating them in one’s own brain using the same (or similar)
internal models [93–96]. Kinematic information of the observed action may be sent
to an observers’ inverse model which transforms it into a motor command which
the observer would have generated to achieve the same observed kinematics. The
generated motor command can then be sent to the observer’s forward model to
enable the observer to predict the consequence of the observed action. If the
observer is considered to have multiple forward inverse model pairs, one for each of
the many possible contexts like in the MOSAIC architecture [90, 96], then each
module can make its own prediction of the consequence. The observer can make a
final prediction by weighting the prediction from each module by his prior
knowledge of the context, while a comparison of the individual module predictions
with the actual consequence can enable him to update the understanding of the
context to best explains the observed action (see Wolpert et al. [96]).

Though conceptually similar, note that this simulation is different from the
simulation theory of empathy [97, 98] in the so called field of Theory of Mind
which deals with mental states. Though, a hierarchical implementation of the
MOSAIC model that is said to allow understanding of the intention and goal behind
observed action [96, 99] brings the two concepts in motor control and social
neuroscience close.

7 Action Understanding in Robotics: A Short Summary

The concept of action understanding is not new in robotics and has been previously
explored in detail, particularly in the field of imitation learning by humanoid robots
[100, 101]. Depending on the task, a robot may be required to imitate a motion,
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action goal or action intention. Even when the aim of a robot is only to imitate the
motion of a demonstrator (for example, a robot imitating a dance motion), a robot
requires to first account for the viewpoint transformation of the observed motion, use
the appropriate sensory-motor matching [101–103] and then solve the body corre-
spondence problem [104, 105], to account for the differences in kinematics (and
even dynamics) between the robot and the demonstrator. The requirement of action
understanding is more intuitive when the aim of a robot is to imitate the goal or
intention (e.g. [106, 107]). For example, imitating a hand reaching for a cup is a goal
directed imitation that requires the robot to understand that the goal of the task is not
to move the hand but pick up the cup. Imitation of a demonstrator’s hand movements
while he holds a big box with both his hand may be an example of an intention
directed imitation where the robot needs to understand that the robot has to not just
move the hands like the demonstrator but also keep a hold on the box while doing so.

Various mathematical strategies have been used for estimating the goal and/or
intention for imitation. These can be summarized as methodologies that rely on a
pre-learnt map (e.g. [108, 109]) that may be considered as an implementation of the
direct matching mechanism, probabilistic models like in [110, 111] that may be
considered to be close to hierarchical predictive coding, and probably the most
popular, models utilizing Inverse optimization, inverse optimal control, inverse
planning and inverse reinforcement learning [112–115] that can be considered to be
movement simulation.

8 Motion Planning for Interacting Robots

Interestingly, except imitation learning, as far as we know, there is little imple-
mentation of action understanding in any other forms of interaction behavior by
robots. Through the next two sections, we will present our conceptual idea with
examples to show how action understanding, and specifically movement simula-
tion, can play a key role in the planning of behavior in robots that intend to help or
impede humans, and other robots.

8.1 Motion Planning in Robotics

Motion planning in a well-established and widely researched field, and interested
readers are requested to refer to [116, 117] for an in depth discussion on it. Here we
will not discuss motion planning in detail but only define some key concepts and
definitions that will aid us in explaining our concepts and examples in the following
sections.

In classical mechanics, the vector space required to define the states (or con-
figuration) of a system are called its configuration space, while the set of actual
configurations possible under real life constraints is called the system’s
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configuration manifold. Taking a concrete example, consider the two dimensional,
quadrapedal robot insect in Fig. 4 that can move inside a given blue boundary.
Suppose the robot has a spherical point body connected to four legs each with a hip
and knee joint. Then the dimension of the robot’s configuration space C will be
R

2 � S
8 ¼ 10 (2 translational for the body and 8 rotational for the legs) with S

representing a unit circle. Now considering that the robot movement is restricted by
the boundary B ¼ R

2 and suppose the knee joints are constrained by the joint limits
L ¼ S

4, the actual configuration space that the robot can traverse can be given by
Ca ¼ R

2 � S
8 (in Fig. 4b). Furthermore, within this actual configuration space there

may be constraints that limit the robot behavior. We can have volume reducing
constraints, like obstacles O which can usually be defined by inequalities
OðcÞ\0; c 2 Ca. We can have dimension reducing constraints D like when the
robot cannot use all its legs near the wall boundaries, and which can be represented
by equalities of the form DðcÞ ¼ 0; c 2 Ca. Then if the task of the robot is to move
to goal G, the remaining task configuration manifold Ct (Fig. 4b) defines the
configurations that the robot can traverse while moving to goal G. Here we defined
the task configuration space for a relatively simple case but a similar configuration
space can be defined for any complex system and task. Given this mathematic
space, the goal of a motion planner is usually to find the best path to particular goal
configurations (or their functions) while minimizing a predefined criteria.

Popularly, two categories of methods have been employed to solve planning
problems in robotics, and especially humanoid robotics [118]. First Prioritized
Inverse Kinematic strategies, which try to take advantage of the redundancy in the
robots to assign multiple tasks to completely or partially decoupled subsets of the
configuration space of the system in a prioritized manner (e.g. [119–123]). And
second, Configuration Space Exploring strategies that explore the task configuration
manifold to find the optimal solution that minimizes a given criterion or edge cost
[117]. In the case of high dimensional systems like a humanoid robot, these explo-
rations may be sparsified utilizing algorithms such as Probabilistic Roadmaps [124]
or Rapidly exploring Random Trees (RRT) [125]. See [117] for an extensive review.

Fig. 4 a An example of an insect robot in constrained environment, and b the cartoon of the
corresponding constraint representations in the configuration space
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8.2 Challenges to Planning Inter-Agent Interactions

Inter agent interaction and collaborative task planning has been extensively
researched in the field of swarm robotics [126, 127]. However, here we are par-
ticularly interested in behavior planning of robots that will interact with humans.
For example, in our soccer scenario from the beginning of the chapter, our interest
would be to plan the behavior for a robotic soccer defender who requires to tackle a
human opponent. This problem differs from most of the swarm robotics scenarios in
two critical aspects:

1. Most swarm robotics algorithms utilize centralized or hybrid (a combination of
centralized and de-centralized) control where there is a ‘big boss’ computer that
can control and observe every individual interacting agent. On the other hand
when interacting with a human, it is not possible to have a centralized controller
or observer to help the robot. Robots that interact with humans require indi-
vidual, de-centralized planners.

2. Even the algorithms that propose de-centralized control in swarm robotics,
utilize communication channels where agents can explicitly communicate their
utility functions (for example their capacity to do a particular task) to one
another so that they can collectively make decisions. In case of human-robot
interactions, explicit communication between agents is improbable in most
scenarios, and the robot would require to learn and utilize subtle physical and
haptic cues [128] to plan its actions.

So to repeat from the beginning of the chapter, in order to be a successful soccer
defender our robot would require to decipher the intention (and maybe emotion)
behind the human opponent’s action, detect constraints associated with the human’s
action, predict the outcomes of his current actions, and predict future actions, and
decipher all these issues without any communication with the human. In other
words the robot would require action understanding.

9 Our Proposed Bio-mimetic Solution

9.1 An Example Interaction Task

In this section we propose a framework to enable action understanding by robots.
We will utilize features of human action understanding, and particularly movement
simulation to formulate and develop helping and impeding behaviors by robots
during interactions with another agent. For sake of clarity, we will take a simple
2-dimensional, two robot example to explain our concept and discuss the extension
of this concept to interaction with humans in the next section.
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Let us consider a scenario with two interacting mobile robots, worker robot
W and a helper robot H (Fig. 5), both with pincers with which they can hold and
manipulate objects. We will assume that the robots can rotate arbitrarily and
immediately about their base such that the robot’s configuration space can be
considered as Ca ¼ R

2 (and in fact will look very much like Fig. 5) and that they
move at a constant speed. We also assume that the robots are aware that the red
objects (O1 and O2) are manipulable while the blue walls are not. Finally, to
disregard the effect of time on robot H’s behavior, we assume that robot H can
move much faster than robot W.

The task of robot W is to get the peg P to the GOAL in the shortest possible time
and the task of robot H is to help robot W. Our goal here is to identify and execute
help. In order to help robot W, robot H has to achieve the following objectives:

1. It has to identify the task aim of robot W; that it wants to take P to GOAL as fast
as possible.

2. It has to estimate the physical constraints of robot W that arise from its size and
shape.

3. It has to estimate the task constraints of robot W; that W has to hold the peg and
hence cannot manipulate other objects in the environment without wasting time.

4. It has to estimate what path robot W will take.
5. Considering 1–4, decide what manipulation in the environment can help robot

W.
6. And finally, plan an action to execute the helping operation.

Fig. 5 Our 2-dimensional
example involves two mobile
robots that move inside a
region bonded by blue
non-movable walls. Robot
W aims to bring peg P to the
GOAL while robot H aims to
help robot W in its task. O1

and O2 are manipulable
obstacles that W is unable to
move because it is holding the
peg. The question we answer
is how can H decide an action
that would help W?
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9.2 Concept and Algorithm

We will start by omitting (1) here because in most applications the general aim of
an agent remains fairly constant (for example the aim of players throughout a soccer
game is to score as many goals as possible). We assume the aim of robot W is
known to Robot H. As mentioned before, our bio-mimetic solution to the problem
is motivated by motor simulation. We propose that at the start of the task robot H
should assume that robot W is similar to itself and consider itself to be doing robot
W’s task. By making this simple assumption, H can solve objectives (2), (3) and
(4) by movement simulation. That is, robot H can assume robot W’s physical
constraints to be same as its own. It can define the constraints due to the peg by
assuming the peg is being held by it (robot H). Robot H can then combine these
constraint estimations with the environment information (volume constraints
because of the walls and objects O1, O2 in our case) and perform simulation
planning; develop a motion plan that it (robot H) would take to complete the task,
and then assume that robot W would do the same. Robot H can thus estimate that
robot W will take say path A (in Fig. 5) associated with a cost Va (time or path
length for our case). Va at any path point gives the cost of moving from this point to
the GOAL along path A.

Once robot W’s path is identified, we are left with the last question of identifying
and planning the help. The generalized solution for the help identification and
planning would be to simulate plans multiple times by moving each manipulable
constraint (objects O1 and O2 in our case) within their configuration manifold in the
environment and calculating the change in the cost in each case in order to identify
the manipulation that would constitute the greatest cost reduction, and hence the
best help.

The generalized solution can of course be computationally intensive. However,
simpler algorithms can be defined for specific help behaviors. For example we
propose a configuration space–distance based algorithm that can be useful for help
planning in many common tasks. The algorithm involves two steps: help identifi-
cation and help manipulation.

Help identification
Step 1 We start by first down sampling the configuration space path that we

expect W to take (path A), and the associated cost, into n path points.

pi; p 2 Ca: ^ i ¼ 1; n½ �
vi; v 2 V: ^ i ¼ 1; n½ �

Step 2 Next we neglect all manipulable volume and (if any) dimensional con-
straints in our task and define the unconstrained configuration space. Then between
each pair of path points, we find a difference of cost when moving from one point to
the other traversing the planned path, and when traversing the shortest path in the
unconstrained configuration space.
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Set counter→0
For i=[1,n]
For k=[i+1,n]
counter→counter+1
Costdifference(counter) ¼ ðvi � vkÞ � ðvi � v0ikÞ
Loop k
Loop i
v0ik represents the cost at pk when pk is reached from pi in the unconstrained

configuration space.
Step 3 We sort the cost differences in the decreasing order and starting from the

top, consider the constraint associated with each difference and identify one (or
more if allowed) as the help constraint to be manipulated during the helping action.

Help manipulation
If obstacle removal is the role the helper aims for, then the helper can move the

identified obstacle utilizing the cost gradients near the object location in the (un-
constrained) configuration space. The obstacle needs to be moved to a location
where the cost is high because the robot will avoid this location.

Note that the same cost difference algorithm can be modified to not ‘identify a
constraint’ but ‘identify a point in the configuration space to be warped’. That is,
once the help constraint is identified, the manipulation is not to move the constraint
obstacle but move the two path points (between which the constraint exists) towards
one another. If the GOAL is movable, this procedure will make the robot H help
robot W by bringing the GOAL towards robot W.

9.3 Correcting for Estimation Errors

While the movement simulation by robot H serves as an initial estimate of robot
W’s behavior, H can improve and correct these estimates by observing the actual
behaviors by W. For example, if suppose robot H is half its present size in Fig. 5
then, while making the initial assumptions about the physical constraints, H will
wrongly assume W to be as small as itself and expect W to take path B instead of
path A. However, once robot W starts to move, H can notice that W (which follows
path A) is not following path B and thus make corrections to its estimate of robot
W’s constraints. While in this simple example, this adjustment is trivial, in more
complicated cases the mapping between these estimation errors and the planning
constraints can be one to many. Depending on the nature of the agents, some
situations may allow for simple scaling solutions while others may require priors or
comparison of multiple models similar to the MOSAIC [90] architecture to enable
corrections.

The concepts explained above have been represented graphically in Fig. 6.
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9.4 Challenges for Human-Robot Interactions

A big challenge for human interactions is the inference of the human intention
during decision tasks. Motor simulation can help intention inference by letting a
robot make an initial intention prediction from its own motor repotoire and then
modify it (if it is wrong) with either the observed estimation errors or by observing
responsive actions, which are relatively easier to understand. This procedure is
similar to what humans do. For example, consider that you are sitting on a crowded
train and see an old man approaching. You may first assume that he intends to sit
and thus start to get up from your seat. However, you will change this assumption if
you see him walking towards the door, or if he gestures you to keep sitting.

However human gestures and social behaviors can change extensively with
different cultures and across individuals. Therefore in addition to action under-
standing by movement simulation, robots would also need to incorporate an
associative learning-based action understanding (Sect. 4.3) procedure where
behaviors experienced with a person (or in a particular culture) are stored in
memory to be utilized for subsequent interactions, especially in regard to estimation
error corrections. The memory requirement for this purpose can be large and
movement notations, that can help store whole movements with minimal memory,
will play an essential role in this aspect.

Once the intention is estimated, at least in the case of human-humanoid robot
interactions where the physical dimensions of most humanoids are comparable or
easily scalable to that of humans, simulation can quickly provide a robot with a
good estimate of a human’s configuration space and the volume reducing and
dimension reducing constraints in a task. The robot can then predict the human
behavior plan in most tasks by utilizing well established human cost functions [67,
130, 131], and thus plan how to help him. Online modifications (utilizing estima-
tion error) may again be required in some cases at this stage to correct for errors in
the assumed cost or due to the choice of sub optimal samples (as random sampling

Fig. 6 A graphical representation of our proposed conceptual robot interaction planning
framework (motivated from [129]). The dashed trace «W’s observation of H’s behavior» introduces
inference looping between the agents
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is utilized for planning in high dimensional spaces, see Sect. 8.1) in the configu-
ration space during the simulation planning.

Furthermore, while helping behaviors by a robot are relatively easier to handle,
competitive behaviors can have additional complications. While in our example
from Sect. 9.1, we considered the case when H simulatesW, but as seen from Fig. 6,
simultaneously W can simulate H as well. Such bilateral simulations can lead to
interesting behaviors, especially in competitive scenarios. In our example, suppose
robot H’s goal is to not help robot W but instead to impede it. Then H would
probably decide to move one of the manipulable objects into path A (optimally
between the two blue walls where the corridor is narrow). However, if W can also
simulate H’s behavior, then W can predict this impedance and hence, avoid path A
and choose path C instead. Note that such counter simulations can go on, where
H can predict that W will predict its (H’s) impedance and choose path C, and thus
plan to impede W in a different way. Bilateral simulations can thus lead to infinite
inference loops. This is the typical scenario, for example in chess, where players
have to predict each other’s plans over multiple moves. Addition of “W’s
Observation of H’s behavior” (dashed line in Fig. 6) during robot-robot interactions
should thus be done with additional constraints.

On the other hand simulation loops cannot be avoided in human-robot interac-
tions because, as discussed in the earlier part of this chapter, humans always
simulate their interacting agent’s behaviors. Therefore, the authors believe that in
order to achieve intelligent interactions, robots require to acquire at least the basic
mathematical/logical understanding of the psychology and neuroscience behind
human interaction behaviors. The robots then need to follow these same behaviors
themselves. This will allow the robots to simulate and understand humans when
they interact with them, and enable the humans to simulate and understand (or at
least enable them to learn quickly to understand) the robots during the interaction.
Providing humans with the ability to understand robots is crucial because like an
old Indian saying goes, “what we (humans) don’t understand, we fear”, and are
uncomfortable with.

10 Conclusion

Movement notations, like from dance are essential as they provide us with essential
tools to characterize and quantify movements and describe them with concise
notations. In this chapter we looked at the problem of utilizing the characterized
actions during interactions for understanding the actions. We started this chapter with
an introduction of action understanding by humans and presented a brief review of
works in philosophy, psychology and neuroscience that evaluated the mechanisms
by which humans perform action understanding. We then motivated the challenges
faced by robots while interacting with humans, and exhibited how the ideas from
human studies, especially movement simulation can go a long way into solving these
challenges. In summary what we propose is: By considering another agent to be
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similar to itself, a robot can utilize movement simulation in order to formulate the
other agent’s task, use its planners to solve the task, assume that the other agent would
do the same, and then estimate which constraints impede the other agent’s task the
most. The agent can then plan to reduce or increase these impediments as per his
required role while correcting for the estimation errors with actual observations.

The ideas we present are still conceptual where we left out many practical but
essential issues like viewpoint transformations (addressed extensively in imitation
studies) and especially, mechanisms to enable corrections of estimation errors.
Furthermore, it is essential to develop a mechanism to integrate action under-
standing by movement simulation with associative learning-based understanding
processes to enable a learning behavior in robots. Dance notations can play a major
role in associative learning-based understanding by enabling efficient storage,
characterization and retrieval of action experiences. Though some mechanisms to
enable these are already available in literature, these topics need further research in
the future by also incorporating knowledge of the human behavior, an issue which
in itself is still far from being complete. Integrated research in robotics and neu-
roscience is thus required to improve future robot-human interactions.

We conclude the chapter with another interesting difference between interaction
planning and the popular individual robot planning. From our discussions through
this chapter, it is obvious that helping and impeding behaviors involve a larger
computational work load than the task itself, because the helping agent has to first
simulate the actions of the other agent inorder to understand the other agent,
then plan his own task (though this may be done at a coarser resolution for some
tasks), and then plan the help. This is consistent with observations in nature where
the more intelligent animals show more complex interaction behaviors. On the other
hand, it also means that agents should ideally utilize multiple plans for one task, a
simpler plan for when they expect help and a complex (in terms of uncertainty and
computation time) and even multiple plans (with switching) when they expect to be
impeded. Thus when it comes to interaction scenarios, the optimal plan may not be
a single fast solution, as is the norm with motion planning for individual robots.
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Challenges for the Animation
of Expressive Virtual Characters:
The Standpoint of Sign Language
and Theatrical Gestures

Sylvie Gibet, Pamela Carreno-Medrano and Pierre-Francois Marteau

Abstract Designing and controlling virtual characters endowed with expressive
gestures requires the modeling of multiple processes, involving high-level abstract
representations to low-level sensorimotor models. An expressive gesture is here
defined as a meaningful bodily motion which intrinsically associates sense, style,
and expressiveness. The main challenges rely both on the capability to produce a
large spectrum of parametrized actions executed with some variability in various
situations, and on the biological plausibility of the motion of the virtual characters.
The goals of the paper are twofold. First we review the different formalisms used to
describe expressive gestures, from notations to computational languages. Secondly
we identify and discuss remaining challenges in the generation of expressive virtual
characters. The different models and formalisms are illustrated more particularly for
theatrical and sign language gestures.

1 Introduction

Performing skilled gestures and movements, eventually in interaction with users
and the environment, requires a thorough understanding of the different levels of
representation that underlay their production, from the construction of sense to the
elaboration of motor programs that prefigure motion performances. This is even
truer for meaningful and expressive gestures which involve high level semiotic and
cognitive representations, and require rapidity, accuracy, and physical engagement
with the environment.

During the past decades, methods and approaches describing and modeling
realistic human movements have been largely investigated by the research com-
munity in many areas such as motion analysis, recognition and synthesis, and
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contributed to a wide range of applications using virtual characters or humanoid
robots.

However, if technologies of interactive embodied conversational agents are now
available to researchers, there are still many open challenges concerning the ani-
mation of virtual characters endowed with expressive behavior. As pointed out by
Thiebaux et al., virtual humans must be believable, interpretable, and responsive
[1]. A believable character can be defined as “one that provides the illusion of life”
[2]. This can be characterized by the perceivable behavior, in terms of motion
consistency and quality, as well as the avatar’s appearance. The interpretability, that
we will call here comprehension, concerns both the user’s ability to understand the
message conveyed by the avatar’s gestures, and the expressive information encoded
in the movement. The responsiveness, which involves the property of reactivity, is
related to the ability of the virtual character to respond to events from the envi-
ronment, and in particular it makes possible the interaction with the user. To go
further, researchers aim at designing compelling characters capable of creating a
more intuitive and engaging interaction with a user.

In this paper, beyond the properties of believability, comprehension, and
responsiveness, we also aim at highlighting the main difficulties in characterizing,
modeling and producing expressive behaviors driven by an underlying semantics.
We review the existing formalisms and concepts used to describe expressive ges-
tures, from notations to computational languages, how this specification may
influence the produced movements, and discuss the remaining challenges for ani-
mating expressive virtual characters. We do not pretend to provide an exhaustive
overview of the different technologies used to create credible virtual characters, as
proposed for human-computer dialog [3], but focus more specifically on full-body
movements which draw the user’s attention, and express through body language
some meaningful and emotional intent. The different issues will be addressed for
two categories of movements (i) theatrical gestures which are demanding in the
production of believable and engaging movements, and, (ii) sign language gestures
which involve highly structured movements driven by constrained linguistic rules,
thus pushing the comprehension to a demanding level. Both categories of move-
ments implicitly contain a strong semantics and involve complex cognitive, lin-
guistic and sensorimotor mechanisms, from story telling to the production of
movements whose detailed components may contain significant elements perceiv-
able by humans.

2 Requirements for Producing Expressive Gestures

Understanding the mechanisms involved in the production of meaningful and
expressive gestures implies strong directions for future research. Some essential and
not yet accomplished characteristics that make the production of such gestures
highly complex are exposed below, such as multi-modality, spatial content,
coordination/synchronization rules, and expressiveness. These requirements are
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highlighted and illustrated in the context of the execution of sign language gestures
and theatrical movements.

2.1 Multimodal Components

Gestures are not restricted to conveying meaning solely through body movements;
instead, they require the simultaneous use of body, hands’ movements, facial
mimics, gaze direction, and speech. In sign languages (SL), we generally separate
the manual components which include hand configuration, orientation, and place-
ment or movement, expressed in the signing space (the physical three-dimensional
space in which the signs are performed), from non-manual components consisting
of the posture of the upper torso, head orientation, facial expression, and gaze
direction. For example, eye gaze can be used to recall a particular object in the
signing space; it can also be necessary to the comprehension of a sign, as in the sign
DESSINER(v) corresponding to the action of drawing, and for which the eyes
follow the motion of the fingers as in drawing.

In dance, the eye gaze may be used for balance purpose, or in a magical trick for
distracting the attention of the spectator. In theatrical gestures (TG), a role has been
attributed to each non-manual component according to Delsarte’s movement the-
ory. For instance, the torso is considered as the main channel of emotional content
while arms act as thermometers indicating how expressive a movement can be [4].

In SL, facial mimics may serve as adjectives (e.g., inflated cheeks make an
object large or cumbersome, while squinted eyes make it thin) or indicate whether
the sentence is a question (raised eyebrows) or a negation (frowning). It is therefore
very important to preserve this information during facial animation. Both in TG and
SL, facial mimics convey the emotion and the state of mind of the signer/actor,
which is useful for the comprehension of the various situations, but also for the
credibility and the correctness of the movement as well as the expressiveness intent.

In theater, speech and its paralinguistic characteristics such as pitch, loudness,
tempo, among others, “[…] constitute one of the most ancient objects of the actor’s
art.” [5]. Actors control the flow of information and segment discourse in order to
increase the engagement and comprehension levels of the audience. They also use
speech as a means of strengthening the information about the motivations and
emotions behind the characters they personify [5].

2.2 Spatial Content

TG or SL use by nature spatial mechanisms, in particular for strongly iconic ges-
tures, i.e. gestures that describe the shape of an object or an entity, or mime a
situation in space. Both SL and TG execute movements involving a part or several
parts of the body, for example raising a shoulder or nodding and shaking head.
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In SL, spatiality is intrinsically linked to meaning and is mostly expressed
through hand movement trajectories, or hand shapes (called configurations). Thus,
spatial mechanisms, classically used in LSF (French Sign Language) are depicting
or directional verbs which mimic spatial movements, as well as size-and-shape
configurations which are static spatial descriptions. In TG, similarly to SL, the
orientation of gesture in space, the starting and ending point in space of a move-
ment, all impact the meaning of a gesture [6].

Movement trajectories. In SL, indicating and depicting verbs require the signer
to manipulate targets in the signing space by effecting pointing-like movements
towards these targets. They include such signs as the LSF sign DONNER (v., give),
in which the hand moves from the giver to the receiver. Depending on the intended
subject and object, the initial and final placements of the hand, as well as its
orientation vary greatly within the signing space; these placements may have
syntactic meaning (subject, object, pronoun, etc.). Note that for such categories of
signs, the target can be located on a specific part of the body. Other more accurate
spatial mechanisms involve hand trajectories within signs, which are not only
transitions in space between two key positions, but take the shape of a line, an arc,
or a more complex form such as an ellipse, a spiral, etc. For example the sign
AIMER (v., like) is represented by an upward arc-movement. An interesting inquiry
is whether playing reversible indicating verbs backwards would be convincing to
other signers, and whether altering the hand-shape of a stored depicting verb would
be understood as a change in meaning. Thus, we can reverse the movement of
AIMER to produce the meaning NE-PAS-AIMER (v., dislike, see Fig. 1, right). In
the same way, reversing the sign DONNER (v., give) may result in the LSF sign
PRENDRE (v., take, see Fig. 1, left). These mechanisms can lead to a gestural
language where the trajectory is spatially coded [7].

In TG, it has been suggested that the trajectory a movement describes in space
can have an important expressive content as well as capture the overall tendency of
the motion [4]. Changes in motion trajectory can also be used to emphasize and
accentuate a movement in the eyes of the audience.

Shapes. Moreover, the depicting verbs can be performed with a generic
hand-shape, or with a hand-shape that indicates the object has a cylindrical shape.
Using hand-shapes, we also find signs in which one hand acts as the dominated
hand, while the other is the dominant one. For example, in the case of the LSF sign

Fig. 1 LSF signs LIKE/LIKE-NOT (left), and GIVE/TAKE (right): the hand trajectories are
reversed
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AVION (plane), the flat dominated hand is representing the runway, the other one
the plane taking off. Finally, the signing space may be decomposed into different
relational spaces: the discourse space, in which the entities of the discourse are
represented and located. The topographic space, which expresses the spatial rela-
tionships between the entities, and may use embedded layouts of spatial descrip-
tions. In TG, meanings and emotions are encoded into specific body postures that
may be exaggerated in shape and duration to ensure the understanding of the
interlocutor. The shape taken by the body concerns all contours of the bodies made
in space. Shapes can be of three types: lines, curves, or combination of both
performed in the three main planes (frontal, sagittal, or horizontal). They are sta-
tionary or moving through space and depict information about how a person
interacts with her surroundings [8].

Precision. In SL, comprehension of signs requires accuracy in their formation.
Some hand-shapes differ only by the position of one finger or by whether or not it
contacts another part of the hand or the body. In addition, the degree of openness of
the fingers can be the sole differentiating factor between signs. This calls for notable
accuracy in the motion capture and data animation processes. In TG, precision and
simplicity in an actor’s motion are fundamental for a clear and successful com-
munication with the audience. TG are based on a combination of simplification (to
bring focus to a particular element by eliminating all possible superfluous and
ambiguous movement) and exaggeration (after simplifying a movement, emphasize
its meaning by exaggerating it) principles.

2.3 Coordination/Synchronization Rules

In order to increase the controllability of the movements, it appears essential to be
able to manipulate the movements at a finer grain than the postures themselves.
This requires the precise decomposition of the body along channels that are sig-
nificant to the manipulated motion type, and the definition of coordination/
synchronization rules. Both in SL and TG, altering the spatio-temporal properties of
the movements may deeply modify the meaning of the gestures. We give here-
inafter different temporal aspects and constraints that characterize the execution of
gestures.

For SL, the question of timing and dynamics of gesture is crucial. In fact, three
elements are of interest for these gestures. Firstly, in SL, the kinematics charac-
terizing the transition movements and the stroke conveying a specific meaning
shows specific profiles that should be respected when synthesizing such gestures.
Secondly, spatio-temporal synchronization rules between different parts of the body
is a major component. In particular, phonetic studies have shown structural patterns
with regular temporal invariants [9], such as the hand configuration target which is
systematically reached before the hand movement begins [10], or the motion of the
two hands which are very often synchronized, the dominant hand slightly preceding
the non dominant hand. We may also observe some timing invariants between eye
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gaze and head movements, or eye-gaze and hand configuration. Thirdly, the
dynamics of the gesture (acceleration profile along time) can be used to distinguish
two meanings. An example is the difference between the LSF signs JOUER(v) (to
play), and DÉTENDU (relaxed), which have the same hands configurations, the
same trajectories in space, but different dynamics. Let us finally note that the
dynamics of contacts between the hand and the body (gently touching or striking) is
particularly relevant.

In TG, temporal characteristics as tempo, duration and repetition are highlighted
and can be used as a language of gesture for creating theatrical compositions [8].
Additionally, it is important to spend the correct amount of time on each movement.
Otherwise, the audience will not be able to follow and interpret the inner intentions
and motivations of the character personified by the actor. It is also possible to
indicate a character’s current state of mind by modifying the timing of its actions.

3 Previous Work

Many studies have addressed the problem of describing, categorizing, and for-
malizing computational models for generating movements. We summarize below
some knowledge from experts in theatrical and sign language movements in terms
of gesture descriptions and notations. We then derive the main trends used to
animate expressive and meaningful virtual characters, and discuss the good points
as well the main drawbacks in meeting the previous requirements.

3.1 Gesture Descriptions and Notations

Early work in linguistics has attempted to describe and categorize movements and
gestures. For gestures conveying a specific meaning, called semiotic gestures,
taxonomies have been proposed. They define semantic categories, i.e. semantic
classes that can be discriminated and characterized by verbal labels. Kendon [11] is
the first author to propose a typology of semiotic acts, making the hypothesis of a
continuum between speech utterances and information conveyed by gestures.
McNeill extends this typology with a theory gathering the two forms of expression,
speech and action [12]. In these studies, both modalities are closely related, since
they share a common cognitive representation. Furthermore, Kendon and McNeill
[11, 12] have proposed a temporal structure of gestures, above all for co-verbal
gestures. This structure can be described in terms of phases, phrases, and units. It
has been extended by Kita [13] who introduced the different phases (Preparation,
Stroke, and Retraction) composing each significant unit, and used in the context of
SL generation [14].

In order to memorize and transcribe the gestures and their structural organiza-
tion, movement notations and coding systems have also been developed. These
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systems generally aim at describing in an exhaustive and compact way labeled
elements whose structure relies on a predefined vocabulary depending on the
studied movement and context.

Laban Movement Analysis (LMA). Among these structural descriptions, the
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) theory initially defined for dance choreography
identifies semantic components that describe the structural, geometric and dynamic
properties of human motion [15, 16]. This theory comprises four major compo-
nents: Body, Space, Effort and Shape. Body and Space components describe how
the human body moves, either within the body or in relation with the 3D space
surrounding the body. Shape component describes the shape morphology of the
body during the motion, whereas Effort component focuses on the qualitative
aspects of the movement in terms of dynamics, energy and intent. LMA has been
largely used in computer animation [17–19], motion segmentation [20], gesture
recognition and affect analysis [21, 22].

Eshkol-Wachman notation system. Although initially developed for dance, it
was also intended to notate and analyze any possible movement in space in a rather
mathematical way [23]. The moving body is treated as a system of articulated axes
in which each axis corresponds to a line segment of constant length connecting
either two joints or a joint and a free extremity. The path described by each axis’s
end is parameterized using spherical-like coordinates. The notation system also
describes three types of movements: rotatory, plane and conical and describes the
degree of interdependence between limbs as light or heavy. All limbs are thus
divided into relative classes: every limb is heavy relatively to any limb that it carries
while moving, and light relatively to any limb by which it is being carried. This
system has been used in a wide variety of fields like sports [24], sign language [25],
medicine [26], etc.

Delsarte notation system. It is a notation system based on Delsarte’s (a French
musician and actor) methodical observations of the human body and its interactions
with others. Through his notation system, Delsarte described the relationship
between meaning and motion, and how attitude and personality are conveyed by
body parts and gestures [27]. Motions are classified into three categories according
to the direction of movement: eccentric, motion away from the body center and
having a relation to the exterior world; concentric, motions toward the body center
and having relation to the interior; and normal, balanced motions moderating
between concentric and eccentric motions. The body is divided into body zones,
each zone having nine possible poses i.e., all combinations of the three types of
motion. For each pose and each zone a meaning is attributed. Delsarte identified
three orders of movement: oppositions, parallelisms, and successions as well as
nine laws of motion (attitude, force, motion, sequence, direction, form, velocity,
reaction and extension) that further modify the meaning of each movement.
Delsarte system has been already used for the generation of virtual agents motions
[6, 28].

Sign Language descriptions. The notion of decomposing signs into various
components is not new to the linguistic community. In 1960, William Stokoe
started his system of Tab (location), Dez (handshape), and Sig (movement)
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specifiers that were to describe any sign [29]. Since then, other linguists have
expanded on Stokoe’s decompositional system, keeping the location, hand-shape,
and placement parameters, and introducing wrist orientation, syllabic patterning,
etc. [9, 30]. All systems allow for multiple configurations during the course of a
single sign. In her 1981 work, Sutton presents the SignWriting model, using pic-
tographic symbols placed spatially to represent sign components including their
associated facial expressions. HamNoSys [31], another pictographic notation sys-
tem, is a Stokoe-based phonetic notation system, using a linear presentation of
custom symbols with diacritics. However, this system provides no timing infor-
mation in the form of sign segments, and thus makes an analysis of sign timing
rather difficult. The system proposed by Liddell and Johnson introduces timing
segments that divide signs into sequential parts in addition to the simultaneous parts
that Stokoe had previously identified. Hand configuration, points of contact, facing,
and orientation are described as static articulatory postures; movements allow for
spatial and temporal progression between postures. Following Liddell and
Johnson’s phonetic patterns, and the grammatical decomposition proposed by
Johnston and de Beuzeville [32], Duarte et al. have developed their own annotation
scheme which is used for the synthesis of signing utterances in French sign lan-
guage [33].

3.2 Animation of Virtual Characters

The modeling of human-like behavior leads to an intelligent virtual agent generally
considered as deliberative, since it has the capability of decision, and reactive in the
sense it can react to events. This requires the integration of both cognitive and
reactive aspects, based on the will and intention of the agent, as well as on
perceptuo-motor processes occurring during the motor performances. Different
trends in the research on cognitive architectures have recently emerged, high-
lighting the role of memory and learning in the design of intelligent systems that
have similar capabilities to those of humans. Two surveys review various para-
digms of cognition [34], and various architectures among symbolic, emergent, and
hybrid models [35]. However, there are very few cognitive architectures that are
implemented and applied to the animation of virtual characters. Among these
systems, the concept of Action/Perception/Decision has given rise to a program-
ming environment for behavioral animation [36].

Many levels have been defined for behavior planning and control, and for
specification languages dedicated to expressive virtual characters [3]. Two major
classes of approaches can be distinguished: (i) those that specify explicit “intelli-
gent” behaviors dedicated to embodied conversational agents, and (ii) those offering
data-driven animation techniques. Some hybrid frameworks combine these two
approaches to respond to the requirements stated above.

Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA). Creating ECAs requires designing
high-level behavior (planning, handle communicative acts, etc.), and producing
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coordinated and synchronized movements of multiple parts of the body, possibly
associated with speech production: upper and lower body, head/neck, hands, facial
expression, eye movements, speech. Regarding high-level gesture specification,
historical and current methods range from formalized scripts to dedicated gestural
languages. The Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit (BEAT), as one of the first
systems to describe the desired behaviors of virtual agents, uses textual input to
combine gesture features for generation and synchronization with speech [37].
XML-based description languages have been developed to describe various
multi-modal behaviors, some of which are dedicated to complex gesture specifi-
cation [38], describe style variations in gesture and speech [39], or introduce a set of
parameters to categorize expressive gestures [40]. More recently, some computa-
tional models consider the coordination and adaptation of the virtual agent with a
human or with the environment in interacting situations. The models in such cases
focus on rule-based approaches derived from social communicative theories [41].

To facilitate the creation of interactive agents, recent work has proposed the
SAIBA architecture, in which three main stages are identified, namely the intent
planner, the behavior planner, and the surface realizer [42, 43]. This software
architecture is the basis for implementing various embodied characters with unified
and abstract interfaces. The functional markup language (FML) is used to encode
the communicative intent, whereas the behavior markup language (BML) specifies
the verbal utterance and the nonverbal behaviors such as gesture or facial expres-
sion (e.g., pointing gesture, shaking hands, nodding head, etc.).

Passing from the specification of gestures to their generation has given rise to a
few research work. Largely, this work aims at translating a gestural description,
expressed in any of the above-mentioned formalisms, into a sequence of gestural
commands that can be directly interpreted by a real-time animation engine. Most of
the animation models rely on pure synthesis methods, for example by using inverse
kinematics techniques (e.g., [44, 45]).

More recently, novel languages and architectures, based on the SAIBA-BML
behavior language have been proposed. The SmartBody [1] is an open source
modular framework which hierarchically interconnects controllers to achieve con-
tinuous motion. It employs various animation algorithms such as key-frame inter-
polation, motion capture or procedural animation. The real-time system EMBR
introduces a new animation layer of control between the behavioral level and the
procedural animation level, thus providing the animator with a more flexible and
accurate interface for synthesizing nonverbal behaviors [46]. This system also
incorporates into the language expressive parameters (spatial extent, temporal
extent, fluidity, and power) [40]. Most of the proposed languages describe the
behaviors in an explicit way, thus preventing the system’s ability to respond
reactively to external events, or to anticipate the movement of some body parts in
complex tasks. Without offering an animation specification language, the PIAVCA
architecture [47] proposes a functional abstraction of character behavior. It provides
a range of motion editing filters that can be combined to achieve animations
reactive to events.
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The approaches using high-level specification languages coupled with interpo-
lation or procedural animation methods allow for building complex behaviors,
essentially by combining different controllers associated to different modalities.
Moreover, based on psycho-linguistic rules or manual annotations, the generated
movements are consistent and precise. Finally, some scripting language may take
into account expressiveness in terms of semantic labels or expressive parameters.

However, building by hand complex animations by specifying key postures or
targets and synchronizing the different body parts in space and time has revealed to
be a tedious task. Another drawback of such methods is the lack of believability for
generating motion, except for those that use motion capture controllers. In order to
ease and automatize the generation of novel movement sequences, it is necessary to
take into account some movement knowledge in terms of structural spatio-temporal
patterns, human motion rules (such as invariant motion laws), or statistical motion
properties. To summarize, the most significant benefits of the ECA related methods
are the controllability and the precision of the behavior of the virtual character, but
this is achieved at the expense of ease of specification and believability.

Data-driven Synthesis. Alternatively, to achieve animation of highly believable
and life-like characters, data-driven methods have replaced pure synthesis methods.
In this case the movements of a real user are captured with different combinations of
motion capture techniques. Motion graphs allow to generate realistic, controllable
motion through a database of motion capture [48]. The authors automatically
construct a graph that encapsulates connections among different motion chunks in
the database and then search this graph for motions that satisfy user constraints. One
limitation of the approach is that the transition thresholds must be specified by
hand, which may prove to be a very tedious task.

Furthermore, machine learning techniques can be used to capture style in human
movements and generate new motions with variations in style or expressiveness
[49–52]. In these studies authors consider a low-level definition of style, in terms of
variability observed among several realizations of the same gesture. If some rele-
vant studies rely on qualitative or quantitative annotations of motion clips (e.g., [53,
54]), or propose relevant methods to create a repertoire of expressive behaviors
(e.g., [55]), very few approaches deal with both motion-captured data and their
implicit semantic and expressive content. Within their framework, Stone et al.
synchronize meaningfully gesture and speech by specifying the organization of
characters’ utterances and generating automatically the animation of the conver-
sational character [56]. The authors rely on an annotation process that indicates the
perceptually prominent moments of emphasis in speech and gesture. To animate
gesturing characters, Jörg et al. develop a motion retrieval method to automatically
add plausible finger motions to body motions, extracting the finger motions from a
database, according to the similarity of the arm movements and the smoothness of
finger motions [57]. To create natural-looking motions of characters that follow
users scenarios, Safonova et al. provide a sketched-based method associated to a
motion graph representation to approximatively specify the path of the character
and adapt the existing motions through interpolation [58].
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These approaches give satisfactory results in terms of believability, since they
use postures or motion chunks selected in a pre-defined database. It still remains
difficult to parameterize motion and to produce controllable and flexible behaviors.
In addition, the reuse of motion data does not give the ability to generate novel
movements far from existing ones. Another drawback is the lack of responsiveness
of such fully data-driven approach.

4 Remaining Challenges to Animate Expressive Virtual
Character

In this section only data-driven methods are considered, as they particularly meet
the necessary requirement of believability of the produced animated sequences.
Though these methods significantly improve the believability of the animations,
there are nonetheless several remaining challenges to the reuse of motion data. The
main one is the transformation and recombination of motion capture data elements
in the production of behaviors that preserve the movement’s sense and the emo-
tional intent. We discuss hereafter these challenges following the requirements
evoked in Sect. 2.

4.1 Constructing Resources with Meaning
and Expressiveness

Data acquisition. Signs and theatrical gestures are by nature expressive and dex-
terous gestures, which simultaneously involve several modalities (arms, hands,
body, gaze and facial expressions). Capturing accurately and synchronously all
these channels with an appropriate frequency (>100 MHz) actually pushes motion
capture equipment to their limits. Novel technologies such as surface capture [59],
that captures simultaneously geometry and animation, are very attractive, but yet
the resolution is not sufficient to capture the body and the face with an adequate
precision, and only few methods exist to manipulate this complex data in order to
produce new animations.

Nature of the gesture corpus. For the purpose of corpus design, several
questions have to be addressed. The first one concerns the corpus definition and the
compromise that exists between breadth and depth in its design. If the objective of
the synthesis system is to have a lexicon that covers a broad area, including several
thematic domains, then a corpus with a breadth approach would be suitable. If,
instead, the goal is to have a limited vocabulary and reuse it in different sentences,
then the depth approach would be best. In this case, many tokens of the same signs
or actions will be preferred in the predefined vocabulary, with variations depending
on the scenario context. The second question concerns the nature of the variations
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that should be included in the corpus for further editing and synthesis. Several
levels of signs variability can be considered: we may think about incorporating
multiple tokens of the same action/sign in different contexts, in order to be able to
construct new sentences that take into account the spatial variations as well the
co-articulation aspects. For example, a magician in theatrical gestures might want to
perform his trick in different locations in space, or describe objects of different
shapes and sizes. The problem is similar in SL, but with finer motion elements
(manipulating short hand movements or hand configurations). The signing context
can also be taken into account by capturing the same sign in varying its prede-
cessors and successors (e.g. influence of hand shape and placement). The inclusion
of such sequencing in the corpus allows for the study of co-articulation. Therefore,
if the actions/signs involving such inflection processes are contained into the cor-
pus, then the editing operations will be less complex. For example, including many
depicting verbs with spatial variation will facilitate the construction of novel
utterances with verb declination, without recording new signs. Another source of
variation is the style of the actor/signer, or the deliberate emotional state contained
in the scenarios, which lead to kinematic variations. A closely linked question
concerns the acted or spontaneous nature of the produced scenarios.

4.2 High Level Language for Multichannel Editing

The choice of the computing language allowing the description of behaviors that
can be interpreted by the animation controllers is still very challenging to the
computer animation community, above all for communicative and expressive
behaviors involving high level semantic rules. Most of the time, these behaviors
concern the combination and scheduling of elementary behaviors attached to
dedicated controllers such as keyframe interpolation, motion capture, or procedural
animation. This approach does not consider the coordination of finer-grain motion
which is necessary when dealing with communicative gestures. Using a predefined
dual database, one containing the raw motion and the other annotated data, it
becomes possible to build novel phrases, by selectively composing and blending
pre-existing elements along temporal segments and spatial channels [60]. In this
scope, it is necessary to consider all the unsolved spatial and temporal issues raised
by the editing process.

Inflecting spatial variations. When dealing with motion capture data, it is very
difficult to generate new movements that are not contained in the database.
However, a main challenge would be to define generic and parameterized con-
trollers that enable the generation of similar motions varying in space, for example
if we want to modify the location of a gesture (up-right or down-left), or the size of
an object (showing a small or big box).

Spatial coherency. Another challenge would be to combine different spatial
channels with different meanings simultaneously. This coordination differs from the
classical blending approaches which mix whole skeleton motions to produce new
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ones [53]. An example is given in Fig. 2 which illustrates the construction of the
sentence: “I don’t like orange juice” in LSF. Different channels are combined, by
keeping the torso/lower body/left arm of one sequence, and substituting the head,
facial expression and right arm movements of another sequence. In such a com-
position process, the spatial constraints should be preserved, in particular the sign
should be executed near the corresponding body part, whatever the torso or the head
orientation is. This clearly reveals that the combination process should be driven at
a more abstract level, expressed by rules or constraints incorporated into the
controllers.

Inflecting temporal variations. It is likely that the different motion elements
have not the same duration. The subsequent problem is twofold: (i) a common
timeline has to be found, eventually as the result of a combinatorial optimization, or
driven by linguistic rules. Up to our knowledge though, no existing gestural language
describes such temporal rules or models the synchronization of the different channels
(ii) once a correct time plan has been devised, the temporal length of the motion
chunks has to be adapted, while preserving the dynamics of the motions. To this end,
time warping techniques can be used [61]. However, inter channels synchronizations
may exist (for example between the hand and the arm motions [62]). Thus syn-
chronization schema can be extracted from analysis, but the proper way to introduce
this empirical knowledge in the synthesis process has not been explored yet.

4.3 Dealing with Expressiveness

Virtual characters portray their emotions through movement [63], thus as stated by
Byshko [64], the perception of a virtual character has everything to do with how it
moves. Unfortunately, in spite of the numerous psychological studies and computer
animation and machine learning applications trying to decode and exploit the most
salient features to human expressiveness, there is still no common understanding
about how affect, style and intent are conveyed through human movement. We
know for example that in SL, the spatio-temporal variability of signs can be used to
inflect the nature of a sentence and enhance the global expressiveness and style of
the virtual signer. However, small spatial or temporal variations may deeply alter
the meaning of a sentence.

Fig. 2 Combination of three signs: moi/je-n’aime-pas/le-jus-d’orange (I don’t like orange juice)
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No field has studied character movement more intently than the performing arts,
since their prime goal is to create visually affective and believable characters
capable of communicating meaning and emotion to an audience. Therefore, the
theatrical body movements can be of interest and employed as a source of inspi-
ration in the understanding of expressive human movement it-self, and in turn
exploited in the synthesis of avatars’ expressive movements. The reasons behind
this idea are threefold:

(i) In the creation of a theater act it is required to develop a deep understanding of
“the language of gesture” [65], since it is through movement/gesture that an
actor transforms feelings, emotions, intentions, and passions into performance
and meaning. By analyzing and understanding the conventions, ideas and
techniques employed by theater actors while creating and embodying a
character, we may be able to apply similar principles while designing virtual
characters with rich emotional expressions.

(ii) While in stage, every movement is deliberately chosen and executed to
induce/involve the audience with emotion [4], and thus make every character
in scene to be perceived as believable. By using TG as the knowledge base of
a motion synthesis system, it is likely that any virtual character will also be
perceived as believable and hence the user will be part of a very engaging and
meaningful interactive experience.

(iii) In physical theater, the body and its movement are both the center of attention
and the center of the theater making process [66]. As spectators, we invest
every performer’s action and gesture with significance, meaning and
emotional/affective content. By studying and analyzing theatrical gestures, we
think it is possible to gain an additional insight on how meaning and emotions
are conveyed through movement.

5 Conclusion

We have examined in this article the different challenges posed by the animation of
advanced expressive virtual characters, according to different aspects that are
essential to enhance the believability, comprehension, and responsiveness proper-
ties. While data-driven animation techniques clearly show the best believable
results, a lot of improvements are still mandatory to fulfill the requirements of
theatrical gestures and sign languages production which both require highly
nuanced variations, while keeping a strong semantic. Among others, motion capture
and corpus building are difficult issues which require significant studio time with
experts, and are very costly in post processing. The design of a new computer
specification language, including some reactivity in the specification of gestures,
and controllers that respect the adaptive motor program constraints should enable
the synthesis of responsive gestures. Incorporating both procedural and data driven
models with machine learning capabilities is still very challenging, since it allows to
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combine the generation of realistic movements while giving the possibility to
manipulate parameterized behaviors, thus leading to a better control of the syn-
thesis. Finally, the usability and acceptability of virtual characters to the expert
communities should also be evaluated thoroughly, notably through the help of
professional actors and native signers. Though those issues have recently attracted
the attention of several research groups, a lot remain to be done before compre-
hensive, believable and reactive avatars can be truly effective in our everyday life
virtual environments.
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Task Modelling for Reconstruction
and Analysis of Folk Dances

Katsushi Ikeuchi, Yoshihiro Sato, Shin’ichro Nakaoka,
Shunsuke Kudoh, Takahiro Okamoto and Hauchin Hu

Abstract Intangible cultural assets such as folk dances and native languages have
been disappearing day-by-day. It is important to develop new methods to preserve
such assets. Toward this goal, this paper focuses on how to preserve folk dances as
performances by humanoid robots. This new method provides not only preservation
of such folk dances, but also understanding of dance structures. We demonstrate
this preservation method on a humanoid by using Japanese and Taiwanese folk
dances. We also explain how such demonstrations provide new insights to folk
dance, which leads to interdisciplinary studies of Taiwanese folk dances.

1 Introduction

Cultural assets have been disappearing day-by-day. Tangible assets, such as tem-
ples and statues, have been destroyed due to natural disasters such as Tsunami and
earthquake or man-made disasters such as the Taliban’s destruction of the Bamiyan
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Buddhas or ISIS’s destruction of various Syrian holy sites. Intangible assets, such
as language and folk dances, have the same stories due to cultural mixtures and
modernizations. It is important and urgent to develop methods to preserve cultural
assets in digital forms.

We have been conducting a project, which we refer to as e-Heritage, to preserve
such heritage in digital forms. As for tangible assets, we have developed a pipeline
to model various temples and sculptures for displaying them through cloud com-
puters. Examples include Nara big Buddha in Japan and Bayon temple in Cambodia
as well as painted tumuli in northern Kyushu Island in Japan [1, 2]. We have also
proposed to use such e-Heritage data for archaeological research, which we refer to
as Cyber archaeology.

This paper turns the attention to preservation of intangible assets. In particular,
we propose to preserve folk dances in the form of performance by humanoid robots.
Just for preservation purpose, it may appear to be enough to record those folk
dances in videotaping. We argue that such videotaping only provides appearances
of folk dances and does not provide the insight into dances, such as which part is
important to perform the dances. This understanding is the essence required to
inherit the dance. It is also true that such demonstration effort generates symbolic
representations of folk dances, which lead in humanity analysis of folk dances.

In the robotics field, many researchers have developed methods to adapt human
motion to a humanoid robot. Riley et al. [3] produced a dancing motion of a
humanoid robot by converting human motion data obtained by a motion capture
into joint trajectories of the robot. For the same purpose, Pollard et al. [4] proposed
a method for constraining given joint trajectories within mechanical limitations of
the joints. For biped humanoid robots, Tamiya et al. [5] proposed a method that
enables a robot to follow given motion trajectories while keeping body balance.
Kagami et al. [6] extended the method so that it allows the changes of supporting
legs. Yamane and Nakamura [7] proposed a dynamics filter, which converts a
physically inconsistent motion into a consistent one for a given body. These works
are mainly concern with how to create a new trajectory of a joint within a given
physical constraint; there is no attempt to describe global dance structures.

With regard to dance performance, Kuroki et al. [8] enabled an actual biped
humanoid to stably perform dance motions that include dynamic-style steps.
Nakaoka et al. [9] also developed a similar dancing robot based on the software
Choreonoid. These robots are manually coded and no analysis exists. Kawato’s
group proposes a humanoid robot to learn Okinawa-teodori based on neural net-
work approach [10]. The result is interesting, however due to the bottom-up nature
of the learning mechanism, it is difficult to conduct the analysis of dance structure
for further preservation purpose. Kosuge et al. [11] proposes a dance-partner robot
for western dance. The robot performs excellent dance based on the partner’s
motion. Okuno’s [12] group developed a humanoid robot to step along with the
music beat. The motion is limited on stepping actions.

In contrast to these earlier attempts, we focus on describing dances in symbolic
representations, i.e. tasks and skills, under the learning-from-observation
(LOF) paradigm [13–16]. Tasks and skills are defined to describe what-to-do and
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how-to-do, respectively. By using tasks and skills, we can separate dance perfor-
mances into essential and common-to-all-the-performers components, i.e. tasks, and
modifiable and personally depending components, i.e. skills. For mapping those
tasks and skills to one humanoid platform, the LOF mimics tasks in the exact
manner, while it generates modified skills under physical constraints given by the
humanoid platform. It is also true that we can utilize such obtained tasks-and-skills
on different humanoid platforms relatively easily. Further, by analyzing those tasks
we can obtain the global dance structures and deep understanding of the dance.

Section 2 explains our basic LOF paradigm.Wewill introduce the concept of tasks
and skills. A task represents what-to-do and a skill represents how-to-do the task.
Section 3 describes how to apply the LOF to making a humanoid robot dance one of
the Japanese folk dances, Aizubanda-san dance. We define “key poses” as important
postures among dance sequences. A task and a skill can be understood as a transition
among two adjacent key poses and its trajectory, respectively. Section 4 describes a
method of how to vary robot speed along the variation of music speed. One of the
important components in performing dance is its dynamism and its ability to change
along with the speed variation of the music. This section explores the method to vary
robot’s performing speed under the physical constraints such as the motor capacity.
Section 5 considers Taiwanese folk dances. Although Taiwanese indigenous people
maintain important positions in pacific indigenous culture, their intangible heritage
has been disappearing due to a lack of a writing system. This section provides the
symbolic representation of their folk dance for preservation purpose. This section also
provides interdisciplinary studies of tribes of indigenous people based on the folk
dance representation obtained. Section 6 concludes this chapter.

2 Learning from Observation Paradigm

This section overviews the concept of the learning-from-observation paradigm,
which observes human performance, recognizes those motions based on task and
skill models, and maps those tasks and skills onto humanoid-robot motions [13].
First we will describe the main concepts, tasks and skills, and then describe how to
use these two concepts for mapping.

2.1 Task, Task Model and Task Recognition

We can define a set of states at each domain of human activities. Let’s consider
assembly operations of polyhedra. An assembly operation is characterized such as
one to create a transition of contact states among two polyhedra. One key question is
how to define contact states among two polyhedra. According to Kuhn-Tucker the-
ory, we can classify all possible contact states among two polyhedrons into ten classes
(see Fig. 1) [13]. Any contact state can fall into one of the ten possible classes.
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We have found that we can define similar state transitions in such action
domains as mechanical parts assembly, knot tying [14], and daily human actions
[15], as well as human dancing [16]. Here we will explain human dancing domain
in details in the later part of this chapter.

A task is defined as an operation to create a state transition from one state to another
state. Let’s use the same polyhedral world as an example. Howmany classes of tasks,
which we refer to as taskmodels, exist in the polyhedral world. For naïve observation,
since we have ten starting states and ten ending states, we would have one hundred
state transitions and one hundred task models are necessary. But a careful analysis
reveals only thirteen transitions are possible and we only need to prepare thirteen task
models. Each task model provides a template of what-to-do, which defines the
operation to generate a state transition from one state to another state.

Fig. 1 Kuhn-Tucker’s ten contact states. Each state is defined as characteristics of the solution
area of simultaneous inequalities, representing movable directions of one polyhedron, the target
polyhedron, under the constraint given by the other polyhedron, the constraining polyhedron. For
example, in “3d-s” state, the target polyhedron can move all the directions, because the polyhedron
is floating in the air and has no constraint from the constraining polyhedron. In “3d-a” state, the
target polyhedron sits on the constraining polyhedron. The target polyhedron can only move
upward directions, indicated as a white northern hemisphere indicating movable directions
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Figure 2 shows the thirteen task models, defined in the polyhedral world. In the
figure, each arc represents one state transition. For example, the left top arc rep-
resents the transition from the “3d-s” state to “3d-a” state, which is associated with
the task model, “move-to-contact.”

Task recognition is also used to recognize human actions. From observing
continuous human actions, at each moment, a system examines the current state.
When a system detects a new state to occur, it analyzes what kind of state transition
happens, and retrieves the corresponding arc to retrieve the task model. Namely, the
system can infer the necessary action to cause such state transition based on the task
model. Simultaneously, the system can segment a continuous motion into an
interval corresponding to one task.

2.2 Skill, Skill Model and Skill Recognition

A skill is defined to describe how-to-do the task. One task model only describes
what-to-do the task, such as “move-to-contact”, and does not describe the details
such as where-to-grasp for the move or what-trajectory-to-follow during the move.
A skill defines “how-to-do” the task. Each skill is different from each other,

Fig. 2 Thirteen task models
in the polyhedral world. Each
arc represents a state
transition. This diagram
contains thirteen arcs. To each
arc, one task model is defined,
which generates
corresponding state transition.
For example,
“move-to-contact” task is
assigned to the arc connecting
the state transition from
“3d-s” state to “3d-a” state
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depending on that particular task to be done; we have to define a different set of
skill parameters, and collectively name them as a skill for the task.

Figure 3 shows an example of a skill model, a set of skill parameters, corre-
sponding to “3d-s-to-3d-a” task model. Here, various detailed configurations of the
gripper are defined. The trajectory is also defined as approach directions.

Skill recognition occurs after task recognition finishes. We can pre-determine
where to look to obtain such skill parameters. This information is embodies as a
demon in each slot of skill parameters. Each demon recovers corresponding
parameters from the interval corresponding to the task.

The definition of a skill defined above is one particular example of how-to-do,
observed at that particular instance. The how-to-do performance of a dance may
vary along trials even by the same performer depending on his/her internal status,
such as exciting conditions or exhausted conditions as well as external status such
as music tempo. This how-to-do also varies depending on dancers. But, for the time
being, for the sake of clarity, we only handle one particular set of skill parameters
given by one performer at one particular occasion.

2.3 Task and Skill Mapping

Each robot has different dimensions and physical constraints. We prepare a skill
execution module, which records a prototypical trajectory among other things, for
each task, given a robot platform. When conducting actions, the system modifies
trajectories based on the observed skill parameters, which characterizes the trajectory.
Then, each trajectory is connected by considering dynamic balance and collisions.

3 Task Modelling for Dance Reconstruction

This section introduces our earlier work on dancing Aizubanda-san by a humanoid
robot by Nakaoka et al. [16]. Here we emphasize the role of task and skill models,
given by one performer at one particular occasion. Each part of the human and

object start configuration
object approach configuration
object approach direction
gripper start configuration
gripper approach configuration
gripper approach direction

3d-s 3d-a

Move-to-contact

Skill parameters

Fig. 3 A task and skill model
for “3d-s to 3d-a” task model
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robot body plays a unique role for dancing. The role of the lower body is to stably
support the upper body, while the role of the upper body is to represent various
dance configurations. The role of the middle body, the waist, is to adjust motions
between the upper and the lower body. Thus, we define different class of task and
skill models for each part.

3.1 Task and Skill Models for Lower-Body

3.1.1 Modelling

The main purpose of the lower body is to stably support the whole body. It is also
true that the lower body is hidden by Kimono in Japanese fold dance. For these two
reasons, we limit the freedom of the lower body, and only allow three states: left
foot standing, right foot standing, and both feet standing. Theoretically, three state
transitions, and thus, three task models are possible. However, due to the hardware
limitation of our humanoid robot, we consider only two state transitions and, as the
results, two task models, as shown in Fig. 4. We do not allow the direct transit task
between left and right standing states.

We prepare task recognition system for dance motion based on two task models.
From the continuous motion, at each moment, the system monitors the distance
between the foot and floor and decides the current state among the three states.
When it detects a new state, it segments the interval and recognizes which state
transition occurs; the system recognizes occurrence of a task, which is defined as a
state transition. In particular, in Japanese folk dance, the beginning of one task of
the lower body is always one both-feet-standing state. Then, either left or right foot
standing state occurs. Finally, the both-feet-standing state occurs at the end. The
interval between the two both-feet-standing states corresponding one task. Here, the
interval corresponding to the task includes the starting both-feet-standing, but does
not includes the ending both-feet-standing.

A skill, a set of skill parameters, defined to each task, is obtained from a task
interval. The system cuts out an observation sequence into intervals corresponding
to tasks. From analyzing one interval, corresponding to one task, the system obtains

Left stepRight step Standing

Fig. 4 Three states and two task models for the lower body
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appropriate skill parameters to the task. In particular, for stability of robot bodies,
we prepare a prototypical trajectory of the foot for each task. This trajectory is
characterized using two skill parameters, highest point of a trajectory and the width
of a foot standing. Another skill parameter is the duration of a task. Those skill
parameters are obtained from the task interval.

3.1.2 Mapping

First, a sequence of tasks is generated from the observation. Then, at each task,
from the observed parameters, the prototypical trajectory is modified based on the
observed skill parameters. Once the foot trajectory is obtained, we can determine
the motion of the lower body of a humanoid robot by solving the inverse kinematics
of lower body of a humanoid robot. Here, we considers a method of self-collisions
by using an iterative modification method. As for dynamic balancing, we rely on
AIST real time balancer for execution. This module also modifies next foot-step
on-line. The details of the modification method can be found in [16].

3.2 Task and Skill Models for Upper-Body

3.2.1 Modelling

In order to get a hint regarding upper body state, we have asked one of the dance
teachers to draw a sketch of the upper body motion. She provided us the drawings
shown in Fig. 5. Apparently, this sketch provides a rough idea of how to perform
this folk dance.

The next question was how to extract those states. Originally, we assumed that
those states correspond to points of brief stops along dance performance. After
extracting brief stops along dance motions, we realized that too many brief stops
were extracted. Among those brief stops, some were important points that corre-
spond to a new state, while others were accidental ones.

Fig. 5 Drawings given by a dance teacher
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We introduce music beats for discriminating those important stops from the
accidental ones. If a brief stop occurs at the beat point, we consider the stop as an
important and intentional one. Otherwise, we consider the stop as an accidental
non-intentional one. The result is shown in Fig. 6. Figures 5 and 6 corresponds to
each other. This result supports our assumption that a brief stop on a music beat is
an important intentional one. We name the posture corresponding to an important
stop as a key pose. We can define upper body tasks as transition between two key
poses. Again, one task is defined as the interval, which starts from one key pose and
ends immediately before the next key pose.

A skill in the upper body motion consists of trajectories of each joints and the
duration of a task. In order to represent an appropriate trajectory, we employ a
hierarchical B-spline curve. See Fig. 7. First, a trajectory is represented as a
B-spline curve at a certain sampling interval. The residue between the original
curve and the B-spline curve is calculated and the residue is represented as finer
B-spline curves at a double-sampling interval. This process is iteratively repeated
and ends up a hierarchical B-spline representation [17].

Fig. 6 Postures automatically extracted

input

Fig. 7 Hierarchical B-spline
curve
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3.2.2 Mapping

Mapping tasks to a humanoid is relatively straightforward. In any case, a pair of
postures corresponding to a task should be exactly mimicked. This is because such
postures characterize the dance.

Skill mapping is more complicated. Due to motor limitation, sometimes it is
impossible to mimic the exact trajectory given by a human performer. We have to
modify the trajectory in order for a robot to be able to perform it. During the
execution of a task, we try to mimic the trajectory as much as possible within the
limitation of motor capacities. If we detect motor capacity exceeds its limit at a
certain point along the trajectory, we remove the highest degree of hierarchical
B-spline component, generate a new trajectory, and check whether the new tra-
jectory is within the motor limitation. If the new trajectory is not within motor
limits, we repeat this process iteratively until all the points along a new trajectory
are within the motor capability.

3.3 Synchronization of Lower and Upper Body Motions

The upper body motion and lower body motion are independently generated. The
synchronization is done at each key pose. In other word, one task of upper body
corresponds to one task of lower body. By using this schema, synchronization is
conducted between lower body and upper body. The next issue is stability.
Originally, the lower body motion was generated so as to be stable. However, by
adding upper body motion, dynamic stability is lost. We will adjust the position of
the wrist so that the resulting ZMP is inside of a foot print. This is handled by AIST
dynamic simulator. Figure 8 shows the result of a dancing sequence generated by
the humanoid robot.

Fig. 8 Humanoid dance
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4 Skill Modelling for Catching up Music Speed

The method described in the previous section provides a dancing humanoid based
on observed speed of the dance. Skills with trajectories of joints, are specific to one
particular performance by one dancer at one occasion. Dance performance, how-
ever, depends on the speed of the music at each different occasion. This is an
interesting and exciting feature of live performance of dance and music; one day,
the music and dance speed are higher than usual; the other day, the music and dance
speed are slower than usual. It is desirable for a robot to modify the performance
speed along with the accompanying music speed. In this section, we will explore
the method to modify trajectories depending on the music speed.

When the music speed is slower than the predetermined music speed, the robot
simply slows down its motions; there is no difficulty in this case. On the other hand,
if the music speed is faster than the original one, there may be a difficult point along
the performance to follow the music due to motor limitations. The robot may have
to omit details in trajectories to catch up with the music speed. This issue also
occurs in a human performer because we, human dancers, also have similar limi-
tations of performance coming from the limitation of muscle power. It is desirable
for a robot to omit details in a similar way as a human dancer does. Thus, this
section observes how a human dancer solves the limitation issue and applies the
same strategy to the robot [18].

4.1 Lower-Body Skills

In order to observe human performance, we ask a couple of dancers to perform the
same dance at different music speeds, and observe which components are main-
tained, and which components vary. In other word, we observe how each skill
varies depending on the music speed. We focus four components: timing of steps,
widths of steps, maximum speed of steps, and trajectories of steps.

Figure 9 shows the timing of variation of step timings. Apparently, steps cor-
responding to key poses have lower variations and steps far from key poses have
high variations. Namely, the key pose steps are conducted at particular timings
independent of music speeds so that key pose steps occur at the predetermined
music beats. Un-related steps are conducted arbitrarily probably because of energy
saving purpose.

Figure 10 shows the widths of steps. The step length is maintained independent
of music speed. This fact can be understood as dances are performed in predeter-
mined areas, say from the left side of a stage to the center of the stage; each step
should have the same length independent of the music speed.

Figure 11 shows the maximum speed of a foot. Again, the maximum speed is
maintained. Namely, a dancer always conducts dances using full energy to show
quick actions. Of course, at the extreme case around two times faster, we can
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observe the break down probably due to the limitation of muscle output. But up to
that point, all the dancers try their best to maintain the maximum speed.

Then, which components are used to remove the details for catching up? In fact,
the trajectory is the component used for this purpose. Figure 12 shows how foot
trajectories vary depending of the music speed. When the music speed increases,
the trajectory becomes compact.

Fig. 9 Step timing

Fig. 10 Widths

Fig. 11 Maximum speed
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From this observation, we can obtain the following generation strategy of lower
body motion:

• The timings of steps around key poses should be maintained.
• We maintain the width and maximum speed of each step.
• Steps far from the key poses can be generated at arbitrary timings.
• The trajectories become compact along with the music speed. For robot

implementation, depending on the music speed, we reduce the highest point in
the trajectories for the lower body motions.

4.2 Upper-Body Skills

The key pose timing of the upper body motion is also maintained in varying music
speed. In the same way as the lower body, the trajectory of the upper body varies
depending on the music speed. The trajectory becomes compact when the music
speed increases.

In order to represent this compactness, we utilize the hierarchical B-spline in the
same way as in the previous section. At each necessary speed, we generate a
trajectory and see whether the trajectory is within the limit of the motor. If some
part exceeds the limit, we gradually remove higher order representations.

We implemented this varying speed of dance performance using Donpan dance,
one of Japanese folk dances in Tohoku area. Unfortunately, we cannot effectively
show the result in a figure. If interested, please take a look at our web site for
demonstrations. In the video, a robot dances the Donpan at 0.8 speed, standard
speed, and 1.2 speed.

Fig. 12 Foot trajectories
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5 Task Models, Labanotation and Taiwanese Dances

The previous section explains how to make a humanoid robot to perform folk
dances based on the task analysis. This section provides a new method to use such
task models for analyzing folk dances [19]. We analyze Taiwanese indigenous folk
dances and make comparisons among them.

Taiwanese indigenous people are considered the origin of Austronesians who
began to spread out among the Pacific islands around BC3000. They were the first
ones to settle down on the Taiwanese island. Currently, 14 tribes are recognized:
Amis, Kavalan, Sakizaya, Puyuma, Paiwan, Rukai, Bunun, Atayal, Seediq, Taroko,
Sisiyat, Tsou, Thao, and Tao. They live in the central, eastern, and southern
mountain areas of Taiwan Island. They have a unique culture from long traditions.
Unfortunately however, due to lack of a writing system, their culture has been lost
day-by-day. This is the motivation for us to choose their folk dance for robotic
preservation.

5.1 Representing Festival Dances Using Labanotation

We collected the videos of all the festival dances performed by them. Each tribe has
a wide variety of dances. We can classify them into three classes: festival dance, life
dance and work dance. The festival dances are performed for praying to ancestors,
and for sunshine or rain. The life dances are performed at weddings and welcoming
or funeral ceremonies. The work dances are performed for the occasions of hunting,
fishing and farming; praying for good harvests. Among these three classes, we
chose to record festival dance. All the tribes have at least one festival dance. Thus,
we can use such festival dance for comparing their culture. It is also true that all the
festival dances are attended by all the villagers and performed as a group dance for
representing the unity of the tribe. We can consider that such festival dance
maintain an important position in their culture.

The next issue is how to convert such dances into symbolic representations. In
our various sections we use dance teachers’ drawings as the starting point of
detecting key poses. We argue that the posture of the key pose is the central
representation of the dance. In Japanese folk dance, we can ask dance teachers to
perform dances in motion capture system; we can create such notation automati-
cally. However, for Taiwanese dance, we only have videos, we have to manually
convert such videos into Labanotations by human detection of these key poses.
Here, all the dancers shake hands; thus, the freedom of the upper body is rather
limited. We have concentrated on the lower body motion.

We have converted all the videos into labanotations. Figure 13 summarize all 4
step dances. Here, CW means that the group dance is performed while rotating in
the clockwise direction, and CCW means the counter-clockwise direction; Fig. 14
shows the labanotation of all 2 step dances.
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Figure 15 shows the classification of those dances. Some groups such as Paiwan
and Rukai, have both 4 step dances and 2 step dances. Other groups such as Thao
and Saisiyat, have only 2 step dances. Bunun and Tao do not have step dances. As
for dancing directions, some groups such as Paiwan and Rukai rotate clockwise,
while other groups such as Kavalan and Sakizaya rotate counter-clockwise. Amis
rotates in both directions.

Tsou
CCW

Rukai
CW

Kavalan 
CCW

Sakizaya 
CCW

Puyma
CCW

Amis 
CW & CCW 

Fig. 13 Labanotation of 4 step dances

Tsou
Standing

Rukai
Cw

Kavalan 
CCW

Sakizaya 
CCW

Puyma
CCW

Amis 
CW & CCW 

Thao
CW & CCW 

Saisiyat 
CCW

Seediq
CCW

Atayal 
CCW

Taroko 
CCW

Fig. 14 Labanotation of 2 step dances
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5.2 Reconstruction Based on Labanotation

Labanotation has been used for recording various performances. In theory, a human
dancer can perform a dance based on its Labanotation. However, it is not true that
such Labanotation contains all the necessary information to reconstruct dance
motions by a robot. In order to verify this point, we try to reconstruct robot motion
based on Labanotation.

Through this effort, we realize that Labanotation records only static states of
each body part, such as the final foot point or the angle of an arm at that state. In our
terminology, this corresponds to a state or a key pose. Labanotation score denotes
transitions of states, thus, Labanotation denotes a chain of tasks, what-to-do
sequence.

As seen in the previous section, a skill for each task is also necessary for
completing the robot motion corresponding to the task. In particular, for a dance,
trajectory for a task is one of the most important components. For a human dancer,
trajectory is inserted without any intention. However, for a robot it is necessary to
insert the trajectory. When we use a robot simulator, Choreonoid, it automatically
inserts such a trajectory. We input those tasks given by the previous section and
skills, in-between trajectories, are automatically generated by Choreonoid simula-
tor. Figure shows the example of Paiwan dance generated by Choreonoid simulator.

In this section, this trajectory is generated automatically based on a prototype.
Since festival dances are played as a group, this standard method works. However,
other type of dance, such as hunting dance need to represent subtle differences of
dance. Along a trajectory, variance of acceleration should be represented to denote
smooth or sudden motions. Laban effort represents such dynamic information.
Further investigation to record such dynamic information using Laban effort, and to
map robot motion is necessary.

Fig. 15 Dance classification
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5.3 Dance Analysis Based on Labanotation

We can make a dendrogram of indigenous tribes based on dance features. In this
chapter we will examine how this dendrogram relates to other dendrograms based
on other features. We will examine DNA analysis, language analysis, and social
institutions.

5.3.1 Comparison with DNA Analysis

There are many DNA analyses. Here, we decide to use mtDNA, mitochondrial
analysis. In this area, Tajima published the Tribe dendrogram based on his mtDNA
analysis as shown in the left side of Fig. 16 [20], while the right side of the figure is
our dendrogram based on dance features. The results do not correspond. Another
mtDNA dendrogram based on Trejaut’s analysis [21] also does not correspond.
From this, we can conclude that dance classification has no similarity with tribe
classification based on Tajima’s and Trejaut’s mtDNA analyses.

5.3.2 Comparison with Language

Lee classifies those spoken language into four dialects: Eastern, Southern, Northern
and central dialect as shown in the left side of the Fig. 17 [22], while the right side
is our dendrogram. From this comparison, we can summarize:

Paiwan

Rukai

Thao

Saisiyat

Atayal

Seediq

Taroko

Bunun

Tao

Amis

Kavalan

Sakizaya

Puyuma

Tsou

4- step dance &
2- step dance

2- step dance
only

None

Amis

Puyuma

Tsou
Tao

Saisiyat

Atayal

Bunun

Paiwan

Rukai

Fig. 16 DNA comparison
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• Eastern and Southern dialect tribes correspond to 4&2 step tribes.
• Central (Tsou) dialect tribe has 4&2 step dances.
• Northern dialect tribes have only 2 step dances.
• Inner structures of the classification are different from each other.

5.3.3 Comparison with Social Institutions

Their societies can be classified with respect to inheritance in social position and
assets. In the aristocratic society, the father’s position such as leader, nobility,
warrior, and civilian, is inherited by the first son. Paiwan and Rukai belong to the
aristocratic society. Other tribes belong to the non-aristocratic society. Namely,
anyone who has an ability becomes the leader of the tribe.

Non-aristocratic society can be further classified based on inheritance of assets. In
the matrilineal society, such as Amis and Kavalan, the eldest daughter inherits her
mother’s assets. On the other hand, in the patrilineal society, such as Tso and Thao,
the eldest son inherits his father’s assets. Usually, men’s positions are higher than
women’s in this society. Based on this Aristocratic/non-aristocratic and
matrilineality/patrilineality, we can obtain the tribe dendrogram as shown in Fig. 18.

We can also compare this with our festival dance dendrogram. From this
comparison, we can summarize that classification of tribes based on festival dances
has a very similar structure with the classification based on social institutions.

As a general summary,

• festival dances have strong relations with social institution
• festival dances also have similar structure with language

Amis

Kavalan

Sakizaya

Puyuma

Paiwan
Rukai

Tsou

Thao

Saisiyat

Atayal

Seediq

Taroko

Bunun

Tao

4- step dance &
2- step dance

2- step dance
only

None

Amis
Kavalan

Puyuma

Paiwan

Rukai

Tsou

Thao

Saisiyat

Atayal

Seediq

Bunun

Northern

Central

Eastern

Southern

Fig. 17 Language comparison
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Since language and social institution of a tribe forms the culture of the tribe, we
may be able to say that folk dance also plays an important role in their culture. We
can also conclude that culture does not come from human DNA. Culture is formed
with social institution, spoken language, and folk dance.

6 Summary

This chapter focuses on the utility of task models for preservation and analysis of
folk dances. The main motivation is to preserve intangible heritage in robot
demonstration through the paradigm of learning-from-observation with task and
skill modeling. First we explore how to define the essential postures in dances,
which we referred to as key poses. Transitions between two adjacent key poses are
defined as tasks. By using those task models, we were able to reconstruct perfor-
mances by humanoid robots. We have also classified Taiwanese tribes based on
task classifications derived from the Labanotations and pointed out that the den-
drogram given by classification of task models has similar structure to the one based
on social institution and spoken language.

The remaining issue is the analysis of skills. In particular, dance skills can be
described by using spatiotemporal components. Spatio components consist of tra-
jectories of each joint in the space, while temporal components consist of speed
along those trajectories. Those skills are also classified into two parts: common
components among dancers and specific components to each dancer. With respect
to the perspective of skill analysis, Nakaoka’s work of Aizu-bandai-san dance,
covered in Sect. 4, models one person’s one performance both in the
spatio-temporal space.

Okamoto’s two works mainly consider spatio components in skill modeling. His
first work, briefly explained in Sect. 5, considers the case that the same dancer
varies his/her performance depending on outer constraints, i.e. music speed [18]. He
extracted strategies how to modify skills, which we can consider a meta-skill
models. His conclusion is that depending of music speed, each dancer varies the

Fig. 18 Dance and social institutions
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spatio-component, and trajectories of joints become compact. The remaining issue
is how to vary such performance depending of his/her internal state, i.e. exciting or
exhausted. It is expected that some temporal component such as accretion along
trajectories vary.

Analysis on inter performer difference in skills is another important direction.
Okamoto’s second work considers how much variations occur depending on
individual performers [23]. He picked up a ring-throwing as an example. Here, the
player has to satisfy the goal that a ring is thrown in a peg. Under this physical
condition, he again observes the variation of spatio components. He extracted a few
important parameters to characterize trajectories, and then represented parameter
distributions as Gaussian distributions. Such inter performance skills should be
explore in future.
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Dynamic Coordination Patterns in Tango
Argentino: A Cross-Fertilization
of Subjective Explication Methods
and Motion Capture

Michael Kimmel and Emanuel Preuschl

Abstract This contribution surveys strategies for analyzing highly coordinated
forms of collaborative dance improvisation, based on tango argentino. Specifically,
we take interest (a) in micro-coordination at the <1 s timescale in dance elements
such as steps or rotations, (b) in meso-scale patterns of 2–8 step “figures”, and (c) in
general enabling macro-patterns maintained throughout, a kind of “grammar” of
tango. Across these timescales, dancers supply individual action-readiness,
dynamic stability, proper form and connectivity, while jointly “managing” struc-
tures of interpersonal coordination such as enabling configurations. Our study
engages qualitative and quantitative methods in a dialogue. Starting with
micro-genetic elicitation interviews, dancers reported ideomotor concepts, percep-
tual triggers, and didactic imagery. Besides general (e.g. postural) habits,
task-specific forms or techniques, and attentional foci, this yields insights into the
interlocking contributions and information flow between tango leaders and fol-
lowers within units as small as half-steps. The subjective data was then “front-
loaded” into a motion-capture study in which six expert couples, fitted with 2 × 21
light-point reflectors, executed various tango techniques. We developed kinematic
indicators for individual and interpersonal coordination (degree of coupling, relative
movement onset and action timing, role specifics); we also measured geometries
underlying various tango tasks and style variations. The combined data suggests a
micro-coordination model where dynamic interdependencies enable precise mutu-
ally adaptive action. The criss-crossing signals, e.g. when the increasing lability of
the leader’s torso triggers the follower’s leg extension at the beginning of a forward
step, suggests task-, phase- and body-part specific contingencies whereby leaders
and followers micro-coordinate actions with respect to one another.
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1 Introduction

In recent times scholars have begun to investigate participatory sense-making [8,
13] in numerous interaction domains.1 Pair dance, especially when improvised,
presents this human ability at its most complex. Joint improvisation demands a
confluence of sensorimotor, interactional, and creative abilities: no small feat. In
systems such as tango argentino perfectly coordinated behavior emerges
“inter-enactively” between bodies [45], cf. [43]. Dancers dynamically adapt to [17]
and actively co-regulate [9] each other in a continuous stream of reciprocal cau-
sation. Coordinative patterns are thus negotiated in real-time.

Strikingly, these patterns turn out highly synchronized, complementary, and
well-formed. As a keystone in the bigger picture of joint improvisation, a theory of
dynamic order is therefore needed. Accordingly, in this paper we wish to illustrate
key parameters underlying well-formed tango interaction. We shall point out dif-
ferent timescales and ecological scales of order (individual/dyadic) and introduce
metrics useful for capturing in sufficient detail complex interaction or, in the future,
perhaps even simulating such skills. Our second aim is to advance general
methodology by illustrating the essential complementariness of 1st and 3rd person
approaches in modeling dynamic order.

As a necessary fundament for quantitative work we need to understand the
tango’s subjective logic: Geometries and trajectories dancers highlight to their
attention reflect crucial determinants of form around which movement organizes.
Equally important are the couple’s coordinative aims and the informational
micro-signals dancers act on. Rote-learned step sequences being absent, dynamic
interdependencies between partners—kinetic and/or conventionally semiotic—or-
ganize interpersonal coordination. The couple’s observable feats arise from cas-
cades of precisely interwoven individual micro-actions, coordinated with one’s
partner via sensorimotor interdependencies. Thus, criss-crossing informational cues
generate dynamic order.

Our subsequent task is to biomechanically model the spatio-temporal and
functional coordination couples achieve (cf. [1]). While interaction studies mostly
measure simple coordinative macro-variables like relative phasing we embrace a
multi-dimensional analysis of individual body-part coordination and interpersonal
coordination as a whole, including how individual micro-coordination figures in the
larger whole.

1Qualitative studies include mother-child interaction [10, 33, 40, 53], collaborative creativity [35,
36], music ensembles [39], flamenco [25], theater improvisation [26], bodywork [22], and psy-
chotherapy [16]. Dynamic systems researchers and scholars of interpersonal synergies have
applied quantitative interpersonal coordination measures (cf. [7, 29, 34]). Examples include rugby,
basketball, and futsal [4, 30, 48], horseback riding [23, 31], jazz [38, 49] and workplace
teams [41].
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1.1 A Sketch of Argentine Tango

Tango argentino has been described as dialog [42] with “kinetic connectivity” [28]
and an “invitation-response” structure. A leader and a follower connected through
an embrace execute almost always non-identical, yet functionally complementary
and synchronized actions. Skills are (partly) role-specific. The leader incorporates
real-time offerings of the music, the partner, and the dance-floor and suggests a joint
movement. The follower responds to this “invitation” in controlled increments,
otherwise remaining neutrally poised and action-ready, while providing the good
posture, balance, and grounding that it takes for dynamic stability. Besides some
leeway for step timing or ornamentation, followers shape only the “how”, but not
the “what” of the tango, the improvised choices which are the leader’s
responsibility.

Tango emphasizes perfectly connected joint action with strong rapport between
partners, while transducing the music into expression and blending with the overall
dance-floor. Its improvisational appeal lies in responding to affordances [15] on the
spur of the moment, i.e. the sum total of melodic, rhythmical, configurational,
kinetic, postural and other perceptual pointers. Every dance thus emerges
step-by-step, without planning ahead more than a second at best (apart from pro-
fessional stage choreographies). Good leaders chain elements at a rate of four or five
per second, including walking, rotations, leg crosses, leg displacements/invasions,
leg wraps or swings, off-axis techniques, and ornamentations. Within several
dances a couple at a milonga—the venue where dancers meet—typically remains on
the dance-floor one sees hundreds of combinations drawing from a vast pool of
possibilities, a “matrix” tango is set on [5] with thousands of states and linkages
between them.

Within any chosen task leaders and followers must micro-coordinate their action
flow relative to the partner’s with precision. Non-delayed responsiveness without
overshooting works by virtue of tight sensorimotor coupling. Through the embrace
partners establish an ultra-sensitive resonance loop with bidirectional information
flow. This loop is immediately responsive thanks to “mutual dynamical entangle-
ment” of bodies [11]. Dancers literally interpenetrate each other through muscu-
loskeletal inter-body chains. An extended control loop accrues, enabling one to feel
beyond the upper-body interface, via the hips, into the partner’s legs [6].

Tango is also noteworthy for formal precision, exhibiting constraints both in
individual and interaction patterns: it is structured improvisation. Self-imposed
restrictions are the condition of safe, fluid, and unambiguously coordinated joint
behavior within a musically and spatially evolving environment. We shall later
explore these fundamental body-grammatical constraints and the movement
repertoires they accommodate. Within this framework, tango faces the learner with
a “multi-skill” ecology: Dancers must master interaction management [19], as well
as sensory acuity, dexterity, and musicality skills. Leaders additionally develop
improvisation-specific skills—knowing how and where to creatively connect basic
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elements, whilst exploiting unexpected opportunities and correcting mishaps
on-the-fly [20]. Trained dancers integrate these skills in real-time [21], achieving a
balance between multiple constraints.

1.2 Micro-genetic Explication Interviews

To reflexivize dancers’ praxeological knowledge we applied micro-genetic meth-
ods: Explication Interviews developed by empirical phenomenologists [32, 46, 47]
were tuned to the specificities of embodied interaction. This method engages tango
teachers and learners in a dialogue about thin slices of interaction (approx. 3–5
secs). Strictly avoiding “why” questions, a micro-timeline is constructed and the
phases increasingly thrown into relief concerning the “how”. The dialogue with the
interviewer—himself a dancer—helps the interviewee arrest attention on and pro-
gressively dissect the micro-structure of experience. We collected 25 teacher and
learner interviews, 7 think-alouds of (semi-)advanced dancers while sparring, and
M. Kimmel kept a micro-analytic diary of his progress as a dancer between his 4th
and 8th year.

The interviews focalize (a) ideomotor imagery underlying various movement
tasks, proper posture, and interpersonal rapport as well as (b) sensory feedback
employed for movement control. Specifically, we investigated didactic imagery
expressed, e.g., in metaphors and gestures. This spotlight on action-enabling images
was expanded into a comprehensive study of perceptual triggers, through which
partners coordinate within and across basic tango elements.

Our narrowest analytic timescale of dynamic order concerned minimal action
concepts [37] for steps, pivots, etc. Although such basic “movemes” span only
500 ms or less, dancers readily address their causal-temporal substructure. This
becomes evident by having dancers describe kinetic, tactile, visual, and
balance-related feedback information received underway that is used for
phase-sensitive execution and fine-tuned timing (micro-affordances, [19]). As soon
as a selected “moveme” begins, dancers pick up feedback indicating that their action
is “on track” or requires dynamic correction [51]. Perceived micro-affordances also
provide for exact micro-timing and action increments matching the partner’s. Since
followers recognize onset triggers for half steps or less, each “moveme” can be
micro-coordinated with the leader with phase-sensitivity. Our analysis traced the
cascading micro-actions whereby the partners reciprocally trigger each other within
the resonance loop. Reconstructing this sort of informational model requires
matching the leaders’ and followers’ triggers on a timeline.

The next-higher timescale concerns transitions between “movemes”, as leaders
select the upcoming element. While novices tend to recall continuations from
familiar or prototypical situations and choose from this pool, seasoned leaders learn
to feel continuation affordances ad hoc. They recognize “doables” (in the sense of
open degrees of freedom) from the dancefloor situation even when it is new by
using its proprioceptive, pressure, balance, and visual signatures. The geometry of
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the two chests and hips, diagonal or opposite weighted legs, step position, and the
torso’s twist conjointly specify options. Seasoned dancers thus master an abstract
functional logic of tango [52].

At the timescale of multi-step combinations, we took interest in routines of
elements that leaders mentally store as mini-scripts. Frequently, improvisers may
utilize these as basic material, e.g. to insert leg wraps, ornamentations, or to truncate
and reconnect two scripts. Dancers may also use scripts as learning heuristics to
define basic positions and nodes, while progressively modularizing and reshuffling
their repertoire [20].

At the highest timescale, we investigated permanent enabling conditions
established on entering the dancefloor, which are then actively main-
tained throughout. The idea is that certain general degrees of freedom must be
limited [3] for enabling situated abilities. First, individual dancers internalize pat-
terns like being “in axis” that are conducive to good form (uprightness),
action-readiness (metastable balance), receptiveness to incoming information and
intra-body information flow (inner connection), and muscle efficiency (core acti-
vation). Secondly, both partners actively limit degrees of freedom within the
ensemble and seek enabling geometries that facilitate interaction management.

1.3 Motion-Capture

Six tango teacher couples, five leading males and six female followers, were invited
to participate in a motion-capture study at the Dept. of Sport Sciences of Vienna
University. We employed an eight-camera high-speed infrared VICON motion
capturing system at 100 frames per second. A set of 21 reflective markers was
placed on each dancer, as shown in the stick figure and the corresponding
anatomical landmarks in Fig. 1. These markers comprise a tango-specific body
model that tracks functional features (parts and relations) that teachers judged to
“make a difference”, but excluding invariants such as head orientation or precise
hand positions. To avoid the inevitable occlusions of ventral markers in a close
embrace we used lateral and dorsal markers only.

In addition to the 42 point “cloud”, including segments and planes between
points, virtual markers were calculated from selected point arrays: each dancer’s
pelvis center, approximating the center of gravity (COG) in upright stance, the
communication center in the chest (small spheres in the stick figure in Fig. 1), as
well as vectors emerging orthogonally from both. Further along, we created sum-
mary equations to express interesting dyadic relations like the couple’s geometric
center or the phase relationship of both dancers’ momentary walking directions.
Raw data was processed in the application software Vicon NEXUS, aided by the
modeling software BodyBuilder and its coding language BodyLanguage for
biomechanical 3-D models.
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Two sub-studies were conducted:

• Study 1: Linear walking in both directions: The couple walked 4–5 steps six
consecutive times for the forward walk and six times for the backward walk.
Additionally, a force plate was used to measure the first step’s initiation (done
once with each partner on the force plate). This study addressed step phases, gait
initiation, the two dancers’ synchronization over the step cycle, and differences
of style.

• Study 2: (Semi-)free improvisation: The couples were asked to improvise
within eight relatively closely circumscribed tango “themes” for about a minute
each, although some offered a certain freedom: 1. walking a square, 2. leg
crosses, 3. circling the partner, 4. mutual circling around a joint center, 5. leg
flourishes, 6. invasions into the partners steps, 7. off-axis forward leaning, 8.
off-axis backward leaning (cuadrado, cruzado, two types of giro, boleo, sacada,
volcada, colgada). We sampled 40–70 elementary motion units for each theme.

1.4 Making Connections

Nearly all biomechanic studies infuse their inquiry with expertise, yet seldom go
about this methodically. Here, micro-genetic Explication Interviews afforded full
phenomenological systematicity. We then “frontloaded” [14] this subjective data
into the biomechanics study. In due course, biomechanic formalization suggested
yet deeper subjective inquiry. A genuine dialogue emerged—not least between us,
researchers from different backgrounds—with recursive mutual counterchecks and
each discipline taking the lead at different times. Kinematic data was systematically
arranged to further focalize subjective inquiries; expert phenomenology in return
inspired a next round of biomechanic analyses.

Fig. 1 Lab snapshot, tango body model and marker positions
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Concerning the challenge of finding counterpart connections in two data pools,
some are evident, while others require translation of sorts. In the case of floor
trajectories, for instance, teachers mention the same rectangle, triangles and circles
actually seen (see Sect. 3.1). On the other hand, dancers may rely on, say, pressure
related percepts that we cannot directly find in kinematic data, e.g. for determining
the mid-step position based on equal pressure on both balls of the feet. In such cases
the match had to be inferred from physical and tango-technical principles.

Overall, our endeavor sits well with a surge of multi-method designs combining
fine-grained 1st person investigations with neuro-scans and other 3rd person
methods (see [12] for an overview).

2 The Dance’s Enabling Order

To understand joint improvisation, we must explain how permanent configurative
actions enable more task-situated features of the dance system. Successful collab-
orative improvisation requires, as its enabling condition, general well-formedness,
sometimes termed “grammar” by linguistic analogy [2]. I.e., when entering the
dance-floor, dancers create and thereupon actively maintain basic structures by
monitoring and keeping in their proper range grammar-relevant feedback
signatures.

All sophisticated interaction systems require simultaneous levels of parametric
organization, any of which missing jeopardizes the overall outcome. Therefore,
dancers must reduce degrees of freedom on multiple levels—one angle that explains
why tango takes a decade or more to master. In this section we focus on two levels
that are most permanent and thus active as a general backdrop: how agents con-
tinuously—across tasks—ensure proper individual habits (“body grammar”) as well
as dyadic habits (“interaction grammar”). Both supply an enabling framework for
whatever else happens as strings of tango “vocabulary” unfold.2

2.1 Individual Habits

At one level of parametric order, individual dancers contribute under the motto “if I
take care of myself, we both benefit”: Only with perfect balance, a well-aligned
posture, and with active internal muscle chains is a dancer poised for the unex-
pected. Interestingly, individual precepts are indirectly benefical to establishing a
dyadic resonance loop. Core-body tension and the right muscle chains pass on an

2Dynamic systems theorists might speak of order parameters that remain stable over time (as
opposed to the more specific patterning of transient “movemes”). Order parameters designate
collective variables that best represent the macroscopic patterns arising from non-linear interac-
tions and synergies of lower-level components.
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impulse received at the top to the feet without delay. When two people individually
do this, a continuous inter-body chain connects A’s legs via her torso to B’s torso
and down to his legs again. A precise axis also benefits the immediate registering of
step onset for the partner, a sharp difference between action and inaction.
A well-configured body thus furnishes information channels for the couple to use,
without itself being a function of the dyad.

As chief permanent individual parameter, dancers must stay in axis: They remain
upright and well aligned at all times, thereby creating micro-muscular support in the
torso, lengthening the body for easy weight transfer in steps, and collecting its mass
around an idealized line. This allows effortless pivoting with almost zero resistance,
because all weight collects above a point on the forefoot. Teachers use didactic
metaphors such as “imagine being suspended from a string”, “move the head
upwards while the ‘tail’ drops to the ground”, “imagine a vertical rod through
your body”, “never break your body line”. There also is a series of auxiliary
techniques: Core tension by “moving like a heavy object”; alignment of
shoulders-hips-knees-balls of feet (“pivot en bloc”) and a one sided muscle column
(“build a firm tower over the hip of the supporting leg”). In terms of imagery,
the axis is a idealized perpendicular line running from head to toes, which epito-
mizes the dancer’s position as if compressed and coincides with the rotation’s
center, i.e. the line that remains perfectly still.

To biomechanically validate axis control we measured the forward and lateral tilt
of the torso segment when rotating around the partner in a multi-step giro,3 using
the upper light blue marker triangle in Fig. 2a, while Fig. 2b exemplifies one
dancer’s tilt over time. Averaged over all dancers the forward tilt has a standard
deviation or mere ±2.5° (mean/range: −142°/13.2°). Similarly, lateral torso tilt
reached no more than ±2.6° (mean/range: 2.0°/13.4°). Hence, axis control remains
within a 5° range.

Good dynamic form presupposes respecting the “body grammar” of the axis: E.
g., in the circulating follower’s pivot (between giro steps) a proper axis visibly
creates rotational precision. The dancer is firmly on a foot which aligns with hip and
shoulder in a “column”. An aligned axis is sensorially confirmed by minimal floor
friction and absence of centrifugal forces and wobbliness. The dance partner’s axis
status also can be ascertained by rotating her very slightly. Simple visual inspec-
tion of our data confirms non-wobbliness: The hip marker’s (Fig. 3a) trajectory
nearly fits into a perfect circle (Fig. 3b). Figure 3c superimposes subsequent pivots
of one follower, bearing witness to these formal constraints. Moreover, the sharp
bend from circular to linear motion indicates the precise separation of pivots and
walking. One teacher dubbed tango a “line-dot” system. An important didactic idea
is that, when dancers reach the new position with their torso, they must “collect”
and consolidate themselves there (to be prepared for both steps and pivots).

3This is a figure in which the follower orbits around the leader, using side-, forward-, side- and
backsteps in succession.
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2.2 Dyadic Habits

Complementarily, dyadic enabling properties are continuously activated. Dancers
skillfully sense and attend to the partner, create spatial and tactile configurations for
connectivity, configure the muscles to transmit signals, and establish joint
anatomical structures. Dancers hereby aim at mutual interpenetration and an
extension of the resonance loop into the partner’s body. This allows them to
dynamically incorporate his/her sensory feedback.

For connectivity and optimal force transmission both partners must notably point
their breastbones—the “communication center”—towards each other, whatever the

Fig. 2 Individual axis stability a Reference segments; b axis tilt over time; the blurb explains the
outlier, a leg lifted for an ornamentation

Fig. 3 a Marker placement, b trajectory (blue) inscribed into a perfect circle (red); c multiple
successive pivots
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hips and legs may be doing. Teachers often speak of imagining “a magnet/rubber
band or stick connecting the breastbones”, “shining a torch from one’s sternum
at the partner’s sternum”. Related didactic imagery calls for “pointing the
breastbones to an imaginary joint center hovering between the partners” for
positions of greater distension (Fig. 4).

A biomechanic comparison of shoulder girdles and hip segments validates this
strong connection through the upper torso emphasized by teachers. We calculated
orthogonal vectors emerging from both body fronts for purposes of illustration.
When partners are fully opposite the upper and lower vectors naturally coincide, or
almost (the couple in Fig. 5a has a standard embrace of 200°, not the perfect 180°).

Fig. 4 Imagined breastbone
vectors

Fig. 5 a Angles between pelvis and sternum vectors in the couple in maximum twist
(“dissociation”, viewed from top); b angles between both vectors over a step cycle
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However, in some elements like in the giro or ocho the follower in orbit has to
execute backsteps forcing her to twist her hips away from the partner. While this
slightly affects the active communication center, the chest deviates far less than the
hips when we compare the maxima of both angles (270° vs. 340°). To further
clarify the point, Fig. 5b shows the differences of angles in a curve over a single
rotation, with Δ-sternum appearing in blue and Δ-pelvis appearing in red. The pair
configuration corresponding to each phase of the curve is shown at the top.

3 The Repertoire

3.1 Geometries

An intuitive way of distinguishing typical multi-step tango patterns is to look at
both dancers’ trajectories based on their centers of gravity (COGs). Tango is rather
geometric. Oblique steps are off-limits and cardinal directions “rule”. Example, in
the giro teachers often suggest imagery like “create a square” (or, depending on
the teacher, “a circle”), “pivot after each step” and “remain equidistant at all
times”. Without being precise in this geometry the leader will be pulled off-axis
while standing on one leg an executing this delicate maneuver. Kinematic data
confirms the emergent dynamic geometry, in which the blue trajectories of both
COGs approximate rounded squares nested within each other (Fig. 6).

Let us now compare different tango geometries. Figure 7 illustrates techniques
performed by four couples:

• Giro (see above) with the leader in the rotational center and an orbiting follower.
• Partners together walk a rectangle in full opposite position, using forward-, side-

and backsteps (cuadrado).
• The leader has the follower—whose front is turned about 90° away—do an “eight”

by stepping back and forth on a line and pivoting at each end (ochos). (Note that
dyad 3 compresses the zigzag movement onto a plane.)

• Both partners rotate around a common axis on a square trajectory with chests in
opposition, while performing a succession of synchronized side-, back- and
forward steps (4-point giro).

• The leader pivots the follower until her free leg extends and reverses this
motion, creating a whip-like flying leg flourish (boleo).
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Fig. 6 Floor geometry of a
giro (grey trajectory and stick
figures)

Fig. 7 Both dancers’ floor geometry during different figures in four couples (COG-trajectories
without stick figures, from above)
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3.2 Attractor Regimes

Visualization of tango elements can also be done through state space graphs that
depict its “attractor regime”, as termed by dynamic systems theory [18]. We chart
what states occur how often, as differentiated from states remaining absent from the
technique (or not occurring in tango at all). Figure 8 exemplifies this with one
possible metric of many: the follower’s twisting angle of her torso away from her
walking direction. We compare a giro and cuadrado of one follower here.

4 Understanding Technique

Technical skills refer to how basic tango elements and at their transitions are
efficiently executed (timescale 400–800 ms). This dynamic ordering of temporary
tasks relates to what we called “vocabulary”, i.e. the counterpart to permanent tango
“grammar”.

4.1 Individual Rotation

Let us inspect how dancers produce pivots, specifically, what the muscular “engine”
for rotation is. Laypersons usually yank the body into a new orientation with active
muscle power. Not so in tango where a release technique is used. The rotation is

Fig. 8 Cumulative number of times a particular angle between walking direction and hip
orientation occurs during a giro (a) and cuadrado (b) sequence, respectively. Spike length
indicates the number of times a particular 10° sector was occupied over a multi-second sequence
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generated like a “twisted wet towel unwinding”. Initially, the twisting of chest to
the desired new direction while the hips are actively restrained in place produces
torsion. Provided that the abdominal and dorsal muscles connect the chest and the
hips as part of proper general body organization, this “loads up” the body like a
“coil/spring”. A brief moment of maximum “dissociation” occurs. The rotation
then ensues by releasing tension. During recovery the hips catch up with the upper
body’s new direction, as the dancer re-aligns (Fig. 9). All this produces a measured,
but elastic and, if needed, powerful energy release for pivoting. A further “engine”
comes from linear step energy that, upon re-arriving in axis and “collecting” the
body, is converted into rotational energy.

To biomechanically validate this subjective kinetic model we calculated inde-
pendent torso and pelvis vectors, as depicted in green in Fig. 10a. One vector
emerges orthogonally at clavicle level and is defined against the plane of two
shoulder plus one thoracic spine markers. The other vector emerges orthogonally
from the plane spanning between both trochanters and the lower spinal marker.

We can now look at the vectors’ dynamic relation. A first measure done over
several step-pivot cycles is the angular velocity, i.e. angle changes over time, of the
follower’s upper torso (red) and pelvis (green) around the vertical axis (Fig. 10b). It
details how, in the giro, the torso leads the movement and functions as a relatively
stable controlling segment, whereas the pelvis qua following/controlled segment
moves relative to it. Hence, the pelvis overshoots and catches up with the torso. Its
relative oscillation around the more stable torso seems natural, as the hips need to
be oriented in the exact stepping direction on an imaginary rectangle around the
partner, while the torso stays oriented towards the center of the circle for com-
munication with the leader.

Fig. 9 “Dissociation” between upper and lower body to generate rotational energy
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Next, we confirmed that individual pivots result from the above mentioned
release technique by juxtaposing two graphs (Fig. 11): The moment the twisted
upper body reaches maximum “dissociation” and begins to unwind back to its
normal orientation precisely coincides with the line-to-curve transition of the COG
on its spatial trajectory. In the top graph, the moment the line trajectory changes
into a rotation is marked with a blue dot and the corresponding moment in the
bottom graph with a blue line, indicating that the actual pivot begins a fraction of a
second after muscle release onset. (The minimal delay probably owes to the body’s
configuring the muscles for transmitting the impulse downward.)

In sum, kinematic data frequently cannot access directly what the muscles do,
etc. Clever ways of contrasting different data sets help make the appropriate
inferences.

Fig. 10 a Marker placement and calculated vectors; b angular velocities of chest and hips over
time

Fig. 11 a Marker placement and calculated vector; b Trajectory [on top] mapped on torso
dissociation [bottom])
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4.2 Dyadic Technique: Supported Rotation

Technique, of course, is frequently interpersonal. As a counterpart to the above
kinetic model, let us elucidate the “engine” that is active when the follower is
passively pivoted by the leader. The frequent scenario of a backward ocho (=eight)
by the follower may serve as example. It begins with the leader putting the frontally
opposed follower and himself on opposite legs and pivoting the follower by about
90 degrees. Then a joint lateral movement is executed, accomplished by the leader
through a sidestep, whereas the follower does a backstep along a parallel trajectory.
Once the follower collects her torso above her supporting leg again the leader gives
her energy to pivot into the reverse direction. Now a step “backtracking” the
trajectory can ensue, etc.

The subjective information flow at this juncture is this: The leader has occupied the
extreme position on his trajectory before the follower gets there, senses the follower’s
footfall, weight on the leg and freeing of the other leg (a feel of “clicking into” a
centered-weight position). Feeding forward energy into the follower earlier would
irritate or topple her, as she cannot pivot before arriving in centered-weight position.
The feedback about her degree of step completion signals to the leader the

Fig. 12 a Stick figures of backward ocho with anchoring moments of follower’s free leg
encircled; b follower’s pelvis velocity along the trajectory (note that the negative range of the
graph depicts movement in opposite direction); c leader’s wrist speed in his forward direction;
d stick figures from above with wrist’s energy direction depicted as arrow
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onset-affordance for initiating the quick (guided) rotation. He now uses his torso’s
weight shift, arm action, and optionally the hip to exert peripheral force. Expressed
biomechanically, the follower’s foot can—at this moment—begin to act as fulcrum
against which the leader can feed energy into the embrace via the arm-periphery.
When this energy impacts the follower it makes her pivot. By swiveling away against
the decentral force she can rapidly switch hip orientation by almost 180 degrees.

By measuring the leader’s elbow-hand segment regarding its forward motion
relative to the follower’s translatory motion we were able to confirm this timing-
dependent support biomechanically (Fig. 12): The leader’s forward energy reaches its
maximum the moment the follower’s pelvis center comes to rest and her torso-hip
“dissociation” neutralizes. Support for the rotation precisely coincides with the hips
passing through a brief moment of opposition to the leader’s body front just before
rotating backwards into the next step again.

5 Understanding Interpersonal Coordination

Our multi-method approach can contribute to explaining how the supra-individual
movement system is constituted with regard to micro-coordination. The question is
how a dynamically stable joint entity emerges from two coordinated individual
bodies, which in turn have their own substructure that needs to be coordinated.
Since joint walking is frequently considered the supreme skill, our extended
walking sub-study serves as an example.

5.1 Walking Together

As a first simplification we decided to summarize a single body’s behavior
regarding how the COG moves. This is justified to the extent that this nicely
captures the the sum total of body weight in motion. Some dancers subjectively also
think in such terms by imaginatively reducing their motion behavior to that of “a
ball situated behind their navel” which rolls through space.

Utilizing the robust measure of COG velocity we investigated frontally opposed
linear walking. The calculation was averaged over three steps from within each trial
(steps 2–4, to eliminate acceleration/braking effects) and then averaged over six
couples. For steps of all kinds we can straightforwardly distinguish the two subjec-
tively most important step phases, mid-step and centered-weight when the torso
passes over the supporting leg. Looking at leaders and followers individually (red and
green lines, respectively), we see similar curves with small amplitude differences.
This pattern is robust, with the surrounding lighter colored area representing the range
of inter-step variation. Dancers always run through a sequence where the mid-step
phase is fastest. This chimes with the idea that the centered-weight phase consolidates
the dancer, even if one keeps “rolling on” (Fig. 13).
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5.2 Tango Roles

Comparing the roles in the above figure, we discovered that, in 5 out of 6 couples,
the follower’s velocity curve slightly over-oscillated the leader’s curve (The
exception was a couple where this is not the case for a brief fraction of a second).
This pattern, which may be general to asymmetric role dynamics [27], underwrites
the leader’s function as a dynamic anchor for the follower—after all, leaders
minimally project ahead motor plans whereas followers respond in real-time. The
pattern is one where followers necessarily reduce momentum more in the
centered-weight consolidation phase (since they cannot know if the leader will
continue with another step and since immobility is always preferable when in
doubt), while leaders may “roll on”, forcing followers to catch up by accelerating
more. The subtleties of COG coordination thus point to the causality of a follower
adaptively moving relative to the lead.

A comparable pattern is found in the giro. Here we compared both dancers’
breastbones (“communication center”) over time, which reflect the same pattern of the
follower oscillating around the leader’s velocity curve (Fig. 14). As in linear walking
the follower cannot anticipate.Here, however, the challenge is exacerbated bymoving
on a longer peripheral trajectory and having to cover more space relative to the
leader’s shorter trajectory. For rotation scenarios like this, teachers emphasize that
followers should “follow the vector emerging from the leader’s breastbone” and
“occupy the emptied space”. Thus, the leader’s chest rotating away from the opposed
configuration signals when to initiate the circling and how long to continue it.

Fig. 13 Role-specific COG coordination dynamic of forward step cycle with two keyframes
(metric: velocity)
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The opening gap pulls the follower on the trajectory. This principle dynamically
extends the breastbone opposition discussed earlier: When the leader leaves the
opposed configuration the follower will immediately close the gap.

5.3 Coordination Quality

Dancers describe good coupling between partners as followers reacting to the lead
immediately and with the just right increment of locomotion. As sensory correlates,
dancers mention the feel of precise onset of the follower’s self-motion in a step
cycle and the joint weight shift of the body centers, as indicated by minimal pushing
or pulling forces in the embrace. Nor should the follower overshoot at any time,
which would be felt as putting pressure on the leader’s embracing arm.

Biomechanically, good coupling should be reflected in a follower’s minimal
response delay, e.g. in straight walking. To measure how long after the leader the
follower reaches the same keyframes of a step-cycle, as indicated by speed maxima
and minima, we compared the pelvis velocities of leader and follower (Fig. 15). In
effect, the time-difference of the peaks in each step-cycle of about 800 ms remain
minimal: approximately 30 ms at centered-weight and 20 ms at mid-step position
(standard deviation across step-cycle: 50 ms).

This delay is uncannily short. In fact, one might question if yet shorter would
necessarily be better. According to what some teachers say minimal step-phasing
delay may be desirable to keep the energy of the couple “rolling” and avoid the
impression of the couple jointly “leaping” from one centered-weight position to the
next.

Fig. 14 Role asymmetry evidenced by chest velocities of leader (red) and follower (green) in the
giro
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5.4 Coordination and Style

We found tentative evidence which connects specific gait modulation patterns to
different dance styles. For illustration, compare two couples: One couple teaches a
style in which the follower’s torso comes even closer to the leader (“bread and
jam”) before the actual weight shifts ensues, so a slightly fluid embrace with a
“controlled falling forward” and relatively free muscle flow are used (Fig. 16a).
The other couple emphasizes a style with a more rigid interpersonal connection
(Fig. 16b). Greater muscular control through lower stance and more individual
pushing of the quadriceps facilitates this coordinative style. The second couple’s
connective rigidity is reflected by the smaller inter-role amplitude difference,
whereas in the first couple the follower needs to catch up slightly more mid-step and
correspondingly slows down slightly more in the centered-weight position

5.5 Complex Micro-coordination: Multi-body Part
Contingencies

As specified earlier, we intend to explain the collective dynamic by specifying what
merges both individual dynamics into a well-structured emergent pattern. How do
individual contributions give rise to phase-by-phase action interdependencies, from
which coordination arises? To do so we must closely inspect how each phase of a
technique is brought about at the timescale of a second or less. We propose to
combine a subjective informational model (of active sensing strategies for per-
ceptual triggers of micro-actions) with a behavioral model of observable
time-locked patterns.

Fig. 15 Follower’s delay in step-cycle at velocity maximum and minimum
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A single step’s internal micro-coordination is structurally complex and accord-
ingly challenging to model. While the COG accelerations of both dancers are
clearly phase-locked, the legs are not, as shown in Fig. 17, nor are movement
patterns across the two roles identical in any other way. The relatively straight-
forward in-phase relation of body centers is required for swift communication,
being together, and (phasic) kinetic transmission from leader to follower, while the
footwork contributes subservient synergies that are considerably more syncopated
and inverted relative to where the body is facing – thus also more difficult to
interpret.

When we model multiple body regions across the couple relative to each other
this escapes any simple analysis. To make sense of such complexities, we need an
informational model (cf. [24]) that explains how dancers coordinate their

Fig. 16 Coordination dynamic of COGs in two couples: a variable connection, b more rigid
connection
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micro-actions with their partner. We reconstructed this from how some teachers
actually train their pupils by systematically charting micro-percepts and
micro-actions in both roles on a timeline. For illustration, let us stick with forward
walking (as backsteps follow a somewhat different coordinative logic with different
relative action onsets). The requirements of a joint weight transfer and the torso’s
staying together already have been discussed. Moreover, leg action needs to be
coordinated to avoid collisions. The follower’s free leg must have moved back-
wards before the leader sets his foot down in the same track. Also the step must end
by collecting one's energy and without overshooting. Both partners briefly balance
into a dynamic equilibrium, yet dynamically enough to keep the steps “rolling” if
desired. The most powerful functional understanding of walking comes from the
informational model we reconstructed based on ethnographic data from M.
Kimmel’s tango experience (Fig. 18):

(0) {Leader senses that both partners are in start position}
(1) {Forward weight projection of leader, a controlled lability, informs the fol-

lower of incipient intention}
(2) {follower “loads up” torso, but stays poised, while channeling the information

to the free leg, which begins to extend backwards}
(3) {sensing the follower’s increasing torso-leg stretch, the leader releases his

weight fully while the follower activates supporting leg to generate thrust}.

Fig. 17 Interpersonal coordination patterns of different body part accelerations: a body centers
(COGs) in phase; b peripheries (here: ankles) out of phase
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Before starting, the leader perceives action-readiness when both bodies are in
torso-above-leg-support position using proprioceptive, balance and pressure sig-
nals. He begins to “project” the torso forward by a few centimeters into a position
of controlled lability. The follower recognizes this incipient weight shift as slight
incoming pressure and via diagonal forces in the embrace. She now responds in the
free leg by beginning to extend it. This, in turn, can be felt by the leader through a
slight pull at her shoulder-blade indicating a diagonally active muscle chain. When
the leg has moved far enough, the leader can release more weight forward and again
the follower responds by extending the step further. After her foot “casts anchor”
she releases the other hip and leg, with the extended leg becoming the sole fulcrum.
Now she may begin to actively push herself off while receiving the leader’s body
weight until both dancers pass through the start position again. The leader hereupon
decides either to preserve the slight forward lability of his torso relative to his legs
to “roll” over the relatively stable start position and into a new step or to make an
extremely slight backward balancing maneuver to cancel the lability and jointly
come to rest.

This micro-genetic reconstruction connects perceptual signatures dancer’s use
for orientation with the micro-actions these trigger. The resonance loops allows
dancers to take guidance from active perceptual exploration of the partner (cf. [44])
and the dyad's configuration to mutually negotiate micro-actions phase-by-phase.
(Such minute control is realistic, since at least in slow dancing, an initiated step can
be paused or reversed.) The coordinated unfolding of a well-connected step
emerges from the sum total of role-specific contributions. Importantly, it emerges
from a set of causal interdependencies/contingencies stretching across multiple
locales in both bodies: The follower’s body part X reacts with action x1 to action y2
of body part Y of the leader, and vice versa, in a loop. This analysis summarily
captures the complex causality of in-phase body centers and the more intricately

Fig. 18 Micro-coordination in a tango forward step expressed as subjective functional patterns
(arrows, axes)
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coordinated leg substrates. Clearly, interaction control must be thought of as highly
phase-specific in coordinatively complex joint locomotion.

The coordinative pattern can be further illuminated by biomechanics. Figure 19
depicts the velocity curves of both partner’s COGs and one knee over a
midstep-to-midstep cycle while “cruising” (averages exclude first steps). Right after
the middle of the curve—the new step onset—the follower immediately accelerates
her free leg whereas the leader waits before even minimally accelerating his own
until a third of the step is over. Then he picks up speed while she remains moving.
In terms of causality, a relative small incremental change of the leader’s COG
seems to bring about a relatively large change in the follower’s leg extension as the
step begins. Of course, to adduce this causality we must already understand
the subjective functional logic of the lead.

In sum, our understanding of micro-coordinative causality of tango techniques—
how the individual contributions produce the overall pattern—benefits from a sub-
jectively derived model capturing the phasic cue structure, with micro-actions based
on micro-triggers that are necessarily multisensory and thus unlikely to be easily
captured kinematically. This informational model crucially supports the interpreta-
tion of biomechanic data. Future studies using multiple sensors could translate the
informational analysis into role- and task-specific control laws used by dancers [50],
i.e. algorithmic rules defining the required action increment in response to a per-
ceptual increment like increased lability or a diagonal pulling forces.

Fig. 19 Micro-coordination in a forward step at “cruising speed” expressed as velocities (grey
shading standard deviation across six couples). F follower; L leader
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6 Conclusion

Measurable dynamic order and the subjectively perceived informational coupling of
dancers that it emerges from comprise flipsides of a coin. In analyzing complex
interpersonal skills, combining measurements with subjective data therefore has
much to commend it. Our present research “frontloaded” subjective data into a
motion capture design, eventually engendering a genuine dialog. Both methods
have specific strengths: Subjective data is crucial for directing the researcher's
attention to functional principles, especially since the salience of movements (based
on visible size, etc.,) or other things non-dancers might find striking, frequently
misrepresent what really happens. What multi-sensory information has signal value
for dancers is best explored subjectively. Conversely, kinematic measures best
reveal subtle details of timing like relative movement onsets and micro-variations
unlikely to be noticed such as the minimal velocity amplitude offsets of leaders and
followers. Additionally, trajectories and related aspects can be visualized with
intuitive conviction.

Furthermore, the necessity of drawing counterpart connections between two data
pools proved highly instructive. It brought together the best of both worlds, forging
a rich model of collaborative dance. Our method mix is especially apt for describing
interpersonal coordination within tango elements, while also explaining how it
emerges from both participants’ micro-coordinated contributions. The causality of
interaction can be thus revealed. Our methods contribute to a wider theory of
participatory sense-making that illuminates how role-specific adaptive behaviors are
dynamically linked—important steps to inspire control law based simulations,
automatic parsing of biomechanic data, or even interactive robots. We look forward
to this happening, as well as to mixed methods being applied to further collabo-
rative dances.
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Abstractions for Design-by-Humans
of Heterogeneous Behaviors

Amy LaViers, Lin Bai, Masoud Bashiri, Gerald Heddy and Yu Sheng

Abstract This paper will discuss the use of movement observation, taxonomy, and
expert knowledge, as found in Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies to facilitate the
production of diverse robotic behaviors that are easy to construct for a wide range
of people. A ‘behavior’ will be defined by a set of movement primitives that are
scaled and sequenced differently for distinct behaviors. These methods will be
applied to real robotic platforms, in the context of manufacturing, motivating the
fundamental value of high-level abstractions that produce a wide array of behavior.
In particular, the integration of methods for designing an alternate set of “knobs” for
motion control, abstracting sequencing behaviors and interactions of teams, and
controlling robots via a web-based platform will be outlined in a language acces-
sible to an interdisciplinary audience.

1 Introduction

In order to fully capitalize on the body of knowledge that is human movement,
technological tools must be developed to enable design-by-humans of robotic
behaviors and movement programs. This development requires an in-road to how
humans conceive of designing movement. It also requires a set of tools that can
balance the flexibility required for the variety of tasks humans might conceive and
the rigidity with which a robot program must specify desired behavior. This chapter
will review, for an interdisciplinary audience, a set of embodied movement con-
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cepts for describing diverse movement generation and previous technical work that
aligns with these concepts. It will also present a new computational framework that
leverages the prior, more fundamental technical work to realize the vision of a
system which facilitates the creation of diverse, heterogeneous behaviors that do not
require technical training to create.

Humans are constantly in motion. Every task in daily life requires movement, and
many skilled jobs required highly specialized motion to accomplish. The line of
research discussed in this chapter is meant to leverage the incomparable knowledge
that humans—either individuals or in groups—contain about movement. Rather than
modeling an entire robot behavior [1], our focus is on creating a tool such that people
can craft movements on a sophisticated robot, without extensive technical training.

Robots move based on computational frameworks that are highly specialized. In
scenarios where economies of scale allow for teams of engineers to implement and
refine precise, repeatable movements, robots and automated systems have con-
tributed a great deal to increasing production and easing the arduous physical tasks
involved in high volume production lines. However, the process of reprogramming
such behavior is time consuming and expensive, requiring teams of technically
trained personnel. This barrier prevents line workers, small businesses, and lay
individuals from instantiating such behaviors themselves.

Four key technical ideas will be leveraged in the framework—two from LBMS
and two from robotics. On the part of sequencing, we will use motif symbols and
finite state machines. Motif symbols (a derivative of Labanotation) will be used as
flexible labelings of basic motion primitives. These motion primitives—and their
compatibility at any given stage of a developed movement phrase—will be rep-
resented with a finite state machine. To allow for primitive modulation, or the idea
that a single primitive may be executed in several different ways, we will use
Motion Factors and optimal control. Motion Factors are enumerated in LBMS as a
description of movement Effort; these factors will align with parameters in an
optimal control problem such that the modulation of movement trajectories is
informed by the experience of movement quality as given by Laban.

The system laid out by Rudolf Laban in the early 20th century codified terms
and concepts and continues to influence how dancers describe their movement and
how they train themselves to perform a greater range of movements. Today, this
work is known as Laban/Bartenieff Movement Studies (LBMS) and remains an
in-road to expert knowledge and embodied movement definition [2]. LBMS is an
established method for movement analysis and observation with three institutes, the
Laban/Bartenieff Institute for Movement Studies (LIMS) in New York City,
Integrated Movement Studies (IMS) which operates out of the University of Utah,
and Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance in London, that offer certi-
fication programs in the work. The framework stems from an embodied movement
perspective and is utilized in many professional contexts, such as therapy, con-
sulting, and choreography. The corpus of the framework was largely established by
Laban and his student Irmgard Bartenieff, as described in their work [2–7]. It is
divided into four parts: Body, Space, Effort, and Shape; these include several
overarching principles and dualities, size fundamental movements that can be used
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to retrain body patters, four parameters that govern movement quality, several key
platonic solids that depict spatial movement options, a system, and shorthand, for
movement notation, classifications of body shape, and modes of shape change. Our
system will leverage elements in the Body and Effort categories.

Several previous technical publications [8–11] introduce a method for producing
stylistic movement phrases in a principled way. These stylistic behaviors lend
themselves to diverse high-level behavior production. We distinguish a high-level
behavior as one that is characterized by the arrangement and execution of move-
ments, rather than a single isolated action (which will be produced by a low-level
controller). The method uses a notion of human movement, outlined in this section,
that separates movement ordering from exact execution; this implicit segmentation
of movement into distinct “moves” or primary motions is tailored for handling our
notion of style in a quantitative way. That is, the order of moves and the way each
move is executed defines a style of movement and, thus, these quantities should be
allowed to vary independently. As such, the stylistic parameters fall into two cat-
egories: those which govern sequencing rules and those which specify each
movement trajectory. A novel computational platform will unify several of these
parameters at a high level for ease of use by an untrained operator.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Sects. 2 and 3 contain key
concepts from LBMS and robotics presented synchronously in order to draw
important parallels that will be leveraged in the computational framework. Section 4
reviews prior, previously published work that will set the stage for the way of
thinking in our novel system. Section 5.1 reviews existing computational frame-
works that our system will leverage and replace with a system at a higher level of
abstraction. Section 5.2 will describe our novel system. Section 6 will describe how
the system can be leveraged in mechanizing movements found in industry and
homes around the world. Finally, Sect. 7 summarizes the contribution of this chapter.

2 Motif Symbols and a Discrete Event Description
of Movement

The first barrier to would-be movement designers encounter is that of establishing a
movement program. Where people tend to describe actions using stereotyped
vocabulary and embodied actions, i.e., verbs and demonstrations, robots require
time-varying signals to each mechanism comprising their physical platform. Such
signals are often controlled by digital logic design via small microprocessors or
programmable logic chips (PLCS); both of these devices require a fully specified
instruction set to execute. For example, if you ask a human to execute a series of
three, possibly unrelated and unconnected, actions, the human mover will figure out
a physically feasible action to connect the three movement. A machine cannot do
this, and this section will lay out a description of the type of description it instead
requires and outline a way to label these descriptions using motif symbols.
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2.1 Finite State Machines

We will begin with how the behavior of a simple device, requiring movement from
a human operator, is represented. This discrete-event description of behavior is how
we will represent movement in our final system. Engineers find it useful to con-
struct abstract machines that represent the discrete event behavior of the system
called automata, or finite state machines, to better understand inputs, outputs, and
the intermediate stages or states. Our example is a TV remote that allows a user to
flip between three TV channels. This is the scenario painted in Fig. 1.

The user may press the channel ‘up’ or ‘down’ button on the remote as in Fig. 2.
We call these options actions or events. This causes the TV to change its channel or
state. “State” is a central concept in engineering—it allows for control of engi-
neered systems by defining the fundamental essence of the system. In the case of
automata, we have a discrete state space. For example, the state space of the system
in Fig. 1 may be written as

X ¼ f01; 02; 03g:

Similarly, the space of events is also discrete—as imaged in Fig. 2—and may be
written as

E ¼ fup; downg:

See Fig. 3 for a conceptual comparison of the concepts of discrete and contin-
uous. Then, the structure in Fig. 1 specifies how the device moves between these
states based on the actions of a user. This structure allows for engineers to translate
this behavior right down to the circuits, the transistors, of the remote control (and
TV).

Discrete event systems have three major components: a set of states (the circles
in Fig. 1), a set of events, or transitions, (the arrows in Fig. 1), and an arrangement,
given by a mapping function, of how these two connect (depicted in Fig. 1). The
machines also typically name an initial state (indicated by the arrow terminating,

Fig. 1 The finite state machine governing the behavior of a basic remote control flipping between
channels on a TV with three channels
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but not originating, in a state in Fig. 1) and a “marked” state, which indicates when
a sequence through the machine may terminate.

2.2 Style-Based Movement Sequencing

In a similar way, we will define the principal element of the movement model
utilized in this system: a discrete event description of primary motions. These
pre-defined motions are abstracted as events in a discrete event system—defined
only by their starting and ending poses. Our system will deal with sequencing and
modulating these motions once they are defined, but much work has gone into
creating easy ways to define a single motion on a robot [12, 13]. Later, interpo-
lations between these poses are used as reference signals for an optimal control

downup

Fig. 2 The movements a user employs to use this device. These movements only occur in the
specific order embedded underlying finite state machine

Fig. 3 A finite versus infinite representation of color gradation. In the image on the left, the fade
from black to white is represented by three discrete objects. In the image on the right, this
gradation is represented in a continuous way
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problem that can modulate exactly how each motion is executed. Thus, from the
simple system first enumerated, structured combinations and modulations of these
primary movements can be produced. The structure of this discrete event system
will form the basis of the correctness of the robot program.

This stance is inspired by the training used in classical ballet; for example, the
movements performed at the barre, classical ballet’s warm-up exercise, make great
candidate primary movements. These movements [14], listed in Table 1, connect
ten basic body positions which form the states of our discrete event description of
movement, as in Fig. 4 and prior work [8]. We distinguish two transitions for each
movement listed in the table using a subscript to indicate an in and out variant.
Thus, a movement is either going towards or away from each of the two states
(body positions) it connects, and the next state depends on which of these is the
case.

As in prior work [8] the arrangements of these movements maybe represented as
a finite state machine, which will give the discrete ordering that is allowable of
these basic, simple movements. This is essential for the system we present later,
which needs a definition for allowable movement sequences to ensure that the
operator gives feasible commands to the robot platform.

G ¼ ðX;E;O; f ;C; o; x0;Xm; e;xÞ; ð1Þ

where X is the finite state space, E is the event set, O is an output set, f : X � E ! X
is the state transition function, C: X ! 2E is the set of feasible events (at a given
state), o: X � E ! O is the output map, x0 2 X is the initial condition, and Xm�X is
a set of marked states. In order to allow for both synchronous and asynchronous
transitions in the Cartesian composition of two such systems, “empty” transitions,
which are defined by the symbol e, are used. The interpretation is that for the finite
state machine, we insist on e 2 E, with the result that e 2 CðxÞ as well as
f ðx; eÞ ¼ x; 8 x 2 X. Moreover, x 2 O is associated with the outputs from “empty”
events, i.e., oðx; eÞ ¼ x; 8 x 2 X and could be used in more complex systems for
restriction of allowable sequences.

Table 1 A list of barre
exercises [8] and their
corresponding transition
labels utilized in Fig. 4

Movement Transition labels

plié pliei, plieo
relevé relei, releo
battement tendu tendi, tendo
degajé degai, degao
coupé coupi, coupo
frappé frapi, frapo
passé passi, passo
développé devei, deveo
battement batti, batto
grand battement grani, grano
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In order to demonstrate how a sample path through the system works, we give
here the description given in our prior work [8]. Consider, for example, a
développé; this movement is found both in barre exercises and more complex ballet
movement phrases. A développé is the action when the working leg’s foot is moved
from the knee and then extends from the body. At the barre this motion is practiced
by moving the working foot from standing to the ankle, then the knee, then extends
from the body so that the leg is parallel to the floor. Lifting the foot to the ankle or
knee (without, for example, any extension to follow) are allowable movements
called coupé and possé, respectively. Thus, our uniquely defined transitions (and
trajectories) are three separate events for the working leg: coupo, posso, deveo. Next,
the dancer performs a closing movement where the foot remains extended from the
body and the leg is lowered till the foot is returned to the starting stance. This is
modeled as the event batti—the transition from pose 8 directly to pose 2 with a
label that corresponds to the in-trajectory of a battement (a simpler movement that

Fig. 4 A transition system
which models the working leg
(right leg) of a dancer during
a ballet barre exercise. This
figure illustrates the basic
element of our movement
model: a discrete event
description of primary
motions [8]
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looks like a high straight-legged kick). The events coupi, possi, and devei are also
defined, that is, the reverse pose transitions are allowed and used for more complex
movements. And, a special event is enumerated to describe the inaction of the
standing leg.

2.3 Motif

While ballet is highly formalized and contains stereotyped, named movements as
above, the applications in which we may want to create a robot program may not
be. Thus, we look to LBMS for a more flexible description of stereotyped move-
ment. Motif is a method for capturing the essence of a movement sequence and is
cataloged in work from the LBMS community [15]. This system allows people to
figure out the main character of a motion rather than prescribing a precise, detailed
pattern. Within the system are symbols which classify broad categories of actions.
Six commonly used symbols that describe such basic body actions are given in
Fig. 5.

The advantage of this notation system is that limb to limb or joint to joint motion
recording is not necessary, only the essence of the motion is required. Thus, it could
be a platform invariant method of notation, for example, a single arm robotic
manipulator might have several joint angles and far different from the topology of
human body. However, if the manipulator changes from ‘C’ shape to ‘I’ shape, it is
extension—and the same classification can be given to a similar action on a human
despite the fact that their arm produced a much more complex action. Our system
will use these symbols to communicate to the user the nature of movements
available for their use. It is a symbolic labeling that will easily communicate the
nature of the discrete event system and action space of the robot platform (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5 Symbols from Motif description. Each symbol is aimed at getting at the essence of the
movement. These are six commonly used symbols for basic body actions. This figure is recreated
from work in the LBMS community [16]
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3 Effort and Movement Modulation

The next layer of the framework allows for a given movement sequence to be exe-
cuted in slightly different ways. This ability further increases the diversity and
heterogeneity our system facilitates. This section reviewsmore of our prior work [11].

3.1 Effort and Our Mapping to a Cost Function

Laban names four categories of Effort or Motion Factors: Space, Weight, Time, and
Flow. Space, Weight, and Time are interrelated via the structure in Fig. 7. In a given
instance of a movement, each factor may take on one of two qualities. These
qualities represent the extreme notions of each motion factor. These extremes of the
first three Motion Factors combine pairwise to form the eight basic efforts: dabbing,
gliding, floating, flicking, thrusting, pressing, wringing, and slashing. Each of these
terms corresponds to a familiar pedestrian action, highlighting, even to a lay
audience, the nature of the Dynamosphere arrangement: changing the quality of one
motion factor moves around the cube to a different Basic Effort Action (BEA).
These three motion factors, and the fourth factor, flow, which describes the quality
of the connection between movements, are described—along with some intuition
behind our mathematical interpretation.

Fig. 6 A motif of a
movement phrase. The motif
works up the page with time.
Symbols may refer to the
Shape, Space, or Effort as
well as use the list of basic
body actions in Fig. 2
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The Space axis describes how the dancer’s attitude toward space is perceived.
Flexible movements seem more carefree, meandering, and indirect; direct motions
appear more matter of fact and judicious with their use of space, focused on arriving
at a particular point. We pair this concept with a system’s notion of reference
tracking; direct movements track their path more aggressively than flexible ones.
Thus, we will make use of nominal, linear trajectories away from which our
solutions may deviate or adhere closely. The axis of Weight deals with the ema-
nated sense of weight in the dancer’s body during the movement. Light movements
look as though they are less influenced by gravity—perhaps they are effortless—
whereas strong movements are muscular and seem taxing on the body to perform.
We interpret this as a specification for how much control effort (or input) is used to
perform the movement. Thirdly, on the Time axis on a movement may either be
sudden or sustained. This describes a quality which is more subtle than just the
duration of the movement and a movement that lasts 5 s may be executed with a
sudden or sustained quality. We interpret this as a metric over how much the state
of the system is allowed to change along the trajectory of a movement: during a
sustained movement it evolve more gradually while in a sudden movement it may
deviate wildly in a single time step. Finally, movements’ use of Flow may either be
free or bound. In free flow a dancer seems to move through movements without the
ability to stop their movement with any immediacy; while in bound flow, the dancer
appears more careful to execute the succession of movements precisely. We
interpret this from a systems perspective as a lesser (or greater) desire for the dancer
to hit poses between movements exactly. In the sequencing framework we will
employ, this translates to varying the weights on the desired terminal pose.

TIME

WEIGHT

SPACE

flexible direct 

strong 

light 

sudden 

sustained 
Dabbing 

Floating Gliding 

Flicking 

Thrusting 
Slashing 

Wringing 
Pressing 

Fig. 7 The dynamosphere is Laban’s arrangement of eight basic effort actions according to the
axes of space, weight, and time. In bold are the three Laban Motion Factors which deal with
single movements; in italics are the two qualities Laban associates with each factor; and in plain
font are the eight basic efforts which result from the pairwise combination of each quality.
Figure recreated from work in the LBMS community [7]
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3.2 Style-Based Movement Modulation

In this section, we use a linear quadratic optimal control framework to find new
time-varying trajectories between static poses through a mapping between Laban’s
effort system and the weights in our cost function that was first proposed in our
prior work [8]. Our mapping may be considered an alternate mapping to a prior
mapping [17] and later similar mappings [18, 19].

We first establish a linear system with an input u 2 R
m, a state x 2 R

n, and an
output y 2 R

l which tracks a reference signal r 2 R
l. This linear system will not

approximate the dynamics of our robot platform; instead it operates at a higher level
of abstraction where we are crafting a desired trajectory; low-level controllers will
be presented later to execute this trajectory on our particular platform. We then
establish a quadratic cost function

J ¼ 1
2

ZTf

0

ðy� rÞTQðy� rÞþ uTRuþ _xTP _x
� �

dtþ 1
2
ðy� rÞTSðy� rÞjTf ð2Þ

in order to find an input u principled on the weight matrices Q 2 R
l�l, R 2 R

m�m,
P 2 R

n�n, and S 2 R
l�l. The final time Tf represents the length of time each

individual movement takes to execute. By construction, each of these matrices are
positive definite and symmetric. Furthermore, their entries create a continuous,
quantitative version of Laban’s effort system and will determine which movement
qualities are exhibited by the optimal trajectory, e.g., the trajectory may be bound,
direct, sudden, and strong.

The relative weightings of the matrices will determine this, and weights in the
middle may be seen as Motion Factors that are less present for this particular
movement (as their weighting is more or less “neutral”—not expensive or cheap
from the perspective of this cost function). Based on the discussion in the previous
subsection, we associate the weight Q to the Laban’s motion factor space, R with
the factor weight, P with time, and S with flow. These weights correlate with the
quality of each factor as follows:

Q� direct ð3Þ

R� light ð4Þ

P� sustained ð5Þ

S� bound ð6Þ

where the opposite of the qualities listed, flexible, strong, sudden, and free, are
achieved when these weights are relatively small, respectively.
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Using these weights as the style-based parameters for varying the resulting
trajectory, we solve the optimal control problem

min
u

J

s:t:

_x ¼ AxþBu

y ¼ Cx

ð7Þ

where A 2 R
n�n, B 2 R

n�m, and C 2 R
l�n. See our prior work [11] for a derivation

of first-order necessary conditions for this dynamically constrained optimization.
Importantly, we are able to develop algebraic conditions for the optimal state and
costate which allow for movement classification via an inverse optimal control
problem in later publications [20, 21].

4 An Illustrative Example for Robotics

Now we demonstrate the combined utility of this framework for specifying desired
stylistic robotic behavior by constructing a disco dancing and a cheerleading
behavior as presented in our previous work [11]. We produce behaviors that are
perceived by viewers as being different, and thus, heterogeneous. For this section,
we will use poses on the Aldebaran NAO robotic platform to demonstrate the basic
idea behind the work. In the next section, we will develop a particular computa-
tional framework applied to Rethink Robotics’ Baxter Research Robot.

First, we construct two instantiations of one-arm automata Gdisco
arm1;2

and Gcheer
arm1;2

.
These objects assemble establishes allowable sequences of movements; in prior
work [11] we show how more complex sequences can be enumerated with com-
position operators. Then, we enumerate two sets of weights {Q, R, P, S}disco and {Q,
R, P, S}cheer which determine the effort quality of our trajectories between poses
according to a cost function corresponding to the one in Eq. (2). Thus, we specify
rules for motion sequencing and the dynamic timing each motion should exhibit.

Each state of the one-armed automata, which corresponds to a single arm pose, is
constructed from a pair of joint angles, ðh1; h2Þ, as shown in Fig. 8. These poses
were chosen such that the degrees of freedom of the arm (limited to the body’s
coronal plane) were discretized by a would-be user and are shown in Fig. 9. From
the user’s perspective, these shapes are deemed to be critical to the experience of
behaviors such as cheerleading and disco-style dancing. From Fig. 8 and the
general kinematic constraints of humanoid geometry, we see that the range of X,
for both behaviors, is limited, e.g.,

X ¼ ðh1; h2Þjh1; h2 2 ½0; p�f g: ð8Þ
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Fig. 8 The discrete states are interpreted as poses corresponding to two joint angles: shoulder and
elbow as restricted to the body’s coronal plane. On the left is the simulated view of a pose, and on
the right is a corresponding pose on an actual robotic platform [11]

Fig. 9 An illustration of the ten arm poses chosen as those of importance and their corresponding
discrete states which are used throughout this section—namely, in Figs. 10 and 11 [11]
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The state transitions (events) correspond to movements, i.e., “put hand on hip”
and “extend arm straight out.” That is, here, we enumerate primary motions that in
this case are basically linear interpolations between their respective start and end
poses. As in our prior work [11], Xdisco

arm ;Edisco
arm ; f discoarm ; and Cdisco

arm are defined in
Fig. 10. Moreover, the rest position is given by the state labeled “1.” As the system
should always aim to return to that pose, the initial state is given by x0 ¼ 1, and the
marked states are set to be Xm ¼ f1g. The resulting marked language, i.e., the set of
event strings that start at x0 and end in Xm, produce feasible pose sequences rec-
ognizable as being in a style of disco dance. Likewise, Xcheer

arm ;Echeer
arm ; f cheerarm ; and

Ccheer
arm are defined in Fig. 11. Note that Gdisco

arm1;2
and Gcheer

arm1;2
have the same initial and

marked states.

1 5

2

3

4

6

9

10

7

8

Fig. 10 A discrete event model of one arm performing the “disco” behavior. States correspond to
poses defined by two joint angles: shoulder (as limited to the coronal plane) and elbow. Events are
given by primary movements plus the empty event (or hold), which corresponds to undrawn
self-loops [11] system and action space of the robot platform
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Finally, the framework presented here is able to scale the timing of these trajec-
tories with the stylistic weights or knobswe outlined previously. Namely, we consider
a 4-dimensional system with double integrator dynamics where x ¼ ½h1; _h1; h2; _h2�T ,
u ¼ ½uh1 ; uh2 �T , and

_x ¼
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

2
664

3
775xþ

0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

2
664

3
775u ð9Þ

y ¼ 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

� �
x: ð10Þ

1

2 45

7

9

3

6

8

10

Fig. 11 A discrete event model of one arm performing the “cheer” behavior. States correspond to
poses defined by two joint angles: shoulder and elbow. Events are given by primary movements
plus the empty event (or hold), which corresponds to undrawn self-loops [11]
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Note that y(t) describes the pose of the arm over time and that these dynamics
simply represent the relationship between accelerations and velocities of joint
angles rather than physically meaningful quantities. We then select the following
weight matrices for Eq. (2):

Qdisco ¼ 0:1 � I
Rdisco ¼ 0:1 � I
Pdisco ¼ I
Sdisco ¼ 100 � I

8
>><
>>:

ð11Þ

and

Qcheer ¼ I
Rcheer ¼ I
Pcheer ¼ 10 � I
Scheer ¼ 100 � I

8
>><
>>:

ð12Þ

where I is the identity matrix. The nominal movement reference signal, r, which
Eq. (2) encourages the system to track, is simply the linear interpolation between
the desired end poses given by the motion sequence.

As in our prior work [11], the relative scaling of these matrices reflects the fact
that we’d like the disco behavior to be loose but confident; hence, we employ a
small weight on trajectory following (Qdisco) and a large one on end point matching
(Sdisco) to produce a trajectory that is, in Laban’s terms, flexible and bound. We
would also like this behavior to be more energetic. Thus, we employ a small weight
on the input (Rdisco) and change in state (Pdisco) creating trajectories which are also
strong and sudden. On the other hand, the cheer behavior is more rigid but still
confident (which implies a larger Qcheer and large Scheer) and energetic but some-
what sustained (larger Rcheer and Pcheer). Thus, in the LBMS framework, according
to our mapping, these trajectories are direct, bound, strong, and sustained. The
system described in the next section will abstract away the role of these matrices
entirely and simply rely on the more intuitive language of LBMS.

5 A System for Design-by-Humans of Heterogeneous
Behaviors

In the system we outline now, this mapping process will be achieved through a more
intuitive interface. Instead of painstakingly prescribing the structure of discrete event
systems, users will select from a menu of motion options, which will be checked by
the system for feasibility. And, rather than enumerating the entries in potentially
large matrices, users will be able to adjust the Effort of actions taken by the robot
through up and down arrow selectors on a web-based interface. The robotic platform
we will control is a Rethink Robotics Baxter Research Robot pictured in Fig. 12.
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5.1 The Robot Operating System (ROS)

Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source framework for robot software
development providing operating system-like functionality. We will utilize it in our
novel interface and provide a review of it here to demonstrate the type of use case
our system replaces. ROS comes with client libraries for C++, Python, LISP and
Java. What follows is a typical scenario for accessing a program written in Python
using a set of commands provided by ROS. Figures 13, 14 and 15 and their captions
detail the process step-by-step.

From this example, the level of computer expertise required to use ROS is clear;
parameters are hidden within the bowels of low-level Python scripts and the
Command Prompt is used to run these applications. In the next section, we propose
a web-enabled system that provides a higher level of abstraction which removes the

Fig. 12 The Baxter robotic platform in the RAD Lab; manufactured by Rethink Robotics. The
platform has: 3 onboard cameras (end of each arm and LCD display); electric parallel grippers,
with downloadable CAD files for end effector customization; 360° Sonar specifically designed for
human collision detection; 7 degrees of freedom (DOF) dual arm configuration; force sensing
actuators, employing series elastic motors; Pedestal mounted with 4 locking casters for easy
maneuverability; and is programmable in the Robot Operating System (ROS) environment
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Fig. 13 Scripts and functions stored as files in a Linux-based machine. First, the user opens a
terminal and navigates to the ROS workspace

Fig. 14 Running the server program. Next, the user can run the server program using the
commands provided by ROS. The user runs the desired program using the rosrun command which
is one of the many commands provided by ROS. The server program waits for a client to connect
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need for the user to directly interact with the ROS environment. The web appli-
cation will take control of the interaction with ROS and the MATLAB controller
program and let the user pick the parameters.

5.2 A Higher-Level of Abstraction, Our System

The user interface is a web application written in Java. The application provides a
graphical user interface that allows the user to choose a set of pose transitions from a
list that offers four different types of transitions, namely Flexion, Extension,
Gathering and Scattering. These movements and their discrete event structure are
shown in Fig. 16. The user can also manipulate the quality of movement by changing
the control parameters of the controller. The four control parameters are associated
with words describing specific aspects of LBMS Effort. A picture shows the feasible
motions supported by the system in terms of a finite state machine where the tran-
sitions are annotated by the motif symbols. The user can pick any feasible series of
pose transitions and tune the overall movement quality parameters to achieve a styled
movement. Due to its high-level nature and focus on creating sequences of motion,
we call this system the Robot Control/Choreography Center (RCC) (Fig. 17).

5.2.1 User Interface

A typical scenario for controlling the robot’s movement from the user’s point of
view is as follows.

1. Picking the desired motion transitions. The user picks an unlimited number of
motion transitions from the PickListMenu.

2. Verifying the Movement. Next the user clicks on the Verify Button to check
the feasibility of the selected motions. If the selected motions are feasible the

Fig. 15 Navigating to the ROS workspace and running the client. Finally, to execute the
framework presented here, the user needs to run the client program that takes the generated
trajectories by the MATLAB controller program and sends them to the server which passes them
along to the robot. The programs use functionalities provided by ROS to communicate with each
other and the robot
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Submit button will be enabled and a message will show up on the upper right
corner of the screen with the text “Feasible Movement.” If the motions are not
feasible, another message will show up listing the infeasible selected motions. In
this case the user will need to remove the infeasible motions from the selected
motions or add other motions to the list that make the overall movement
feasible.

3. Selecting movement quality parameters. After successfully verifying the
selected motions, the user can tune the movement quality parameters. The user
selects the desired values for each parameter while being assisted by the system
through an updating message after each spinner showing the quality hinted by
the values selected for each parameter.

4. Submit. After selecting the desired movement quality the user clicks on Submit
to send the commands and parameters to the controller. A message will show up
on the upper right corner listing the selected motions and movement qualities.

Fig. 16 The discrete event description of movement for currently implemented in the system.
A general example that could be made more specific for particular scenarios and tasks. The events
in the system are labeled with motif symbols for quick description of the type of primitive
instantiated in between. Snapshots of the robot itself are shown next to the corresponding states
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Fig. 17 Screenshot of the Robot Control/Choreography Center (RCC). At bottom is a view of the
discrete event representation of movement; at top are the various controls, zoomed in Fig. 18. The
interface requires no knowledge of command line prompts or low-level specific platform settings

Fig. 18 Upper left PickListMenu (for Step 1). Upper right Quality parameters (for Step 3). Lower
Overview, once the user has submitted movements (Step 4). The interface requires no knowledge
of command line prompts or low-level specific platform settings
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5. Save Trajectory. The user can save the current styled trajectory by clicking on
the “Save Trajectory” button. The stored trajectories can be retrieved at any time
by clicking on the “Load Trajectory.”

The web application itself is developed with JavaServer Faces (JSF) which is a
Java specification for building component-based user interfaces for web applica-
tions. The logic of the application is written in Java (JDK 7 Standard Edition). The
application uses PrimeFaces library to create a more user friendly environment.
PrimeFaces is a component suite open source User Interface component library for
JavaServer Faces based applications. The application is deployed on Apache
Tomcat 7, which is an open source software implementation of the Java Servlet and
JavaServer Pages technologies and acts as the web server of the web application.

The RCC is comparable to the Aldebaran software suite Choreographe for the
NAO platform. However, our system is at a higher-level of abstraction—making it
easier to use but providing the user with a lower degree of control over the robot
motion, relying more heavily on preprogrammed options than in the Choreographe
suite. In our system, all the user sees is the web interface and the robot. The control
part described in the next section is not seen by the user. In our system, the user
makes the choice of what he/she wants the robot to do in the interface and then the
robot will follow the instruction. The low-level controller ensures that the trajectory
generated by the framework described in Sect. 3 is achieved for the particular
platform; more details about this process are described next. Future iterations of this
work will involve multiple platform-specific low-level controllers used extend the
system to multiple robot platforms.

5.2.2 Low-Level Control

To generate the stylized motion trajectory for Baxter to execute, we need to define
two things: the sequence of motions and the style of movements. They are picked
by the user in the web interface. The sequence of motions tells Baxter where it
should move. It is the transition between preselected poses and gives a draft of the
trajectory. It is defined based on the objective of the movement. In our system, there
are four states. State 1 is the pose that Baxter bends both of his arms in front of the
body. State 2 is the pose that Baxter extends both arms so that the arms point to the
front. State 3 is the pose that Baxter scatters the bended arms in State 1 to both sides
of left and right. State 4 is the pose that Baxter extends both arms and scatters to
both sides. Each of the arms in Baxter has seven degree-of-freedom (DOF). We
record the joint positions for each state and hard-code them as the shape library in
the program, leveraging on-board capability of the Baxter platform for intuitive
primitive instantiation.

The style parameters described previously tell Baxter precisely how it should
move, which means it defines the shape of the trajectory between the starting state
and the ending state. It can be described by the weights in the cost function, which
corresponds to the Effort system laid out by Rudolf Laban. The weights are denoted
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as (Q, R, P, S), which describes the cost of following the reference trajectory, the
cost on control input, the cost on changes in states and the cost on terminal poses
separately. Different weights will result in varying trajectories between the poses.

With different combination of sequence of motions and weights, we can generate
significantly different styles of robot motion for a variety of objectives, such as
passing an object, making a welcoming pose and so on. We used MATLAB to
solve the optimal control problem to get the optimal joint angles in arms of Baxter
to follow the reference trajectory. Those optimal joint angles were saved in a file
and loaded to the interface of Baxter. After we generated the reference trajectory
information for Baxter to follow, we loaded the position information and sent the
corresponding commands to the controller to create a smooth trajectory. We used
Python SDK packages to control Baxter.

A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller was used for the motors. The
current positions of joints were collected as the negative feedback shown in Fig. 19,
and we calculated the differences between the measured positions and the desired
positions. The controller tries to minimize the difference between its actual tra-
jectory and the one prescribed by the high-level controller. Thus, each joint in
Baxter tracks its independent reference trajectory.

We used joint trajectory action server which comes with Baxters SDK in the
package of joint_trajectory_action to command Baxters arms to go
through the desired points with a PID controller. The desired position of each joint
was generated by MATLAB controller, loaded in the joint trajectory client at a
series of specific time and sent to the joint trajectory action server. The PID gains
can be configured to get a satisfactory dynamic response with an overshoot less
than 10 % and steady state error less than 5 %. In our system, to make Baxter move
between the desired states with the given performance and the joint angles track the
commanded trajectories, the PID gains can be chosen as (100, 500, 10).

Fig. 19 Architecture of the low-level controller utilized in this framework
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6 Application in Advanced Manufacturing, Toward
Personal Robotics

We know that we can create diverse sets of behaviors by sequencing and weighting
motion primitives. Let us now take a look at the abstraction of sequencing
behaviors and the implication of interaction on a diverse, or heterogeneous, team of
agents. This is important for formally modeling the robot’s behavior and to show
dependencies of a team with multiple robots, humans, and machines. We use these
‘abstract machines’ to describe our sequence of behaviors by allowing the motion
primitives to be represented by arrows and the states to be depicted by circles.

In an collaborative environment where a robot’s behavior may be coordinating
with other agents, we can describe the various members of the team with this same
framework. When adding team members in a manufacturing setting, the set of such
agents might include but is not limited to: Humans, Robots, Fixtures, and
Machines. We can then construct interaction graphs in order to model dependen-
cies, or how each entity interacts with other entities in a team. This is particularly
important to aid in understanding the interaction a human agent has with a robot
agent, something that manufacturers care a great deal about. They can use the
interaction, or dependency, seen on the graph to understand process implications
with regards to safety and other concerns. The dependencies can also be assigned
weights, upper bounds, and lower bounds to allow for further analysis. The com-
plete set of defined agents, their behaviors, and interaction graphs comprises a
behavioral design for such a mixed a team. The concept is to allow for methodically
creating multiple designs and comparing them alongside each other with respect to
dependency and other selected objectives.

We will now describe one specific method used for defining sequenced robot
behaviors and structuring each agent into a team. The five stages of the method are
outlined as follows.

1. Introduce agents. List the separate entities that will take part in the team of
interest. These entities need to correspond to the members of the dance team,
work-cell, or whichever group you wish to study. If you do not yet have a team
in mind, it is possible to model an individual entity process before an entire
team. It is good to keep in mind that creating new or disposing of old entities
may be necessary as multiple designs are eventually produced.

2. Construct discrete event description with respect to each agent, to define a
library of motion primitives and states. In order to build process automata,
you will need to define all the motion primitives and states necessary to com-
plete the action. This requires the formulation of an overall team goal that could
be a range of activities from a ballet performance to a manufacturing task. Once
a team goal is specified, create the processes for each entity, detailing the actions
they perform along with states achieved. Examples of an action for a robot entity
might be picking up a part or moving the left arm to a new position. Actions will
be represented as arrows, with the tail of the arrow leaving state xi and moving
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to state xi+1. States are portrayed as circles, with a double circle indicating the
final or accepting state.

3. Construct interaction graphs for the complete team to show agent depen-
dencies. For the selected team write down all of the previously defined entities
from Stage 1 as vertices in a graph GðV ;EÞ. The vertices should be arranged by
placing an entity that interacts with different agents adjacent to each other. Draw
a directed edge originating from the entity that is performing an action upon
another entity. This is best completed by following the actions and states for
each process automata created in Stage 2, and adding directed edges whenever
an interaction occurs.

4. Create multiple designs of unique processes and interactions. After Stages 1
through 3 are complete for the initial design, it will be possible to move onto
creating a new design. This new design can allow for either changing the
process with existing entities or, a more interesting case, introducing new agents
such as another robot or human to the team abstraction. There is no defined
stopping criterion suggested for knowing the minimum or maximum number of
designs. We must rely on the subject matter experts to create as many designs as
necessary for a complete ad hoc analysis.

5. Compare the iterations of all created designs against objectives. Our
method, while possibly generalizable to more objectives, is well suited to
understanding a team’s interaction complexity. This is particularly useful when
implementing collaborative robots that will exist alongside humans. A factory
safety specialist, for example, would be able to infer which design has a greater
human-robot dependency.

Thus, this very basic framework is flexible and high-level enough to capture the
many, varied contexts where we may want to employ robots—be it on the man-
ufacturing floor, the proscenium stage, or in our own homes. Furthermore, it lowers
the barrier to entry for crafting such behaviors, allowing a much wider class of
users such as line workers in a factory, dancers in a studio, and individuals in their
own houses. Such tools are essential to realizing the potential of robots in society
and require a combination of embodied movement theory and tools from robotics
and control.

7 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed prior general concepts in robotics and somatic theory.
Further, we have presented our prior work that provides a foundation for one way of
thinking about how these concepts are naturally related. Namely, we have showed
how events in finite state machines can be modifiable movement primitives
described by Motif symbols from LBMS. This way of thinking provides a natural
abstraction for the development of a novel system—presented here—that can
facilitate the control of and programming of robots by nontechnical persons.
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The RCC is not only an important marriage of academic ideas but is also an
important practical tool for collaboration between the disciplines of dance and
robotics. It provides an initial tool to allow dancers to be the designers of machine
movement and a natural translation between the distinct languages of LBMS and
robotics. It is through such tools that experts in movement will be able to influence
and improve the way that robots impact our lives.
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Annotating Everyday Grasps in Action

Jia Liu, Fangxiaoyu Feng, Yuzuko C. Nakamura
and Nancy S. Pollard

Abstract Grasping has been well studied in the robotics and human subjects lit-
erature, and numerous taxonomies have been developed to capture the range of
grasps employed in work settings or everyday life. But how completely do these
taxonomies capture grasping actions that we see every day? In a study to classify all
actions during a typical day, we found that single entries in an existing grasp
taxonomy were insufficient, apparently capturing not one grasp, but many. When
we investigated, we found that these seemingly different grasps could be distin-
guished by features related to the grasp in action, such as the intended motion,
force, and stiffness. In collaboration with our subjects, we developed an annotation
scheme for untrained annotators to use, which captured the differences we observed
between grasping actions. This chapter describes our annotation scheme. We dis-
cuss parallels to and differences from Laban Movement Analysis, which has been
long developed to capture motion and action, but does not focus on grasping. We
also discuss parallels to impedance or operational space control, with the goal of
moving from annotations to actionable robot control.

1 Introduction

Grasping is an essential part of people’s daily lives and is critical for creating robots
that can interact with and make changes to their environment. Grasping has been
the focus of numerous human studies [1], and a large body of robotics research has
worked within a grasp-move-ungrasp paradigm. Within these studies, one area of
focus has been hand shape and the locations of contact between hand and object,
which determine how the hand and object can interact [2].
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A number of taxonomies with hand shape and object contact as central elements
have been developed to classify grasps [2–5]. These taxonomies have been widely
used in robotics, for applications including grasp recognition [6, 7], robot hand
design and evaluation [8], programming by demonstration [9], and interaction with
grasp sensitive objects [10]. These taxonomies also allow researchers to commu-
nicate grasp differences, distinguishing power from precision grasps, tripod versus
pinch, spherical versus cylindrical, etc.

With the goal of moving toward robots that can more dexterously manipulate
everyday objects in human environments, we ask to what extent our existing grasp
taxonomies capture the actions we do in everyday life. Two subjects attempted to
capture all actions accomplished during a typical day, with a focus on critical
humanoid robot capabilities such as home care and manipulation in unstructured
environments such as a home or workplace. For each observed grasp or manipu-
lation action, our subjects attempted to classify it using the Comprehensive Grasp
Taxonomy of Feix et al. [5]. In all, 179 distinct grasping actions were captured and
classified.

We found that although many grasping actions could be classified in the existing
taxonomies, there were important differences between grasps that the taxonomy did
not consider. To capture these differences, we propose an extended set of annota-
tions capturing aspects of force, motion, and stiffness. Table 12 shows an example.
Our goal was to communicate motion, force, and stiffness information as precisely
as possible while still allowing individuals with light training to understand and
classify grasps or communicate differences to a robot.

We found 40 grasp types which could not be well captured by existing tax-
onomies, including actions of pushing, grasping while pressing a button or lever,
and grasping with extension (inside-out) forces. We believe our database is an
improvement on our prior work, because we characterize human grasps by taking
into account forces and motion exerted after a grasp is achieved. These added
properties have intriguing similarities to aspects of dance notation such as Laban
Movement Analysis [11]. They also may tie into existing impedance [12] and
operational space controllers [13] used in robotics.

We report our complete process and findings below. The complete classification
can be viewed in our online database [14]. A short version of this paper has
previously appeared elsewhere [15].

2 Related Work

Perhaps the earliest well known grasp taxonomies are those of Schlesinger [16] and
Napier [17], which led the way in discriminating major hand shapes and grasp
functions. Grasp taxonomies have been developed for tasks of everyday living,
including those of Kapandji [18], Edwards et al. [4] and Kamakura et al. [2].
Kamakura and colleagues, for example, classified static prehensile patterns of
normal hands into 14 patterns under 4 categories (power grip, intermediate grip,
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precision grip and grip involving no thumb). They illustrated detailed contact areas
on the hand for each grasp and analyzed for which objects the grasp may be used.

Perhaps the most widely cited taxonomy in robotics is that of Cutkosky [3],
which includes 16 grasp types observed in skilled machining tasks. The Cutkosky
taxonomy consists of a hierarchical tree of grasps, with categories classified under
power and precision. Moving from left to right in the tree, the grasps become less
powerful and the grasped objects become smaller. Zheng et al. [19] used this
taxonomy to capture the daily activities of a skilled machinist and a house maid,
giving for the first time a count of how frequently different grasps are used. The
intent of our study is similar. However, we consider a broader variety of actions
beyond static grasps and make special note of differences observed in grasps that
have the same entries within the grasp taxonomy.

Feix et al. [5] recently developed a comprehensive taxonomy of grasps that
brings together previous research with their own observations. They propose a
definition of a grasp as follows: “A grasp is every static hand posture with which an
object can be held securely with one hand,” and identify 33 grasp types that are
distinct from one another and fit this definition. Because it was developed with the
goal of being inclusive, we selected this taxonomy as a starting place in our
experiments. However, the grasp definition of Feix et al. [5] does exclude a variety
of movements, bimanual tasks, gravity dependent grasps, and flat hand grasps that
we found important, and we include these additional types in our own taxonomy.

A number of taxonomies have been developed to express manipulation actions
as well. Chang and Pollard [20] classify manipulations prior to grasping, with a
focus on how the object is adjusted, considering both rigid transformation and
non-rigid reconfigurations. Worgotter et al. [21] discuss how manipulation actions
are structured in space and time. Focusing on actions of bringing together and
breaking apart, they identify 30 fundamental manipulations that allow sequences of
activities to be encoded. Elliott and Connolly [22] classify coordinated motions of
the hand that are used to manipulate objects, identifying three classes of intrinsic
movements: simple synergies such as squeeze, reciprocal synergies such as roll, and
sequential patterns such as a rotary stepping motion of the fingers to change contact
positions on the object. Bullock et al. [23] encode manipulation instances at a more
abstract level, focusing on motion of the hand and relative motion of the hand and
object at contact, with the goal of creating a classification scheme that does not
assume a specific hand design. We adopt a structure similar to theirs for expressing
intended motion of grasped object, but incorporate it as extra information within the
context of a more conventional grasp taxonomy.

Torigoe [24] investigated manipulation in 74 species of great apes, identifying
over 500 different body part manipulation acts, 300 of which are related to hand
manipulation, including drape, flip, pick up, pull, push or press, roll, rotate, throw,
untwist and so on. We find that a similar approach of classifying manipulation
actions using action verbs is useful for distinguishing between different force
intentions for grasps having the same grasp taxonomy label and adopt it as extra
information in our taxonomy.
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3 Methods

We compiled a task list from various sources for our study. First, we studied
previous literature that measured self-care and mobility skills for patient rehabili-
tation [25–28]. The measured skills listed in these papers such as dressing, eating,
and grooming cover typical and important tasks humans need to do, even for those
who are disabled. Our initial list of actions was a union of the tasks mentioned in
those papers. In work such as Choi et al. [29], tasks were ranked by importance, and
tasks like buttoning, putting on socks, and personal hygiene were discarded because
they received a low ranking and are difficult for a robot to accomplish. However, we
also included these less important tasks in our list, with the goal of having a more
inclusive study.

We next observed two college students’ life from the time they woke up until the
time they went to bed. We categorized all the hand gestures and motions that the
person would use into hundreds of tasks. However, we felt this was insufficient
since there are many skilled gestures (e.g. of tradespeople) that are not found in
everyday life, and that the task list was biased toward the office settings of the
subjects. Therefore, we expanded our task list to include specific tasks that people
from various careers would accomplish in their workplace.

Next, we further separated the compound tasks into small task-components and
movement elements, such as in Kopp et al. [25]. For example, wearing a T-shirt
was broken down into three basic tasks: (1) arms in T-shirt sleeves, (2) grab the
neck hole and move head through neck hole, (3) pull down and straighten shirt. We
collapsed similar gestures together and classified these movements into an existing
33-grasp database [5]. When we encountered hand gestures that were not in the
basic database, we added them to the database.

Our final database contains 73 database categories, of which 50 are grasp types,
4 are press types, 10 are grasp and press type, 2 are extend types and 7 are other
hand types. We also illustrate where each movement may be used in daily life with
corresponding pictures [14].

4 Database Annotations

Figure 1 shows the classification we have developed in order to distinguish the
different actions we have observed. The focus of previous grasp taxonomies has
often been on hand shape (highlighted in purple). With our observations, however,
we annotated grasps with four features: (1) hand shape, (2) force type, (3) direction,
and (4) flow. The object related property is another factor that influences the hand
shape and motion, but these relationships are not made explicit in our database. In
contrast to traditional grasp taxonomy research, our research focuses on grasps
within the context of the action that is intended. The rationale behind this focus
came about when we mapped the grasping actions we encountered onto an existing
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grasp taxonomy [5] and realized that actions belonging to one grasp type within the
taxonomy often involved very different motion, force, or flow.

4.1 Hand Shape

Our classification of hand shape comes directly from Feix et al. [5], combined with
ideas from Napier [30]. For hand shape, we consider: grasp type, opposition type,
thumb position, involvement of specific fingers, and prototypical object shape and
size.

Grasp type can be power grip, precision grip, or intermediate. A power grip is
typically applied by partly flexed fingers with the palm providing countering
pressure, while a precision grip is more of a pinching of the object between fingers,
which allows freedom to sense or create internal motions of the object within the
hand.

Opposition type refers to which part of the hand is mostly used, including palm
(red in Fig. 2), pad (green), side (blue), and back (Fig. 3).

Thumb position is classified as abduction (ABD), adduction (ADD), extension
(EXT), or flexion (FLX) (Fig. 4). It is also important to indicate specific fingers (2:
index finger, 3: middle finger, 4: fourth finger, 5: little finger) involved in each
gesture.

Finally, we express shape (spherical, cylindrical, disk-like, etc.) and size (large,
medium, small) of the object being held [30].

Fig. 1 Simple classification of the database
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4.2 Force Type

There are many different ways in which forces can be distinguished or described:
axis direction, magnitude of the force, location of force exertion, and so on.
However, we found that describing forces using verbs from the English language
made it easier for our subjects to annotate grasping actions and provided a clearer
description to other people than the alternatives we investigated. We use 20 verbs to
describe the forces observed in our study (Table 1).

Fig. 2 Palm, pad, side

Fig. 3 Back

Fig. 4 Local coordinates and thumb positions of the left hand
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Although we don’t make a distinction in our database, it’s interesting to note that
these force words imply (1) an internal grasp force exerted by the hand (e.g.
squeeze, Table 2), or (2) a cumulative/external force exerted by the wrist or whole
arm (e.g. throw, Table 3), or (3) both (e.g., grab a door handle and press to open,
Table 3).

Table 1 Force type definitions and frequency

Force type Definition Frequency

Break off Remove a part of an object 3

Extend Apply outward forces from within the object 3

Grab Hold or secure without opposing gravity 32

Hold Grasp object in a way that resists gravity 41

Lever Pivot one end of an object around a fixed end 4

Lift Apply upward force greater than gravity 7

Place Put something in a specified position 1

Press Exert force in a direction away from the shoulder 31

Pull Exert force in a direction towards the shoulder 18

Punch Press or push with a short, quick movement 1

Put in Insert one object into another 4

Roll Cause rotation without prehension 3

Rub/stroke Move back and forth while pressing 9

Scratch Rub with something sharp or rough (with the hand directly or a
tool)

2

Squeeze Apply compressive force around object greater than needed to
hold object

4

Swing Move with a smooth, curving motion like hand waving or arm
swinging

6

Take out Remove one object from another 2

Throw Propel an object through the air 3

Turn Flip or rifle through pages 1

Twist Cause rotation with prehension 13

Table 2 Internal force examples

Example

Force type Squeeze Hold

Annotation Squeeze toothpaste Hold a pan
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In our database, both force and motion are important. For this reason, grab and
hold are not the same, even though they feature the same motion (i.e. no motion).
We define grab as touching or securing an object that is resting on a surface. We
define hold with a gravitational factor, where the hand/arm is applying an upward
force to counteract gravity (Table 4).

4.3 Direction

In order to specify the direction of a force or motion, we need to specify the direction
subspace and the coordinate frame as shown in Table 5. The direction subspace
describes a subset of the six-dimensional space within which the motion is occurring.
Examples of direction subspaces that we use include: (1) along a linear axis,
(2) rotation around an axis, (3) movement within a plane, or (4) inwards/outwards
(towards or away from the center of an object). We note that the motion direction can
be very different from the force direction. For example, when we zip a zipper, the
internal force direction of the hand is inwards for the zipper (i.e. grab the zipper
tightly), but the direction of motion is along the zipper. Similarly, the internal force
direction is inwards to hold the egg beater but the direction of motion is around
the x-axis (Table 6). We use the notation x(45)y to describe movements along an
axis that is halfway between the x- and y-axes (e.g., Table 12, second row).

Table 3 Cumulative force examples

Example

Force type Throw Grab and press

Annotation Shoot a basket ball Press down a door handle

Table 4 Hold and grab examples

Example

Force type Grab Hold

Annotation Grab the ladder Hold a laundry detergent
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Directions that are less constrained or more difficult to describe are captured in
freeform text (e.g., “a cone about the x-axis” or “various”).

Most of the time, we use the local coordinates of the hand to describe the
direction of movement. However, we also sometimes use global coordinates of the
world or local coordinates of the object, depending on its degree of usefulness.

Hand coordinates: The local coordinates of the hand are defined as follows:
The direction of the four fingers is defined as the x-axis. The y-axis is defined as
coming out of the palm in the ventral/palmar direction. The z-axis is defined as the
thumb pointing away from the little finger for both hands (Figs. 4 and 5). This
results in using either the left hand rule for left hand or right hand rule for right hand
to compute the z-axis. This unorthodox use of coordinate frames results in sym-
metrical descriptions of movements and grasps using the two hands. Local

Table 5 Direction examples

Property Possible values Example

Direction subspace Along x/y/z axis or combination Table 6 1

Rotate around x/y/z axis Table 6 2

Plane xy/xz/yz Table 6 3

Coordinate frame Hand Table 7 1

Global Table 7 2

Object Table 7 3

Table 6 Axes examples

Example

Motion axes Along x/−x (object) Around x axis (hand) Along xz plane (hand)

Force axes Inward, hold zipper Inward, hold egg beater Against the surface

Annotation Zip a zipper Beat with egg beater Move a mouse

Fig. 5 Local coordinates and thumb positions of the right hand
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coordinates of the hand are mostly used when the motion is along one of the hand
coordinate axes. For example, Table 7, first column, shows rubbing the hands along
the local x-axis.

Global coordinates: Global coordinates of the world are used when the motion
is along the direction of gravity or within a coordinate system that could be fixed to
our local environment. For example, when we dribble a basketball, we maneuver
the ball within a coordinate frame fixed to the world, not the hand or the ball
(Table 7, second column). The direction of gravity is defined as the global z-axis.

Object coordinates: Finally, occasionally the local coordinates of the object
must be used since, in some motions, the object shape decides the direction of
motion. If the object is a long stick or string type, we define the direction along the
stick to be the x-axis. If the object is rectangular in shape, we define the direction
along the long side to be the x-axis and the direction along the short side as the
z-axis. For example, when we pull out measuring tape, the motion direction is along
the tape’s long dimension: the x-axis (Table 7, third column).

Many motions or forces can be described naturally in multiple coordinate
frames. For example, plugging in a charger could be expressed in the coordinate
frame of the charger, the wall, or the hand. We asked our subjects to make the
annotations that were most intuitive for them. The important point is that all three
coordinate frames are useful, as different actions may focus on different frames of
reference.

4.4 Flow

The effort factor we use here is flow. Flow comes from the Laban Effort/Shape
notation [31]. It refers to “attitude toward bodily tension and control” and can be
free, bound and half-bound. Free refers to the moving direction of the gesture being
very casual, while bound refers to the action being very stiff or tightly controlled.

Table 7 Coordinate frame examples

Example

Coordinate
frame

Hand Global Object

Motion
axes

Along x/−x Along z/−z Along x/−x

Annotation Rub hands Dribble basketball Measure with a tape
measure
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The half bound annotation is used when the action is bound along one or more axes
and free along the rest. For example, in Table 14, the flow of motion in dragging
toilet paper is half-bound because in the plane that is perpendicular to the axis of the
toilet paper, the motion is still free. Our informal observation is that most of the
time we specify an action as being free or bound depending on whether the action
includes a goal location. For example, if we try to plug in a charger into a wall or
stick a key into a lock, the motion is bound, but if we just throw the key for fun, the
action is entirely free (Table 8).

4.5 Object Related Factors

Most grasps depend on the object our hands manipulate, thus object related factors
are also important features for describing hand gestures.

From our observations, weight is an important factor since it affects both internal
and cumulative force applied on the object. A simple example is when we hold an
empty box or a full box. If the box is empty, we tend to grab the top piece of the
box, but if the box is heavy, we would hold from the bottom and lift it up (Table 9).

The material of the object also strongly affects grasping strategy. For example,
grabbing highly deformable material requires continuous adjustment of grasp shape

Table 8 Flow factor examples

Example

Flow Bound motion/bound force Free motion/half bound force

Annotation Stick a key in the door lock Hold keys

Table 9 Weight of object examples

Example

Object weight Light Heavy

Annotation Grab an empty box Hold a heavy box
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as the object changes shape. Another example of the effect of material is that people
will grab raw meat differently than paper.

The shape and size of the object affects hand shape. We usually pinch a thin wire
but grab a thick string, see Table 10.

Finally, the friction coefficient of an object determines how hard we grab the
object. The thick string in Table 10 is rougher then the exercise bar, which will
affect the force needed to prevent slipping in both cases.

5 Results

Our main result is an annotated database of grasping actions observed in our study.
The database contains 73 grasp types, including the 33 types enumerated in Feix
et al. [5], along with 40 additional types. Each of these 73 types includes one or
more annotated examples. Examples are annotated with force type, motion direc-
tion, force direction, and flow to more fully describe the grasp in action. Each of the
179 total examples differs from the others by at least one annotation.

One additional result listed here is a count of force types, which can be found in
Table 1 (frequency column). In this table, we can see, for example, that hold (41),
grab (32), press (31) and pull (18) make up the majority of tasks that we observed
in our study.

The full database can be found on our website [14]. In this Chapter, we describe
two of the 73 grasp type entries (Sects. 5.1 and 5.2) as well as listing some of the
new grasp types (Sect. 5.3).

5.1 Large Diameter Cylinder

The first grasp type we examine is the large diameter cylinder grasp. In a
large-diameter grasp (Table 11, Left), the hand shape is appropriate for a
larger-diameter cylinder-shaped object, and all five fingers are used. The opposition
type is palm. The thumb is abducted.

Table 10 Shape and size and roughness of object examples

Example

Size Thin Thick Thick

Roughness Slippery Rough Slippery

Annotation Grab a wire Grab a rope Grab exercise bar
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Our entire database entry for this grasp is shown in Table 12, and we see that this
single entry in the grasp taxonomy contains a variety of different examples. Force
types are varied, including hold, grab, squeeze, press, and twist. Even with the same
force type, other annotations can differ. For example, as shown in Table 12 (top),
the action of drink water involves motion around the y-axis, while holding a bottle
does not involve any motion. The flow can vary even within the same task. As
shown in Table 12 (bottom), the motion of squeezing a towel is free, but the force is
bound.

5.2 Lateral

The second grasp type we review is the lateral grasp. As shown in Table 11, Right,
in the lateral grasp, the hand shape is more suitable for a thin card-shaped object,
which is pinched between the thumb and index finger. The opposition type is side,
and the pad of the thumb is used. The thumb is adducted.

For some very similar tasks, the direction and flow can be different. As shown in
Table 13 first row, the flow of motion in putting on gloves and dragging toilet paper
are different. Putting on gloves is bound since the direction of motion is set along
the arm. But dragging toilet paper is half-bound.

The two tasks in Table 13 second row appear almost identical, but the direction
of motion is different in terms of hand coordinates. Twisting the key happens
around y-axis of the hand (the axis out of the palm), and twisting the knob happens
around the x-axis of the hand (the direction aligning with the forearm).

Table 11 Large diameter and lateral grasp

Name Large diameter Lateral

Picture

Type Power Intermediate

Opp. type Palm Side

Thumb pos Abd Add

VF2 2–5 2

Shape Cylinder/cuboid Card piece

Size Large diameter Thin
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Some motions are in the same direction but with different force types and flow as
shown in Table 13 third row. In this case, the force based interactions are both in
the xy-plane of the hand (or equivalently the object), but one example has free
motion while gently holding the grasped object and the other has motion relative to
the object that is constrained to maintain forceful contact for cleaning. These dif-
ferences are reflected in the differing annotations.

Table 12 Large diameter cylinder grasp examples

Example

Force type Hold Hold

Motion dir Around y axis (hand) –

Force dir – −z (global)

Flow Free motion/bound force Bound force

Annotation Drink water Hold a bottle

Example

Force type Hold Grab and press

Motion dir x(45)y (hand) –

Force dir – z (global)

Flow Free motion/half bound force Bound force

Annotation Throw paper Grab cabbage

Example

Force type Squeeze Twist

Motion dir – Around z axis (hand)

Force dir Inwards (hand) Inwards (hand)

Flow Bound force Free motion/bound force

Annotation Squeeze an empty soda bottle Squeeze towel to dry
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Table 13 Lateral grasp examples

Example

Force type Pull Pull
Motion dir −x (hand) xz plane (hand)
Force dir – –

Flow Bound motion/bound force Half bound motion/bound force
Annotation Put on gloves(along the arm) Drag toilet paper
Example

Force type Twist Twist
Motion dir Around y axis (hand) Around x axis (hand)
Force dir – –

Flow Bound motion Bound motion
Annotation Twist the key to start up the car Twist the knob in car
Example

Force type Hold Rub/stroke
Motion dir xy plane (hand) xy plane (hand)
Force dir – Inwards (hand)
Flow Free motion/half bound force Half bound motion/bound force
Annotation Give card to someone Wipe glasses
Example

Force type Hold Hold
Motion dir z (global)/−z (global)/around x axis (hand) Around x axis (hand)
Force dir – –

Flow Free motion/bound force Half bound motion/bound force
Annotation Eat with spoon Pour washing powder
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5.3 New Types

From our observations, the existing taxonomy that served as our starting point [5]
has covered many types of grasps. However, there exist some actions which are not
represented by their taxonomy, for which we have created new categories in the
database. Some of the new entries involve deformable objects. Some are very
specific gestures such as opening a soda can and tying shoes. Overall, we have
added 40 new categories. We illustrate 8 of them in Table 14. All classifications and
annotations can be found in our database [14]. Some, but not all of the new grasp
types can be found in other taxonomies, such as those of Kapandji [18] and
Buckland et al. [4].

6 Discussion

Effective grasp taxonomies capture not only hand shape, but also the nature of
contact between the hand and object. The best in this regard is perhaps the
Kamakura taxonomy [2], which illustrates in great detail regions on the hand that
come in contact with the object. The patterns and extent of these regions reveals
much, especially when considering grasp control and robot hand design.

However, we find annotating only shape and contact to be insufficient to convey
important differences between everyday actions; in part because this set of actions is
more broad than grasping, but also because many grasps that may look similar from
a snapshot involve very different intentions—different uses of the hand to accom-
plish a task. We find that to communicate these differences, we need to express the
type of force, directional information, and stiffness information for the action.

It is interesting to note the similarities between our annotations and the
parameters required for impedance control [12] or operational space control [13],
where one expresses a task in terms of the desired impedance or
motion/force/stiffness properties of the manipulator. Annotations such as those we
propose here could form the starting point for a learning-from-demonstration or
coaching system where the user indicates to the robot coordinate frames and
directions best suited for position control and force control, along with indications
of the level of force or stiffness required for the task. In particular, we found the use
of English language verbs very promising for conveying the type of force desired in
a way that was intuitive for our subjects, and the use of multiple coordinate frames
(hand, object, and world) make it easier to specify axes along which motion and
force should be emphasized or constrained. It is of great interest to us to explore
mechanisms for translating such annotations into robot controllers and allowing
users to provide feedback to adjust those controllers in a language that is natural to
them.

The similarities between our classification scheme and Laban Movement
Analysis (LMA) [11] are also intriguing and invite further exploration. Perhaps we
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may consider the static grasps of the conventional taxonomies as Shape Forms—
static shapes that the hand may take while grasping an object. Annotation mech-
anisms within the category of Space may capture our intent when annotating motion
and force directions, where we consider natural coordinate frames and landmarks
that serve to orient the action. Annotation mechanisms within the category of Effort
were motivating to us when considering how to discriminate between grasps.
Although we did not make direct use of the Action Effort verbs (Float, Punch,
Glide, Slash, Dab, Wring, Flick, and Press), many of them are represented in our
force list of Table 1. In addition, we attempted to directly adopt the Effort category
of Flow to allow users to discriminate between stiff and tightly controlled vs. free or
flowing intent. We are interested to explore further how theory and practical
experience from LMA may allow us to create more precise and comprehensive
annotations.

Although there are similarities between our annotation scheme and LMA cate-
gories, there are also differences. For example, although our verb list is similar to
the Action Effort verbs, there are verbs in our list that may fit one or more Action
Effort verbs depending on how the action is performed. For example, in our
database subjects used “Press” for forcefully supporting a cabbage for cutting and
also for lightly pressing a small button, which may correspond to different Action
Effort verbs such as “Press” and “Dab.” In addition, there are items in our verb list
that do not correspond well to the Action Effort verbs, such as “Put In” and “Take
Out.” The largest conceptual difference seems to be that our subjects considered
verbs in our list to express what the hand was doing, as opposed to how the action
was performed. Given this conceptual difference, it is interesting to see the level of
similarity we do see in the two sets of verbs.

We also found that we needed to give our lightly trained users a great variety of
verbs as options to specify force intent. We have listed 20 such verbs in Table 1 and
have no doubt that a more extensive survey of everyday actions will require adding
others. Intent of an action as it affects function and appearance of grasping appears
to be challenging to capture and communicate in a manner that can discriminate
between actions that are evidently different to both the performer and the observer.

One limitation of this database is that we need a more accurate system for
describing the direction of motion and force that accommodates directions that do
not perfectly align with an easily identifiable single axis. However, interestingly,
this situation appears to be uncommon.

We can also ask whether all entries in our database are relevant for humanoid
robots. We believe that as robots become more pervasive, especially in home,
health care, and rehabilitation scenarios, a large majority of the grasps depicted here
will become of interest. However, we did not attempt to make this distinction.

It may be possible to organize this database from a different point of view, such
as making the force types or motion types the central classification rather than grasp
type. We chose grasp type as the first level of organization in order to be consistent
with existing taxonomies. However, it is interesting to consider whether a different
organization may lead to a simpler or more intuitive way of describing these results.
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Laban Movement Analysis—Scaffolding
Human Movement to Multiply Possibilities
and Choices

Angela Loureiro de Souza

Abstract Rudolf Laban (1879–1958) and his colleagues, based on their transversal
experience in different creative fields, proposed a complex approach of human
movement that values its process of transformation, the plasticity of human beings,
and the possibility of expanding human referential and movement repertoire. What
is now called Laban Movement Analysis is composed of four main and interde-
pendent points of view concerning movement: “Effort” deals with qualitative
changes in the use of the motion factors Time, Space, Weight and Flow, their
polarities, configurations and phrasings; “Shape” concerns the capacity of changing
body shapes and its link with human adaptation to internal and external issues;
“Body” focus on gesture, posture and their merging, and patterns of total body
organization; “Space” speaks about personal, interpersonal and general space and
reveals the spatial scaffold of movement (dimensions, planes and diagonals). The
paper approaches some essential aspects of each domain, focusing on their con-
nection and interdependence, and exposes the different notations proposed by the
Laban Movement Analysis.

1 Introduction

Almost a century ago, different people in different places, with different back-
grounds, questioned themselves about dance and movement, as well as their vital
role in society. Among them, Rudolf Laban can be distinguished. He federated,
around his ever-changing proposals, artists and students that were also in quest of
another way of moving and creating. Irmgard Bartenieff, Warren Lamb, Lisa
Ullmann, Albrecht Knust and Kurt Jooss make up part of the first generation that
worked directly with him to settle the basis of this approach of movement.
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Since the beginning of the 20th century till now, the work proposed by what may
be called the “Laban Collective” has been enriched and, because it is grounded on
creation, experimentation and observation, received the input of many artists—
experimenters. In spite of this mobile frontier, the core of Laban’s proposals
remained and guaranteed the coherence of this approach of movement. It is ques-
tion of considering movement as a process of changing body and shape configu-
rations, spatial positioning, different quality usage. It is question of discovering
patterns and structures that will order this process of transformation, allowing its
observation. And it is also question of plasticity and adaptability, of multiplying
movement possibilities and of creating nuances and shades.

Nowadays, four main interdependent fields of exploration and observation can be
distinguished: Body, Effort (named before Eukinetics), Shape and Space (named also
Choreutics). Each one must be considered as a point of view to approach the com-
plexity of movement. Together they form what is called Laban Movement Analysis.

2 Laban Movement Analysis: Body, Effort, Shape, Space

2.1 Body

The point of view of the “Body” is based on a global and mobile way of consid-
ering the body. Rudolf Laban conceives body architecture in relation to spatial pulls
and zones, its three-dimensional aspect being stressed. Exertion and recuperation,
stabilizing and mobilizing forces, frequent themes in Laban’s approach, denote a
non-static conception of the body. This general approach is enriched by the
importance given to the flow of movement, influenced by the way different parts of
the body are set in motion. In his book The Mastery of Movement (1950), R. Laban
studies body actions (directions, shapes, rhythmical development, organization of
phrases), body parts and gestures, as well as their relationship with the environment.
These ideas are the basis of the proposals of Irmgard Bartenieff (1900–1981)
through her “Fundamentals”, and of Warren Lamb (1923–2014) through his
“Movement Pattern Analysis”. They clarify the role of the alternation and merging
of postures and gestures, the importance of initiation and sequencing of movement,
of internal body connections and spatial intent, of patterns of total body organi-
zation through a developmental perspective:

• Gesture is defined as a movement of a body part, posture as a movement that
engages the totality of the body. The study of gesture will establish if body parts
are acting simultaneously, sequentially or successively. The study of posture
will explore actions in which the whole body is engaged, as changing support,
spiraling, running, turning, falling, etc. Warren Lamb singles out the point or the
phrase in which the posture merges into a gesture, or the gesture into a posture.
What he calls PGM (Posture Gesture Merger) is part of the individual way of
moving, of its contrived or integrated movements.
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• Initiation and sequencing of movement deals with the part of the body that
begins an action (does it begins distally, centrally, with the lower body, with the
upper body?) and with the way movement spreads through the body.

• Body connections recreate the possibility of sequencing movement. They have
been addressed in the “Bartenieff Fundamentals”, movement sequences that
engage the person deeply in the path of mobility. They not only deal with the
link between body parts through muscles and ligaments, but with their “con-
nectedness”, defined as the capacity of allowing the movement impulse to pass
through the body. Body connections are also supported by “spatial intent”:
clarifying direction organizes movement both in its functional and expressive
aspects.

• Patterns of total body organization, equally addressed by the “Bartenieff
Fundamentals”, study fundamental structures through a developmental per-
spective: connections between the center and the periphery of the body in a
radiation pattern; between the head and the coccyx; between the lower and the
upper body; between left and right sides of the body; between the four quadrants
of the body, in a contralateral pattern. Movement sequences based on these
patterns, as well as their approach through a creative and expressive practice,
revisit the path each human follows to acquire verticality, from lying to
uprightness. Incorporated through experience in the first year of life, patterns
enhance differentiation and connection between body zones and spatial zones,
and through them between the person and his environment. They are one of the
basis of human mobility and expressivity.

2.2 Effort

The theme of movement dynamics appeared in Rudolf Laban’s researches and
artistic practice since the twenties. First called Eukinetics, the study of the qualities
of movement later received the name of Effort. During the forties, four books
addressed this particular point of view: Effort (1947) addresses these qualities in the
workplace and in industry; Modern Educational Dance (1948) proposes a move-
ment education in school based on the understanding of movement’s specificity of
the different childhood groups of age; The Mastery of Movement (1950) studies
body parts in relation to energy usage in dance, theatre and mime; Effort and
Recovery—seventeen studies of people in motion (1950—unpublished) addresses
the important question of movement and its recovery.

The “Effort” point of view focuses on the link between intention and motivation
with different qualities of movement. Rudolf Laban composed a chart of qualities,
which he named “motion factors”: Weight, Flow, Time and Space. Each one is
composed of two polarities in a range, called elements.
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The Flow factor deals with the way each one controls the progression of
movement and is composed of a Free and a Bound Element. It is considered as the
basic factor, from which the others will emerge.

The Weight factor deals with the way each one, in different situations, relates to
gravity in order to accomplish a specific intent. It is composed of a Light and a
Strong Element.

The Time factor deals with the way each one relates to time, wishing or being
obliged to accelerate or decelerate movement, no matter the duration. This factor is
composed of a Sudden and a Sustained Element.

The Space factor deals with the way you give attention, whether you focus one
point or several points. It is composed of a Direct and an Indirect Element.

These factors don’t appear alone; they combine to create multiple configurations
composed of two (named States), three (named Drives) or four polar elements
(named Full Effort). They are frequently transitioning from one to another, creating
rhythms and phrasings. For example, a movement characterized by the combination
Light Weight and Indirect Space will be completely different of another composed
of the combination Light Weight, Free Flow and Direct Space. Both configurations
can appear in a sequence of movement, creating a specific phrasing.

Effort deals with the way a movement is performed and varies in function of
specific intents and contexts. Are we the same when we turn vigorously or lightly,
when we hurry to take a bus or when we stroll without paying attention to the world,
when we assemble pieces of an ancient clock or when we do finger-painting, when
we point out someone or when you address yourself to everyone in a room? The
chart of qualities is like a color chart: we can multiply nuances and ways of being.

Rudolf Laban alludes to the existence of combinations of Effort elements in a
particular rhythm, frequently very personal, that he names movement phrases. For
example, a sequence can begin with movements colored by Strong Weight and
Indirect Space, evolves keeping the Strong Weight and replacing Indirect Space for
Direct Space, and concludes substituting Strong Weight for Light Weight. The
resulting rhythm of the sequence has its origin in this dynamic modulation (Fig. 1).

Further work developed the concept of Phrasing: the sequencing of movement
qualities produces specific intensities, patterning of different energies that will
change the way movements are done. Warren Lamb, Marion North (1925–2012)
and Vera Maletic (1928) studied in depth the phrasing aspect of movement, the first
in relation to work relationships, the second in therapeutic context and the third in
choreography and pedagogy. Eight types of phrasing were named: Even (when the
same intensity is maintained), Increasing-Intensity (when intensity gradually
increases), Decreasing-Intensity (when initial intensity diminishes gradually),
Increasing–Decreasing Intensity (when energy grows and diminishes without a
culminating point), Decreasing–Increasing Intensity (energy diminishes then
increases), Accented (repeated accents), Vibratory (a series of quick actions) and
Resilient (rebounding movements). In any of these contexts, Phrasing is seen as
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fundamental to determine moving styles. The access to different ways of combining
Effort elements opens many possibilities of responding to internal and relational
issues.

2.3 Space

In his book Choreutics, published posthumously in 1966, Rudolf Laban develops
the space-movement aspect: the moving human being would be like a living
architecture, recreating his balance all the time, activating mobilizing and stabi-
lizing forces, changing internal cohesion with a tensegrity perspective, creating
through shapes in space a three-dimensional whole.

Looking at movement from this point of view, different kinds of space will be
named: general, interpersonal and personal, each one representing an orientation
system of reference to individuals.

• General space is the place where the person is located: it is invested through
straight and curved pathways, is structured through directions, and has a center,
a mid-space and a periphery.

• Interpersonal space is the all-around distance between people, and varies sub-
stantially in function of personal and cultural issues.

• Personal space has a specific name: the Kinesphere, a term coined by Laban to
define the volume created and occupied by each person (Fig. 2).

As the general space, the Kinesphere has a center, a mid-space and a periphery,
that is differently invested by each person. The center corresponds to the center of the
body, the periphery is what defines its limits, and the mid-space is the area between
the surface of the body and its periphery. Depending on the movement and on the
mood of the mover, the kinesphere can change its size, becoming bigger or smaller.

Fig. 1 a Her dance combines free flow and sudden time. b Her determination is supported by
direct space and strong weight
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Its limits are not impermeable, but are conceived as an interface of exchange
between the person and the environment. The Kinesphere has spatial zones: up and
down, back and front, right side and left side; it has levels: high, middle, low; and is
structured by dimensions, planes and diagonals. Dimensions compose the basic
scaffold of the Kinesphere, each one presenting two opposite directions: the vertical
dimension is composed by high and low; the sagittal dimension by front and back;
the horizontal dimension by right side and left side. Their intersection point corre-
sponds to the central zone of the body. The mover explores the main axes of the
body. The three planes—horizontal, vertical and sagittal—will open the possibility
of more complex movements: each plane is the result of the combination of a
primary and a secondary spatial tension. When they are put together, their inter-
section point corresponds to the center of the body. The person experiments
movements of the spine that will challenge his balance: inclination (vertical plane),
flexion/extension (sagittal plane), and rotation (horizontal plane). Another spatial
structure will challenge even more the plasticity and balance of the human body: in
the zones created between the planes, diagonals combine three spatial tensions in
equal proportion. The four diagonals cross the body through its center going up and
down, to the right and left side, forwards and backwards, combining these spatial
pulls: for example, one diagonal will have a segment that goes up, forward and to the
right side, and an opposite segment that goes down, backwards and to the left. The
mover experiments torsions and spirals, challenging transformations of his body’s
shape and movement. Dimensions, planes and diagonals intersect in the center of the
body and structure human movement in the Kinesphere.

Different people do not invest the spatial scaffold of the Kinesphere the same way.
Practitioners/researchers, as Irmgard Bartenieff, Warren Lamb, Carol-Lynne Moore
and Ellen Goldman, have shown in their studies how much the geometry of
movement is embedded in child development, in communication and even in the
process of making decisions. Different styles of moving and of being can be per-
ceived through the spatial point of view, that cannot be separated from the body. One
of the bases of the Laban Movement Analysis is the “spatialized” body, structured by
directional pulls, and always dealing with balance and unbalance (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 He is at the center of
his personal space, the
Kinesphere
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2.4 Shape

The plasticity of the human body, conceived as the capacity of changing volume and
shape, is an integrative and vital point of view: the body changes shape in an inner
oriented or in an outer oriented manner in order to cope with different levels of need
and with different kinds of relationship with the environment. Since birth human
beings must develop the capacity of changes in volume, first due to breath, to
seeking comfort, to avoid discomfort, to attraction and to repulsion. The funda-
mental and tridimensional movement of growing and shrinking defines this period.
Later, it is observable that the body follows six main processes of changing shape:
rising and sinking/lengthening and shortening; advancing and retreating/bulging and
hollowing; spreading and enclosing/widening and narrowing.

Multiple combinations result from these fundamental elements: for example, a
movement can easily combine a retreating with a sinking shape, or a retreating with
an ascending one; another combination can be the result of a spreading combined
with an advancing process. Each resulting shape of the moving body will have

Fig. 3 a The 3 dimensions inside the octahedron. b The 3 planes. c Diagonal spatial tension
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specific origins and impacts in the mood of the mover and in his relations with the
environment. These multiple possibilities create multiple responses to inner and
outer stimuli.

Shape interweaves with Body, with Space and with Effort. A monolithic body
cannot change shape; differentiation and connection of body parts are at the same
time the condition and result of body plasticity. Spatial pulls are present in each of
the shape changing processes: rising and sinking/lengthening and shortening pro-
cesses are related to verticality; advancing and retreating/bulging and hollowing
processes are related to sagittality; spreading and enclosing/widening and narrowing
processes are related to horizontality. Effort factors and elements interweave with
body shapes in the sense that a certain shape will facilitate an action colored by a
specific Effort element. In the document “Effort-Shape analysis of movement—the
unity of function and expression”, Irmgard Bartenieff announces the hypothesis that
a complex of biological factors (as the alpha-gamma system, postural reflexes, the
senses, the basal ganglia) could explain these affinities; nevertheless, as activities and
expressions become more complex they would appear less consistently (Fig. 4).

3 Movement Scales as Models of Coherence

Rudolf Laban associated dimensions, planes and diagonals to specific polyhedrons:
dimensions to the octahedron, planes to the icosahedron, and diagonals to the cube.
They fit into each other and are the references to “movement scales”, cyclic
sequences conceived as models to explore zones, levels and directions of the
Kinesphere, to amplify our reach space, and to integrate space variations in the
search of balance. These scales offer the mover a strong experience of the mobi-
lizing and stabilizing forces that are always present in human movement.

The scales also develop the coherence and integration of spatial structures, Effort
factors and Shapes. Rudolf Laban observed in daily life, in artistic, working and

Fig. 4 Body shapes change
in relation to intention
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fighting contexts, that a specific direction was easily supported by a certain quality
of movement and by a certain shape. The first attempt to create a model articulating
all these physical realities in a movement sequence was the Dimensional scale. It
became the referential model to the other scales.

The mover will first explore the vertical dimension, then the horizontal and after
the sagittal:

– Going high (vertical dimension) with Light Weight, this movement is supported
by the rising/lengthening process.

– Going down (vertical dimension) with Strong Weight, this movement is sup-
ported by the sinking/shortening process.

– Going sideways (horizontal dimension) with a side of the body that crosses its
midline with Direct Space, this movement is supported by the enclosing/
narrowing process.

– Going sideways (horizontal dimension) with a side of the body that opens, this
movement is supported by the opening/widening process.

– Going back (sagittal dimension) with Sudden Time, this movement is supported
by the retreating/hollowing process.

– Going forwards (sagittal dimension) with Sustained Time, this movement is
supported by the advancing/bulging process.

The other scales follow this chart of affinities; their spatial structure being more
complex, the resulting movement will also be more complex and will constantly
challenge our balance. Taking for example the Diagonal scale and choosing just one
of the diagonals that compose the sequence, it is possible to feel and see this
complexity. A triad of directions composes the diagonal, with opposite spatial pulls.
If we choose the diagonal that goes from front/high/right to back/down/left, the
resulting movement will ally advancing-bulging/rising-lengthening/opening-
widening processes (Shape) with Sustained Time-Light Weight-Indirect Space
(Effort). Then the mover must completely change the cluster of affinities to address
himself to the opposite pull and to ally: retreating-hollowing/sinking-shortening/
enclosing-narrowing processes (Shape) with Sudden Time-Strong Weight-Direct
Space (Effort). The mover will work not only the contrasting movements but the
transition between them: from a floating one (the movement resulting from the first
combination) to a punching one (the movement resulting from the second one).

The scales are models that engage the whole body in changing Body, Effort,
Shape and Space configurations and, through this workout, they multiply one’s
possibilities of expression and function.

4 Daily Life as Choices of Coherence

Script 1: You are in the middle of a crowd and you are looking for someone; you
see him but he does not see you. In order to call his attention, you elongate yourself
and make big gestures. Then you try to make your way among people and you
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succeed in getting closer. You open your arms to embrace your friend and together
you turn till you stop.

This script can be realized in different ways, depending on the people that are
engaged in the action. The following movement analysis is one of these possibil-
ities: in the beginning you phrase the Space factor, the indirect element moves
toward the direct element. It will be easier to activate this factor if you rise and
spread your body. This shape will support the free flow of your big gestures. Then
you will probably have to enclose and narrow your body to move among people,
certainly adding the Time factor. The arms opening gesture, that can be done with
free Flow and Sudden Time, is supported by a spreading and widening shape
process, followed by an enclosing process that supports the movement of
embracing, when the Strong element of the Weight factor will appear. Then you and
your friend activate the Flow factor in order to turn (Free Flow) and then stop
(Bound Flow).

Script 2: A young child is playing on the floor. You address her and eventually
play with her.

This script can be realized in different ways, depending on your way of
addressing and making contact with the child. One possibility: you decide to get
closer quietly, you lower yourself smoothly to put yourself on the same space level,
and you speak softly and make delicate gestures. The movement analysis would be:
in the beginning, your movements are in Bound Flow combined with Sustained
Time and Direct Space; then the shape of your body changes, you can keep the
same Effort configuration; the total shape remains and supports gestures done with
Light Weight and modulations of Flow.

These two examples shows how humans are constantly changing configurations,
in order to respond to inner and outer stimuli, to adapt to others and to the envi-
ronment by modulating their movement choices.

5 Notations

Kinetography Laban, named in the Anglo-Saxon tradition Labanotation (subject
developed in the chapter written by Jacqueline Challet-Haas), notates movement in
its development and transformation. The scores are precise and allow the reader and
the mover to follow the continuity of movement in its bodily, spatial and temporal
structure.

Together with Kinetography, Laban Movement Analysis proposes other nota-
tional supports. They approach movement through different angles and don’t focus
on the precision of each movement, but in the mood of a sequence, in its phrasing
or in the way body shape changes. The choice of the notation depends on the
proposal of the research worker, the choreographer, the dance teacher, the dance
therapist, etc. For example, in a therapeutic context it can be more significant to
register that someone is predominantly moving in a light and indirect way (Light
Weight and Indirect Space, a combination of Effort elements), with an Even
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Phrasing (no variations), with a restricted quality repertoire, than to notate specific
gestures. In an artistic context, it may be enlightening to point out the predominance
of a specific Effort configuration, as Passion Drive (when Weight, Flow and Time
factors combine to create movements that don’t pay attention to what is out there—
in this case, Space factor is latent). This configuration and its nuances, if it colors
almost all movements done in the choreography, will create a very specific bodily
state and an artistic statement full of emotion (the famous final of Pina Bausch’s
Rite of Spring is a perfect example). In an ethnographic context, it can be inter-
esting to examine the consistency between community dances, work and fighting
gestures: have they the same Effort elements, the same Phrasing? Or are they totally
inconsistent?

In order to cope with these different needs, Laban Movement Analysis proposes
an Effort notation, a Shape notation and a Phrasing notation. Composed of hori-
zontal and vertical lines that cross in their middle, what is called Effort Grid
organizes the factors and their elements in a simple notational structure. The small
oblique line, named Effort accent, has two important functions: the vertical and
horizontal lines need the oblique accent to become an Effort sign; if prolonged, it
distinguishes the qualitative world of indulging (Light, Indirect, Free, Sustained)
movements from the fighting (Strong, Direct, Bound, Sudden) ones. The score that
results from this grid has no precision about a specific gesture or posture. It indi-
cates the tone, the color, the mood (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 a The effort grid. b Upper left half indulging elements. Lower right half fighting elements.
c Effort factors. d Effort elements
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Depending on the movement qualities of an event, different grids will be
designed. For example, if the notated sequence is composed of Strong Weight,
Direct Space and Sudden Time movements, similar to a punch, the resultant grid
will be as in Fig. 6.

If another one is composed of Light Weight, Indirect Space factor and Sustained
Time movements, similar to floating, the resultant grid will be as in Fig. 7.

Phrasing depicts Effort transformation in time, and also has a notational support,
that combines aspects of Kinetography, of Effort notation and specific signs. The
following illustration is an example of this notation: the vertical line indicates the
duration of the sequence, the horizontal lines indicates when it begins and when it
ends, the signs of increasing and decreasing are placed parallel to the main score.
The indication of movement qualities and how it changes is placed inside these
signs (Fig. 8).

Shape notation derives from the Effort Grid, and emphasizes the affinities
between Effort and Shape. The main difference lies in the central zone: two inclined
lines (in the Anglo-Saxon tradition), or a black dot in the intersection point (in the
French proposal), replace the simple Effort accent (Fig. 9).

The different notations are not in opposition; they just assume that sometimes it
is relevant to use one or the other, depending on what is being valued and why it is
most significant to point the precision, the mood, or the plasticity. They can also be
completely complementary; if necessary, a Kinetography score can be enriched by
another type of score. Notations are conceived to facilitate movement analysis, but
also to enhance movement practice and movement sharing. A score is the result of
an analytical or creative purpose, and the beginning of multiple experiences and
dialogues.

Fig. 6 Punching

Fig. 7 Floating
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6 Conclusion

The fields of Body, Effort, Shape and Space are certainly specific angles of
experimenting and of observing movement, but their relationship must be taken into
account when analyzing movement in its complexity and in its process of change.
Interested by any kind of human movement, Laban Movement Analysis proposes a
study of its basic elements in order to understand not only what the movement is
made of, but how its components are put together and how they sequence. LMA is

Fig. 8 a Example of increasing then decreasing intensity phrasing. A movement becomes more
and more Direct (Space factor), Free (Flow factor) and Sudden (Time factor). Then, its intensity
diminishes. b Example of decreasing then increasing intensity phrasing. A Light (Weight factor)
and Bound (Flow factor) movement loses its intensity and then recovers it

Fig. 9 a The shape graph (French version). b The shape graph (Anglo-Saxon version)
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at the same time concerned by the specificity of individual movement and by what
can be called the alphabet of movement, basic elements and patterns that we all
share.

The challenge would be the one of experimentation, of changing points of view,
of enlarging movement possibilities, of multiplying modulations and intensities,
responses and suggestions. Irmgard Bartenieff chose the expression “coping with
the environment” for the title of her book. Isn’t it the core of this approach of
human movement? (Fig. 10).

Acknowledgments The photographs are courtesy of David Proux; Alice Proux realized the
graphic design.
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Benesh Movement Notation for Humanoid
Robots?

Eliane Mirzabekiantz

Abstract Benesh Movement Notation (BMN) is a written system for analysing
and recording human movement. It is a flexible tool that reduces three-dimensional
body positions and actions in space over time to a series of two-dimensional key
frames. Created in the twentieth century, BMN has been applied to fields as diverse
as dance, gymnastics, mime, circus performance, anthropology, ergonomics, neu-
rology, and clinical research. Might it also contribute to research in humanoid
robotics? The intention of this paper is to provide the scientist with an introduction
to its application across a variety of fields as well as a rudimentary understanding of
the Benesh system, so that he may evaluate its potential contribution to robotics
research. To that end, this paper explains how BMN conceptualizes movement and
provides examples that illustrate how those fundamental concepts have been
modified for special purpose projects. Given its demonstrated adaptability, the
author is optimistic that the system may be extended through close collaboration
between the notation expert and the robotics researcher.

1 The Genesis of Benesh Movement Notation (BMN)

In 1955, Dame Ninette de Valois, dancer, teacher, choreographer and director of the
Royal Ballet, announced at a press conference the adoption of the Benesh
Movement Notation to record its repertoire as well as the teaching of system at the
Royal Ballet School. Soon after, in 1958, BMN was included among the technical
scientific discoveries in the British government pavilion at the Brussels world expo.

It was in 1947, that Rudolf Benesh, an accountant and artist with a deep interest
in scientific subjects, and his future wife, Joan Rothwell, a dancer with the Royal
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Ballet, first considered the problems of devising a practical and efficient notation
system. From then on, Joan and Rudolf started eight years of collaborative
development. “Rudolf quickly set his mind to the problem, directly and indirectly
drawing on concept of music, perspective drawings, linguistics and the new sci-
entific disciplines of ergonomics, information theory and cybernetics.” [1, p. 139].

With the appointment of the first Benesh choreologist1 at the Royal Ballet in
1960, the use of BMN by choreographers expanded to the Commonwealth com-
panies, Scandinavian, Germany, then for a short time to the US, and later to France
in 1992. Thereby a wide range of choreographic scores has been compiled in
different movement styles. The application of BMN to circus aerial acrobatics is just
one example of its versatility [2, 3].

Outside the field of professional dance, BMN has been used in various research
studies. In ergonomics, it has been used to analyse the movement of operators in
front of machinery. In clinical and medical research, it has been used to analyse gait
and record the movement of cerebral palsy patients. In anthropological studies, it
has been applied to dance traditions of indigenous peoples in Australia and Africa.
The system has also been considered for basic animation [4–7] and more recently
for Human Computer Interaction [8].

2 How BMN Works [9]

In devising BMN, Rudolf Benesh aimed to create a comprehensive notation system
capable of recording all forms of human movement. “Notation is a tool for creative
thinking in research and composition. To be a creative tool the notation had to be
unlimited in possibilities, and only a pure movement approach would satisfy this
need.” (Rudolf and Joan Benesh 1977, p. 6).

2.1 The Concept of Movement

Inspired by the chronophotography of Etienne-Jules Marey, one of the pioneers of
animated photography, Rudolf retained the idea of capturing movement by a suc-
cession of “key frames” and tracing the path of movement using simple lines to
summarise the intermediate positions (Fig. 1).

1Benesh choreologist: A person who is qualified in BMN and is employed to notate and revive
works from a choreographic score.
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2.2 Transcription of the Concept

Looking for the most efficient representation of the body, Rudolf referred to
Leonardo da Vinci’s Vitruvian Man and drew five horizontal lines over the human
figure (Fig. 2 to the left). He thus adopted a stave similar to the musical staff that
reads from left to right, and organized the stave in order to easily identify three key
elements: time (specified above the stave), body movement (specified within the
stave), and spatial orientation (specified below the stave).

This organization of the stave facilitates the analysis and description of postures
in time and space, and enables readers to integrate the three elements as a whole.

2.2.1 Body Movement

The five-line stave forms an ergonomic matrix on which the human body is pro-
jected. Figure 3 illustrates the anatomical landmark at which each line intersects the
body. The stave becomes a scale of height.

BMN reduces the human figure to its essentials by using distinctive signs to
locate extremities, joints and segments on the stave. Each frame then becomes a
simple pictogram from which the reader extrapolates the whole body position
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 1 Concept of movement
retained by Rudolf Benesh

Fig. 2 To the left, the five line stave in reference to da Vinci. To the right, organisation of the
stave where the 3 elements—time, body movement and spatial orientation—have their specific
placement
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Each frame is divided into left and right halves, so that the reader, viewing from
behind, can easily identify left and right, i.e., the figure’s left corresponds to the
reader’s left (see Fig. 5).

In order to plot a three-dimensional image on a two-dimensional page, the depth
dimension is represented by three differently shaped signs that depict an extremity
in front, level with, or behind the body (Figs. 6, 7 and 8).

Fig. 3 The stave plots the hands just below shoulder height

Fig. 4 The body representation is reduced to a few distinctive signs placed on the stave

Fig. 5 Body viewed from behind. Standing on right foot, left foot to the side at knee height, both
hands to the side, left hand at top of head height and right hand at waist height (The dotted centre
line is a visual aid, not part of the notation)

Fig. 6 Three peripheral spaces “in front of, level with, behind the body”
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These three signs that represent the extremities (feet and hands)—a vertical
stroke, a dash and a dot—are the foundation of the evolving BMN alphabet. For
example, these three basic signs are modified to a cross to identify the joints (knees
and elbows) (Fig. 9).

Once the position of the limbs is recorded, the path of the extremities and the
transitions from one key frame to another are shown. Using movement lines and
locomotion lines, as shown in Fig. 10, all intermediate positions are summarized in
an efficient visual manner.

Fig. 7 Walking attitude. Standing on both feet (flat), left foot in front and right foot behind the
body; both hands just below waist height, left hand behind and right hand in front of the body

Fig. 8 Kicking a ball. Standing on the right foot, heel off the ground, left foot in front at knee
height (as if having just kicked the ball) right hand in front, just above shoulder height, and left
hand diagonally behind at waist height

Fig. 9 The cross signs are used to plot bent knees and elbows on the five-line stave

Fig. 10 A kick of an imaginary ball (on 1) followed by four steps going forward
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2.2.2 Movement in Relation to Time

BMN records a sequence of key frames. To specify rhythm and timing, signs are
written above the stave as needed to show main beats and sub-beats. A key frame
corresponds to a pulse beat unless otherwise specified. In Fig. 10, the sequence consists
of a starting position followed by five movements executed on five regular beats.

The placement of a rhythm sign above a frame modifies the moment in time at
which the position is reached. In Figs. 11 and 12, the “an” sign, corresponding to
the half-beat, has been placed differently, which changes the rhythm of the
sequence (Fig. 13).

2.2.3 Movement in Relation to Space

Direction faced, path of travel, etc., are shown by signs placed below the stave, as
illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15.

To show direction faced in relation to the working area, a direction sign is placed
below a key frame. The direction sign may be thought of as an arrow in which the
tip has been reduced to a dot. The travel sign is a modified arrow that traces the path
of travel.

Fig. 11 Same movement sequence as in Fig. 10, with a different rhythm (1, 2, 3, “an” 4)

Fig. 12 As Fig. 10, with another rhythm (1, 2, “an”, 3, “an”)

Fig. 13 Musical transcription of Figs. 10, 11 and 12
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2.2.4 Details of Movement

The development of BMN for recording movements of eyes, gestures of fingers,
and expressions of the face arose out of Joan Benesh’s interest in East Indian
Classical Dance. Signs placed above the stave specify these details (Fig. 16).

Soon after the launch of BMN, Joan Benesh met Marianne Balchin, a former
member of the Ram Gopal Company. Marianne joined the first graduating class,

Fig. 14 Starting facing right front corner, the sequence will travel forward on a straight path

Fig. 15 Starting facing right wall, the sequence will travel forward in a small circle, clockwise

Fig. 16 Two illustrations of Bharata Natyam: finger gestures and eye movements. Notating Indian
Dance by Rudolf Benesh, in 1956
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which also included students of modern dance, folk and national dance, character
dance, historical dance, choreographic analysis, ergonomics and medicine. Rudolf
and Joan gave students the responsibility for researching their own practice. The
team then worked at developing BMN for recording each style, which led to its
extension beyond the realm of classical ballet [10].

3 Specificity of the Benesh System

Watching a film or a cartoon, one forgets that the movement reproduced on the flat
screen is made of a succession of snapshots, which are in themselves static. As one
starts to read a Benesh score, the movement emerges from the paper as the eyes
move from one frame to the other. With the addition of an essential element: the
Benesh system analyses the posture in three dimensions in relation to time and
space (Fig. 17).

3.1 Several Layers of Information

The organization of the stave allows the reader to abstract body movement and
spatial-temporal activity. This enables one to concentrate on one element at a time.
For example, as shown in Fig. 18, the reader might focus on the spatial description
(below-stave information) but ignore the body position (in-stave information).

3.2 The Information Revealed by Key Frames

Each key frame shows a body position in relation to time and space. The position of
the feet provides a sense of gravity, as illustrated in Fig. 19.

Fig. 17 Organization of the stave
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Let us concentrate on the notation of the supported feet, remembering the three
basic extremity signs illustrated in Fig. 6 (Fig. 20).

This subtlety is particularly useful for the analysis of walking (Fig. 21).
In addition to analysing and abstracting the skeleton in a simple and efficient

way, key frames can also record the intention of the movement, as illustrated in
Fig. 22.

Fig. 18 Starting at the left edge of the room, standing in profile, facing a chair placed in the
centre: go forward towards the chair, stop in front of it, facing front; then position yourself on the
chair. Standing? Sitting? The information in the stave will tell you

Fig. 19 Four figures viewed in profile, and their notation

Fig. 20 a Left foot behind, right foot in front: weight distributed evenly on both feet. b, c, and
d are on one foot. b Standing on left foot level with the body, steady on his leg. c and d: are both
off balance. c Standing off-balance on left foot that is behind the body. d Standing off-balance on
left foot that is in front of the body
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BMN can show the body part that leads a movement by using letters, such as A
for arms, B for body, etc. Furthermore, adding a number, e.g., B4, may indicate
specific body areas (Fig. 23).

The variations of intensity in the execution of a movement can be specified by
means of signs borrowed from the vocabulary of music theory (Figs. 24 and 25).

To indicate the state of muscle relaxation or tension, BMN surrounds the p or
f with a circle. This description suggests an inner state, a tonic nuance that may
imply emotional expression (Fig. 26).

Fig. 21 The two first steps end with the weight distributed between two feet (back leg bent,
weight on ball of foot); the next two steps end with the weight transferred fully onto the stepping
foot (back leg bent, foot lifted off ground)

Fig. 22 Right arm lifts directly overhead: a a simple arm gesture; b the intention is to reach up to
the ceiling; and c the right shoulder rises as the arm reaches upward. Example b specifies the
upward movement intention, whereas example c shows the skeletal result

Fig. 23 Three different ways to lead the movement described in Fig. 22: a the right arm leads the
movement; b the body leads the movement; and c the right shoulder blade leads the movement

Fig. 24 The vocabulary of music theory
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3.3 Movement Lines Visualize Path Direct Versus Indirect

In the coronal plane—level with the body—the movement lines are the exact
reproduction of the path drawn by the hands in space. Figure 27 shows paths of the
hands opening outward then upward (arms remain straight) while Fig. 28 shows
paths of the hands lifting upward and outward (arms flex then extend).

Fig. 25 Two ways to kick a ball, strongly and softly

Fig. 26 A relaxed versus a stiff body

Fig. 27 Lifting both arms in extension to the side, away from the body, up to just below shoulder
height

Fig. 28 In the left example, movement lines summarize the folding/unfolding action
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According to the degree of accuracy required, key frames will break down the
movement paths as in Fig. 29. An addition of rhythm signs will maintain the timing
of the movement. A legato line will phrase it and render the fluidity of the
movement.

The following examples show movement in the transverse plane (Fig. 30).

Fig. 29 Break down of the movement paths

Fig. 30 The hands start in front at shoulder height. In the left example, movement lines
summarize the horizontal path of the hands as they move outward then backward. In the right
example, key frames break down the movement paths
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4 BMN and Technology

4.1 Software

4.1.1 From ChoreoScribe to MacBenesh

ChoreoScribe, developed at the University of Waterloo (UW) Computer Graphics
Laboratory in the early 1980s, was the first main frame computer software for
creating and editing BMN [11, 12]. Continuing from this project, MacBenesh, the
first personal computer software, emerged in 1984 from collaboration between UW
and the Ontario Science Centre. The notation consultants were Professor Rhonda
Ryman, an expert in Benesh and Laban notation systems, and Robyn Hughes
Ryman, Choreologist with the National Ballet of Canada [13].

MacBenesh, an editor for single-dancer BMN scores, was developed on the
Macintosh computer, which offered enhanced graphics capabilities and enabled
advanced end-user interface features. It was further developed and commercialized
by DanceWrite, until development ceased in 1992. Consequently MacBenesh runs
only under Mac OS9. MacBenesh proved helpful to this author in writing the
professional course for the Conservatoire de Paris when, with the transition to Mac
OS10, she succeeded in importing all the defined Benesh signs into a vector
graphics editor.

4.1.2 Benesh Notation Editor

The Benesh Notation Editor (BNE) is a PC Windows software program for creating
and editing multi-dancer BMN scores, developed by the Benesh Institute in col-
laboration with the University of Surrey. It acts as a ‘word processor’ for the
notation, enabling the production of quality multi-stave printed scores that can be
edited, copied, stored digitally, printed and transmitted by e-mail just like any other
file [14].

The BNE was developed to meet the needs of professional notators, but it may
also be useful for notation teachers and students, who may find that they can
produce quality scores more easily and quickly than writing them by hand.

4.2 BMN and DanceForms

DanceForms is choreography software developed by Vancouver, B.C. based Credo
Interactive, Inc. Given that Rudolf Benesh visualized movement as a series of
frames, there is an obvious similarity between BMN and DanceForms. Both notator
and animator aim to capture a succession of key frames representing body positions
over time [15] (Fig. 31).
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The resulting product is, however, quite different. In notation, the body is
abstracted and it is up to the reader to reconstruct the movement as the eyes move
along the score. By contrast, computer animation uses various modes to represent
the body, and it is up to the viewer to decrypt the organization of the movement.

Animated examples can clarify notation theory without using words, which are
often distorted and misunderstood. Beginner students often have difficulty under-
standing how the three layers—time, body movement, and spatial orientation—are
interconnected. For example, altering the placement of a direction sign or a turn
sign will change the resulting movement (Fig. 32).

The emergence of e-books that blend graphics, writing, images, and movies
encourage the use of these medium. The recent iBook, Benesh for Ballet, Book 1,
published by Rhonda Ryman and Robyn Hughes Ryman, can only be praised as an
example, combining notation, animation, and word description.

5 Adapting BMN for Special Contexts

“Notation is a tool, and it is not an end to itself.” (Rudolf and Joan Benesh 1956,
p. 5) To serve a purpose, the system must be flexible for better efficiency.

Fig. 31 Screen capture of a DanceForms animation The top illustrations show the Studio window
for two body positions, created with Ballet Moves palettes. The lower image shows key frames
placed in sequence in the score timeline
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In 1959, Rudolf contributed to a project initiated by the Paris Centre of
Technical Studies for the Clothing Industry. He observed and notated the various
manipulative skills of dressmakers and the way they used their machines. He
observed and notated the way dressmakers worked at their machines and manip-
ulated their fabrics. His aim was to record relevant information only. To focus on
the upper body and arms, he adapted the five-line stave as illustrated in Fig. 33
(Unpublished notes. Benesh Institute, London, 1959).

Since the dressmaker’s arm movements occurred only in front of the body, there
was no need to distinguish hands in front of, level with, or behind the body. To plot
the hands on this newly defined stave, it was possible to use only wrist direction
signs, normally added to indicate arm rotation. To plot the hands at precise widths,
he added location signs, normally used to locate individuals in the working area, as
illustrated in Fig. 34 for a recent project.

In 1976, BMN was adapted to study the movement and posture of sitting sub-
jects [16]. For this project, Rudolf adapted a five-line stave for the chair, as illus-
trated in Fig. 35: The top half of the stave represents the back of the chair, and the
bottom half of the stave represents the seat. The double line on the stave indicates

Fig. 32 The animations clarify the concept of direction/turn sign placement
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where back of the chair and the seat intersect. The chair is viewed as if from behind,
i.e., the left half of the frame represents the left side of the sitter. To signify which
part of the chair is providing support, the standard location signs are used (Fig. 36).

The above examples show the adaptability of BMN. I was able to build on this
flexibility in the following two cases.

Fig. 33 To focus on the upper body and arms, Rudolf Benesh adapted the five-line stave by
“zooming in” and redefining the anatomical landmarks represented by stave lines

Fig. 34 A digital application of Rudolf Benesh’s unpublished notes

Fig. 35 The adapted stave and locations signs used to define parts of the chair
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In the first case, I was asked to assist a PhD student whose thesis topic was
musculoskeletal disorders of the thoraco-lumbar region among grave diggers. He
needed a way to clarify specific elements in his research photographs [17] (Fig. 37).

In the second case, I collaborated on a research program in the field of Human
Computer Interaction. In this case, I applied the adapted stave Rudolf Benesh
developed for the 1959 study quoted above (Unpublished notes. Benesh Institute,
London, 1959).

The basic principles of BMN allow application by expert notators to a wide
range of research problems, provided that each specific adaptation or extension is
documented in context.

Fig. 36 The chair stave and below the posture analysis

Fig. 37 BMN provides a way of recording each subject’s posture from the photos, allowing
comparison and analysis of the differences
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6 Conclusion

This paper gives the rudiment of Benesh Movement Notation, which has proved its
efficiency in a variety of applications. Considering its application to the robotic
field, BMN answers the need to identify key frames on a time line, to show the path
of movement and to locate the body in space. It analyses the body scheme and focus
on dynamics of movement as well.

To apply BMN to the robotic field, it requires a deep knowledge and that take
years. Within the framework of humanoid robot motion, the use of movement
notation makes sense in collaboration between the notation expert and the scientist.
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The Origin of Dance: Evolutionary
Significance on Ritualized Movements
of Animals

Satoshi Oota

Abstract Dance is not a human-specific behavior. It is well known that some
non-human animals perform “dances” for various purposes, some of which are
related to food acquisition and courtship. According to the traditional Darwin’s
evolutionary paradigm, our genetic information is subject to natural selections, or
more boldly speaking, a principle of “survival of the fittest.” In these contexts,
dance or ritualized movements performed by animals should have clear evolu-
tionary traits. For example, some birds perform ritual dances to draw attentions of
the opposite sex to mate with. Under competitive circumstances, the “dance” should
play a critical role for individuals to propagate their own genetic information in the
population. However, recent studies also suggest that human has genes associated
with creative dance performances, which are not directly relevant to the Darwinian
selection. I will briefly describe behavioral characteristics of non-human “chore-
ographed dances” and discuss their evolutionary significance, as well as similarity
and difference between the non-human and human neurobehavioral characteristics.

1 The Origin of Dance

Human is often conceived as a unique organism on the earth: i.e., we have highly
developed intelligence, consciousness, and languages, which are supposed to be
incomparable with the other non-human species. Some of readers of this book may
have never doubted the anthropocentrism, or the superiority of human over the
other species.

However, biologists typically have a different perspective on the human: i.e.,
Homo sapience (modern human) is one of countless species on the Earth. In other
words, H. sapience is just one of leaves of a huge phylogenetic tree of the Kingdom
Animalia (Metazoa).
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One good idea to elucidate a phylogenetic position of human is to compare us
with chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes, which is our nearest neighbor. We share
approximately 94–99 % (depending on a measure) of genetic information and many
phenotypic traits [1], including “verbal” communications [2], symbolic compe-
tency, complex multifaceted problem-solving capabilities [3], and social interac-
tions (namely, politics [4]).

But still you might think that they, “apes,” are inferior species, and human is an
aloof species from the others. It is true that there is only one kind of “human” on the
Earth [5]. In other words, there are no subspecies of human, unlike the other many
animals. Because of this fact, it may look reasonable to regard human as a “special”
and “exceptional” organism. And you may think that it is trivial and self-evident.
However, as a matter of fact, there used to be several “humans” on the Earth: at
least three kinds of humans (Homo heidelbergensis, Homo neanderthalensis, and
Homo sapiens) coexisted approximately 50,000 years ago [6, 7].

Today the genome data of the extinct H. neanderthalensis (Neanderthals) are
available [8, 9]. According to the comparative genome analysis, there is no reason
to refute an assumption that they almost behaved like H. sapiens (modern human)
especially regarding intelligence, consciousness, and probably also creativity. In
fact, many pigment blocks were found at European Mousterian sites, suggesting
that Neanderthals decorated their bodies with them [10]. And it is possible to
speculate that they performed ritualized movements in their social context [11]: i.e.,
they might perform choreographed dances [12].

This kind of non-anthropocentric approach about human behaviors immediately
raises another question: how general are the ritualized behaviors across non-human
species? Surprisingly, the ritualized behaviors, or dance-like movements, are
observed in many non-human animals [13]. Even some invertebrates are known to
reveal ritualized movement patterns [14, 15].

2 Dancer in the Dark

The most famous “dance” performed by an invertebrate is honeybee’s waggle
dance [16, 17]. In 1946, Nobel laureate Karl von Frisch made a brilliant discovery
that honeybees waggle to tell the other bees a polar coordinate of patches of flowers
(a direction and a distance from the hive) with respect to the sun as a reference point
[18, 19]. This amazing discovery fascinated many researchers: how can their simple
neural circuitry handle this complicated nonverbal communication between bees?

Many researchers have been tackling this problem in various paradigms: neu-
roscience [20], ethology [21], linguistics [22], artificial intelligence [23], and
robotics [24]. And researchers gradually began to understand how intriguing this
problem was.

For example, we can perceive honeybee’s dance because we are humans, who
are able to look over the hive. How can honeybees “recognize” and reconstruct their
own dance patterns especially in the dark hive? A new research suggests that bees
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track trails of olfactory compounds (semiochemicals), which they emit during the
dance [16].

This discovery about non-visual perception of honeybees brought a new riddle:
it is undoubted that they use spatiotemporal patterns to recognize their information.
In this regard, how can they code and decode the symbolic communication made by
the olfactory trails? The spatial resolution and the effective range of semiochemicals
should be quite indefinite for bees jostled away from a dancer. After all, even this
kind of “basal” issue is still an open question.

Some research groups are tackling the honeybee dance with non-biological
approaches: a robotics group is trying to mimic the honeybee’s waggle dance in an
algorithmic way [24]. These kinds of top down approaches began to elucidate the
complicated bee’s nonverbal communication in a different perspective: i.e., as a
collective behavior [25]. A Japanese group elaborated on errors of the bee’s nav-
igation system, by modeling bee’s behaviors with a Markov process [26]. Their
study shows how bees decide their behaviors to reach a goal in the natural foraging
environment, which can rapidly and dynamically change.

But those studies mainly focus on the foraging and foragers, not the bee’s dance
itself. So far, the neuromotor control of the intriguing waggle dance has been
treated as a black box. How did honeybees evolve the neural circuitry to control the
complicated choreographed dance? One idea to tackle this problem is to segment
the complicated waggle dance into simple elements. Even the complicated dance is
composed of simple and common motions [27], which are potentially shared by the
other species, like fruit fly (Drosophila: one of the representative genetic tools).
This traditional approach may shed light on the riddles of the waggle dance.

3 Darwin’s Cruel Dance

Crayfish displays complex but obviously ritualized movement patterns when two
males engaged in pseudo-copulatory behavior [13]. This characteristic behavior
plays a significant role to suppress extreme aggression between the two male
opponents, one of which would be potentially slaughtered by the victor if the ritual
motion were not performed. The dominant-subordinate relationships are well
analyzed in terms of survival rate of the subordinate after their aggressive
encounters. It is noteworthy that female is always in a subordinate position (due to
her physically inferior condition) and she can be killed if she refuses the male’s
attempts to mate.

Such observation is consistent with Darwin’s paradigm that fitness (in terms of
population genetics) is to be optimized through their “dance:” it is obvious that if
victors (dominants) massacre majority of subordinates, their gross fitness will
considerably decrease in the next generation.

The pseudo-copulation performed by two males has no physiological meaning at
all, but it probably contributes to maintain the species, as well as its genetic
diversity of the crayfish population. In an evolutionary context, it is quite interesting
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how crayfish acquired such hard-wired neural circuitry to perform the “unnatural”
behavior.

In terms of Darwinism, it is possible to hypothesize that subordinate males that
perform pseudo-copulation can survive (raise their fitness) and the other subordi-
nate variations just almost perished. While this hypothesis seems plausible, we still
need very strong assumptions: (1) there were sufficient variations in the ancestral
crayfish population in terms of pseudo-copulatory behaviors; (2) presumably small
number of (or single) mutations are determinants of the variation: i.e., the neural
circuitry that control the pseudo-copulation mutations is a result of relatively minor
mutations in an ancestral form.

This implicates that a basal neural circuitry to perform copulation (namely,
sexually heterogeneous copulation) is presumably shared by female and male and
the small number of mutations devised a new mechanism that can switch mail-type
neural circuitry to the female-type only when the individual happens to be subor-
dinate to an aggressive victor (otherwise, the subordinate cannot normally mate
females).

An important issue here is that evolution cannot suddenly design a complicated
biological functions (at least according to the modern evolutionary theory) [28, 29].
If organisms happen to acquire some functionality, its prototype must have been
prepared in advance. In the crayfish case, it is reasonable to assume that the small
number of mutations made the copulation-related behavior diverged between
female and male [30], and another small number of mutations reverted the male
copulation-related phenotype to the female type under certain conditions. This
explanation looks roundabout, but biologically plausible.

Today it is possible to computationally “simulate” the neuromotor mechanism in
silico [31]. This kind of top down approach will be useful to analyze the
pseudo-copulatory behavior under controlled conditions.

The evolutionary process is more conservative in vertebrates rather than inver-
tebrates due to complexity of the biological systems: e.g., vertebrates share more
neuromotor systems than invertebrates [32]. In this regard, the neural circuitry
relevant to ritualized (dance-like) motions is also expected to be more evolution-
arily conserved within vertebrate species than within invertebrates.

4 Bird Dance on a Chorus Line

The ritualized behaviors of honeybees and crayfishes are good examples that whole
body-level movements can play important roles at intra-species interactions, pre-
sumably at the population level. But we should note that, at least, the crayfish’s
“dance” behaviors are purely innate and have no flexibility based on new experi-
ences or acquired memories: i.e., a choreography of the Darwin’s cruel dance is
thoroughly determined only by the genetic information.

It is well known that birds literally sing in their courtships [33]: in our context,
the “song” implicates that they chirp with a nonrandom structured pattern, which is
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retrieved from and/or generated with elastic memory: i.e., imitation rather than
instinct. So their songs are worth to be genuinely called “music.” Recent studies
suggests that birds are outstandingly “intelligent” organisms [34], but in a slightly
different way from mammals, including apes [35].

Likewise, there are many reports about avian ritualized movements, which are
extremely complicated and aesthetic [36–43]: at least for human eyes, their
movements look genuine dances with elaborate songs or music. For example, zebra
finches (Taeniopygia guttata) reveal dances composed of beak movements, head
motions and hops, which are associated with song [44]. According to the study, the
correlation between the dance movements within fathers’ and son’s songs was
surprisingly significant: i.e., the choreography of the dance patterns is probably
transmitted from tutor to pupil together with the song.

The other outstanding (and almost breathtaking) avian dances are beautifully
filmed in a BBC documentary, “Planet Earth: Bird of paradise [45].”

Birds have an excellent visual perception [46]. Many mammals, like rodents,
largely rely on an olfactory perception to live, probably because their ancestors
were mainly nocturnal when they were threatened by predators like fierce dino-
saurs. On the other hand, birds, descendants of the extinct dinosaurs, need
long-range sensing capabilities with electromagnetic radiation (i.e., visible light) to
fly, presumably by which they evolved the excellent visual perception. It is possible
to speculate that their highly-developed visual perception in turn provides them
unique courtship behaviors.

First of all, many birds are outstandingly beautiful. This characteristic has
two-fold implications in terms of Darwinism: (1) more visually conspicuous indi-
viduals have a tendency to have higher fitness; (2) they mainly rely on visual
information to choose their mates (usually for a female to choose a male), not a
practical capability to survive and/or reproduce. In other words, if a bird is aes-
thetically more dominant, the individual will have higher fitness.

This looks almost irrational in terms of Darwinism. But regarding the ritual
movements, i.e., dance, their aesthetics is more explainable as follows.

Our genetic information is fragile. Radiation (mainly cosmic rays) [47] and some
chemicals are always bombing our bodies at molecular level [48]. As a result, the
bombardments cause countless mutations in our genome. The rough estimation of
the mutation rate of mammals is the order of 10−9 per site per year in the germ line
(genetic information transmittable to the next generation) [49, 50]. Considering that
our genome size is 3234.83 Mega bases (the order of 109; NCBI genome ID: 51),
the mutation rate is high enough to continuously cause some genetic abnormalities.
In fact, many of our diseases are caused by mutations: e.g., neurological disorders
[51], psychiatric disorders [52], and cancers [53].

The ritualized movements of animals are typically standardized or fixed: they are
like an audition of stage actors/actresses before a stage director. Namely, their
dances are very strict screening tests to examine their motor functions. If some
mutations impair the motor functions, they will be easily detected as a behavioral
phenotype during the audition. Note that neuromotor functions are extraordinarily
complicated in terms neural circuitry and the musculoskeletal system, and many
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genes (units of genetic information in the modern sense) are involved in normal
activities of the system. If a single mutation impairs a long cascade of the sys-
tematic dependencies, the whole system will potentially collapse.

Therefore, the ritualized movements can be regarded as a very strict and cruel
screening test to exclude potential genetic abnormalities, which may lower the gross
fitness of the population.

In this context, the aesthetics on appearance of birds may also be explained. It is
well known that plumage colors are linked with some genes [54–56]. For example,
in White Plymouth Rock and its F2 generation with white plumage, an insertion of
an avian retroviral sequence in the tyrosinase gene is reported [57]. In this case, the
plumage color can be a good marker to detect the mutation around the tyrosinase
gene.

Thus, a female can choose a healthier male (with less mutations) based on the
plumage colors. Of course, it is also possible that a mutation gives a positive effect
to an individual in terms of conspicuousness: e.g., albinos. However, this is another
issue.

For many birds, due to their extraordinary visual perception, “dance” may
occupy a special position in ethology, especially in terms of courtship displays
[58–60].

5 Almost Human: Chimpanzee

Recently researcher found that our closet relative, chimpanzee, has very compli-
cated and human-like social behaviors, rather than we thought before [61]. For
example, for long time it has been believed that “warfare” is a human-specific
behavior. However, it is reported that a group of chimpanzees attacked against the
other group of chimpanzees in an organized way [62–64]. It is also reported that
(typically male) chimpanzees’ aggressive behaviors contain massacres, infanticides,
and rapes [61, 65–67]. What they did to the same species looked very like human
violence, some of which combatants would potentially do to their enemies and/or
noncombatants in wartime [68, 69].

We should note that ants and bees in fact occasionally show mass assaults on
their subspecies: e.g., hornets attack against honeybees to plunder larvae as foods
[70]. While they look “wars” for human eyes, ants and bees are actually regarded as
“super-organisms,” which behave as if the groups were individuals. Therefore, we
should call it “duel” rather than “war.” Besides that, they rarely attack on the same
species, as well as never kill just for fun (in the sense of human-like “sadism”).

Chimpanzees, surprisingly, kill just for fun [67]. Considering such observation
about the chimpanzees’ decadence, it is not so surprising that they reveal
(human-like) cultural tastes. Unfortunately, except for large-scale massacres, it is
not easy to observe their “civilized” aspects in the harsh and competitive wild
environment.
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In an artificial environment, Hattori et al. reported that a chimpanzee revealed
synchronized tapping to an auditory rhythm [71]. One might criticize their study
that the chimpanzee just mimics human’s complicated motion patterns, which are
occasionally observed in rearing environments. But, according to Hattori et al., the
chimpanzee spontaneously (presumably by its own will) started the “tap dance”
with the sound of music after certain training.

If it is genuinely true, we can tell that a chimpanzee can “play” or at least “track”
rhythms with spontaneous motor functions. These behaviors are pretty close to
“dance” in an ordinary sense.

6 Another Human: Neanderthals

Of course, human dance is not mere tracking of rhythms. Human often dances to
express internal emotions: human dance is one of the nonverbal communications.

The nonverbal communications greatly play important roles in our social con-
texts. First of all, in conversation, we fetch a great amount of information from
facial expressions, which generated by facial muscles innervated by the craniofacial
nervous system. Without it, our communication capability would be greatly limited.

Secondly, our “gesture” also provides significance to modify the verbal expres-
sions: e.g., head- and body-movement plays significant roles in psychotherapy [72],
suggesting that even subtle movements carry significant emotional signals. Human
gestures, postures, and movements also affect mate selection [73], which are
regarded as prototypes of dance in the context of courtship. This issue directly
associates dance with evolution in terms of sexual selection [74]. But still our verbal
communication plays the most critical roles for the communication, which greatly
influences the human culture.

Here we can cast a simple but insightful question: why did the Homo subspecies
go extinct except for us?

According to genetics studies on human history, our effective population size
(repeatedly) experienced bottlenecks [75–78]: i.e., we had been nearly wiped out
from the Earth. While the time and the period of the bottlenecks are still contro-
versial, a cold period approximately 39,000 years ago called Heinrich Event 4 (H4)
is thought to be one of our crises [79, 80]. Of course, the harsh environment also
affected the other human subspecies. Regarding the extinction of Neanderthals,
there are mainly two competing hypotheses: (1) Neanderthals were unable to adapt
to the rapid climate change [81]; (2) Their extinction was rather due to competition
from anatomically modern humans (AMH) [82]. Recent studies suggest that the
latter theory is more likely.

Then what kind of traits of AMH brought advantage over their competitors?
Some researchers speculate that AMH could surpass them in sophisticated social
relationships or cooperation [83]: i.e., we have had an advantage over the other
subspecies in terms of communication capabilities, especially motor functions
associated with the articulate speech [84].
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This speculation is based on comparative analysis on Forkhead box protein P2
gene (FOXP2) [85], which is also called the “language gene.”

In 1990, Hurst and colleagues studied a three-generation pedigree, known as the
KE family, some of whose members suffered from a developmental verbal dys-
praxia. From the genetic analysis, in 2001, Fisher and colleagues finally identified
FOXP2 as a gene responsible for the speech and language disorder.

Interestingly, some songbirds have FoxP2 very similar to human FOXP2. For
example, zebra finch FoxP2 is approximately 98 % the same as the human
homologue, which makes vocal learning possible.

In 2009, S. Pääbo’s group “humanized” the mouse Foxp2 allele by introducing
two amino acid substitutions, which seemingly affects the mouse basal ganglia: i.e.,
medium spiny neurons increased dendrite lengths, as well synaptic plasticity [86].

H. Sapience and H. neanderthalensis (Neanderthals) share the two mutations
(substitutions) in the FOXP2 gene, which presumably gave us speech capabilities.
The haplotype was subject to a strong selective sweep: i.e., the human and
Neanderthal FOXP2 s are positively selected, suggesting that the articulate speech
capabilities significantly raised our fitness.

Meanwhile, in a non-coding region, S. Pääbo’s group (again) found a
human-specific substitution in a regulatory element, POU3F2, which controls an
expression level of FOXP2 [87]. This supports the above speculation: i.e., modern
humans (precisely speaking, anatomically modern humans (AMH)) may have
dominated the survival competition over taciturn Neanderthals owing to the artic-
ulate speech capabilities.

As I mentioned, dance is a tool for nonverbal communication. And probably
Neanderthals sang and danced [88]. Then what kind of dance did they perform? Did
Neanderthals choreograph an elaborate dance to compensate their inferior verbal
communications?

At this point, the natural science is too powerless to elucidate their lost per-
formances. We can just imagine their behaviors via fictional works, like “Dance of
the Tiger [89].” But they surely existed and silently left the Earth.

7 Dance as Aberrant Motions

Chorea (‘dance’ in Latin) refers to any kinds of neurological diseases marked by
involuntary and/or convulsive movements, especially of limbs. Of course, despite
of the taste of this Latin term, this word “chorea” has no direct implication asso-
ciated with actual dance. Typical chorea is a genetic disorder caused by a single
mutation in a gene coding the huntingtin protein (the gene is also called the
huntingtin or HTT). This chorea is called Huntington’s disease (HD) after the
comprehensive description by George Huntington in 1872.

While HD is a relatively rare disease in the general population (only 5–10 cases
in 100,000 persons), this disease is known as a lethal condition: death typically
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occurs within 15–20 years of showing the first signs of HD. The patients suffer from
severe progressive symptoms, including mental disability.

HD drew much attention due to its characteristic genetic traits. Many movement
disorders are associated with multiple genes. This means that we need to consider
complicated (and quantitative) interactions between them in terms of epistasis
and/or quantitative genetics [90, 91]. Meanwhile, HD has only one causal gene:
HTT. Furthermore, the huntingtin protein has a kind of discrete indicator that
determines degree of severity of the diseases: the number of CAG
(cytosine-adenine-guanine) triplet repeats, which code a polyglutamine tract
(“polyQ”). This mutant protein is putatively a toxic substance that damages nervous
cells.

It is noteworthy to mention why the HD is called chorea. The disease has been
already known since the Middle Ages [92]. People recognized this disease by
certain aberrant motions. But what is the definition of the “aberrant” motion? It is
actually not a trivial question. We just know or feel what is the aberrant motion
almost instinctively (probably because such capability is crucial for our survival
[93]).

Of course, chorea is an extreme example. In our daily life, we occasionally
encounter “unusual” behaviors [94]. For example, we can “sense” unusual emotions
of our friend through her/his very subtle movements deviated from a known
“normal” pattern [95]. We cannot clearly explain the reason. But we can recognize
it before we actually know what is wrong with the friend: i.e., we have a capability
of empathy for others.

The deviation from “normal” motions well explains what is the dance in the
social context. If you are in a competitive environment to acquire your mating
partners, first of all, you have to be perceived by your potential partners. In other
words, you must not be buried among the others. In the evolutionary context, the
deviation can be your advantage over the others.

Of course, chorea is involuntary movements, as well as an instinctive “mouse
dance,” which are cause by genetic abnormality [96]. On the other hand, authentic
dances are voluntarily performed by healthy performers. What I exemplified here is
essentially different from ordinary choreographed dances.

Biologically speaking, however, certain involuntary and voluntary movements
sometimes share a basal mechanism: i.e., the both movements can be governed by
overlapped neural commands [97, 98]. It is hard to refute a claim that certain
spectra (the complexity and ranges) of motor commands and the geometry of the
musculoskeletal system are, no matter which they are involved in involuntary or
voluntary movements, primarily determined by the same genetic information.

According to the paradigm of geneticism, we are human just because we have
the human genome. Our neural circuitry and muscle strength, joint stiffness, joint
angle ranges are all determined by our genetic information. For example, we don’t
have as much strength as grate apes have [99]. We cannot perceive four kinds of
colors as some species can [100] (except for anomalous trichromacy due to genetic
aberration [101]). We cannot fly. We can hardly hear ultra sound [102]. Because we
have the genome of H. sapience and lack such responsible genes.
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Setting an evaluation on the Genetics fundamentalism aside, it is still plausible to
assume that basal elements of motor command patterns to govern complicated
(dance-like) movement are already embedded in our genetic information. In other
words, the elemental motor commands are “hard-wired” and independent from the
complex somatosensory feedback. It is also possible to assert that aberrant but
voluntary movements are realized by intentionally “blocking” or “alter” certain
pathways of the evolutionarily designed neural circuitry, basal part of which is the
“hard-wired” architect directly determined by our genome. In fact, it is possible to
mimic aberrant motions by a healthy subject.

While such assertion looks rather trivial, this implies an important concept about
the origin of complex motions: for example, as I mentioned above, complex bee’s
waggle dance can be divided to simple and common motion patterns, each of which
flies can potentially perform. Obviously, each of their motions is genetically
deterministic, but the combination of the elemental motions is exogenic. Therefore,
it is plausible to state that even our voluntary movements (e.g., dance) may gen-
uinely share a basal mechanism with bees’ waggle dance, which is primarily
instinctive but dynamically changeable corresponding to the external environments.

One example of the basal mechanisms shared by vertebrates and invertebrates is
the central pattern generator (CPG). Evolutionarily speaking, studying on lamprey
CPG is a great interest because this organism is phylogenetically positioned
between vertebrates and invertebrates.

To truly understand human aesthetic motions (like beautiful dance), ironically,
we may need to elaborate upon abnormal motion patterns caused by some neuro-
logical diseases, like chorea, as well as genetically determined (intrinsic) motion
patterns of animals, like the honeybee’s waggle dance.

8 Dancing Genes (or Dance as a Phenotype)

In 2005, Bachner-Melman and his colleagues performed an interesting analysis on
genes that might be associated with the human dancing “phenotype” [103]: they
genotyped 85 dancers (3 males, 82 females) and their parents for the serotonin
transporter gene (SLC6A4) and the arginine vasopressin receptor 1a gene
(AVPR1a). They also genotyped elite athletes and a group of nondancers/
nonathletes as control groups.

The serotonin and the arginine are representative neurotransmitters, which
putatively play important roles in our mental and physical activities. According to a
behavioral neuroscience research [104], for example, serotonin contributes to
spiritual experience and empathy [105]. Arginine vasopressin plays an important
role in courtship behavior of zebra finches [106] and territorial field sparrows [107],
as well as the other vertebrates [108], suggesting that this neurotransmitter is mainly
involved in empathy. Furthermore, it is known that serotonin enhances the release
of vasopressin [109]: i.e., the two genes may exhibit epistasis.
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Of course, the coding regions of the receptors are under strong selective pressure
and should be identical within the groups. So they used a promoter region (SLC6A4
for HTTLPR), an intron (intron 2 VNTR for SLC6A4), as well as microsatellites
(RS1 and RS3 for AVPR1a), which can be easily variable in a sampled population.

They also evaluated the dancers with the Tellegen Absorption Scale (TAS; a
questionnaire that correlates positively with spirituality and altered states of con-
sciousness) and the Reward Dependence factor in Cloninger’s Tridimensional
Personality Questionnaire (TPQ; a measure of need for social contact and openness
to communication).

First, the dancers scored significantly higher in the two tests than the other two
groups, suggesting that they tend to be more spiritual and social than the control
groups. Second, they found significant differences in arginine vasopressin receptor
polymorphism (AVPR1a haplotype frequencies of RS1 and RS3) between dancers
and athletes according to a likelihood ratio test, especially when RS1 and RS3
were conditional on serotonin transporter (HTTLPR and VNTR) polymorphism.
They obtained a similar result in comparison between dancers and nondancers/
nonathletes. Third, TAS scores were also associated with the AVPR1a and SLC6A4
haplotype frequencies.

Based on the results, they concluded that the two genes putatively associated with
the dancing phenotype are rather involved in the emotional side of dance than the
human sensory motor system. Their assertion is in fact very intriguing and
provocative in terms of philosophical spiritualism: their conclusion implies that elite
dancers control their bodies mainly by emotion, not by trained (i.e., “acquired”)
physical dexterity. In terms of molecular evolution, the implication is really deep.

On what ground they claimed so is the allele frequencies of the polymorphic
data: i.e., they claimed that the emotion of the elite dancers might be associated with
the allele frequencies, which are a seed of long-term evolution. In other words, the
emotion of dancers potentially affects (or is affected by) allele frequencies of the
haplotypes related to the two genes, and may drive their evolution in a way.

While the authors did not emphasize an evolutionary aspect of their study, the
two dance genes may be able to be good markers to study human evolution,
especially in terms of mental activities.

9 Evolutionary Perspectives on Dance

A professional dancer is required to express oneself through movement with
flexibility, coordination, agility, gracefulness, a sense of rhythm, a feeling for
music, and creativity [36, 103].

In this chapter, I showed several examples of dance-like behaviors performed by
non-human animals, each of which has a different paradigm [110]. It is hard to
directly compare between human and non-human dance-like behaviors due to the
different paradigms. But still we can find the common key words between them:
flexibility, coordination, agility, gracefulness, a sense of rhythm, a feeling for
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music, and probably creativity, especially for birds and primates. Even from
invertebrates, we can easily draw key words shared with human: coordination and
agility. In addition, nonverbal communication by dance-like movements is shared
by many animals [111].

Despite of the diverged paradigms, it is obvious that vertebrates and invertebrates
evolutionarily share basal neuromotor mechanisms [112]: while debate on evolution
of centralized nervous systems is still underway [113], even fruit fly has a lot of
characteristics of the neural system, which are stunningly similar to human [114].

When we regard dance as a phenotype, many things can be evolutionarily
explained through genotypes, or genetic information. Fortunately, there are a lot of
elaborate theories of molecular evolution and population genetics to analyze the
genotypes [115]. And the genetic information is getting more available owing to the
next generation sequencers (NGS) [116]. In this regard, for now, the most plausible
way to carry out comparative analysis on “dance” is to obtain genetic information
associated with the phenotypic behaviors, as Bachner-Melman et al. conducted.

Meanwhile, it is also possible to carry out a phenotype-driven approach. A few
years ago, we have begun to apply a biomechanics framework to laboratory mouse,
which is an excellent mammalian genetic tool [117]: i.e., we were trying to fuse the
biomechanics with genetics. Recently, a group of Howard Hughes Medical Institute
and Columbia University published an interesting paper somewhat similar to our
framework [118], but with far more abundant funds. In near future, this kind of
biomechanics-genetics framework will attract attentions of the research community,
as one of promising interdisciplinary works [119].

An important issue here is that “phenotype” is still descriptive and often difficult
to quantify [120, 121]. For example, how can we objectively quantify “coordina-
tion,” “gracefulness,” and “creativity?” While it should be complicated, the
biomechanics framework may drop us a hint to handle the complexity.

At present, the most feasible way to analyze creative and spiritual characteristics
on dance-related behaviors is to apply queries about TAS and TPQ to subjects. But
we cannot use the same kinds of method to laboratory mice: they cannot answer to the
queries. We need something else, and probably the biomechanics can be a good tool.

Regarding evolutionary perspectives on dance, comparative analysis between
human and non-human analysis will provide critical insights, not only on neuro-
sciences, but also on humanity: e.g., creativity. I believe that dance is an excellent
framework to study human in terms of both mind and body.
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Glossary

Allele frequency Individuals in a population can have a variation of genes in each
genomic location (locus). Each of the variation is called allele. An allele fre-
quency is literally a proportion of the allele in the locus, among all the allele
copies being considered.

Anatomically modern human It is equivalent to an individual member of the
modern human in terms of paleoanthropology. Considering a possibility of the
introgression between the modern human and Homo subspecies, this term is
intentionally used: i.e., anatomically modern human may not be genetically
modern human in terms of phylogeny.

Basal ganglia A region of brain involved in voluntary motor functions, procedural
learning, eye movements, cognition, and emotion, which are all important for
dance.

Central pattern generator (CPG) A (biological) neural network that generates
rhythmic neural patterns as outputs without sensory feedback.

Coding region A genomic region that directly encodes amino acid sequences.

Darwinian selection In our context, Darwinian selection is virtually equivalent to
the positive Darwinian selection (or directional selection): i.e., this is a mode of
natural selection that favors an extreme phenotype, leading to a rapid shifting of
the allele frequencies towards increment. This implies that the selected alleles
have certain benefits to the individuals over the others. In the molecular evo-
lution, the Darwinian positive selection is thought to be quite rare.

Effective population size The number of individuals in a population that con-
tribute to the number of offspring in the next generation, which is usually smaller
than the observed population size.

Epistasis A genetic concept that an effect of one gene depends on the presence of
one or more modifier genes, especially in a non-additive way. The modifier
genes are often called “genetic background.”

Exogenous An adjective form of exogeny, which is phenomenon or an object
originating externally: in biology, this often refers to DNA introduced to cells by
transfection or vial infection.

Endogenous An adjective form of endogeny, which is an antonym of exogeny.

Fitness An individual’s ability to propagate its genes in a population.

Genotype Discrete representation of a genetic trait of an individual, which is one
of inherited determinants of a phenotype. The other determinants are typically
epigenetic factors and non-inherited environmental factors.
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Haplotype A collection of specific alleles in a cluster of tightly-linked genes on a
chromosome. A set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is also called
haplotype.

Intron Intermittent nucleotide sequences patched between exons in a coding
sequence, which are removed by RNA splicing and do not contribute to encode
proteins.

Microsatellite A tandem repeat of di-, tri-, or tetra-nucleotide units in genomic
regions. The number of the repeats can easily vary during short-term evolution,
leading to large polymorphism. So we can use the repeat number of a micor-
satellite to identify a kinship.

Next generation sequencer Any high throughput sequencers capable of producing
a huge amount of sequence data, by which we can exhaustively decode genetic
information far quicker than by traditional methods.

Non-coding region An antonym of the coding region: i.e., DNAs that do not
encode protein sequences. Some noncoding DNAs are transcribed to functional
non-coding RNA sequences.

Phenotype Any characteristic traits (morphology, development, physiology, and
behavior) of biological systems, which are determined by corresponding
genotypes.

Polymorphic data Data representing polymorphism, which is a genetic or phe-
notypic variation in a population that shares a gene pool.

Phylogenetic tree A graphical representation of evolutionary processes by using a
tree structure. Relationships of every extant and extinct organism can be rep-
resented with a single phylogenetic tree.

Population genetics Genetics that studies a process of allele frequency changes in
a population rather than a individual-level phenomenon: i.e., natural selection,
genetic drift, mutation, and gene flow.

Regulatory element A genetic component that regulates an expression of a gene
or genes.

Retroviral sequence Endogeneous viral elements in the genome, which are highly
homologous to known retroviruses. Surprisingly, they occupy 8 % of the human
genome.

Selective sweep Reduction of variation in nucleotide sequences around a mutation
that is subject to recent and strong positive selection.

Verbal dyspraxia A speech disorder, in which a person has difficulty in saying
what she/he tries to express. Dyspraxia is motor function disability caused by an
abnormality in the nervous system.
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A Worked-Out Experience
in Programming Humanoid Robots
via the Kinetography Laban

Paolo Salaris, Naoko Abe and Jean-Paul Laumond

Abstract This chapter discusses the possibility of using Laban notation to program
humanoid robots. Laban notation documents human movements by a sequence of
symbols that express movements as defined in the physical space. We show, by
reasoning around the simple action of “taking a ball”, the flexibility of the notation
that is able to describe an action with different level of details, depending on the
final objective of the notation. These characteristics make Laban notation suitable
as a high level language and as a motion segmentation tool for humanoid robot
programming and control. The main problem in robotics is to express actions that
are defined and operate in the physical space in terms of robot motions that originate
in the robot motor control space. This is the fundamental robotics issue of inversion.
We will first show how symbols used by Laban to describe human gestures can be
translated in terms of actions for the robot by using a framework called Stack of
Tasks. We will then report on an experience tending to implement on a simulated
humanoid platform the notation score of a “Tutting Dance” executed by a dancer.
Once the whole movement has been implemented on the robot, it has been again
notated by using Laban notation. The comparison between both scores shows that
robot’s movements are slightly different from dancer’s ones. We then discuss about
plausible origins of these differences.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motions and Symbols

How to transform an action expressed in the physical space (i.e. “take the ball”) in
terms of a sequence of motions that originate in the motor control space (i.e. “bend
the legs and then move the left hand forward”)? The question constitutes the
essence of robotics. It opens two main challenges: motion segmentation and motion
generation. The segmentation of complex movements is a fundamental step in order
to make easier programming the robot and execute a given action. However, the
definition of these units of action or movement primitives remains an open problem.
In that context, it is natural to consider dance notations as a promising route to
decompose complex actions into sequences of elementary motions [1–3]. Indeed,
the main purpose of dance notation is to store choreographic works and knowledge
of dance techniques by translating movements taking place in physical space into
specific ways as abstract symbols, letters, abbreviations, musical notations, stick
figures, etc. In western culture, there are almost 90 dance notation systems, from the
first appearance in 15th century to the present [4]. Today, among the most popular
ones, we find the Kinetography Laban, the Benesh Movement Notation system and
the Eshkol-Wachman Movement Notation system (see respectivelively
Chalet-Haas’, Mirzabekiantz’ and Drewes’ Chapters in this book).

This chapter reports on an experience in programming humanoid robots via the
Kinetography Laban notation system.

The scope of Kinetography Laban is more general than only dance area. It aims
at scoring all human motions independently of any behavior or any action. The
system makes use of three types of movement symbols addressing respectively the
direction of the movement, the part of the body doing the movement, the duration
of the movement. It may be completed by a so-called “Effort” symbol describing
the dynamic quality of the movement (see Loureiro de Souza’ Chapter on Laban
Movement Analyzis).

1.2 Action Versus Motion Segmentations. Physical Versus
Control Spaces

All dance notation systems aim at describing the motions of the body as they are
observed by human eyes. The purpose is to segment and to annotate the motions of
body parts as expressed in the space (e.g. “the right hand is moving slowly for-
ward”). The scoring operates in the physical space. A dancer who has been trained
to dance notation is able to embody motion symbols: When reading a score, he/she
“sees” the movement of the right hand in the physical space, and he/she “knows”
what to do to move it slowly forward. Muscle activation is implicit. It is performed
without explicit awareness of his/her muscle control space.
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In robotics and in particular in humanoid robots, the segmentation of complex
movements is a more complex issue. The robot has to obey a command given by an
operator (e.g. “take the ball”). The command is expressed in the physical space as
an action to be performed. The first difficulty is to express the command in terms of
a sub-task sequence (e.g. “to take the ball, the robot has first to go to the ball and
then to grasp the ball”). Tasks are then translate in terms of motion units (e.g.
according to the context “take the ball” may mean “move the right hand forward”).
Both the decomposition of an action into sub-tasks to be performed, and the
translation of each sub-task in terms of motion units, constitute the first issue to be
considered. The second issue is the translation of the motions expressed in the
physical space into motions expressed in the control space. A robot does not a priori
“know” what to do to move its hand forward. Differently from dance notations that
take into account only the physical space around the body where actions are defined
and operate, the issue of translating these actions, expressed in the physical space,
into motions expressed in the motor control space, is fundamental in robotics.

Indeed, only once suitable control inputs are defined in the motor control space
the robots can execute a given action in the physical space. However, the question
of the segmentation is double. It deals with both action and motion decomposition:

• A given action may require a reasoning to decompose it into a sequence of
sub-tasks to be performed. This is the task planning issue [5]. Figure 1 illustrates
such a decomposition. To give Florent the ball, HRP2 robot has to locate the
ball, to go to the ball, to take the ball, to locate Florent, to go to Florent, and
finally to give Florent the ball. Elementary tasks as go to, take and give, require
motion generation [6]. On the other hand, motion planning for robots manip-
ulating movable objects among obstacles gives rise to decomposition issues [7].
The solution consists in structuring the configuration space of both the robot and
the object into two elementary sub-spaces: the “grasping space” and the
“placement space”. The topological structure of such sub-spaces directly reflects
all possible segmentation of manipulation problems. The manipulation plan
appears now as a sequence of motions lying in different sub-spaces that embed a
natural decomposition of the problem, i.e. a natural segmentation that solves the
manipulation planning. Task planning in such contexts is out of the scope of the
current chapter.

• As motion segmentation is concerned, it is important to consider the clear
distinction between physical space and motor control space. While dance
notations operate movement segmentations in the physical space, robot pro-
gramming requires to operate in the motor control space. The segmentation of a

Fig. 1 The action “give Florent the ball” is decomposed into a sequence of elementary tasks
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movement in the physical space does not necessarily imply the same segmen-
tation in the motor control space. For particular cyclic or repetitive actions, as
e.g. elliptical and figure eight patterns of different sizes and orientations per-
formed by using the whole arm, there is no evident segmentation in the motor
control space [8] but rather continuous oscillatory patterns.

Coming back to Kinetography Laban, a Laban score represents by symbols
which parts of the body, e.g. arms or legs, should move and where. The 27 direction
symbols can be used to segment robot actions. These symbols can be translated in
elementary tasks defined in the physical space. Each elementary task consists in
moving a body part towards a desired direction specified by that symbol. The
sequence of symbols then reproduces the whole action. Now the question for the
roboticist is: how to translate motions defined in the physical space into motions
defined in the motor control space? Indeed, Kinetography Laban is for humans and
the brain can generate suitable signals to be sent to muscles in order to move arms,
limbs and in general the whole body with the aim of reaching an establish final
configuration. For humanoid robots the problem is much more challenging. First of
all, these complex mechanical systems are usually actuated by motors instead of
muscles. Each motor is in charge of moving a part of the robot with respect to
another one. As a consequence, by controlling these motors it is possible to move
the robot in order to make it walking, taking an object and in general executing
established actions. In robotics, a method for controlling the motors in order to
accomplish multiple tasks expressed in the physical space is the so called Stack of
Tasks (SoT) [9].

1.3 Experience Overview

In this chapter, we show how the SoT can be used to translate the Laban score into
control signals to be sent to the motors of a humanoid robot in order to move a body
part towards a direction, specified by the corresponding symbol in the Laban score.

Section 2 introduces the SoT framework which basically provides a method for
real-time control of redundant manipulators and hence useful also to control
humanoid robots. We show how flexible is the notation to express human move-
ments, and how this peculiarity is very useful in programing humanoid robots.
While considering the example of the simple action of taking a ball on the floor, we
show that Kinetography Laban allows annotating different levels of details.

In Sect. 3, we show how to translate Laban scores into tasks for the humanoid
robot by using SoT. In particular, we will translate the Laban score of a “Tutting
Dance”, which involves only upper body movements, in a hierarchical sequence of
tasks in the SoT to be executed by a simulated humanoid robot (“Romeo” from
Aldebaran Robotics). The final goal is to compare the Romeo’s movement with the
dancer’s one. The main difference concerns the quality of the Romeo’s movement
which is not same as the movement written in the original score.
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For humanoid robots the problem of moving in a natural manner is very difficult
and needs to answer the following question: which is the principle underlying the
naturalness of humans’ movements and hence what are the implicit rules that, after
several years of human movement observations, are part of Kinetography Laban? In
Sect. 4 we propose possible answers to this question on the basis of recent neu-
roscience and biological studies.

2 Robot Programming and Motion Notation: A Detailed
Example

Let us consider the simple action of taking a ball. It might give rise to a complex
motion involving the whole body and requiring the coordination of all body seg-
ments, if the ball is on the floor between the feet (see Fig. 2a). The legs have to
naturally contribute to the action: “bending knees” becomes an integral part of the
action “take the ball”. In Fig. 2b the same action “take the ball” is programmed in

Fig. 2 To take the ball between its feet, contrarily to humans, the robot has to step away from the
ball. This is due to the difference of morphologies between the human body and HRP-2 body.
a Paolo takes the ball between its feet. b HRP-2 takes the ball between its feet. To do that the robot
has to step away. In this experiment, “stepping away” is not a specific software module. It is not a
symbol. It is an integral part of the embodied action of taking. The entire motion is the output of
the sole and unique software module “take”. c Tiphaine is executing a motion by reading the
notation in Fig. 3c which describes the movements of HRP-2 in Fig. 2b when it takes the ball.
Tiphaine does not a priori know that she is taking a ball
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the humanoid robot HRP-2. Based on a simple comparison between Fig. 2a, b, it is
straightforward to observe that humans and HRP-2 execute this action in different
manners. Next subsections are dedicated to:

• describe how HRP-2 can be programmed in order to take the ball on the floor
and explaining the differences between HRP-2 and humans engaged in the same
action (Sect. 2.1), and

• how the flexibility of the notation in describing human movements can be
exploited to notate with different level of details (see Sect. 2.2), going from
directly translating the sentence “take the ball on the floor between feet” to
precisely describing the movements of all body segments.

2.1 Robot Programming: The Stack of Tasks

One of the main feature of humanoid robots is their redundancy with respect to a
task. This permits them to perform two or more tasks simultaneously, as e.g. taking
an object with the right hand while putting the left one in touch with a fixed object
to help legs ensure stability of the whole body. Of course, the robot can accomplish
several tasks at the same time if and only if all of them are compatible each other: to
check it, a simple idea is to put them in order.

The task-function approach [10], or operational-space approach [11], provides
the mathematical framework to describe the hierarchy of tasks in terms of specific
output functions, each one being a function from the configuration space to an
arbitrary task space. At each time step of the integration process, a vector of the
configuration space of the robot, tangent to the first task space, is selected. If the
first task can be accomplished without using all the degrees of freedom of the robot,
then a second task can be considered as soon it can be accomplished without
interfering with the first one. By iterating this procedure, other tasks can be added
until the whole set of degrees of freedom of the robot is completely exploited. The
process can be iterated for other tasks so that a stack of tasks is obtained [9].

Let us now use the stack of tasks method with the humanoid robot HRP-2 in
order to execute the action “take the ball” as showed by snapshots in Fig. 2a where
a human subject is executing it. The required movement is made more complicated
by the fact that the ball is between the feet. However, the action is very simple and
consists only in reaching the ball with the end-effector of the right arm (or the left
one) of the robot and taking the ball, while maintaining the static equilibrium. As a
consequence, the tasks to be ordered in the stack of tasks are basically two. The first
one consists in maintaining the static equilibrium that, on a horizontal ground, is
verified when the projection of the center of mass of the robot is inside its support
polygon—the footprint in case of single support phase. The second one, which has
a lower priority in the stack of tasks, consists in zeroing the error between the
current position of the end-effector of the right arm and the position of ball on the
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floor. However, this is not enough for a humanoid robot. Indeed, other kinematic
constraints are necessary to enforce the joint limits and avoid self-collision.

A solution to this problem has been provided [12]. As shown in Fig. 2b the robot
has to first step away from the ball and then grasp it. However, there is no dedicated
module in charge of “stepping” and indeed, it is a direct consequence of “taking”.
The main reason why the robot step away from the ball can be found mainly in the
kinematic constraint of avoiding self-collision. Moreover, by stepping away the
robot reaches a position (the third snapshot in Fig. 2b) more comfortable for the
robot, making easier the main task of maintaining the static equilibrium. The taking
action is hence totally embedded in the body, allowing the legs to naturally con-
tribute to the action. In this example, “taking” is an embodied action.

2.2 Motion Notation: The Kinetography Laban

The Kinetograhy Laban allows to write down not only dances but all kinds of
human movements observable by human eyes. The utility of the Kinetography,
outside of choreographic field, is mainly based on analyzing human actions. The
Laban system describes a movement by four factors: space (by directions and
levels), duration of the movement, beginning and end of the movement, and body
parts. A complex action can be segmented according to these categorizations.

One of the basic element Laban notators use to write down a movement is the
direction symbol. These symbols reflect a common approach to movement
description in terms of spatial directions into which the part of the body move with
the aim of reaching a given position [13]. The pathway taken is less important than
the final destination. The Kinetography Laban is a movement notation because the
symbols represent changes. As a consequence, an absence of movements is rep-
resented by an absence of symbols.

The directions in space emanate from a central point called place. It is repre-
sented by a rectangle. Directions and levels are computed from this point. There are
8 main directions and 3 shading levels to form 27 principal directions represented
by modifications of the rectangle and by shading of each symbol. On their own the
direction symbols state only information concerning the element of direction [13].
Only when they are placed in the appropriate column of the vertical staff it is
possible to know which part of the body moves. In particular, for movements of the
limbs direction and level are determined by the spatial relationship of the free-end
(extremity of the limb) to the base (point of attachment). A line drawn between the
extremity and the point of attachment indicates to which direction the limb has to
move. The end can move with respect to the point of attachment, which is the point
from which all the directions and levels specified by direction symbols radiate. For
example, the whole arm is attached to the body by the shoulder. The shoulder is the
point from which all directions and levels radiate. The whole arm can move with
respect to the shoulder in order to place the hand, which is considered in this case as
the free-end point of the arm.
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We notated the action of “taking the ball” in three manners. The notation of
Fig. 3a is one of the simplest way among three to describe the action. This notation
does not mention how to take the ball in detail, but it indicates only a starting
position (standing), arms positions at the beginning and the end of the action (the
arms are stretched out along the body), the position of the ball at the beginning (it
means that the ball is on the floor between the feet.), and the right hand grasps the

Ball

Ball Ball

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 3 Different Laban scores describing the motions motivated by the action of “Take the ball”.
The figures may appear as obscure for readers not aware about Laban notation details. Their
purpose is mainly illustrative to show that differences appear. Moreover, the presence of a symbol
modeling the ball argues that the notation not only deals with the movement of the human body
parts, but also with the movement of the ball. a Notation of the action “Take the ball” by using the
Kinetography Laban. b The detailed description of the movement in Fig. 2a by using the
Kinetography Laban. c The detailed description of the movement in Fig. 2b by using the
Kinetography Laban
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ball at a given moment. The only information included in the notation on the way of
taking the ball is that the right hand follow a direct path to reach the ball. This is
exactly the same information that is given to the robot via its programming system.

When we asked Paolo to take the ball without giving any constraints, he takes the
ball without changing his feet positions. He just bends his knees and his hand grasps
the ball. “Bending knees” is not explicitly expressed by the Laban score in Fig. 2a.

The score depicted in Fig. 3b is the notation of detailed Paolo’s movement. The
notation describes his manner to take the ball with many details. It includes the way
to reach the floor (e.g., rotation of the torso), the way to grasp (e.g. the choice of the
right hand), the direction of the gaze, and a motion timing.

Figure 3 is a notation of the whole movement of HRP-2 robot. It includes exactly
the same level of details as the score in Fig. 3b.

All the three scores differ. This is not a weakness of the notation system, but a
strength. Indeed these three scores illustrate how the detail of an action can be
described according to an intention of the notator. A same action may be noted with
different levels of details according to the purpose of the notation, including what
the notator wants to transmit to the performer and who is the reader of the score.

3 The Kinetography Laban as Robot Programming Tool

In this section, we show how the Laban score and in particular its 27 direction
symbols can be translated in the framework of the Stack of Tasks. We will achieve
this goal by a worked-out example where the simulated humanoid platform Romeo
has to execute a kind of hip-hop dance, also known as “Tutting Dance”, that
involves only the upper body, especially arms and hands, to create geometric
shapes and movements.

3.1 The Tutting Dance: From Dancer Movements
to the Laban Score

The Laban score of the Tutting Dance sequence1 is shown in Fig. 4. The postures of
the subject at each step of the Laban score are depicted in Fig. 5.

The score contains 9 columns. Each column is associated to a body part. The
symmetrical stuff represents the symmetry of the body. The central columns on both
sides of the main vertical axis represents the support of the body. Then the second
columns are dedicated to the movement notation of the right and left legs. The third
column, immediately outside the staff, are used for the torso and its parts. Tutting

1The original version of the Tutting dance can be found at the following link https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=082Akz8hGLY.
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Dance mainly concerns the arms and the hands. This is why the second and third
columns are free from any symbol, while the support columns contain only two
small circles, which represent the “hold weight sign”, just after the double line
which indicates the start of the movement. In this case, these symbols indicate that
the actor has to maintain the standing posture and the weight on the feet.

The forth columns on the right and on the left of the body columns correspond to
the right and left arm gestures, respectively. The fifth columns correspond to both
forearms gestures, the sixth to both upper arms gestures, the seventh to the right and
left hand gestures, the eighth to the back and palm of the right and left hands.
Finally, the last columns on the right and on the left correspond to the edge of
fingers. The duration of the sequence is decomposed into 16 intervals according to
our movement segmentation. Moreover, based on our observations, we deduced
that no movement is faster or slower than others. As a consequence, in the Laban
score the direction symbols have the same length meaning that all the movements
have the same duration.

A detailed description of each movement is here reported:

0. This is a starting point. An actor is standing. Both arms are stretched out along
the body.

1. The right arm goes to the right-middle direction.
2. The left arm goes to the left-middle direction.
3. The right upper arm goes to the forward-middle. The right forearm goes to the

left-middle direction.
4. The left upper arm goes to the forward-middle direction. The left forearm goes

to the right-middle direction.
5. The left forearm goes to the forward-middle direction.
6. The right forearm goes to the forward-middle direction.
7. The left hand goes to down.
8. The right hand goes to up.
9. Both forearms go to up. During this movement, both hands maintain their

configurations with respect to the forearms.
10. Both hands go to the right-middle direction.
11. The right upper arm goes to the left-forward-middle direction. The left upper

arm goes to the right-forward-middle direction. Both upper arms are in contact.
The left and right palms are also in contact.

12. The right and left hands while maintaining the contact, changed their direction
to the left-middle.

13. Cancel the hold of the contact. The right upper arm goes to the intermediary
direction between forward-middle and left-forward-middle. The left upper arm
goes to the intermediary direction between forward-middle and
right-forward-middle. As a consequence, the palms separate. The edge of the
right finger touches the edge of the left hand.

14. The left hand goes to the right-middle direction. The left palm is in contact with
the back of the right hand.
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Fig. 4 Laban score for the Tutting dance

Fig. 5 Tutting dance
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15. Both upper arms go to the forward-middle direction. The edge of both fingers
are in contact.

16. The upper right arm goes to the right-forward-low direction. The right forearm
goes to the left-middle direction. The upper left arm goes to the
left-forward-middle direction. The left forearm goes to the right-middle direc-
tion. The hands go to up. Both palms are in contact.

3.2 From the Laban Score to Romeo Movements

Starting from the Laban score of the previous section (see Fig. 4), the Tutting Dance
is now translated in the SoT so as to generate suitable control signals for the motors
to execute the movements in the humanoid robot Romeo.

We have seen that one of the basic element Laban notators use to describe a
movement is the direction symbol. The Tutting dance we have chosen leads itself
very well to this type of approach due to its geometric shapes and movements.

The 27 principal direction symbols used to describe the Tutting Dance in Fig. 4
are the starting point to translate the Laban score in the SoT. In other words,
depending on the current configuration and the body part which the symbol refers
to, each principal direction symbol, and hence the main directions and levels, are
translated as reference positions in space around the point of attachment. Each
reference position is defined by an homogeneous transformation matrix that spec-
ifies both desired position and orientation of a reference frame attached at the
free-end point of the movable part of Romeo. Based on the current position of the
body part and the desired one specified by one of the principal direction symbol, a
task function is defined as the error in terms of both rotation and translation between
the current position in space of the reference frame attached to the free end and the
desired one. The SoT is then used to determine suitable control signals for the
motor of the robot such that this error becomes zero, while guaranteeing at the same
time other tasks. These signals correspond to reference velocities or accelerations,
the last ones providing a smoother movement for the robot. The first and most
important task in humanoid robots is to maintain the static equilibrium. On a
horizontal ground, the static equilibrium holds as soon as the projection of the
center of mass of the robot is inside its support polygon—the footprint in case of
single support phase. For the Tutting dance there is no displacement of the entire
body (i.e. the so-called weight in Laban terminology and the so-called root of the
kinematic tree in the robotics terminology) and indeed, in the support column of the
Laban score, there are no symbols apart from the ones (small circles) that specify
the maintenance of the starting feet positions. As a consequence, in the SoT, the
first task, called “Weight on the feet” in Fig. 6, consists in guaranteeing the weight
of the body rests on the feet.

We have seen that the absence of movements is represented by the absence of
symbols. To include this rule in the humanoid robot Romeo, the last task in the
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stack, called “Reference posture” in Fig. 6, consists in limiting the “distance” from
a reference configuration that can be considered as the natural standing position for
humans. Just before this task, so at higher priority, a task, called “Torso fixed” in
Fig. 6 is added in order to account for the lack of symbol in the body columns.
Between the first task “Weight on the feet” and the task “Centre of Mass”, other
tasks representing the gesture symbols that follow one another in the Laban score
will be added as represented in Fig. 6.

Another rule of the Kinetography Laban is that, after each symbol, until a new
symbol does not involve the same part of the body (e.g. the whole arm), or a
sub-part of it (e.g. the forearm), the previous symbol holds. For this reason, in the
stack of task some tasks change priority before disappearing from the stack: for
example, referring to Fig. 6, task “Right Arm—middle/right” has a lower priority in
SoT 2 with respect to SoT 3.

The final result of the implementation of the Tutting dance in Romeo is shown in
Fig. 7. Next section is dedicated to show the main differences between Romeo and
human movements.

Fig. 6 Stack of tasks for the first tree steps of the Laban score
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4 Discussion

In this section, we will first discuss on the obtained results, by comparing the
movement of Romeo with the movement of Naoko, also by means of the
Kinetography Laban. The second subsection is dedicated to describe some rules of
the Kinetography Laban about how movements should be executed, and plausible
origins of these rules.

4.1 Comparison Between Human and Romeo Movements

In the previous section, the Laban score of a simple example of Tutting Dance has
been translated, by using the SoT, in suitable control signals for the motor of the
simulated humanoid robot Romeo. In Fig. 7, the snapshots corresponding to the
Laban score in Fig. 5 is reported. Apart from the standing posture of Romeo which
is slightly different from humans (the legs are slightly bent, as most humanoid
robots), there are not significant differences w.r.t. the snapshots in Fig. 5. However,
in snapshot 3 of Fig. 7, the left arm of Romeo is bent while the left arm of Naoko is
straight (see snapshot 3 of Fig. 5). Moreover, mainly in the asymmetric postures,

0 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14

15 16

Fig. 7 Tutting dance realized by Romeo. The numbering of each snapshot corresponds to the
numbering in the Laban score of Fig. 4
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the torso, the pelvis and shoulders of Romeo are not exactly at the same configu-
rations of Naoko at the end of each step.

All these different configurations at the end of each step are a direct consequence
of the movement executed by Romeo while progressing in the Laban score. Indeed,
by using the SoT to generate the movements, each motor of Romeo is controlled
such that the free end of a body segment moves along a straight line passing from
both the initial position and the final one, as represented in Fig. 8. The movement
corresponds to the step 6 in the Laban score. The free end of the right forearm
should move following a circular arc centered at the elbow, i.e. performing a
peripheral movement, and the rest of the body should remain fixed. Based on the
snapshots in Fig. 8 this is not the case, as it is also pointed out in Fig. 9.

This characteristic gives hence rise to undesirable movements of the body. In
Fig. 9a, the movement corresponding to the first step in the laban score and to SoT
1 in Fig. 6 is shown. All these differences can be also appreciated by notating the
Romeo movement with the Kinetography Laban. In Fig. 10 a comparison between
the Laban scores of Romeo’s and dancer’s movement during the first 6 steps is
reported. Notice that now, in the Laban score of Romeo (see Fig. 10b), the columns
for the body gestures is not free of symbols and signs. Moreover, on the side of
each direction symbol, a new sign is notated, representing a description of the path
that the free end of the arm is now executing—basically, a straight line. In Fig. 9b,
snapshots corresponding to the movement from step 2 to step 3 of the Laban score
is also reported. In this case, the movement of the whole body is much more
noticeable.

Finally, even if the Laban score in Fig. 10a is a so called legato movement, that is
with no separation between direction symbols and hence with no interruption in the
continuity of the movement, for Romeo, sometimes there is a sort of overlapping
between consecutive direction symbols and hence movements that indeed should be
consecutive. This means that still before the previous movement is finished, the
next one is already started (see Fig. 10b between steps 3 and 4).

Fig. 8 Referring to Fig. 4, this is a sequence of snapshots for the movement at step 6 in the Laban
score of Fig. 4. The free end of the right arm moves along a straight line between the starting
position to the final one. Hence, the elbow (red point) does not remain at a fixed position in space.
This makes the difference with the original motion performed by Naoko
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4.2 On the Naturalness of Movements

As already said in previous section, on their own the direction symbols state only
information concerning the element of direction. Only when they are placed in the
appropriate column of the vertical staff it is possible to know which part of the body
has moved. Moreover, depending on the actual configuration of the body part, due
to implicit rules of the Kinetography Laban created and based on the naturalness of
human movements, information on the path of the free end of that part of the body
can be also achieved.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Two movements executed by Romeo. All movements describe straight line paths for the
free end of the arms. This gives rise to undesirable movements of the body. a The movement of
Romeo at step 1 in Fig. 4. b The movement of Romeo at step 3 in Fig. 4
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In using the 27 principal directions around the body, symbols that correspond to
adjacent points in space are considered to be at a first-degree distance from one
another (see Fig. 11). For example, if the arm moves from forward middle to the
adjacent right front diagonal point, this is a first-degree distance. In this case, the
free end of the arm, i.e. the hand, describes an arc of circle whose center is the
shoulder moves on the surface of the sphere. This is the so called peripheral
movement in Laban system [14]. All movements between first-degree distance
points will produce this path. In case of the arm moves from forward middle to side
(right or left) middle, we have a second-degree distance (see Fig. 11) and the hand
describes a quarter of circle whose center is the shoulder, it is also called peripheral
movement. All movements between second-degree points have to be performed
without any special flexion of the arm unless otherwise specified with the addition
of a particular sign, as e.g. the straight path sign.

If two points are at third-degree distance, the free end of the limbs moves along
a trajectory closed to the body, and not peripheral path. In this movement, the arm is
slightly bent, takes a path between periphery and center (“in place”). This is called
intermediate situation or transversal movement [14].

Finally, diametrically opposite points are considered to be at a fourth-degree
distance. For example if the arm moves from forward middle to the extreme
opposite direction backward middle. The arm comes back “in place” then extends
again to outside. These type of movements are called central movement in Laban
system [14].

The control laws used to move the arms of Romeo do not contain all this variety
of movements. Independently from the distance of points in space, Romeo always
performs a straight line path, with noticeable loss in naturalness. Indeed, to perform
that movement, other undesirable and unnatural body movements are necessary. Of
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Fig. 10 A comparison between the Laban score of the Tutting Dance executed by a dancer and
Romeo. a Laban score for a dancer. b Laban score for Romeo
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course, to solve this problem, an ad-hoc control law that moves the hand along
peripheral, central, or transversal movement might be determined.

On the other hand, the implicit rule of the notation comes from the several years
of observations and it is based on the naturalness of human movements, also
induced by the mechanical structure of the body. As often conjectured in robotics,
an optimality principle might underline human movements. It would be hence
interesting to understand what is this principle, to express it in a suitable mathe-
matical manner and than to use it to determine the control laws for the humanoid
robot Romeo, by using tools as the optimal control theory.

The main problem in translating the Laban score in humanoid robots is hence to
obtain the continuous movement that resemble the human one. To this end, several
biological studies show principles that explain human movements [15–18]. In
particular, considering only arm movements in an horizontal plane, the recorded
trajectories are well explained in terms of minimum jerk [15]. On the other hand,
when arms move on a vertical plane (in this case the force of gravity plays a
fundamental role, making the movement asymmetric), the recorded trajectories are
well explained in terms of the minimum sum of jerk and energy [18].

5 Conclusion

What are the lessons learned from this attempt to make use of Kinetography Laban
in humanoid robot programming?

Fig. 11 Degree of distance
between points
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Three study years are necessary to be graduated in Laban notation. Even for well
trained notators, scoring simple movements as the ones described in this chapter is
time consuming. We have seen that a same action may be notated with different
levels of details. Indeed Laban notation addresses the movement more than the
action itself. Two scores may symbolize the action of “taking a ball” according to
the importance one gives to the manner to take a ball. Both scores are comple-
mentary; they are not opposite. For a roboticist, making use of Laban notation to
program a humanoid robot requires either to have been trained for several months,
or to work with a notator. At the very end, the notator describes the movements in
the physical space and the roboticist translates the score symbols in terms of
Jacobian inversion. More the score is detailed, more the inversion task is tedious.
This makes the question of automated translation a critical issue. In spite of few
tentatives referenced in the introduction of this paper, the question remains largely
open, as soon as the objective is to account for all dimensions and richness of the
Kinetography Laban notation.

Human body and humanoid robot body differ. Retargeting a human movement
on a digital artifact is a well known issue in computer graphics [19]. This is the
same in humanoid robotics. We have seen that HRP-2 robot cannot take the ball as
Paolo did. This is due to the fact that the body of HRP-2 prevents the robot to put its
hand between its feet without stepping away. To take the ball on the floor, HRP-2
robot may benefit from the score in Fig. 2b but not from the score in Fig. 2c. Human
motion notations are all based on the kinematic structure of the human body.
Adapting the notation to another structure is certainly possible, but it is a challenge
by itself.

Finally we have seen that the question of the naturalness of a movement is
another critical issue. Laban notators benefit from a lot of implicit knowledge that
ground the Kinetography Laban. The issue has been clearly revealed in Sect. 4.2.
The rules to move the hand in a given direction have been defined and described on
the basis of a long experience in observing human movements. Movement notators
target a movement description. They are not a priori interested by causality prin-
ciples, i.e. by the origin of the movement. The origin of the movement takes place
in the muscle control space. However, it is not necessary to tell a dancer what
muscles he/she has to activate to perform a desired movement. Muscle activation is
an unconscious process. With the fundamental problem of inverting actions
expressed in the physical space into motor controls, roboticists have to face the
causality principle. This is why, like neurophysiologists, roboticists try to exhibit
general movement laws to explore plausible causality principles.

To summarize the experience gained with the worked-out examples described in
this paper, we can say that dance notation and robot programming pursue two
different goals in two different spaces. The goal of the dance notator is to describe
the qualities of the movement as wished by the choreographer while the roboticist is
a priori concerned by the action to be performed, better than by the motion that
fulfills the action. However we have seen that there is an interest for roboticists to
consider dance notation as a way to better explore the relationship between action
and motion. Symbolical and computational foundations of both motion and action
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concepts, as complementary developed by dance notation practitioners and
roboticists respectively, deserve to be deeper explored.
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Using Dynamics to Recognize Human
Motion

Gentiane Venture, Takumi Yabuki, Yuta Kinase, Alain Berthoz
and Naoko Abe

Abstract We explore the importance of the dynamics of motion, and how it can be
used first to develop and to personalize intelligent systems that can understand
human motions, then to analyze motions. We propose a framework that uses not
only the kinematics information of movements but also the dynamics and allows to
classify, analyze and recognize motions, emotions in a non-verbal context. We use
the direct measure of the dynamics when available. If not we propose to compute
the dynamics from the kinematics, and use it to understand human motions. Finally,
we discuss some developments and concrete applications in the field of motion
analysis and give some experimental results using gait and simple choreography.

1 Introduction

Human motion science and motion analysis have a long history [1]. The
Renaissance has been a fruitful period in understanding the underlying mechanics
of the human body, and it is in the 17th century that Isaac Newton, and later
Lagrange, have really enabled to write the equations of motion as we know them.
The 19th century and the 20th century have then enable to measure what these
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equations were expressing, with the development of photography and motion
picture and the famous work of Muybridges and Marey to cite only the most
famous.

The last decade of the 20th century and the 21st century have been marked by
the developments of motion capture technology, with faster capture rates, higher
measuring precision and resolution. Not only can the kinematics of a motion be
measured but its dynamics too with the use of force sensors and force-plates. These
systems have paved the way for numerous applications and developments and are
now commonly used in animation, sport science, motor rehabilitation and robotics
[2–4]. On the other hand dance and performance professionals have developed
powerful systems to annotate, record and reproduce extremely complex chore-
ographies and motion sequences [5]. From the kinematics information, systematic
annotation can be done [6], in addition from a set of notations, motion kinematics
can be generated and therefore used for animation [7]. These offer an extremely
powerful mean to generate and record motion of any entities, human or not and the
annotation are crucial to understand these motions. Labanotation (also known as
Kinetography Laban) offers a compact and powerful notations system for motions.
Each motion can be described with a number of defined elements just like a score in
music. Labanotation treats of the dynamics which is expressed by the body of a
performer, and the way the performer interacts with the environment which is a
difficult concept. However Labanotation does not quantify or measure these factors.
Yet the dynamics is an important aspect of motion since entities are bound to
external forces: gravity, and then interact with their environment to create motion,
to generate more or less force, express something, convey energy. The sole kine-
matics cannot describe these interactions and thus incompletely describes motions.
Our research offers a mean to quantify and bridge the gap between classical
dynamics analysis in biomechanics and in robotics and in annotations in
Labanotation.

We present a general framework to analyze and classify motions and in par-
ticular dynamics in order to highlight some specific value: motion, emotion, or
mood that can be used to systematically define dynamics as defined in Labanotation
[8]. Our framework is based on the definition of a feature vector of the data and of a
decomposition in principal components (PC). The decomposition in the PC space is
used as the base of our classification and recognition algorithm.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we first describe the terminology
used to describe a motion and its dynamics and how it relates to or differs from
Labanotation developed to analyze and record motion in dance and more generally
performances. Section 3 presents the feature vector analysis using principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA). Section 4 presents concrete examples using torso data and
contact forces. Section 5 provides some extension of the results and proposes to use
dynamics information for emotion and mood classification. Section 6 concludes this
chapter by offering some perspectives for future applications and developments.
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2 Equation of Motion and Terminology

The equation of motion (1) in its most general form [9, 10] provides a simple mean
to understand the time variant relationship between what is called in Biomechanics
[1] and Robotics [11] a motion: displacement and orientation of a reference, joint
angles of the articulated system; the forces and moment of forces applied on the
environment and the forces generated by the muscles and transmitted through the
joint torques. It also makes use of time invariant such as the body segment lengths
and the dynamic properties of these segments, such as masses and inertia.

0
C

� �
þ JTb

JT

� �
F ¼ Mb Mc

0 Mc

� �
€qb
€h

� �
þ Cb Cc

0 Cc

� �
_qb
_h

� �
þ Gb

Gc

� �
ð1Þ

where Mc, Cc, Gc, Mb, Cb, and Gb, are the inertia, Coriolis and gravity matrices
calculated at the articulated chain (subscript c) and at the floating base level
(subscript b), respectively. _h, €h, and C are the joint velocity, acceleration and torque
vectors, respectively. JT is the Jacobian transpose matrix mapping the external
forces to the joint space and JTb is the Jacobian transpose of the matrix mapping the
external forces to the floating base frame. Finally, _qb, and €qb are the base Cartesian
velocity and acceleration vectors, respectively.

Depending on the available measures and the region of interest for the human
motion analysis different approaches can be considered. Some studies [12, 13]
consider only the movement of the extremities and or the torso since they are of low
dimensions, what is often called the task space in robotics [11]. Labanotation
system describes the displacement of weigh (weight transfer) and the displacement
of the parts of body, and the way of its displacements in physical space [5] (=task
space). Most of the studies on human motion consider the movement at the joint
level [14–16], what is often called the joint space in robotics [11] Labanotation
system segments a human body by body signs which specify limbs, joints, areas,
and surface of the body [17]. Concerning the motion of limbs, though space
measurement signs specify the degree of flexion of limbs, a movement does not be
considered by only change of the degree of joints in Labanotation. Both cases in
robotic and in Labanotation, data are referred as kinematics and are actually related
[11–18].

One other interesting aspect is the contact with the environment and how the
body generates force to interact with it and receives force from it [19, 20]. In
Robotics it is called external forces [11]. Finally, the computational tools of
Robotics [11] and Biomechanics [1] allow to also consider the inner forces acting
on the body such as the joint torques and the muscle activity and muscle forces. In
Labanotation, a notion of dynamics seems similar to these concepts of external and
inner force in robotics. Dynamics in Labanotation links to the quality of the
movement that varies according to flow of energy and force, different way of using
time and space during a performance [8]. However, Labanotation does not measure
external force which can affect human motion, nor inner force. Labanotation
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categorizes different accentuation, intensity or muscular tension observable during
the execution of a movement by strength measurement signs (dynamics signs) [5].
In Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), a concept of Effort, which is one of the four
components of LMA, focuses on clarifying a motion dynamics [21]. Laban
Movement Analysis is a method to analyse, observe and explore human motions,
and it differs from Labanotation (Kinetography Laban) which aims to translate
movement process taking place in four dimensions (three dimensional spaces and
time) into signs written in two-dimension [18]. Effort analyses a human dynamic
and its relations with personality or psychological reactions such as emotion,
feeling, and thinking in a descriptive and indicative way by using a visual support,
but Effort does not take account into how muscular forces generate such dynamics.

In this study we consider the dynamics in the general form of the equation of
motion, when the word refers to the Labanotation dynamics it is explicitly men-
tioned, since this term in the Labanotation refers to the left hand term of Eq. (1) and
eventually also includes Gb and Gc according to [8].

3 Feature Vector Analysis Using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA)

In this section we present a framework to classify time series of data: here motion
data using what is called a feature vector and introduced in Sect. 3.1. The feature
vectors are then analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA) to obtain
clouds of points. The points’ proximity indicates resemblance in the motion data,
and can form clusters of similar motion data as developed in Sect. 3.2. These
clusters can then be used to analyze furthermore the data, develop recognition
algorithms and so on as presented in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Construction of the Feature Vector of a Data

A feature vector is a vector that contains characteristics that could quantify various
data qi: kinematics, dynamics, in the joint space, in the task space, contact forces,
muscle activity… It is obtained by computing the auto-correlation matrix of the
considered data qi [22]. The auto-correlation matrix Oi(l) of a given data-set is
given by Eq. (2). l is a time constant difference, here we set l = 2, because we can
reflect the information of the data change (velocity for example). Then we arrange
the elements of Oi(l) into a single column vector. The result is called the feature
vector for the given motion data qi for an iteration i. For each motion repetition or
each new motion i the feature vector is computed.
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3.2 Principal Component Analysis of the Feature Vector
of a Data

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the obtained feature vectors provides
information of the clustering properties of the data. A training data-set is created
with a few exemplars of data. Consequently, it gives information on the possibility
to discriminate a data-set from another data-set [22]. Applied to motion recognition,
it means that it gives information on the differences and resemblances of different
motion data-set; it allows discriminating between several motions, for which the
algorithm was trained. This algorithm functions as an unsupervised learning
algorithm, since data as data accumulates the PC space varies and clusters appear.
Depending on the resemblances, points create clusters of various shapes, in the
space of principal components, which are dense or scattered. It is also possible to
find whether a motion belongs to the training data or not, and perform incremental
learning.

Often the three dimensional space of the first three principal components is used
because it allows a visualization of the dataset. The two dimensional principal
component (PC) space can also be used if the cluster structure is clear enough using
only the first two components. The shape of a cluster highlights data-set with
similarities, while scattered points represent data-set with little similarity to each
other.

3.3 Motion Classification Algorithm

The proposed recognition algorithm is based on the clustering in the PC space of
the feature vectors [23]. In the feature vector PC space, we calculated a feature
value using the center point of each cluster and the approximate straight line by the
least-squares method of each cluster as shown in Fig. 1. It thus provides the center
and the approximate shape of the cluster. When a test data needs to be compared
with training dataset, it is projected into the PC space and the distance from each
cluster center dij as well as the distance to the linear regression hij are calculated.
The weighted sum of dij and hij gives the feature value Sij which is used to
determine whether the test data belongs to one of the existing clusters (if so which
one) or not. The smallest Sij allows to conclude that the test-data belongs to cluster
Motion j. If it is not small enough then one can conclude that it belongs to none of
the existing cluster and a new cluster can be created. The process is described in
Fig. 2, where the test data belongs to the cluster “Motion 4”.
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Fig. 2 Concept of the proposed recognition algorithm using the barycenter and the linear
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cluster (in that case Motion 4), or without any and is the base of our recognition algorithm
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The weights of the weighted sum can be chosen to give equal weight to the
distance from the straight line and the center, or to favor one over the other
depending on the shape of the cluster. For example a rather spherical cluster may
give more weight to the distance to the center, while an oblong cluster may require
more weight on the distance to the straight line. Using the training data to define the
shape of the cluster can be used to generate automatically appropriate weights.
These weights need to be recalculated any time a new test-data is inserted in the
dataset since the addition of a new data point may change the global shape and size
of the clusters.

4 Examples of Motion Classification and Motion
Recognition

The feature vector can be obtained with any kind of data for any type of motion. It
can be used to classify motions and there resemblance, it can be used to classify
inner state that are embedded in a motion: moods and emotions. In fact it has been
shown in the literature that motion carry more information than just the simple
kinematics and dynamics, and these data relates to human inner states [24, 25]. In
the following section we show some examples of utilization of our algorithm and
the potential it can offer for automatic notations through quantification.

4.1 Using Kinematics Data in the Task Space: Gait

Gait is one of the most common task in daily life, and it is also the most important
locomotion characteristics of human and humanoids. Gait is rich in information and
it was shown extensively in our previous work that biometrics from gait is possible
[23], as well as emotion recognition using the torso motion and the head inclination,
with a simple similarity index [13]. Using the same dataset of 4 candidates and 5
repetitions of each emotional gait, which is extensively described in [13], the
individual emotion recognition rate reaches 90 % in average. For further detail in
the protocol and the results please refer to our works [13, 23] (Fig. 3).

4.2 Using Contact Force Data

The dynamics of the motion also contains rich information. Each motion has a
dynamic signature that is characteristic with the way one interact with the envi-
ronment and according to (1) it is possible to link the external contact forces and the
motion directly. We propose to use the contact force information measured by force
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plates or insole sensors for example to classify motions with the algorithm proposed
in Sect. 3. In our preliminary works [19, 24] we proved that it was possible to
recognize motions using only the contact force measurement regardless of the
person characteristics using a laboratory grade force-plate that provided the 3 forces
and the 3 moment of forces. We now propose to use Nintendo wii balance boards
that can only measure the vertical force and the moment of force in the horizontal
plane. The algorithm is tested experimentally on the data of 5 subjects for 7 types of
exercises motion.

4.2.1 Experimental Protocol

Figure 4 presents the type of motions that were performed on top of two Nintendo
wii balance boards. This set of seven prescribed motions was chosen among a
Japanese daily television exercise program (Radio Exercise). Five male candidates
(mean age 24) were shown a video of the motions they were asked to perform, prior
to the experiment. During the experiments, the same video was shown so that
candidates can synchronize with the video. Each motion was repeated five times to
insure enough training data and enough test data, in addition to the fact that a
motion sequence may consist in repeating a few times the same motion. We
measured the contact force information for each of the chosen seven sequences of
motions noted M1–M7 as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 Feature vector in the PC space for the four basic emotions in 5 gait trial for a given
individual [13]. “Sadness” strikes out the rest of the emotions. The close up on the right shows that
when sadness is not considered, each emotion also appears in a cluster, allowing for emotion
recognition in gait
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4.2.2 Results and Discussion

The recorded motions are automatically segmented [26]. The feature vectors were
calculated with the vertical forces measured by the Nintendo wii balance board and
the moment of force around the horizontal plane. In total 6 components. The
classification results are given in Fig. 7. We use the exclusion method proposed in
[23]. This suggests that with trained subject the repeatability would in-crease and
that recognition would be much easier. With un-trained subject the size of the
clusters increases. This can also be used as a quantification of training performance
or motion repeatability.

Figure 5 show the PC space obtained for all the candidates and all the motions.
Clear clusters appear in the PC space, while some data are more confused. The
exclusion method automatically removes the data that are too far to narrow the
search space of possible motions. The total average recognition rate reaches 75 %,
as shown in Table 1. The confusion matrix given in Table 2, also shows that
motions that have high similarities are more difficult to discriminate from each
other, such as M3 and M6 that only differ from the direction of the bending. This
suggests that some motions have poor repeatability: poor execution of the motion
by the candidate for example. For example if one candidate moved his arm faster or
slower, or with less amplitude in one motion, it is plotted at a point that is far from
the motion’s cluster. This suggests that with trained subject the repeatability would

M1 Arm circles

M2 Side-bending 

M3 Front bending

M4 Waist rotations 

M5 Legs and arms

M6 Touch their foot 

M7 Small jumps

Fig. 4 The seven different
types of movements recorded
on top of the forceplate for
five male candidates. Each
motion was repeated five
times, to provide sufficient
training data and test data
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increase and that recognition would be much easier. With untrained subject the size
of the clusters increases. This can also be used as a quantification of training
performance or motion repeatability in terms of dynamics.

5 Application for Emotion and Mood Classification
in Motion

5.1 Using Contact Forces

Using a similar experimental protocol as described in Sect. 4.2.1, candidates were
asked to walk on top of the force plates and to change their mood while walking.
Each data was taken 5 times. The obtained PC space is shown in Fig. 6. A clear
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Fig. 5 Feature vector in the PC space for the seven motions repeated each five times, by five
candidates. Both graphs represent the same results with a different view point

Table 1 Summary of the successful recognition rate [%] for each motion using the proposed
exclusion method

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

76 72 68 76 100 72 60

The average recognition rate is 75 %

Table 2 Summary of the
confusion matrix (M1–M7)
using the proposed exclusion
method

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

M1 0.76 0.24 0 0.08 0 0.04 0

M2 0.08 0.72 0 0 0 0 0.32

M3 0 0 0.68 0.04 0 0.2 0

M4 0.08 0 0 0.76 0 0.04 0.08

M5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

M6 0.04 0 0.32 0.12 0 0.72 0

M7 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0.6
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cluster structure appears and the average recognition rate for all of the four emo-
tions reaches 80 %. These results suggest that the contact forces with the envi-
ronment and thus the dynamics contain also emotional information. This allows to
quantify and classify dynamics data and thus will likely enable automatic classi-
fication and annotation of the dynamics in the Labanotation system and of the Effort
in Laban Movement Analysis.

5.2 Using Kinematics and Muscle Contractions

As explained in Sect. 2, in Labanotation the dynamics describes a wide range of
variables and among them the muscular intensity plays an important role. Muscular
information relates with the dynamics through the joint torques. Moods show a
variety of physiological manifestations that can be measured with a diverse array of
techniques. The physiological activities such as brain waves, skin responses, heart
responses and muscle responses, reflect change of a mental condition. The infor-
mation on the mood included in behavior is classified into nonverbal information,
and is also included in behavior without necessarily being based on the intention of
an agent [27]. With surface electromyography (EMG) it is possible to record the
muscular activity of surface muscles and associate it with motion and emotion. In
this section we present our findings regarding the relationship between shoulder and
upper-arm muscular contractions and mood variations. Identification of emotion
and mood using EMG information has been done with a variety of methods until
now [28–31]. Most are based on use of facial muscles. Walking is one of the key
actions when identifying the information on humans. It is known that human
walking includes information that is specific to the individual and be affected by

Fig. 6 PC space obtained
from the contact force
information while walking
with different moods: normal,
sadness, anger, happy. Each
form a cluster charateristic
showing that emotions can be
recognized through the way
one interact with the
environment dynamically
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mood [13, 24, 25]. That is, it is thought that the EMG analysis of walking is
effective in the identification of human mood. In this work, we made a subject walk
in various mood states and answer psychological tests that measure the mood. We
use two types of tasks: music listening (affective value scale of music (AVSM) and
multiple mood scale (MMS) [32]); and numerical calculation for evoking different
moods. It is expected that numerical calculation evokes either a more aggressive or
frustrated mood upon failure, or self-satisfaction when successful, than listening to
music. Figure 7 shows the experimental protocol of our experiment. In foreground
space the task is listening to calm music (odd numbers in the green circles). In the
background space the subject’s task which is either listening to music (uplifting and
depressive) or doing the numerical calculation (even numbers in the green circles).
Inserting a task of listening to calm music between each other tasks allow to
stabilize the moods as can be seen from Fig. 7-right.

Statistical features of EMG signals are calculated using Fast Fourier Transform
and Principal Component Analysis. These statistical features are related with psy-
chological test scores obtained from a two-dimensional Mood Scale (TDMS) [33],
using regression analysis.

The two types of tasks are performed on two laptop computers. Moreover, the
tasks are done by turns at two distant spaces in the room, and the subjects walk back
and forth between them. After completion of each task, the subjects fill in ques-
tionnaires about their mood at that time, and then the subjects walk to the other
space. The TDMS test consists of eight questions on a 6-point Likert scale, and can
quantify the state of mind at the time of measurement. The result of TDMS is

Fig. 7 Experimental setup for the mood changing experiment. Left The experimental setup at
College de France with the two working stations and the free space for walking in between. Right
Principal component analysis of the mood scores of the psychological TDMS test at the different
stages of the experiments. The number in the green circle corresponds to the number of
occurrence. It shows that the mood changes with time during the experiment as expected
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expressed as a score of “pleasure” and “arousal” (from −20 to 20). In other words,
high pleasure indicates a comfortable and positive state, high arousal indicates an
excited and active state. The test is filled in less than 1 min, thus it is suitable for
temporal observation of mood changes. The subjects repeated that work 8 times.
Subjects were not informed that the motion for interest in our study was walking to
insure walking as naturally as possible.

Surface EMGs of the biceps, triceps, middle deltoids, and upper trapezius were
recorded. The mean power frequency MPF obtained by Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of the EMG data were generated for each muscles for the PCA.

MPF ¼
R1
0 fP fð ÞdfR1
0 P fð Þdf ð3Þ

where P is the power of the signal, and f is its frequency.
The PCA was performed for each frequency range over all the muscles. Finally a

multiple linear regression analysis (MRA) was performed on the principal com-
ponent score as an explanatory variable and the amount of variation in the TDMS
pleasure score which is the difference between each pleasure score and the previous
one as a response variable. By considering the score not using an absolute value but
using a relative value, we can take into consideration the individual difference of the
reaction to a stimulus.

5.2.1 Experimental Results and Discussion

As a result of the regression analysis as shown in Fig. 8, we can confirm a sta-
tistically significant positive correlation between the muscle activity and the arousal
level (p < 0.001) with R = 0.59. This correlation is promising in using muscle
information to predict moods. Moreover muscle contraction are related to more
observable variable such as joint stiffness, allowing for quantification of
mood/emotion through joint stiffness.

Fig. 8 Experimental results. Left Mean power frequency of EMGs of muscles around the
shoulders and psychological TDMS test scores of “pleasure” correlates. EMGs can be used to
predict the mood state. Right Loading factors of the different muscles involved
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6 Conclusion and Perspectives

This chapter emphasizes on considering not only the kinematics information of a
motion but also the dynamics information, and in particular the contact forces with
the environment when analyzing human motion or simulating motions for anima-
tion or humanoid robotics. Indeed, the dynamics play an important role in robotics
to control the stability and generate smooth and safe motions. In biomechanics it
allows to understand the interaction of the human body with the environment and in
Labanotation, dynamic is important criteria to observe and describe the way and the
quality of movement and performance. The theory of Effort in Laban Movement
Analysis treats exclusively a study of dynamic and explores its relation with psy-
chological state with using a rigorous observation grid [21]. Using a quantification,
a classification and a systematic analysis of the dynamics as presented here will
allow to generating systematic dynamics annotations, both as understood in
robotics [11] as well as in the Labanotation [8]. This systematic notations will help
in bridging the gap of terminology of both communities and in providing a general
framework and understanding that will benefit both communities. Our promising
results in using contact forces, muscle activity and further joint stiffness to
understand mood and emotions are also crucial to generate motions that can convey
feelings, and understand these motions when performed by humans.

If some of these results are at a preliminary stage, we are confident that they will
lead to outstanding outcome in human motion science and further to humanoid
motion generation.
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The Effect of Gravity on Perceived
Affective Quality of Robot Movement

Suzanne Weller, Joost Broekens and Gabriel A.D. Lopes

Abstract Non-verbal communication, in particular emotions and social signals,
has the potential to improve interaction between humans and robots. Body move-
ment style is known for influencing the affective interpretation of a movement in
humans. In this paper the effect of gravity on perceived affective quality of robot
movement is investigated. Simulations of a robot arm executing various daily tasks
were created. Each task is executed under three different virtual gravity conditions:
positive (downward directed force), negative (upward directed force) and no
gravity. In a user study participants rated videos of the movement of the robot arm
in terms of its emotional content. The robotic arm performed ten different tasks.
Two response tools were used for the participants to rate the videos: the
AffectButton and the Self-Assessment Manikin. Results show that there was a
residual significant effect of the virtual gravity variable on the AffectButton.
Moreover, there was a large significant effect of task on the ratings of both the
AffectButton and the Self-Assessment Manikin. This indicates that gravity has a
small, but measurable effect on the perceived emotional content of even a simple,
rather disembodied, robot movement.
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1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that robots are entering our societies and will be ubiquitous in
the near future. Robots that exist today already resemble humans [1]. Creating
robots that move as humans is, however, a challenging but still distant goal.
Replicating human agility requires new types of actuators and power sources.
Imitating human’s capability for nuanced motion and expressive gesture requires
novel control algorithms. Human-like motion also has the potential to mitigate the
well known Uncanny Valley [2]. Non-anthropomorphic robots can also benefit
from the knowledge of human movement. The first reason for considering
non-humanoid expressive robots, is that robots that are specially designed for
certain tasks, do not have to be limited to human-like morphology. The second
reason is that of feasibility in terms of market economy. At this moment, humanoid
robots are developed in research laboratories and are not yet on the consumer
market. Simpler non-humanoid robots hold cost-effective designs, allowing for
large-scale replication [3]. This paper is a contribution to the field of bodily emotion
expression in non-anthropomorphic robotics by analyzing the human perceived
effect of virtual gravity on a collection of simulated tasks generated by a class of
control laws.

1.1 Related Research

One of the key challenges in bodily emotion expression lies on the multitude of
theories that attempt to define emotions and how they can be identified and
structured. When it comes to non-verbal bodily expression, different concepts have
been proposed on which variables are changed when expressing certain emotions.
On the one hand researchers have looked at the different body parts that are used,
for example [4–9]. On the other hand studies have investigated the characteristics of
the motions of these body parts but also of whole body movement, for example
[5, 10–15]. The next development step involved the transition of these ideas into the
expression of emotions by animated characters or robots. Again, different approa-
ches exist here. Some studies have focused on mimicking key poses from actors:
[16–20], others have used movement characteristics from human motion studies to
control virtual characters or robots: [21–24].

There is no complete and agreed view upon a standard for emotion expression in
robots. As such there is a need for validated principles that can be used to generate
emotions in the bodily motions of robots. Today researches have approached this
problem by investigating the use of different variables (e.g. position, velocity,
extensity [23]). This paper follows a similar approach, and focuses on the validation
of a new parameter: virtual gravity. The hypothesis is that a movement generated
with an upright open posture and ‘high energy’ used to overcome gravity reflect a
high level of dominance, pleasure and arousal, while a movement with a low closed
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posture is perceived in the opposite way. In nature, some land animals, such as
grizzly bears, often use upright postures to display dominance. We see this as
corroborating our hypothesis. Cuttle fish use flashing patterns of colour in their
bodies to signal dominance. This is probably a consequence of their water envi-
ronment where gravity does not affect the dynamics of sea creatures (they are
mostly naturally buoyant). Thus, raising tentacles is probably not perceived as a
dominant behaviour in a water environment by other sea creatures. Humans live in
an environment strongly affected by gravity. As such we hypothesise that the
apparent effect of gravity on the body can lead to the perception of different
emotional content.

2 Model-Based Control

In this section we introduce a mathematical model to test our hypothesis: virtual
gravity is a parameter that influences the perceived emotion of a generated robotic
movement. The model consists of two parts: first the physics-based model of the
robot, and second, the mathematical model of the controller.

2.1 Model and Controller Design

In this paper we use a model-based control approach. We consider a full dynamical
model of the robotic platform to enable changing the effect of gravity. This effect is
implemented by changing the gain on the gravity compensation term. The proposed
control law is shown in (1)

u ¼ �JT Kpðx� xdÞ
� �� Kd _qþð1� dÞGðqÞ; ð1Þ

applied to the standard mechanical model of a robotic manipulator [25], described by

MðqÞ€qþCðq; _qÞ _qþGðqÞ ¼ u: ð2Þ

The control law u is constructed using three elements. The first element
JT Kpðx� xdÞ
� �

is the task controller part (in practice it consists of projecting a
spring-based virtual force in the workspace into the joint coordinates). The second
element, Kd _q, realises energy dissipation. The third element modulates gravity
compensation. Applying the control law (1) into (2) results in:

MðqÞ€qþCðq; _qÞ _qþ dGðqÞ ¼ �JT Kpðx� xdÞ
� �� Kd _q:
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Knowing that one can write dGðqÞ ¼ dg�GðqÞ, where g is the standard acceler-
ation due to gravity, and �GðqÞ is only a function of the kinematics of the robot, then
the parameter d represents the number of virtual g-forces acting on the robot. For
example,if d ¼ 0 the robot is not affected by gravity, d ¼ 1 results in normal
gravity, and d ¼ �1 results in the effect of a reversed gravity vector. With this
control law, the task of the end effector is achieved by the first term, dissipation on
the entire arm by the second, and the third term in effect uses the extra degrees of
freedom to react to the d effect of virtual gravity. By changing d one influences all
body parts of the robot between the base and the end effector. A task trajectory can
then be executed under different gravity circumstances.

2.2 Implementation

The goal is to create simulations where the effect of a changing virtual gravity
vector on the robotic bodily movement is clearly visible. A robotic arm was chosen
to execute various tasks. While executing a task, the changing virtual gravity affects
the way the body performs the task without interfering with the task itself, i.e. the
movement of the manipulator is the same. The full dynamical model of the robotic
arm was implemented in Matlab using Lagrangian mechanics with joint angles as
the generalized coordinates. It was decided to simulate an industrial looking robotic
arm, with 10 degrees of freedom. The model of the arm can be seen in Fig. 1.

The evolution of the joint angles for a given task trajectory described by
expression (1) was solved using a standard Newton-Euler integration method with
variable sampling rate.

Fig. 1 Model of the
simulated arm
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3 Methodology

3.1 Simulations

Ten tasks were chosen for the robotic arm. While executing these tasks, the
changing virtual gravity vector affects the way the arm performs the task. The next
section describes the experimental design choices in more detail, and the steps taken
to create the simulation videos.

1. Arms: Two robotic arms are used to execute each task, in order to verify that the
responses from the user study are independent of the visual appearance of the
arm. A third arm was designed only to use for the start-up test of the experiment.
The arms were designed to have industrial features. They purposely have
kinematic differences from a human arm. For some tasks, it was convenient to
add an human-like hand. The first arm is square-shaped with open centres. The
second arm is similar, but has round shapes. The third arm is also round-shaped,
but all bodies are of an equal size. Figure 2 illustrates the final design of the
three arms.
All arms are composed of 10 rigid bodies, connected by 10 rotating joints,
resulting in 10 actuated degrees of freedom. This over-dimensioned number of
joints was chosen to give the arms enough freedom to simultaneously perform
the end-effector task in the workspace and result in different body postures for
different gravity levels.

2. Tasks: Daily tasks were given to the robotic arm to execute. Ten tasks were
designed to be used in the main part of the experiment: closing a book, opening
a door, opening a drawer, giving an object, pointing at an object, pushing an
object towards a person, replacing an object, stirring a bowl, switching on the
light and writing on a blackboard. One extra task, opening a box, was designed
and used for the start-up test of the experiment. Different tasks were designed in
order to make sure that the responses from the user study would be independent
of the type of task. The tasks were selected from the perspective that they do not
have an initial emotional content. The selection of the tasks was based on the
fact that some include interaction with an object, some include interaction with a
person, and some include neither object nor person interaction. Since the focus

Fig. 2 Geometry of three non-human like robotic arms utilized in the user studies
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of this experiment was on the changing effect of virtual gravity in the entire arm
movements, all tasks were designed to include movements of the entire arm.

3. Virtual gravity: Three different levels of the virtual gravity vector were explored.
Firstly, twice the normal gravity level, secondly no gravity, and thirdly twice the
normal level in the reversed direction. These magnitude levels were chosen in
order to obtain viewable differences in the simulations.

4. Visualisation environment: The software Virtual Reality Education Pathfinder
or Vrep was used for the visualisation of the dynamic movement of the robotic
arm. Together with the calculated dynamics of the arm, a natural looking scene
was created around the robot. This was not only done to make the scene look
more realistic, but also to give an indication of the size of the arm. The Matlab
model of the arm was recreated in Vrep, using rigid bodies and joints. Six
different videos were made for each task, using the combination of two arms and
three levels of gravity. All six videos were recorded from the same view angle.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The statistical setup of the test is based on the main question of this research. The
main goal of the user study is to see if participants can objectively identify emo-
tional content in the movement of a robotic arm. In other words, it is not desired
that they see the variations of one task as a result to the changing gravity, and then
rate the emotional state while comparing these videos. The same holds for the
morphology of the arm. Therefore, it was decided to introduce a “between subject”
study for the gravity and the morphology of the arm. The third variable (task), was
set up as a “within subject” variable. By implementing the two between subject
variables: morphology (two options) and gravity (three options), six experimental
groups were created. A website was constructed in order to present the experiment
on-line.

1. Response tools: Two response tools were chosen to facilitate the participants to
report the perceived emotional content of the robot movement in the simulation.
In both tools graphical expressions were used to select an emotion. This is an
advantage, since the participants do not have to use words to express an
emotion.
The first response tool is called the AffectButton (AB), created by Broekens and
Brinkman [26]. It is an on-line interactive button that one can control with a
computer mouse. When moving across it, it changes it’s facial expression. When
a certain facial expression is selected, the accompanied values for pleasure,
arousal and dominance are saved. Figure 3 illustrates the AffectButton and
several examples of affective states.
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The second response tool is called the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM). This
response tool was created by Bradley and Lang in 1994 [27]. It asks the par-
ticipants for a direct score on pleasure, arousal and dominance. It uses a
nine-point Likert scale accompanied with five supporting images. The
Self-Assessment Manikin is illustrated in Fig. 4.

2. Questionnaire: The experiment was concluded with a short questionnaire. In
total seven questions were asked concerning the participants gender, age,
nationality and finally expert level in the following four categories: robotics,
human movement analysis, acting and the interpretation and measurement of
emotion.

Fig. 3 The AffectButton with eight example expressions used to report on different levels of
pleasure, arousal and dominance

Fig. 4 The self-assessment
manikin used to report on
different levels of pleasure,
arousal and dominance
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4 Experimental Results

All effects are reported as significant at p < 0.05.

4.1 Main Analysis

To identify if gravity has an effect on the perception of emotion in the arm
movements presented in the tasks, a multivariate mixed ANOVA of both the AB
and SAM together is computed. Using Wilks’s statistic, there was a near significant
effect of gravity on the ratings of pleasure-arousal-dominance (PAD) for both the
AB and SAM, Fð12; 528Þ ¼ 1:630, p ¼ 0:080, g2partial ¼ 0:036. Furthermore, there
was no significant effect of morphology on the ratings of PAD for both the AB and
SAM. In addition, there was no significant interaction effect between gravity and
morphology on the ratings of PAD for both the AB and SAM. There was a sig-
nificant effect of task on the ratings of PAD for the multivariate analysis,
Fð54; 216Þ ¼ 12:169, p\0:05, g2partial.

The next multivariate mixed ANOVA was executed only for the AB. Results
show that there was a significant effect of gravity on the ratings of PAD for the AB,
using Wilks’s statistic, Fð6; 534Þ ¼ 2:502, p ¼ 0:021, g2partial ¼ 0:027. There was
again a significant effect of task on the ratings of PAD for the AB,
Fð27; 243Þ ¼ 14:312, p\0:05, g2partial ¼ 0:614.

Next, the same multivariate mixed ANOVA was executed only now for the
SAM. Using Wilks’s statistic, there was no significant effect of gravity on the
ratings of PAD for SAM. Again, there was a significant effect of task on the ratings
of PAD for the SAM, Fð27; 243Þ ¼ 20:458, p\0:05, g2partial ¼ 0:694.

Furthermore, when looking at the individual dependent parameters in a uni-
variate ANOVA the following results are found. There was a near significant effect
of gravity on the variable pleasure of the AB Fð2; 269Þ ¼ 2:757, p ¼ 0:065,
g2partial ¼ 0:020. Also there was a significant effect of gravity on the variable

dominance of the AB Fð2; 269Þ ¼ 2:757, p ¼ 0:046, g2partial ¼ 0:023. For the SAM,
there was a significant effect of gravity on the variable pleasure Fð2; 269Þ ¼ 3:523,
p ¼ 0:031, g2partial ¼ 0:026. On the other variables there was no significant effect.

The effect of task was also evaluated for the individual dependent parameters (e.g.
AB pleasure, AB arousal, etc.). Mauchly’s sphericity test pointed out that sphericity
had been violated regarding five dependent variables. Only for the arousal of the AB
the sphericity could be assumed. For the five other variables the degrees of freedom
were corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser estimates for sphericity (e). Results
show that for all six variables there was a significant effect of task on each individual
variable, as illustrated in Table 1.
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Since the significant effect of each task was present in all variables, further
evaluation was done to evaluate the different effect of each task on the individual
dependent variables.

The estimated marginal mean of each task was determined per dependent
variable. These means were compared to the mean of each variable. Some of the
tasks are more often significantly different from the mean of that variable than other
tasks. The number of times the estimated marginal mean differed from the variable
mean was counted. In Table 2 it can be seen that task 2, task 3, task 4 and task 5
show significant differences with the means in five out of the six dependent vari-
ables. These were the tasks of opening a door, opening a drawer, giving an object
and pointing at an object. Task 8, stirring a bowl was rated significantly different for
four out of the six dependent variables.

4.2 Secondary Analysis

The first part of the secondary analysis concerns the correlation between the two
response tools. The results in relation to the differences in demography of the
participants have been evaluated in the second part.

Table 1 Effect of task on
dependent variables

Variable Test p g2partial

AB pleasure Fð8:248; 2421Þ ¼ 35:902 <0.001 0.118

AB arousal Fð9:000; 2421Þ ¼ 10:433 <0.001 0.037

AB dominance Fð8:301; 2421Þ ¼ 13:796 <0.001 0.049

SAM pleasure Fð8:250; 2421Þ ¼ 44:093 <0.001 0.141

SAM arousal Fð8:389; 2421Þ ¼ 17:578 <0.001 0.061

SAM
dominance

Fð7:899; 2421Þ ¼ 7:615 <0.001 0.028

Table 2 Number of times of
significant different results
compared to the the variable’s
mean. The subscripts on the
column headers mean
pleasure, arousal, or
dominance (e.g. ABp

represents AffectButton and
pleasure)

Task ABp ABa ABd SAMp SAMa SAMd Total

1 Yes Yes 2

2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5

3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5

4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5

5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 5

6 Yes 1

7 Yes Yes 2

8 Yes Yes Yes Yes 4

9 0

10 Yes 1
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4.2.1 Correlation Between the AffectButton and the Self-assessment
Maninkin

A Pearson’s correlation test was executed for the three dependent variables plea-
sure, arousal and dominance. To do this the means of the different dependent
variables were calculated for the ten tasks. These ten means were then compared
between the AB and the SAM. There was a significant relation between the pleasure
of the AB and the pleasure of the SAM, r ¼ 0:992, p ðtwo tailed)\0:001. There
was also a significant relation between the arousal of the AB and the arousal of the
SAM, r ¼ 0:799, p ðtwo tailed) ¼ 0:006. Finally, there was a significant relation
between the dominance of the AB and the dominance of the SAM, r ¼ 0:729,
p ðtwo tailed) ¼ 0:017.

4.2.2 Demographic Information on the Participants

Gender

In total 275 persons participated in this experiment. 139 (50.5 %) men and 121
(44.0 %) women. Fifteen people (5.5 %) did not specify their gender. Most inter-
esting result was that there was a small significant interaction effect of gravity and
gender on the dominance of the AB, Fð2; 248Þ ¼ 3:466, p ¼ 0:033,
g2partial ¼ 0:027.

Age

Most participants were between 19 and 40 years old. Nobody above 80 participated.
Three people did not specify their age group. No interaction effect analyses were
executed regarding the differences in age, since the distribution between the groups
was not uniform.

Nationality

It was found that most participant (85.4 %) were from The Netherlands. No
interaction effect analyses were executed regarding the differences in nationality,
since the distribution between the groups was not uniform.

Expert Level

A participant was named an expert if for all four questions the response was never
“None” (answer 1 out of 5). With this criteria 53 participants (19.3 %) were
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considered to be experts. Most interesting results show that there was no significant
effects of gravity neither on the evaluation of the multivariate ANOVA’s of the AB
and SAM nor on any of the individual dependent variables.

5 Discussion and Recommendations

5.1 Gravity

It was seen that there was a significant effect of gravity measured on the AB.
Moreover, in the univariate ANOVA there was a significant effect measured on the
single variables AB dominance and SAM pleasure. However, it should be men-
tioned that in all cases this effect was very small.

The intermediate differences between the three gravity conditions were rather
small. As a result the estimated marginal means were positioned very close toge-
ther. We believe that this result arises from the lack of anthropomorphic elements in
the arm we have used. In the human, the posture of the shoulders and inclination of
the head give many clues to its emotional state. What the results show is that,
without prior knowledge, it can be difficult for a human to perceive pleasure,
arousal or dominance, in a non-human, non-animal like robot device. This suggests
that a reductionist approach to modulating movement may be challenging. For
future research it would be interesting to search for the minimum set of
anthropomorphic-like elements that can generate the perception of emotional
content without requiring a learning/training period by the human.

5.2 Task

It was seen that the within subject variable tasks gave large significant effects on
both the AB and the SAM. For example the effect of a task on the AB ratings was
20 times larger than the effect of gravity. This can be explained as follows.
Participants saw all tasks, hence there is a natural tendency to amplify the differ-
ences between the tasks. We postulate that the participants feel the need to ‘look
for’ an affective difference between the perceived stimuli. A related explanation is
that some tasks simply are perceived to be more positive (e.g., handing over a cup
can be seen as polite or in service of) than others. Because the gravity factor was
varied between subject, and task within subject, differences between tasks could be
compared but differences between gravity setting could not. The large effect of task
is thus a solid indication that we have made the right choice to study gravity as a
between subject factor: if it had been a within subject factor participants would have
also searched for a meaning and since the only thing they could rate was affect this
would have inflated our effect size due to comparison effects.
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5.3 Morphology

It can be stated that the effect of morphology was not present in this study. Apart
from the very small significant interaction effect of task and morphology on the AB
dominance, it can be concluded that the two arms morphologies were rated simi-
larly. This means that the effect of gravity is not related to arm morphology, at least
not to the morphologies we tested. For further research, regarding the movement of
robot arms that are more or less similar when it comes to number of segments,
degrees of freedom and size, this variable can be taken out of the experiment, and
the use of only one type of arm would be sufficient. However, different robot bodies
should be investigated. For example, robots with a more human-like body, or robots
with more than an arm, as the effect of gravity could easily be larger in these cases.

5.4 Final Remarks

In this study, gravity as a parameter was singled out. It was the only variable that
was tested in this experiment, while other variables that could influence the emo-
tional perception were kept constant. In other studies on variables affecting the
perception of the emotional content of robot movement, mostly multiple parameters
were simultaneously tested. The study of Yamaguchi et al. [23] for example used
position, speed and extensity. These studies argue that some emotions (anger and
joy) could not be distinguished by only one parameter, in their case the velocity of
the movement. However, Yamaguchi’s research was different in that only four
discrete emotions were directly generated, while in this research movements were
evaluated by different levels of pleasure, arousal and dominance. With the use of
the dimensional scale, more nuance is possible, which creates an opportunity for the
nuanced effect of gravity to be measurable. Overall, we are convinced that distin-
guishing gravity with the used method was a correct way of testing one variable.
However, the effect remains rather low. Therefore, future research could focus on
implementing the gravity parameter, in association with a set of other variables, as
for example velocities and accelerations, together with different control strategies.

One of the elements specific to this research is the deliberate use of a
non-anthropomorphic robot. This was done to simplify the computational model,
and was also based on research by Sawada [28] who showed that in humans it is
possible to recognize emotions in arm movements. However, in this experiment the
arm was attached to a fixed structure that was not affected by the changes of the
virtual gravity. Mounting the arm on a different structure, possibly mobile, may lead
to a better human interpretation.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we have concluded that gravity has an effect on the perceived affective
quality of robot movement. We have shown this using a minimalistic setup in which
a simulated disembodied robot arm was configured to do a set of service tasks (e.g.,
picking up a cup, opening a door, writing on a whiteboard, etc.). Participants could
only see one gravity condition (e.g., positive, negative, or without) which influ-
enced how the arm movement and posture was executed. Our experimental setting
tested the effect of gravity in very strict conditions (i.e., between subject compar-
ison, wide variety of tasks, two robot morphologies, and a disembodied non
human-like arm). Therefore, we conclude that gravity can modulate the affective
quality of robot movement, even though this effect was small.
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Applications for Recording
and Generating Human Body Motion
with Labanotation

Worawat Choensawat, Minako Nakamura and Kozaburo Hachimura

Abstract Labanotation, invented for describing human body movement, is a dance
notation system widely used in Western dance communities. The notation is very
useful for composing a dance as well as performing it. This paper covers appli-
cations for recording and generating human body motion with Labanotation. The
paper is divided into two parts: The first part describes a Labanotation editing tool
named LabanEditor. LabanEditor includes the functionalities of both preparing
Labanotation scores and displaying character animation so that beginners who are
not familiar with Labanotation can study its description using a trial-and-error
approach. The applicability of LabanEditor is shown by applying it to Noh-plays, a
Japanese stylized traditional dance. The second part is an approach for generating
Labanotation scores from motion capture data. The system consists of selecting
key-frames of motion capture data, encoding posture for the key-frames, and
generating Labanotation data. The experiments showed that for dancers, dance
instructors and choreographers, both systems are potential tools for notating dance
movements with Labanotation scores.
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1 Introduction

The dance community, mainly in Western countries, has widely accepted
Labanotation as a graphical notation scheme for describing human body movement
[14]. Dance notation, compared to motion capture, does not record the exact
movements of a particular person, but it does record the essence of a movement so
that anyone might interpret and perform this movement again. Moreover, symbolic
representation has the advantage in that it enables us to record movement roughly
and to make comparisons easily between various dances.

Recently, the digital recording and archiving of intangible cultural assets, such as
classical dance and theatrical arts, has become an important research topic [11, 12].
Most composers of music prefer to record their compositions with music scores
rather than playing them into an audio recording. The same is true for dance
notation. In spite of the fact that Labanotation has many benefits, it also has several
limitations as follows:

– Complexity: Labanotation is rich in symbols, and by using the full set of
symbols almost all of body movements can be described. However, the resulting
notation would become extremely complicated and difficult to comprehend.

– Time consuming: writing down the notation by observing the dance movement
is a difficult and time consuming task which requires patience and skill.

The complexity issue is a question of the power of the description provided by
Labanotation from a practical point of view. The problem is how to realize a
method of describing detailed features and nuances of artistic, traditional dance
movements while suppressing the complexity in the notation score.

This paper will cover an application named LabanEditor [6, 17] for preparing
Labanotation scores and reproducing 3D CG character animation from the score
using fundamental elements of Labanotation while maintaining the quality of the
character animation.

For the solution of the time consuming issue, a system named GenLaban [7] for
assisting users in generating Labanotation scores will be described. The automatic
production of Labanotation scores can be achieved by using a motion capture
system, which nowadays has been used for several purposes ranging from archiving
the very precise data to real-time interaction. To utilize the motion capture data,
GenLaban can generate Labanotation scores from it.

2 Labanotation

Labanotation is a graphical notation system for recording human body movements
invented by Rudolf von Laban, an Austro-Hungarian dancer and choreographer, in
the 1920s. A Labanotation score is drawn in the form of vertical staff where each
column corresponds to a body part. The staff is read from bottom to top and the
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length of a symbol defines the duration of the movement. Similar to the music
score, Labanotation uses bar lines to mark the measures as shown in Fig. 1a. The
staff consists of three lines where the center line of the staff represents the center of
the body: Columns on the right represent the right side of the body, and columns on
the left, the left side of the body as shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1b shows the basic
arrangement of columns in the staff. The horizontal dimension of the staff represents
the parts of the body, and the vertical dimension represents time.

Direction symbols are used to specify the direction of a movement. Symbols are
placed in the columns of the staff. The basic direction symbols consist of nine
horizontal symbols where the shape of a symbols represents the horizontal direction
of movement of body parts. Shading within a direction symbol shows the level of a
movement, i.e. vertical direction of movement (low, middle, and high), as shown in
Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows right arm gesture according to the fundamental of direction
symbols. From these fundamental principles, all movement can be recorded and
additional symbols exist to record the full complexity of movement. Refer to [15]
for more detail about Labanotation.

Fig. 1 Labanotation score. a Example of a Labanotation score and b columns of labanotation
representing body parts

Fig. 2 Direction symbols;
nine horizontal direction
symbols and three kinds of
shadings
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3 Systems for the Description of Human Body Movements

In teaching and studying the body motion of dance, documenting dancing can be
accomplished in various media such as textual documentation, graphical notation,
movies and videos. There are a number of studies on computerized dance notating
systems.

The first work on the computer use of Labanotation was introduced by Brown
and Smoliar in 1976 which initiated the design and implementation of a
machine-independent data structure for Labanotation and its application in an
interactive editing system [1].

LabanWriter [10] was developed at the Department of Dance at the Ohio State
University. It is currently the most widely used Labanotation editor. The current
version of LabanWriter is only for preparing Labanotation scores and recording
them in digital form. It does not provide any functions for displaying character
animations corresponding to the scores.

Kannan et al. [16] introduced a system named DanVideo which provides
methods of annotation, authoring and retrieval tools for choreographers, dancers,
and students. DanVideo annotations are defined by dance experts and produces
MPEG-7 metadata. Unlike dance notation, the annotations in DanVideo describe
the general properties of a movement but do not describe each specific detail of the
movement such as body posture.

Soga et al. [19] developed a 3D animation system for the composition of ballet
as a creation-support system for ballet teachers and students. The system allows
users to create unique variations of enchainment by concatenating motion clips
representing pas which are obtained by using motion capturing, but does not deal
with Labanotation.

There have been several attempts to generate CG animation for representing
dance Labanotation. The CG animation generator transforms Labanotation scores,
which were prepared with LabanWriter, to the animation via the commercial
software LifeForms [8]. However, LifeForms can only support the fundamental
symbols of Labanotation.

Fig. 3 Example of right arm gestures and its direction symbol
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LabanDancer [20] is a LabanWriter scores to 3D animation translation tool. Like
LifeForms, LabanDancer does not have any functions for preparing Labanotation
scores and supports only a limited number of symbols.

Since the above-mentioned Labanotation applications are separately designed
and developed, there are no applications which can both create Labanotation
scores and produce 3D CG character animation. For example, LabanWriter is able
to input and edit the scores only, and LabanDancer is used only for displaying the
movements.

4 LabanEditor

LabanEditor is an interactive graphical editor for editing Labanotation scores and
displaying the 3D CG character animation associated with scores [6, 17].
LabanEditor integrates the following functionalities. Firstly, the 3D CG animation
from a Labanotation score is shown directly after a user prepares a Labanotation
score. Secondly, LabanEditor can import/export the data in LabanXML format,
which is an XML representation of the Labanotation score.

LabanEditor consists of two major software components. The main component
is for preparing the Labanotation score and the second, called MotionViewer is for
displaying the 3D character animation. Both components allow users to input and
edit the score and then display the 3D CG character animation immediately, which
enables us to interactively confirm the movements.

Figure 4 shows the main window for editing the score and the MotionViewer for
displaying the animation. While replaying the Labanotation score, users can
observe the animation as well as the red horizontal line cursor, moving upward as
the animation progresses, as shown in Fig. 4.

4.1 Conversion of Labanotation Scores to Computer
Animation

In LabanEditor, Labanotation scores are represented in a simple format called
Labanotation Data (LND), which uses alphanumeric characters to represent basic
symbols. LND describes a pose of the body at each timing instance similar to
key-frame body postures for animation, so that we can produce a motion of a body
part by simply applying interpolation between the start and end key-frame poses.
A key-frame pose of a body part is a moment of a pose at the end of a symbol.
Figure 5a, b illustrate how a Labanotation score is converted to a LND structure.
The lines that begin with “#” indicate the fundamental parameters of Labanotation.
The movement of a body part is specified in the line followed by a command
“direction”, which corresponds to the Labanotation direction symbols.
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The system converts direction symbols into animation key-frames by using a
template file which defines a mapping between the symbol and its corresponding
pose of the body part. The template file describes the relationship between a
direction symbol at the particular column and the rotation and translation of the
corresponding joint. Figure 5 shows a notation, LND and description in a template
file, and the resulting pose. The symbol marked Ⓐ in Fig. 5a is represented with
LND as shown in the line marked Ⓑ in Fig. 5b. The LND line is mapped to the

Fig. 4 LabanEditor user interface; The left window is the Labanotation editing window and the
right window is the MotionViewer for displaying computer animation according to the score in the
editing window

(d)

Fig. 5 Relationship between user input Labanotation symbols, LND and a template file; a user
input score, b the LND representation of the score in (a), c part of a template file, and d the pose
corresponding to the template in (c)
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description of the part marked Ⓒ in the template file shown in Fig. 5c, which
indicates a target pose of the right arm achieved by rotating the right shoulder joint
90° counterclockwise around the y-axis and 90° counterclockwise around the x-axis
from the standard pose making the right palm facing forwards as shown in Fig. 5d.

When notating subtle movement of a dance, the score of Labanotation would be
extremely complicated. For students new to notation, a complex score is a challenge
to read and comprehend. However, when suppressing the complexity of
Labanotation by using only fundamental Labanotation symbols, similar but distinct
poses are sometimes defined with the same symbols. For example, the symbol in
Fig. 6 illustrates that a performer moves his/her right arm to side low but at slightly
different angles. Note that, these two poses can be differentiated by using more
complex notation as shown in Fig. 6b, but for process of simplification, the ‘root’
symbol for both positions is side low, this then becomes the basic description or the
fundamental symbol for representing these two different poses. A method of “dy-
namic templates” is used in our system in order to represent specific movements
using a fundamental subset of Labanotation symbols only. These characteristic
motions can be represented by changing the template files dynamically during the
process of CG animation, while using very fundamental symbols.

The dynamic template method is to change templates dynamically depending on
the motion to be described at the specified moment. For this purpose a template file
manager is provided. Figure 7 shows an interface of the template file manager
showing two template files are inserted and placed in the corresponding start time.

The information of the template files are inserted into an LND file corresponding
to the start time as shown in Fig. 8b. The symbol “#include” determines the
template file used at a particular timing. As a result, the Labanotation score shown

Fig. 6 Different poses expressed with a same direction symbol; a inputted scores and b two
different poses corresponding to (a)
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in Fig. 8a will be interpreted as the LND file shown in Fig. 8b. During the ani-
mation production process, the Labanotation symbols, represented in the format of
LND, are mapped to the key-frame poses indicated by the current template.

4.2 Autonomous Dance Avatar

Body motion in ballet is usually composed of a sequence of many unit motions,
pas, which are very characteristic to ballet. This will also apply to Japanese Noh
play, in which the unit motions are called ‘Kata’ or form. It is said that there are
more than 55 Katas in Noh play. If we can represent these Kata motions with simple
Labanotation representation we can build a whole Noh play by concatenating these
Katas on a time line. However, the representation in Labanotation would be very
complex, when we want to represent the detailed characteristic body motions in
Noh play with Labanotation.

As we mentioned, the Noh as well as Ballet are very stylized and we need not
describe the detailed body motions. We can use one simple Labanotation repre-
sentation without details as a representative of the stylized clip motions, Kata and

Fig. 8 Example of the extension of LND file which supports the dynamic templates: a user input
symbols and b the extension of LND file of the score in (a) supporting two motion templates

Fig. 7 Template file manager
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pas. However, by doing so, a single Laban representation can have many possi-
bilities of actual motions as shown in Fig. 6.

An actual body motion is represented as a sequence of poses, and the variation in
in each pose from the standard pose, can be expressed by using a dynamic motion
template mechanism. These dynamic templates can be prepared according to the
characteristics of each dance genre. Dancers’ personality can also be expressed with
customized motion templates.

Then what we have to solve is to how to define a relationship between a
simplified Labanotation clip and actual body motions represented with the sequence
of poses.

Novice dancers would learn how to make a body motion of each particular unit
motion clip being instructed by a dance teacher. We employed this analogy of
teaching/learning method by using an associative memory system [2].

This section will explain a dance-style interpretation module embedded in the
character model, called “Autonomous Dance Avatar” [5]. The embedded module
enables the autonomous dance avatar to interpret the pattern of the Labanotation
score and select an appropriate dance movement corresponding to the pattern.

In fact, the interpretation of dance styles is the recall process of stored
Labanotation information and their associated motion templates. This can be
achieved by teaching a character model to have a “dance-style memory”, which is
an associative memory storing relationship between Labanotation representations
and the corresponding movements. The teaching process is called “training stage”.
Figure 9 illustrates the concept of the Dance Style Memory by using an Associative
Memory System.

In the first training stage, some combinations of a Labanotation representation
and actual body motion represented by a sequence of poses expressed with dynamic
templates will be used as a training set.

In the recall stage when reproducing a dance motion from a Labanotation score,
the associative memory is searched by entering a Labanotation representation of the
unit motion. Because of the association mechanism of the associative memory we
can get a proper motion clip which will suit the Labanotation input.

Considering the stored data, we will store a set of Labanotation symbols rep-
resenting a pose and a sequence of poses representing a motion. The advantage of
decomposing a Labanotation score into small units is to mimic the human learning
system. Human beings can remember poses and a sequence of poses, and they still
recognize poses with some differences.

In Labanotation, a posture (or pose) of the body can be represented by a com-
bination of Labanotation symbols. A pose can be defined as a smallest unit of a
movement. The problems for constructing the associative memory involve (1) how

Fig. 9 Dance style memory by using an associative memory system
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to represent the graphical representation of Labanotation by some appropriate data
formats and (2) how to store and recall motion templates in/from the associative
memory.

4.2.1 Decomposition of a Labanotation Score into a Sequence of Poses

Motion, as recorded by Labanotation, can be broken down into a series of poses.
This subsection will describe a method of breaking down a Labanotation score into
a series of poses. Generally, the point of the end of each Labanotation symbol in a
column will be a moment of a pose, but we have to think of the status of other
columns at this moment. One endpoint of a symbol will contribute to make a pose.
An example of describing poses is shown in Fig. 10, which the score contains four
poses in a successive order, and each pose contains a set of symbols arranged at the
same time. For a symbol, one symbol can belong to more than one pose. For
example in Fig. 10, the right-arm-forward symbol resides in both poses P2 and P3.
To decompose a Labanotation score into a sequence of poses, we employed a
graph-theory problem.

The problem and its solution is described in the graph algorithms and applica-
tions as found in [4]. A graph is a representation of a set of objects where some
pairs of objects are connected by links. The interconnected objects are represented
by mathematical abstractions called vertices, and the links that connect some pairs
of vertices are called edges.

Given a score, symbols appearing in the score can be represented by vertices. Let
li, ci, ui be lower bound, middle point, and upper bound of symbol i, respectively.
Figure 11 illustrates the definition of li, ci, ui. The edge between vertex i and j will
appear if and only if the middle point of symbol i is in the upper and lower bound of
the other symbol j. In the other words, edges eij will be one, if and only if

li � cj � ui OR lj � ci � uj: ð1Þ

Fig. 10 Illustration of the poses in a score
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When using the above description of transforming a score to a graph, a pose is
represented as a maximal set of vertices where those vertices must be completely
connected to each other. This is called maximal complete subgraph or maximal
clique. Note that a clique is directly referred to a complete subgraph in term of
Mathematics.

At this stage, we have successfully transformed our problem to the graph
problem. The solution of our problem is to find a list of all maximal cliques, which
means that we have to search the minimum number of cliques in a graph. The
systematic approach will be written as shown in the Algorithm 1.

The Algorithm 1 in Fig. 12 shows how to break down a score into a number of
poses by using an algorithm to find the minimum number of complete subgraph to
cover all the graph’s edges [3, 9], which a complete subgraph is a subgraph in
which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge.

For example, we will show a decomposition by a simple example. Given a
Labanotation score as shown in Fig. 13, we can find four complete subgraphs i.e.
poses by applying Algorithm 1 in Fig. 12. Table 1 shows the list of poses which are
extracted from the Labanotation score in Fig. 13a.

4.2.2 Associative Memory for Autonomous Dance Avatar

The dance-style memory is implemented with a two-layered, associative memory.
The first layer involves a recall process of known poses. Table 2 shows an example

Fig. 11 Illustration of the definition of the lower bound, middle point, and upper bound of
symbols i and j

Fig. 12 Algorithm 1: Decomposing a Labanotation score to a set of minimum poses
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of a dance style interpretation with a combination of Labanotation symbols asso-
ciated with pose#20 comprising three symbols of (l_support,place,mid), (r_sup-
port,place,mid), (r_arm,forward,mid). After that, the second layer classifies a
sequence of poses to a trained motion template; for example, a sequence of pose#20
and #10 is classified as motion#3.

The approach consists of storing and recalling algorithms in Figs. 14 and 15,
respectively. First of all, algorithms start with the decomposition of Labanotation
scores into a sequence of poses, and then follow by training and recall stages as
shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. Algorithm 2 in Fig. 14 describes the
implementation of an associative memory for storing poses and, then, motion
templates which can be formed as a concatenation of poses while Algorithm 3 in
Fig. 15 shows the recall method of motion templates.

In the recall stage, input data, a Labanotation score, can be different from the
training data. Given an input Labanotation score, a set of motion templates can be
assigned to the input score by applying Algorithm 2. After decomposing the score,
Algorithm 2 starts with recalling a stored pose from the 1st-layer, associative
memory for all poses as described in Fig. 15. For the 2nd-layer, associative
memory, we adopt a concept of string matching for searching a set of motion
templates since a sequence of poses is analogous to a text. That is to find an
occurrence of a set of patterns in the text.
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5 7
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3 4

8 9

(a) (b) (c)Fig. 13 Transform a
Labanotation score to a graph.
a Labanotation score.
b Labeling symbols with 1 to
N where N is a number of
symbols in the score, and
c the corresponding graph

Table 1 Example of a list of
poses extracted from a
Labanotation score

Labanotation score: Fig. 13a

No. of symbols: 9

No. of units/poses: 4

Pose Set of symbols

P1 {1, 2, 3, 4}

P2 {5, 6}

P3 {6, 7}

P4 {8, 9}
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4.3 Use of LabanEditor for Noh Plays

This subsection demonstrates a case study of applying LabanEditor to traditional
Japanese performing art, Noh. Noh plays are one of the most famous and characteristic
Japanese traditional performing arts. Noh movements are highly stylized. ‘Shimai’ is a
short but principal performance extracted from thewholeNohplay. In principle, Shimai
is composed of a number of prescribed movement units known as ‘Kata’, or form.

Table 2 Example of data
stored in a two-layered
associative memory

Layer Query Recall/recognition

1st Set of Labanotation symbols Pose no.

(l_support,place,mid) pose#20

(r_support,place,mid)

(r_arm,forward,mid)

(l_arm,left,low) pose#10

(r_arm,forward,high)

2nd Sequence of poses Movement

(#20, #10) motion#3

(#5, #7, #30) motion#8

Fig. 14 Algorithm 2:
Developing the dance-style
pattern storage

for do

Fig. 15 Algorithm 3: Recall
a motion template from the
storage
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For the preparation of a dance style memory, the Noh plays were recorded using
three video cameras in the following angles: front, side, and perspective views,
respectively. A Shimai with 12 unique Kata was recorded. By precisely observing
the videos, each Kata with Labanotation and their associated motion templates was
described. These Labanotation scores and their associated motion templates were
used as the training set to build the dance style memory.

The performance of the autonomous avatar is evaluated by two experiments. The
first experiment is to test the recall of the motion templates in the dance style
memory when some part of Kata were modified. The second experiment is to test
whether the avatar can perform in natural Noh motion when a given Labanotation
representation is not in the training set.

In the first experiment, the average percentages of correct recall are 87.88, 81.81,
and 66.67 % when the modification degrees are 10, 20, and 30 %, respectively. The
results show that the model can recall the correct motion template even thought the
input score is not a prefect match to the training data.

In the second experiment, we got proper results where the autonomous dance
avatar can perform an untrained Kata (not included in the training data) in natural
Noh motion (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16 Snapshots of the CG animation for a Labanotation score comparing between (b) the
dance avatar with Noh knowledge and (c) the normal avatar. a Noh player performs ‘Nisokude’
Kata. b Dance avatar with Noh knowledge. c Dance avatar without Noh knowledge
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5 GenLaban

The previous section covers the application for preparing a Labanotation score and
displaying the animation of the score. When notating a dance, users have to
manually input symbols on the staff which is not an easy task for a novice or student
new to notation. This section will explain a system named GenLaban for assisting
users in generating Labanotation scores. Figure 17 shows the system diagram of
GenLaban which consists of the following processes:

1. Acquisition of motion data
2. Selection of key-frames
3. Analysis of body postures

(a) Quantization body parts
(b) Analysis of joints bending
(c) Determination of weight support and jump

4. Generating Labanotation data (LND)

5.1 Data Acquisition

The most commonly used formats of motion capture data are C3D, TRC,
ASF/AMC and BVH. The ASF/AMC and BVH formats store motion data in
hierarchical skeleton data, while the C3D and TRC format store motion data in the
3D coordinates system. Currently, GenLaban only supports motion capture data in
the BVH format.

The BVH is a format representing body motions on the bases of recording
change of joint angles, and the body structure is represented by a skeleton hierar-
chical structure with a root at the pelvis. Figure 18 shows the human body model of
BVH structure that is used in GenLaban.

Fig. 17 System diagram of GenLaban
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5.2 Key-Frame Selection

From Fig. 17, the generating LND consists of a motion capture file, together with
some symbol definitions and suitable key-frame selection. Hachimura and
Nakamura [13] introduced a method of key-frame selection using a threshold for
the magnitude of the speed of the joint. However, for some types of dance espe-
cially a very slow one such as Noh-play, using a fixed threshold value for key-frame
selection may not be appropriate since most of the time the magnitude of the joint
speed will be below the threshold. Therefore, an interactive GUI for key-frame
selection was developed. While displaying the motion capture file, the user can
interactively select the suitable key-frames. Figure 19 shows a main user interface
for key-frame selection where the motion capture file is displayed from three points
of view as follows; (1) X–Y axis (front view), (2) Y–Z axis (side view), and

Fig. 18 Human body model
in BVH format used in
GenLaban

Fig. 19 Interactive graphical user interface of GenLaban
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(3) X–Z axis (top view). The user can easily mark the key-frame and then generate
the LND file from the marked key-frames.

5.3 Posture Encoding

To analyze the direction of movement of each body part, first we have to determine
a “facing vector” which describes the direction of a performer’s face. The facing
vector is defined as the normal vector of a triangular plane defined through three
points as follows: “right shoulder”, “left shoulder” and “chest” as shown in
Fig. 20a. Subsequently, the facing vector will be mapped into the standard cross of
axes [15] which is the reference system of Labanotation most commonly used. In
the standard cross of axes, the vertical axis, i.e. line of gravity, remains constant,
and the forward direction in the horizontal axis is a modified facing vector that must
lie at right angles to the vertical axis as shown in Fig. 20b.

5.3.1 Definition of a Motion Direction

After the forward vector is determined, the next step is to define the body posture of
each selected key-frame in terms of Labanotation symbols. The quantization
technique for the motion direction as proposed in [13] was adopted. The motion
direction is defined as the direction from a parent joint to its child joint, which can
be divided into 27 quantized spaces. The 27 spaces consist of 9 horizontal direc-
tions and 3 vertical levels as shown in Fig. 21.

For the motion direction of arms, a shoulder joint as a parent joint and wrist as
the child joint is used. In a similar manner for a leg, the hip and its ankle joints are
defined as the parent joint and the child joint, respectively.

We consider the horizontal distance between a parent joint and its child joint for
place. If the distance is less than a predefined threshold, the child joint will be
considered as place; otherwise, it must be classified into 8 directions as shown in
Fig. 21a.

(a) (b)

Fig. 20 Facing direction. a A normal vector defined as the facing direction, and b the standard
cross of axes
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5.3.2 Bending Analysis

In addition to the direction symbols, six signs are used to specify the bending of a
body part as shown in Fig. 22. Considering the bending of the left elbow, the
bending degree is calculated by considering three joints: the left shoulder(S), the
left elbow(E), and the left wrist(W). A bending degree at elbow θ is derived by

using two vectors ES
�!

and EW
��!

, where ES
�!

and EW
��!

are the vector from an elbow to
a shoulder, and the vector from an elbow to a wrist, respectively.

h ¼ arccos
ES
�! � EW��!

ES
�!���

��� EW��!
���

���

0
B@

1
CA ð2Þ

Given a fixed set of thresholds, a bending degree can be classified into six
bending levels. The value of thresholds can be modified via the configuration
window of the system.

Fig. 21 Quantization of direction; a horizontal direction associated with forward direction, and
b vertical direction according to the line of gravity in a standard cross of axes

Fig. 22 Example of arm bending and its associated sign
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5.3.3 Analysis of a Weight Support and Jump

When notating a dance, one of the most important processes is to determine which
part of the body is carrying the weight. The body part carrying the weight must
qualify for all of the following conditions:

1. The lowest body part must be at the ground level.
2. The lowest body part is stationary.

To determine whether a body part is stationary, the displacement of a particular
body part between two adjacent key-frames is considered. In a case such as
walking, for each walking step, one foot is always carrying the body weight; as a
result, a foot can qualify with both conditions while the other foot may only qualify
with one. Given a sliding walk as an example, the sliding walk is a walking style in
which both feet can be at the ground level simultaneously. When we consider each
step of the sliding walk, only the foot that supports the weight will remain sta-
tionary while the other foot slides forward.

When none of body parts follows with both of the conditions, it means no part of
the body carries the body weight and the posture will be classified as a jump.

5.3.4 Determination of Duration

The next step is to determine the length of Labanotation symbols, which represent
the duration of motion. The duration of a motion is calculated by the time between
the previous and current key-frames. The formula for determining the symbol
length in terms of beats is written as follows:

Symbol Length ¼ framec � framep
frameRate

� �
� tempo

60

� �
ð3Þ

where framec and framep are the frame number of the current and previous
key-frames. A frameRate is frame rate of the motion capture data. The frame rate is
expressed in frames per second (FPS). When reading a Labanotation score, tempo
describes how fast or slow to perform a dance and is indicated in beats per minute
(BPM).

5.4 Generating LND

By using the above method, every key-frame is transformed into successive LND
lines, and consequently a series of many small Labanotation symbols is produced.
The LND expressions determined so far are tentative because some may be
redundant, i.e., the symbols for raising the left leg for half a minute may be repeated
several times. Therefore, we can remove these redundant symbols by replacing
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them with the hold sign. The generated LND can be used to draw a Labanotation
score and to display animation with LabanEditor.

5.5 Evaluation

In the first experiment, a Microsoft Kinect device was used as the motion capturing
system. Kinect has a depth sensor that provides full-body 3D motion capture
capability. Figure 23 shows the Kinect capturing full-body motion. The performer
was asked to perform various types of arm and leg movements. Snapshots of the
captured motion are shown in Fig. 24.

After capturing a motion, a set of key frames is manually selected, and the LND
file is generated from those key-frames. Part of the generated LND data is shown in
Fig. 25. The Labanotation score in Fig. 26 is then generated from the LND file
using LabanEditor. Figure 27 shows snapshots of the CG animation of the
Labanotation score in Fig. 26.

The second experiment is to illustrate the ability to handle motion when sup-
porting weights are shifted. Walk and jump motions were selected from the motion
capture data from CMU database [18].

For the example clip of walking, Fig. 28a shows the walking motion with the
motion path represented by four trajectory lines for the right ankle, left ankle, right
wrist, and left wrist joints. Figure 28b shows the resulting Labanotation score
generated from the motion in Fig. 28a. The resulting score shows that GenLaban
can determine the weight support of the walking motion correctly. For jump motion
in Fig. 29, five key-frames are selected as shown Fig. 29a, b is the resulting
Labanotation score generated from Fig. 29a. The resulting score shows that

Fig. 23 Full-body 3D motion capture using Kinect; a the depth sensor, b motion capture, and
c display of BVH model using the acquired 3-D information from (b)
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Fig. 24 The capturing motion

Fig. 25 LND file generated from motion in Fig. 24
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Fig. 26 Resulting Labanotation score

Fig. 27 Snapshots of 3D animation generated from the score in Fig. 26
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GenLaban can determine the jumping motion correctly where no body part is
carrying the weight.

This system has the ability to generate Labanotation score for choreographers
who use this system to assist their work. However, in some cases, the generated
scores are not grammatically correct; for example, the resulting score in Fig. 26
should have a hold sign after the final step. To deal with this problem, the users can
use LabanEditor to make the correction of scores.

Fig. 28 The resulting Labanotation score from “walking” motion: a walking motion clip 08_01
where the motion path is represented by four trajectory lines and b Labanotation score associated
with the motion clip in (a)

Fig. 29 The resulting Labanotation score from “jumping on the spot” motion: a five selected
key-frames from motion clip 02_04 and b Labanotation score associated with the motion clip in (a)
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6 Conclusions

This paper has covered two applications for recording and generating human body
motion with Labanotation. The first system is LabanEditor which is an interactive
graphical editor for editing Labanotation scores and displaying the 3D CG character
animation of the score. We presented the method for reproduction of stylized
traditional dances such as Noh plays with the fundamental description of
Labanotation called “Autonomous dance avatar”. The experiment showed that the
Autonomous dance avatar can produce a natural Noh motion when given a
Labanotation score. However, application of our method is not limited to Japanese
dance, other stylized dances can also be handled.

LabanEditor will be beneficial to the following groups of people:

• Learners of Labanotation basics: after studying Labanotation basics with text-
books, learners can confirm the actual body motion by using character animation
generated from the score.

• Dance researchers and dancers who want to use Labanotation in dance
education/research: the system provides them a trial-and-error based learning
method so that they can make their works more effective.

• Choreographers: the cycle of description of movement and successive confir-
mation of motion makes the choreographing process more effective.

• Masters who are teaching traditional dance such as Noh: they can explain and
teach special body movements included in traditional performing arts like Noh.

• Novice dancers who want to experience traditional dance like Noh: they can
continuously study body motions via the notation-animation cycle made pos-
sible by the system.

The second application is GenLaban for assisting choreographers to create the
Labanotation score from motion capture data. The experiment demonstrates that the
method and the quality of a Labanotation score are effective and usable. Because of
the rough resolution of Labanotation, different users may make different judgments
on symbol definition. The proposed tool provides a configuration panel for the user
to define the symbol setting such as thresholds of the degrees of bending, directions
of motion, and vertical levels.

GenLaban will be beneficial to the following groups:

• Novice dancers who begin to learn Labanotation: they can record their body
motions and convert them to Labanotation.

• Dancers can record their body motions and convert them to Labanotation which
can be used as a memory aid.

• Dance instructors who can use the system for preparing teaching materials.
• Choreographers can use the system for recording their ideas about the chore-

ography of the performance.

The results show that the system is very useful for saving time to write
Labanotation scores. However, the scores generated are not necessarily correct to
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all users. This is because the system allows a user to choose a set of key-frames by
oneself; then, the generated scores will be different if a set of key-frames is not the
same. Other reasons is that at present GenLaban can handle a subset of
Labanotation which covers many of the fundamental movements. Therefore more
complicated movements are require to be handled. However, Labanotation is rich in
symbols and new symbols are being continually introduced. Supporting more
symbols is basically a matter of time and attention to detail.
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Human Motion Tracking by Robots

Katsu Yamane

Abstract Dance notation is a useful tool for providing a high-level description of
complex movements to others. Given a description, human dancers are able to
reproduce the intended detailed movements easily because they know how to move
their joints to generate the described motion either through training or common
sense. Robots, on the other hand, lack such training or common sense and therefore
are incapable of creating fine details of the motion on their own. One possible way
to “teach” a robot exactly how to move its joints is to use human motion data that
include all the details. Unfortunately, using human motions for controlling robots is
not straightforward due to various differences between human and robot bodies.
This article will review some of the difficulties and give a brief survey on tech-
niques for mapping human motions to robots.

1 Introduction

Humans can convert high-level descriptions of motions (words or other kind of
symbols) into detailed joint movements. Unless the task is physically challenging
(such as somersaults), this conversion is possible without difficulty because we have
learned to perform those motions for years by observing others and practicing by
ourselves. In other words, humans have a library of movements and controllers that
can be adapted to create a motion matching the description.

Robots, on the other hand, are not equipped with such library, and therefore
incapable of breaking down a high-level motion description into joint movements
on their own. Instead, the developer has to “teach” them to acquire a library of
natural and stylized motions.

One possible way to solve this problem is to provide a set of numerically
optimized motion patterns or controllers. In this case, the library is given as a cost
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function for optimization using the designer’s intuition. In general, this approach
works best for tasks whose objective can be easily formulated, such as minimizing
energy consumption and maximizing speed. For example, walking [1] and running
[2] have been generated through a simulated controller and optimization respec-
tively. Dancing motions, however, would be difficult to generate with this approach
because dance styles are often impossible to formulate.

Another way to solve this problem is to “teach” a motion from human perfor-
mance, much like humans learn dancing by watching the instructor’s movements.
Motion capture data contain detailed information about human motions including
body and joint trajectories. Unfortunately, it is not straightforward for a robot to
imitate human motion due to various differences between the human and robot
bodies. Human motion data are so specific to the performer’s body that they usually
require some adaptation to the robot’s body. Similar differences also exist between
a student and instructor bodies, which is why the student still needs practice to
adapt the instructor’s movement.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual representation of the discrepancy between notation
(symbol) and physical movements, and the two approaches to fill in the
gap. A notation (symbol) may include a wide variety of motions at the movement
level, and only a small subset of them is desirable in terms of the style, context, etc.
On the other hand, the robot is also able to perform only a subset of movements due
to physical limitations. We have to find a motion that belongs to the intersection of
these subsets.

Optimized motion or simulation can generate motions that are feasible for the
robot, but may lack the desired style. Human motion data, on the other hand, would

Motions that fit the notation

Motions that fit the desired style

Motions that are physically
feasible for the robot

Human motion sample

Motion optimized by using human motion
as the initial guess

Optimized/simulated motions

Fig. 1 The concepts used in this article. There are many possible motions that fit the notation
(largest oval), but only some of them are feasible for the robot (gray oval) and even smaller subset
meets the desired style (oval with dashed line). Motions generated by optimization or simulation
would be feasible, but may not have acceptable styles (black squares). Starting from a human
performance (cross), on the other hand, we may be able to obtain a motion that satisfies both
feasibility and style constraints (red circle)
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be esthetically desirable but may not be physically feasible for the robot. Using
human motion data as the starting point for motion synthesis may have a higher
probability of generating a motion that is both stylistic and feasible.

2 Differences Between Human and Robot Bodies

2.1 Measurement

First we will note some differences that arise from limitations in the current motion
capture technologies. These topics are out of the scope of this article as we are
interested in robot control not measurement systems, but we have to deal with these
limitations nonetheless.

As with any measurement device, motion capture data suffer from noise and
errors. In optical motion capture systems, for example, camera calibration error can
cause error in the measured marker positions or, even worse, mislabeling of
markers. Low-pass filters are often applied to overcome the noise issue but they also
introduce delays and remove high-frequency movements. Another popular motion
capture technology based on inertial (acceleration) measurement has the advantage
of wide capture area, but they also suffer from the drift issue of inertial measure-
ment units.

Most technologies require some form of markers attached to the human body,
assuming that their movements accurately represent the human movement.
However, those markers may move with respect to the bone, making the measured
motion different from the actual skeleton motion. For example, even if markers are
attached to the skin, the skin itself is not rigidly attached to the bone.

2.2 Body Kinematics, Dynamics, and Constraints

Physical robots’ bodies are subject to physical constraints of those of available
actuators and materials. Furthermore, every person has different body kinematics
and inertial properties. It is therefore impossible to make a robot with exactly the
same body kinematics and dynamics.

Some of the differences come from the inherent difference between biological
and mechanical systems. For example, most of the human body elements are
flexible while traditional mechanical systems are rigid. Actuators, whether electric,
hydraulic, or pneumatic, also have very different properties from human muscles.

Other differences are due to physical constraints. It is often difficult to realize a
hardware system with the same mobility as humans. For example, human spine has
tens of degrees of freedom but most humanoid robots can only have three rotational
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joints due to space and weight restrictions. It is often difficult to realize the same
range of motion of even normal humans.

For the same reason, it is impossible to realize the same mass distribution as
humans. This difference would be problematic for motions that require precise
balancing such as walking and running. It may even be impossible for a robot to
perform the same motion as human performance without falling.

There are some robots that are designed to have human-like skeleton and
actuator [3] but are still at experimental stage and difficult to produce at a large
scale.

2.3 Kinematic Singularity

A non-intuitive issue with common robot design is the existence of kinematic
singularity, often found at joints with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF). For
example, the shoulder joint has three DOF: flexion/extension, abduction/adduction,
and pronation/supination. In mechanical systems, three-DOF joints (spherical
joints) are usually implemented with three rotational joints.

Figure 2 is a typical arm design that uses three joints for a shoulder joint.
Consider a simple shoulder abduction motion where the arm is raised from the
bottom while keeping the hand slightly in front of the body. Figure 3 illustrates the
side and front view of the motion depicted at 22.5° interval of the shoulder
abduction joint. The angles between the dashed lines in Fig. 3 represent the rotation
of the flexion/extension joint. Notice that the flexion/extension joint has to turn
rapidly when the arm is close to horizontal even though the abduction joint’s speed
is constant.

This phenomenon is caused by the kinematic singularity due to this specific
shoulder joint structure. Even if the motion itself is easy to achieve for a spherical
shoulder joint, the flexion/extension joint may exceed its velocity limit.

flexion/extension
abduction/aduction

pronation/supination

Fig. 2 An example of
implementing a shoulder joint
with three successive
rotational joints
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3 Mapping Human Motions to Humanoid Robots

We will now review methods for mapping human motions to robots with
human-like topology and proportions. Different methods focus on different aspects
of the discrepancy between human and robot bodies.

3.1 Inverse Kinematics

In many motion capture techniques, we have to convert raw motion capture data to
a robot skeleton motion represented as time series of joint angles. In optical motion
capture, for example, the raw data are the three-dimensional trajectories of the
markers. Converting 3D positions to joint angles is a well-studied problem in
robotics called inverse kinematics (IK).

Traditional IK developed for robot manipulators considered the problem of
converting an end-effector position to corresponding joint angles. Such methods do
not work well for processing motion capture data because we have to consider 40–
50 markers attached throughout the body. As a result, we have 120–150 dimen-
sional measurement, which is far more than the DOF of typical humanoid robots.
The data therefore may be inconsistent with humanoid skeleton due to error and
noise as well as the additional DOF and flexibility of the human body. For such
data, treating the marker positions as rigid constraints causes numerical issues.

A solution often employed is to treat the marker positions as soft constraints, i.e.,
minimize the total squared distance between the measured marker positions and
corresponding markers attached to the robot’s kinematics model. This solution can

Fig. 3 Side (left) and front
(right) view of the shoulder
abduction motion that
illustrates the singularity issue
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also consider other constraints such as joint angle limits that can be considered as
additional terms in the cost function.

Figure 4 shows an example of mapping human motion data to a robot’s kine-
matic model. The most notable difference can been seen in the 2nd and last frames,
where the robot’s left hand does not touch the hip as in the human motion. This
discrepancy is caused by the relatively small range of motion of the shoulder
rotation joint.

Since this approach computes the robot pose at each frame separately, we cannot
enforce velocity or acceleration limits. A workaround is to narrow down the joint
position limits considering the previous joint position as well as the velocity and
acceleration limits, as shown in Fig. 5. We may have to further shrink the range
when the joint position is approaching the limit. Figure 6 the valid area in the
position-velocity space to avoid exceeding the joint position limits in the future.

Fig. 4 Example of IK computation with marker position and joint motion range constraints

frame i frame i+1

qi

vi

qi+1
up

qi+1
low

Δt
t

Fig. 5 Upper and lower bounds for the joint position at frame i + 1 computed from the previous
joint position at frame i and the velocity and acceleration limits
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3.2 Identifying Motion Feasibility

Once the motion is mapped onto the robot’s kinematics model, we have a set of
reference trajectories for the joints that can be tracked by a local feedback controller
such as proportional-derivative (PD) controller. Unfortunately, simply tracking the
reference trajectory at each joint does not always work due to one or more of the
following reasons:

• The required joint torques exceed the actuator limits.
• The required contact force is infeasible.

The first limitation comes from actuator capability as well as robot weight. The
second limitation applies to free-standing robots that use contact forces from the
environment, such as in the case of walking. A contact force being infeasible means
that the environment (typically the floor) has to pull the robot, or the friction force
exceeds the limit determined by the normal force (friction cone; see Fig. 7).

The first issue can be identified by a classical robotics computation called inverse
dynamics that estimates the required joint torques for given reference joint angles,
velocities, and accelerations based on the inertial properties of the robot.

The second issue is more complicated. A classical method for identifying contact
force feasibility is to compute the total center of pressure (COP), or equivalently,
the Zero Moment Point (ZMP), and check if it is always inside the contact convex
hull [4]. The COP/ZMP is the point of application of a single pure force equivalent
to the total contact force and moment required to realize the motion. Because the
normal force at all contact points must be in the repulsive direction, the COP must
be inside the convex hull formed by those contact points. The ZMP has been used
in many humanoid motion synthesis methods [5, 6] but it does not consider friction
force limits. Also, COP/ZMP cannot be computed if the contacts are not coplanar.

(qi, vi)

a=amax

a=-amax

a=0

qmaxqmin
qi+1

vi+1

-vmax

vmax

constant acceleration

deceleration limit

acceleration limit

(16)

(19)

(11)

Fig. 6 An example of position-velocity limits to avoid future joint position limit violation, where
point ðpi; viÞ is the current position and velocity and the shadowed area represents the valid area
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Some researchers have proposed more general feasibility measure [7]. The
author’s group [8] proposed the general motion feasibility index that considers the
both normal and friction force constraints, and used this index to generate feasible
motions from captured data (see Sect. 3.3.1). This index is computed based on the
distance from the required contact force to the “friction cone” surface in the
six-dimensional wrench space. The index becomes negative when the required
wrench is in the cone, i.e., feasible, and positive when in feasible.

3.3 Dealing with Infeasible Human Motion

If a motion is found to require infeasible contact forces, we need more sophisticated
methods to make the motion feasible and prevent the robot from falling. This topic
has been investigated in depth in graphics, as well as in robotics to a somewhat
lesser extent. Most of existing methods can be divided into the following two
categories:

• Modify the reference motion: if we modify the reference motion such that it is
feasible for the robot, a local feedback controller is likely to be able to reproduce
the motion. This controller is often combined with a simple balance controller so
that the robot can cope with small disturbance.

• Use a balance controller: even if the reference motion is infeasible, we may be
able to maintain the balance by using a balance controller. This approach is
generally more robust to external disturbances.

Fig. 7 Quantities related to contact forces; fi;j: contact force, wi: moment applied to the foot link
by fi;j due to the position offset pi;j, Fi;j: set of feasible contact force (friction cone)
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3.3.1 Modify the Reference Motion

The first approach is to modify the human motion so that the new motion becomes
feasible for the robot. This approach often assumes that there is a position tracking
controller that allows the joints to accurately follow the modified motion.

The most obvious choice is to modify the poses that the robot goes through
during the motion. For example, Nakaoka et al. [9] divided captured dancing
motion into multiple tasks and optimized each task to be feasible for the robot
dynamics. Miura et al. [10] computed feasible center of mass trajectory based on
the center of pressure trajectory determined from the footsteps in the motion data,
and then computed the joint motions by inverse kinematics. Compared to robotics,
the graphics field has seen richer literature on this topic for wider range of motions
[11–13] although the feasibility requirement tends to be less strict for graphics
applications. Furthermore, virtual characters do not suffer from physical limitations
such as maximum joint torques.

The author’s group [8], on the other hand, developed a method for changing the
timeline of the motion while keeping the same set of poses. This approach ensures
that the robot passes through specific poses during the motion, which can be useful
if the motion goes through a tight space and small change in the poses may case
collisions.

Figure 8 illustrates the concept of time warping. Assume that we would like to
keep the timing of frames 3 and 7 (because, for example, they are on the beat) but
those of frames 4–6 can be changed. Changing the times of frames between 3 and 7
results in new velocity and acceleration profiles, which in turn changes the required
contact forces and joint torques.

Figure 9 shows the motion feasibility index mentioned in the previous section at
each frame of a stair climbing motion, where the dashed line denotes the original
and solid the modified. The index must be negative at every frame for the motion to
be feasible. As seen in the graph, some frames in the original motion violates the
contact force feasibility but the entire modified motion is feasible.

Figure 10 shows the original (dark figure) and modified (bright figure) motions
to highlight the differences. Note that the poses may be different at a particular time
because we have modified the timeline.

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7t'4 t'5 t'6
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4

3
2
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time

Fig. 8 The concept of time
warping
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3.3.2 Combine with Balance Controller

Another approach is to use the data as is, but combine tracking with a balancing
controller so that the robot does not fall down while tracking the human motion. For
example, Ott et al. [14] focused on tracking upper body motions while maintaining
the balance using the lower body. Again, a wider variety of controllers have been
developed based on motion capture data in the graphics field [15, 16]. More
recently, however, researchers appear to be focused on synthesizing human-like
motions through optimization [17–19].

The author’s group have developed a few techniques for tracking potentially
infeasible human motions [20–22] used the whole body for both tracking and
balancing. Figure 11 shows the overview of the controller first presented in [21]. In
addition to the reference trajectory, the tracking controller takes the desired input
(COP in this case) from the balance controller to maintain the balance. The tracking
controller computes the joint torques that respect both tracking and balancing tasks.

Of course, we can also combine both approaches, namely use a balance con-
troller along with a feasible motion to make the control easier. Figure 12 shows a
simulation result of the balance controller in [22] applied to the time-warped fea-
sible motion in Fig. 10. Note that the controller was not able to realize the climbing
motion without time warping, and that the simulated motion is still slightly different
from the time-warped, feasible motion.

Figures 13 and 14 show another example of walking downstairs.
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Fig. 9 General motion feasibility index of the original and modified motions of walking upstairs

Fig. 10 Walking upstairs: original (dark figure) and modified (bright figure) motions
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4 Model Versus Hardware

The final hurdle towards human motion tracking with robot hardware is the dif-
ference between a robot model and actual hardware. It is virtually impossible to
obtain an accurate physical model of a robot due to inertial and kinematic parameter
errors as well as unmodeled dynamics such as joint backlash and link deformation.
As a result, many control or optimization algorithms that rely on a robot model do

tracking
controller

balance
controller

motion clip

simulator / robot

reference state
of the simple model

desired
input

measured output
of the simple model

reference joint angles,
velocities, accelerations

joint
torques

current joint angles,
velocities

Fig. 11 Overview of the balance tracking controller

Fig. 12 Walking upstairs: time-warped (dark figure) and simulated (bright figure) motions

Fig. 13 Walking downstairs: original (dark figure) and modified (bright figure) motions

Fig. 14 Walking downstairs: time-warped (dark figure) and simulated (bright figure) motions
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not work as expected from simulation and sometimes require control parameter
re-tuning.

In general, tracking feasible trajectories with high-gain feedback control [9, 10]
is less sensitive to model errors if sufficient margin from the contact convex hull
boundary has been taken into account. Of course, they will also fail if the model
error is so large that the motion becomes infeasible on the real robot. Controllers
that use full-body dynamics model [21] tend to be more sensitive to model errors. It
is also difficult to accurately estimate the inertial parameters of free-standing
humanoid robots because we cannot obtain enough excitation necessary for accu-
rate parameter estimation [23].

In the author’s previous work [22], we corrected the dynamics model using
actual joint torque and contact force measurements for hardware implementation of
the controller [21], and realized the robot motion corresponding to Fig. 4 as shown
in Fig. 15.

Another approach is to learn either the model or the controller through a number
of experiments [24]. Some methods use human demonstration as the initial tra-
jectory [25–27]. This approach is powerful because the robot can learn a controller
that works for the actual hardware. However, conducting a large number of
experiments (sometimes hundreds of them) is often difficult, especially for
large-scale humanoid robots that have higher risk of breaking due to falls.

5 Summary and Future Directions

This chapter pointed out some of the issues related to the synthesis of fine details of
robot motion from pre-recorded human motions, and reviewed several techniques
that address these issues. In order to control a robot, symbolized notations have to
be brought back to the continuous-time domain. Techniques similar to the ones
introduced in this chapter can be used for controlling robots based on reference
motions reconstructed from symbolized notations.

Fig. 15 Snapshots from the hardware experiment corresponding to the motion shown in Fig. 4
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Tracking human motions with robot hardware, especially with humanoid robots,
is not a solved problem. Many human motions are too fast to be tracked by current
robot hardware to begin with, and robust humanoid balancing and locomotion
control itself is an ongoing research issue. Furthermore, simply tracking
pre-recorded human motion is not enough when the robot has to respond to the
actual situation on the fly. However, balancing and locomotion tasks inherently
require certain amount of look ahead (for example, you cannot lift a foot instantly;
you have to shift your weight first) that makes some higher-level prediction nec-
essary for realtime control. Another possible research direction is learning algo-
rithms that can scale to complex humanoid robots but also work with small data set.
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